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When everything
else in your model 
is top-of-the-Iine, 

make sure
the CA glue you use isn’t 

bottom-of-the-barrel.

Even though most of you know better, 
som e modelers still talk themselves into using 
“budget brand” CAs by saying, “After all, CAs are 
all the same anyhow, aren’t they?”

Well, the fact is, all CA glues are 
not created equal.

Oh sure, basic CA chemistry is 
all related, but beyond that, it’s like 
thinking a clunker and a M ercedes 
are the sam e because they both 
have four wheels. And when 
you’re about to invest a lot of 
blood, sweat and tears— not to 
mention m oney— in a model, 
it simply doesn’t m ake sense 
to hold the whole works 
together with CA glues that 
can ’t offer you the kind of 
security that Jet products 
can.

Consider this.
Jet™ Professional Grade CAs 
are the only CAs sold by a

com pany w ho’s in the business o f designing 
and producing model planes.

Their formulation and quality control 
standards have been developed specifically for 
the tough tests you’ll be putting them through. 
Like high vibration levels, exposure to fuels 

and the stresses o f severe airloads. Plus 
they’re manufactured and packaged right 

here in the U.S.A. where w e can 
m ake sure those high standards 
will be maintained.

So whenever you’re 
tempted to try a cheap CA, just 
ask youself if you’d really want to 
risk building your plane with a 
glue that might be nothing more 
than a repackaged version o f the 
stuff they sell for fixing broken 
teacups.

Try that. W e’ll bet you’ll 
decide to go 
withThePros 
every time.

CARL GOLDBERG 
MODELS INC.

Jet CAs. They’re m ade to do your kind of job.
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BEECHCRAFT: STAQQERWINQ TO 
STARSHIP. Ed Phillips. Staggerwing, 
Twin Beech. Bonanza. . .every pro
duction and experimental Beech air
plane ever flown is documented. 
Complete warbird coverage of UC-43, 
GB-1, AT-7, AT-11, C-45, the mighty XA- 
38 Grizzly. Postwar years Including 
Model 35 Bonanza. Travel Air, military 
and export models. T-34 Mentors, 
Barons, Dukes and the legendary 
King Airs; they're all here plus much,

New b o o k  “h riefm g s”  fro m  Η·Α·

much more. With 245 photos, includ
ing many never published before, 
343-view drawings, technical specifi
cations . 96 pages, 8 Mi" x 11'. stbd.
.................................2012A $14.05
THE PIPER CLA SSICS, Christy. The 
fun “Cubs"—simple tube and fabric 
aircraft. Discusses the evolution of 
Piper lightp lanes — J-3 Cub, J-4 
Coupes. J-5 Cruiser, PA-11, PA-18, 
Vagabonds. Colts. Pacer/Tri-Pacer, 
even Wag-Aero's CUBy. Also cov- 
ereds: Availability, problems. SPECS, 
rebuilding, maintaining and operat
ing. 101 illus. 160 pgs, 5" x 8” , sfbd.
................................. 4208B $13.95
THE PIPER INDIANS, Clarke. Gain 
practical insight into the reasons for 
the increasing popularity of the Piper 
Indians! A model-by-model Inspec
tion of the series: the original PA-28 
Cherokees - the Improved Indians; 
Warriors. Archer. Dakota - the retract- 
ables; PA-24 Comanches. PA-28R Ar
rows - the hard working sixes; and the 
Tomahawks, Apaches. Covers: where 
to find, maintenance, specs, refur
bishing, and.. .all of those ADs and 
STCs and modifications. 112 photos, 
288 pgs. 7 ' x 10". sfbd.
.................................4213B $16.95
PACIFIC AIR RACE, Scheppler. Eight 
wood, wire and fabric planes took-off 
from Oakland, CA. Aug. 16, 1927... 
their destination, Honolulu; their 
goal, glory prize monies. Two of the 
eight made It. This is the true story of 
the pilots, mechanics and the by
standers, 66 b/w photos, 208 pgs.
hdbd.......................  4353C $24.96
U.S. NAVY CARRIER BOMBERS OF 
WWII. Profiles of the TBD Devasta
tor. SBD Dauntless, SB2C Helldriver 
and TBF/TBM Avenger. Carrier opera
tions. both routine and hazardous are 
depicted with excellent three-view 
drawings, color side-view and 121 
photos and cockpit views. 120 pgs., 
8% ' x 11 ".sfbd........ 4103A $9.95

U.S. NAVY CARRIER FIGHTERS OF 
WWII. A fine reference volume con
taining profiles on the Buffalo. Wild
cat. Hellcat, Corsair and Bearcat. 
Lots of combat photos, cockpit and 
detail shots, plus high-quality three- 
view drawings. 153 photos. 51 color 
side and top-view paintings. 120 pgs.,
8% ' X 11". sfbd........4104A $9.95
WINGS OF CESSNA: MODEL 120 
TO THE CITATION III. Ed Phillips. 
The complete family of Cessna air
planes from the rag-wing 120 to the 
high-tech Citation III. Experimental 
ships, one-of-a-kind, the CH-1 heli
copter and military models, every one 
documented with technical changes 
by model year, specs., performance, 
total built and serial number data. 
Much new info on the classic 170 and 
190/195 models. 229 photos of air
planes and instrument panels plus 
more than 50 detailed 3-view draw
ings make this a valuable reference 
for the buff and modeler. 100 pgs.. 
Sfbd......................... 2011A $12.95
IN DETAIL & SCALE $7.95 EACH 
F-4 Phantom II Part 1 ...1041B 
B-17 Flying Fortress (PI. 1)1042B 
F 16 A & B Falcon 1043B
F-111 Aardvark ........1044B
F-5E A F Tiger II .......1045B
F-1· Hbmel............... 1046B
F-4 Phantom II Part 2 ...1047B
F-105 Thunderchlef ...1048B
F-14A Tomcat ............ 1049B

FROM THE GROUND UP, Weick and 
Hansen. Autobiography of aeronauti
cal engineer Fred Weick, designer of 
the Ercoupe. Ag-1 Piper Pawnee ag 
plane and the Piper Cherokee. Weick 
made a significant contribution to 
the advancement of aeronautical 
technology, including development of 
the steerable tricycle landing gear. 
Covers history of ERCO and the Er
coupe. development of the Ag-1 Paw
nee and the Cherokees. 109 photos, 
drawings. 556 pgs. 6’  x 9", hdbd.

...............................  4351C $39.95
FO KKER FIGHTERS OF WWI, Imrie. 
From the genius of "the Flying Dutch
man’'. Anthony Fokker. came the 
fighting machines that made heroes 
out of lmmelmann and Boelcke and 
"Fokker fodder" out of many Allied 
aircraft. Great photos of the fragile 
Eindekkers, DR-1 Triplane. DVII. EV 
parasols, and obsure types. 120 pho
tos. 68 pgs., 7" x 9 Vi", sfbd................
...............................  4549C $8.95

THE AMERICAN FIG H TER, Ange 
lucci & Bowers. A definitive reference 
book on American fighters from 1917 
to present, superbly chronicling 
every model and variant from WWI bi
planes to the sophisticated war ma
chine of today. 870 photos and 1340 
schematic drawings, with perform
ance specs and production history 
on every olane. 480 pgs., 8Vi" x 11, 
hdbd....................... 3475C $40.00

T H E  AM E R IC AN
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Dramatic New Videos!

THE AIRSHOW. The most spectacular performances of the US 
Blue Angels. Italian Freece Tricolor!. Canadian Snowbirds plus 
the Brazilian and French national aerobatic teams as the per
form at the Canadian Abbottsford International Airshow. Take 
your seat in the cockpit of the world s fastest and sexiest air
craft as they swoop and soar winatip to wingtip. Witness exhi
bitions of the Harrier, Tomcat. Hornet, Concorde and SR-71 
Blackbird. 60 min. A REVIEWER'S CHOICE.

VHSV8979N BETA B8980N only $19.95 
ADVANTAGE HORNET. Breath-taking footage puts you in the 
cockpit of the F/A-18 Hornet. Share the pilot's view of flight 
testing, aircraft carrier qualifications, air combat maneuver
ing, weapons delivery, mid-air refueling and heart-stopping 
low-level formation flying. Experience this remarkable ma
chine from tree-top level to over 50,000 feet. See why the Hor
net was chosen by the U.S. Navy's "Blue Angels.” 60 min.
.................................VHS V8722D BETA B8723D $59.95

EAGLE COUNTRY. You're there in the cockpit as you scramble 
after intruders trying to penetrate North America and Central 
European Airspace. Feel the "G" forces as you push the F-15 
to its limits In spectacular air-to-air combat. Brief with F-15 pi
lots as they discuss tactics, missions and weapons. The F-15 
Eagle is every fighter pilot's dream and every MIG pilot's night
mare 60 min........... VHS B8720D BETA B8721D $59.95

FIGHTER ACES OF WW II. Return to 1943 with four Aces of the 
357th FG. of the Mighty 8th, their own stories, their gun-cam
era-footage. Not a Hollywood re-creation, but "The Real Stuff." 
These are the pilots who changed the course of WWII as they 
escorted American bombers deep into enemy territory and 
stayed to challenge, and defeat, the best the Wuftwaffe had to 
Oder.47minutes.- VHS8714 w a s  $29.95—Now $13.98

B-29 Superfortress......1050B
B-17 Flying Fortress. Put 21051B 
F-4 Phantom. Part 3 1052B
F-106 Delta Dart.........1053B
F-15 Eagle................ 1054B
F9F Panther ..............10558
F9F Cougar..............  1056B
F11F Tiger................ 1057B
A-10 Warthog............ 1059B
F-101 Voodoo .........1061B

MODERN FIGHTING AIRCRAFT $11.95 EACH 
F-15 Eagle ....... 1301C The Harrier..............1305C
F-16 Falcon ......... 1302C
F111....................... 1303C
F-4 Phantom............ 1304C

A-10 Thunderbolt II . 1306C
F/A-18 Hornet ........1307C
F-14 Tomcat............1308C

P ilo t  M a n u a ls

P-38 ..... 1 40 1B $6 95 8-26 ..141  I B $12.95
P-39 1402B $6.95 F-4U .. 1 41 2B $7.95
P-40 .......1 403B $6.95 F-6F .. 1 41 3B $7.95
P-47 1 404B $6.95 FM-2 . .1 4 1 4 B $10.95

$9.95 AT-6 ...1 4 1 5 B $7.95
P-61 1405B $7.95 Spitfire ...1 4 16 B $3.95
P-63 ... 1406B $7.95 Hurricane ...1 4 17 B $3.95
F-82 1 407B $7.95 Mosquito ...1 4 18 B $3.95
B-17 1 408B $8.95 Me262 ...1419B $7.95
B-24 .......1 40 9B $10.95 F-80 ...1420B $7.95
B-25 .......1 41 0B $10.95 B-29 . 1 436B $10.951
J A N E ’ S S E R IE S

2 3 7 4 C $10.95
. .2 3 7 5 C $10.95

Hercules Gaines..... 2 3 8 1 C $12.95

SUPERFORTRESS: THE B-29 AND 
AMERICAN AIRPOWER, by General 
Curtiss LeMay and Bill Yenne. Here is 
the complete story of the B-29 as told
by General LeMay who implemented 

' _ ing strategies.. .from Gen
eral Billy Mitchell's vision of the '20's
for long range strategic bombing. .. 
the massive war effort that pushed 
the B-29 off the drawing boards and 
through the factory gates in record 
time and the strategic bombing of Ja
pan and the atomic strikes. 24 pgs. of 
photos, 288 pgs. 6'  x 9". hdbd. 
.................................  3220D $18.95

C U R T IS S  1 9 0 7 -1 9 4 7 , Bowers. 
Complete history of Glenn Curtiss 
and his companies. Model by model 
coverage with clear crisp factory pho
tos, historical detail and full specs.

irly experiments by Glenn 
Curtiss and exhibition tours. From
early flying boats. June Bug. NC-4. 
Jenny, Hawk fighters and racers. 
Robin, Condor to the P-40's, C-46 and 
let a/c. Hundreds of photos, 637 pgs, 
5’/ i "  x8Vi", hdbd. . .. 3383C $ 34.95 
TEST PILOTS by Richard Hallion. 
The complete story of the men. their 
planes and accomplishments, from 
the pioneers of flight through the 
Golden Years to the first jet and the 
first man on the moon.. .from Jenny 
to Voyager, from Spitfire to Space 
Shuttle—and the technical break
throughs they risked their lives to ver-1 
ify. Some stories end in tragedy, oth-l 
ers in brillian t triumph, but each! 
helped explore the frontiers of fliaht. I 
Over 150 photos, pgs., 6" x 9". sfbd. r 
June Release........... 4352C $17.60 *
O N C E T H E Y  W ER E  E A G L E S
Walton. The men of the Black Sheep 
Squadron, Corsairs vs Zeros, combat 
at its best. You’ll fly the missions, 
party with the men, share their victo
ries and heartaches, get to know 
"Pappy" Boyinaton. Nifty then-and- 
now portraits of the pilots. Going to 
be a classic, this well researched 
book is great combat writing with no 
minced words. Well illustrated. 214 
pgs.. 6 " x 9 " .  hdbd. A Reviewer's 
Choice! 2926C $18.00
PAN AM: AN AIRLINE AND ITS AIR- 
CRA FT, R E G. Davies. Pan Am's 
story spans the entire history of air 
transportation in the U.S., from float 
planes, to "China Clippers," to the jet 
age. Covers the history of the airline 
by focusing on acquisition of a new 
airplane or expansion of its air 
routes. 32 full color scale drawings 
by Mike Machat. 20 maps. 96 pgs., 
11" x 8Vi“ , hdbd. 3476C $24.95
TOP GUN. Hall. Fly with the best 
fighter pilots in the world, in training 
at NAS Miramar at the Navy Fighter 
Weapons School. Ride with them at 
supersonic speeds as they hone their 
skills by maneuverinp with and out- 
shooting agressor aircraft. Witness 
their rivalries, egos, and commerade- 
rie as they live life on the razor's 
edge. 144 pgs., 120 photos, 24 in full- 
color. sfbd.. 8" x 8V4".

4436A $12.95
T H E  SM ITH SO N IA N  B O O K O F  
FLIGHT, Walter Boyne. A fresh look
at aviation history going beyond a 
mere chronology o f  events. Boyne 
captures the drama of the develop-

HfHistoric^
■ V I  Aviation

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ment of flight as it really is. a deeply 
Interrelated complex of men. ma
chines and national priorities. 1F5 
full-color photos, including a 12 page 
full-color gatefold. 130 b&w photos, 
288 pgs., 9%" x 107/ · ", hdbd.
.............................. 3477 $35.00

AIR PORTFOLIOS—A full-color pic
torial history of the World's most pop
ular airliners and civil workhorses. A 
spotter's 
of each 
tensive 
spective 
book contains 
photos in 64 
7>/«".
Vol. 1-Boeing 737 P.R.
Smith 2391C $8.95
Vol. 2-Shorts 330 and 360.
Sm ith......................  2392C $8.95
Vol. 3-Douglas DC-9 and MD-80.
Sm ith..................  2393C $8.95
Vol. 4-A lrbus A300 and 310.
Sm ith......................  2394C $8.95

Send Items:

3850H CORONATION RD.. EAGAN. MN 55122

Charge: □  VISA
A cct. No____________
Exp. D a le ___________

□  MasterCard
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State____

1$ 3.95

Total
lor items

Handling
Total Enc
U.S. Funds ·

. Country.
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8 0 0 - 2 2 5 - 5 5 7 5

MN. AK. and foreign countries use 1 -612-454- 
2493 (not toll free). Charge VISA or Master
Card. MN residents add 6% sales tax.
Dealers invited. Authors manuscripts invited.
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of Hawaii certainly caught your eye, so 'nuff said. The Waco Taperwing, built from Model 
Builder plans that appeared in our November 1981 issue, is the work of Terry Nutt, Maui resi
dent. The Quadra engine has since been replaced by a Sachs-Dolmar, which certainly im
proved the performance of this quarter-scale beauty. The Waco, built of alderwood and covered 
with MonoKote, is guided by a seven-channel Futaba FM radio system. Photo: Randy Hufford.
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If you like spending a lot of 
money on R/C car equipment, 

don't read any further.
World Engines has dedicated itself 

to bringing you the highest quality kits 
at the lowest possible prices. We have 
a full line o f R/C cars, battery packs, 
chargers, and all spare parts you need 
in stock to get your Mercury Xi-4" or 
Rockbuster’ back into racing fonri.

Our newest car is the Mercury X i-4". 
It is a competition

four wheel drive car that features 3 
differentials to efficiently transfer 
power to the ground with a m inim um 
of loss. Adjustable four wheel inde
pendent suspension as well as adjust
ments for ride height and belt tension 
make this car a champion.

Our Rockbuster 
1/10 scale 
off-roaders 
are g rea t 
fo r  those  
looking for 
th e ir  f irs t  
ra d io  c o n 
trolled car or 
fo r  those  
looking for a 
low cost m ulti
purpose ve
h ic le . The 
R ockbuste r has many features that 
are not found in cars that cost two to 
three times as much. The Rockbuster 
comes in two different versions; Origi
nal and Hopped-Up. The Original ver
sion features a R5-380 motor, spring 
shocks and is the perfect first car. The 
l1opped-Up version features a more 
powerful RS-540 motor, a beefed up 
chassis, adjustable oil filled rear 
shocks, and low profile tires mounted

on gold colored rims. Also both ver
sions o f the Rockbuster are available 
as a ready to assemble kit, or 85% pre
assembled. The pre-assembled form 
only requires you to install your radio 
system in the car; THATS ALL!

GEmax l400m Ah racing packs are 
the perfect choice for pow
ering the Mercury X i-4 ', 
Rockbusters, or any other 
R/C model that requires a 
7.2V or 8.4V battery pack. 
These rechargeable bat
tery packs utilize the lat
est in chemical technol
ogy to provide you with 

reliable power, charge 
a fte r charge. GEmax 

power is available in a 7.2V flat 
pack, a 7.2V hump pack and a new 
8.4V flat pack.

elude the Expert DC charger (great for 
quick charging from a I2V power 
source at the track), the Expert 
120VAC charger (for overnight slow 
charging; recommended after 10-15 
fast charges), and the new Peak detec
tion charger ( 12VDC input only; auto
matic fast charge cut-off after the 
battery has been fully charged).

We stand behind all the

MEVS/’ Mercury *>'4

Pro-Ace
a c / d c

T o 
charge 
these 
h i g h  
ca pa c ity
rechargeable packs, we have a full 
range o f chargers with the most 
wanted features. Our top o f the line 
charger is the Pro-Ace AC/DC m ulti
purpose charger. Input power 
to this charger can be either 
house current ( 120VAC) or 
from a car cigarette lighter 

. D e tec tion  cha r9 er ( 12VDC). It is adjustable to 
^ ea handle any battery from 4.8V

to 9.6V. The charging current is 
also adjustable. A 0 -I5  minute 
mechanical tim er determines 
the charging cycle. After the 
cycle is com pleted, the 
ch a rge r a u to m a tic a lly  
switches over to the slow 
(trickle) charge mode to 
insure your pack receives a 
full charge.

Our other chargers in-

a r+ ·  AC chargers
E xp e rt*  0C. *  E *Pert p r o d u c t s  

that we sell with service and in- 
house repair facilities. All this at such 
affordable prices!. Ask your local 
dealer for more infonnation.

W O R L D

Mercury Xi-4*

WORLD ENGINES INC.
8960 Rossash Road. Cincinnati. Oh 45236 

Phone: (513) 793-5900 ·  Telex 214 557

These products are available exclusively 
through World Engines dealers nationwide.

Rockbuster- 4  Experr are registered trademarks ot World Engines Inc 
G E '* ' · is  a registered trademark ol the Gates corp



THE MODELER’S CHOICE

The Premium Grade Cyanoacrylates Are Herel

We say that Sig CAs will be the modeler's choice because they have been developed from 
the very beginning with model airplane builders in mind! Developing products that suit 
the aeromodeler is one of the things we do best. That’s because we are modelers 
ourselves! In fact, we have five National Champion modelers on our design staff and that 
wealth of modeling experience has helped us develop a CA adhesive system that has all 
the qualities you want. It hasn’t been easy, Sig CAs have been in the “works" for quite a 
long time, over 3 years to be exact. That was 3 years of extensive testing and evaluating 
parameters like bond strength, workability, penetration, gap fill ability, tip clogging, 
odor, shelf life, and adaptability with different woods and other different modeling 
materials. The end result is a CA adhesive system that has some different characteristics 
that we know modelers will appreciate. After all, we have been in the business of pro
ducing quality model products for over 37 years. We are not about to let you down now. 
Drop in and check out the new Sig CAs at your local Sig Dealer. You will be glad you
did. SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC., 401-7 South Front, Montezuma, IA 50171

Sig CAs - They are designed especially for modelers



COMPUTER CONTROL
Precision, fully electronic, comput

er programming is at your finger 
tips with Futaba’s new Seven Series 
system s.

With the 7UAP/7UAF 7 channel 
aircraft system s you have accurate 
computer control for ATV, dual rate, 
exponential and mixing. Using data 
input keys, all programming settings 
are made in 1% increments and 
are displayed on the LCD screen.

For the serious flyer, the benefits of 
computer programming is obvious. Flap- 
eron and aileron differential, snap roll (4), 
programmable mixing, fail safe and other 
settings are made, displayed and stored 
in memory for flawless performances 
time after time.

SCREENING OUT ERRORS
In addition to programming functions, 

the big LCD  screen also provides infor
mation for servo reversing, PCM/PPM  
switching, transmitter battery voltage 
and elapsed time of operation. Every
thing you need to know for a perfect 
flight is there, in easy to read numbers, 
at the touch of a button. Even a low bat
tery warning signal is included.

7UAP PCM 1024 transmitter with trainer system and 
RF module.

THE NARROW MINDED RECEIVERS
Both the 7UAP and 7U AF system s 

include narrow band receivers that meet 
the 1991 standards. The 7UAP uses the 
same R129DP/9 Channel PCM 1024 
receiver as our 9VA professional model,

ERGONOMIC ENGINEERING
The stunning electronics of the 

Futaba Seven Series are encased 
in an all-new transmitter case , er
gonomically designed for comfort 
and optimum control access.

The contoured back gives you 
a more stable grip. Mix, rate and 
auxiliary channel controls are 
slanted for easier reach. And the 
open gimbal control sticks are 
adjustable for length.

CHOPPER COMPUTER
There are Futaba Seven Series for 

helicopters, too, but you won't see the 
usual difference in the transmitter cases. 
Because of the many functions of the 
computer system , it was unnecessary 
to reposition many of the controls. What 
is different in the 7UH P/7UHF system s 
are five S5101 servos and 1000mAh 
NiCd packs.

Join the computer age. The new 
Seven Series from Futaba are the sys
tems advanced airplane and helicopter 
pilots can count on.

Γ Χ ~

Large UCD indicator screen monitors all program
ming functions.

An inside look at the R129DP shows the exclusive 
Futaba PCM 1024 microprocessor and surface 
mount construcUon (SMT).

while the 7U AF is equipped with an 
R128DF/8 Channel, dual conversion 
FM unit.

The R129DP and R128DF are assem 
bled using the latest, SM T construction 
for super reliability, efficiency and com
pact size.

7UHP PCM 1024 
Transmitter.

Futaba φ
Futaba Corporation of America
555 West Victoria Street, Compton, C A  90220

£1988 Futaba Corp.



Vanguard sets the pace all other FM and PCM 
systems must follow. Designed with advanced 
features and a stylish high tech appearance, 
Vmguand is the first R/C system to offer true 
1991 performance and capabilities, at a down 

to earth price.
The economical 

Vknguard FM and PCM 
systems incorporate the same 
quality craftsmanship and state-

Top quality A irtm nics 
precision gim bals.

extremely accurate control response.
Dual Rate elevator and aileron controls, 

and electronic trims for maximum aircraft 
performance are additional standard 
features offered on the VG6DR FM and 
VG6P PCM systems.

A  Breakthrough in 
FM Technology

Suitable for beginning 
and sport flyers, Vhnguard is the first 
low-priced fM  system to offer you

Tm inersystem . Available 
on Minguard FM only.

total 1991 flight capability. Vmguard 
utilizes Airtronics reliable Gold Label
Super Narrow Band Dual Conver-

systems.
Vanguard comes complete with 

High Quality Rechargeable NiCd
Batteries and Servo Reversing on All Channels. Precision siori Receiver for superior aircraft per- 
gimbals give Vmguard the responsive feel and critical formance and control.
control of our most advanced aircraft systems. Fully ad- You get a clearer, more efficient signal that's less sus-
justable length and tension sticks provide modelers with ceptible to specific types of interference, image frequency



and intermodulation problems, \hnguard gives you all 
the technological advantages of super narrow band FM 
operation at a price comparable to most AM systems.

\hnguard FM systems also incorporate a conven
ient Trainer system which allows any two Airtronics 
Trainer-equipped transmitters, coupled by a cable, to 
control the same airplane, for easier flight instruction.

A  C om petitively-Priced PCM
Vanguard PCM systems feature advanced com

ponent design, a Gold Label Super Narrow Band 
Dual Conversion Receiver, and the same sophisticated 
Pulse Code Modulation technology available in our 
higher priced R/C systems.

Airtronics' sop ’ 
based Pulse Code I
offers modelers all the advantages of virtual 
trouble-free operation.

\hnguard PCM systems feature a Trans
mitter Low \foltage Audio Alarm and a Fail/Safe 
mechanism that automatically resets control 
position, enabling you to fly through unexpected 
interference. A convenient PCM/PPM Switch 

you the ability to switch between Airtronics PCM or 
receivers for greater system flexibility.

The VG6P PCM < 
able Low Throttle; 
enhanced flight control.

These high quality \finguard FCM  transmitters offer 
you unmatched system
features and unsurpassed W ngnant PCM
performance at an 
affordable price.

for

Receiver.

A  True 1991 Receiver
AllVfinguard

FM and FCM  systems v  
feature Airtronics' Gold Label 
Sup>er Narrow Band Dual Con
version Receiver. These state-of-the-art 
receivers give you all the advantages of sut 
image rejection, improved sensitivity, narrow bandwidth 
and maximum interference rejection.

system that meets or exceeds all the AMA specifications 
and guidelines for operation in 1991 and beyond.

A irtron ics’ C om m itm ent to  Q uality
\hnguard series radios are fully compatible with all 

Airtronics' quality accessories, servos ana radio systems. 
Airtronics is the only major R/C manufacturer that 
offers you full product compatibility.

All our FM and PCM servos and accessories have 
the same interchangeable plug types used on our 
reliable AM systems. Airtronics^state-of-the-art trans
mitters meet all AMA and RCMA Gold Sticker 
requirements and specifications. Our FM and PCM 
R/C systems meet and exceed all 1991 AMA guide 
lines, assuring you fully functional operation in 1991 
and beyond.

At Airtronics we don't build obsolescence into our 
products. V\fe stand behind our R/C technology and 
product line with a commitment to servicing what we 
sell, now and in the future. V\fe back that commitment 
with a full one-year limited warranty on all our quality 
RIC  systems.

Vanguard is Superior in Every Respect
Vknguard FM and PCM systems incorporate 

functional system design, highquality advanced tech
nical features, and superior 1991 flight performance, at 
a competitive price.

If you're seriously thinking of buying a new R/C 
system, Airtronics' \finguard is the only choice to 
make. In the race to 1991, Yfinguard sets the pace.

AIRTRONICS m
—y 11 Autry, Irvine, CA 92718 (714) 830B769

Airtronics' complete product catalog is available for $2.00. 
Please send check or money order to Airtronics, Inc.

At Airtronics, we want to be known as the best, not just the best known.



w o r k b e n c h
Seven-year-old Justin  Burnett waves from the cockpit of the 11-foot span " L in k "  trainer build 
by his grandfather, O .D. Burnett, retired A ir  Force Master Sergeant from Azle, Texas. The 
trainer w ill clim b, dive, bank, and spin, all in response to control stick and pedal movement. 
Hm m m ...w ith a big Sachs-Oolmar and reduction belt drive ....

• The 1989 IMS (International Modeler 
Show), scheduled for Saturday and Sunday, 
January 14 and 15, 1989, is beginning to 
come together. As this is being written (the 
first of October), 106 companies have al
ready officially registered, with many more 
"getting around to it." A list of the registrants 
up to O ctober 1, 1989, follows this 
discussion.

Note that we have changed the title to 
Model Sport and Hobby Show, as first used 
at the 1988 Atlanta premier. This is in recog
nition of the fact that our. . .er. . .hobby 
has really changed in recent years. More 
and more of those involved in the operation 
of model aircraft, cars, and boats are not 
modelers, at least not at the start. With the 
proliferation of ARO models (that's Almost 
Ready to Operate, a term that includes all 
three categories), there are many new en

thusiasts who have become involved to en
joy the sport of operating models and who 
are not really interested in the hobby of de
signing and/or building their own models. 
W hile a few of these w ill stay with the sport 
and become model hobbyists, the others 
w ill "pass through" to other sporting activi
ties. Anyway, the idea is that our show is de
signed to please "all of the above," and, 
maybe in the process of seeing the manu
facturers of the products that are purchased 
"ready to use," the passing through en
thusiast may decide to take off his or her 
coat and stay awhile.

Those who attended the 1988 show will 
recall that the entrance to the show was 
through the Conference Building, ground 
(or upper) level. This w ill be repeated in 
1989, but with one major change. The en
trance level, which contained model rail

road and model ship club displays, w ill be 
used for the ever-popular Swap Shop. 
Downstairs in the Conference Building w ill 
again be the location of most of the model 
car and boat manufacturer exhibitors and 
w ill include the car track and boat pond for 
live demonstrations. Since the 1988 show, 
the former Swap Shop area, called the An
nex, has been enlarged to almost double its 
previous size, and for 1989 w ill be used for 
the model railroad displays, competition 
static model displays, and as many as 50 
manufacturer exhibitor booths.

Here is the list of exhibitors who have 
signed up as of October 1, 1988:

Academy of Model Aeronautics 
Ace R/C, Inc.
Aerospace Composite Products
A ir Age Publishing
Ambrosia Microcomputer Products
American Sailplane Design
Antique Radio Collection
APBA R/C Model Racing Commission
B & L Racing Products
Bell Rock Industries
Boca Bearing Co.
BoLink R/C Cars, Inc.
Bondhus Corporation 
Bridi Aircraft Designs, Inc.
Buzz Waltz R/C Designs 
Cannon R/C Systems 
Charlie's R/C Goodies 
Cheetah Models 
Conley Precision Engines, Inc.
Custom Electronics 
Dahm's Racing Bodies 
Dave Brown Products 
Davey Systems Corp.
DCU
Dumas Products, Inc.
E. H . Yost & Co.
Eldon J. Lind Co.
Fourmost Products
Futaba Corporation of America
C M  Precision Products, In c
Golden Age Models
Η & N Electronics
Hayes Products
Helicbpter World, Inc.

Combining the old and the new, Allan Wall, Kootingal, NSW, Australia, built this Lanzo Puss 
Moth, installed a geared Astro cobalt 035, driven by five or six Sanyo 900 cells, Jomar SC-5 
throttle, and Sermos connectors. Weight is 2-1/4 lbs. and it takes off water in 30 feet turning 
a 10x5 prop. Flies in calm or rough, gusty weather, about 15 minutes per charge.

8 MODEL BUILDER



Hobby Lobby International, Inc.
Hobby Merchandiser 
Hobby shack
Horizon Hobby Distributors
Hurricane Fans
Impact Engineering
IMS Headquarters
IMS Raffle
) & Z Products
JTec
J.C. Model Supply Co.
Jarel Aircraft Design & Engineering
Jed's Shade Canopies
Jomar Products
K-Bee's Modeling
Klotz Special Formula Products
Lanier R/C
Lazer Lite Racing
M .D.M . Co.
Mac's Products 
Massey Aviation Products 
Matrix Enterprises, Inc.
McDaniel R/C, Inc.
Model Builder Magazine 
Model Marine Classics 
Model Rectifier Corporation 
Model Research Labs 
Model Retailer Magazine 
Novak Electronics 
Paper Airplanes International 
Paul's Flying Stuff 
Peck-Polymers 
Penn International Chemical 
Performance Specialties 
PK Products
Polk's Model Craft Hobbies 
Powermaster 
Pro-Cut Decals 
Product Design, Inc.
Quifkdraw
R/C Model Cars Magazine 
Race Tech, Inc.
Racing Wings Co.
Radio Control Race Center 
RC Video Magazine, Inc.
RJL Industries 
Rotary W ng  Connection 
Royal Products Corporation 
Safety "Plus'
Scale Model Research 
Scale Plans & Photo Service 
Scale R/C Modeler Magazine 
Scande Research, Inc.
Schlueter Free Flight Models 
Ship Modelers Association 
Sig Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Sullivan Products 
Sun Fair Aircraft Designs 
Superior Aircraft Material 
Sure Flite Enterprises, Inc.
Technopower II, Inc.
Tecnacraft 
The Edjer 
TMS Products 
Top Flite Models, Inc.
Traxxas Corporation
U.S. Boat & Ship Modeler Magazine
Vinyl write Custom Lettering
WCM  Corporation
W ndsor Prop/Master Airscrew
Winners Circle Resorts, Inc.
World Engines, Inc.
Yellow Aircraft & Hobby Supply 
F/F RECOVERY BY R/C 

In this year of national elections, with all 
its campaign speeches full of accusations 
and promises, the pro and con discussions 
about R/C recovery of free flight, whether in

Continued on page 107

Avro Lancaster built by John Considine, of Bossley Park, NSW, Australia. Span is 88 inches, 
weight 8-1/2 pounds, powered by four O .S. 10 F S R  engines, Rhom air retracts, and controll
ed by a 6-channel Futaba radio system.

ADVICE FOR THE PROPWORN
— By Jake

Dear lake:
Thought I'd drop you a line and update 

you on our Loch Ness research. In my 
earlier letter I told you how we were using 
radio-controlled cameras to try and capture 
Nessie on film. Well, we have taken that 
idea one step further and we now have 
those radicxontroUed cameras mounted 
on small radicxontroUed submarines. This 
allows us to go out and search for the fa
mous Plesiosaur, instead of just waiting in 
one place for her to swim by. Rather than 
randomly searching the whole lake, we 
wait until we have a sonar reading, then we 
send out our fleet of mini-submersibles to 
that location and photograph whatever we 
find.

I am pleased to report another break
through! As you can see from the enclosed 
photographs, we have not only captured 
the Loch Ness monster on film, but we have 
proven conclusively that there is more than 
one of the animals alive in the Loch. Photo

#7 shows Nessie at rest at the bottom at a 
depth of 326 feet. We found this site from a 
very high magnitude metallic return on the 
sonar. (We have concluded that iron con
tent in Nessie's diet has partially metallized 
her scales, and thereby accounts for the 
metallic nature of the sonar image.) Note 
the cigar-like hump of the body and the tail 
fins at the rear. One hump clearly visible at 
the top center of the body. This hump is ap: 
proximately the shape of a conning tower. 
Note also the distinguishing white mark
ings on the side of the otherwise black 
body. These naturally occurring patterns 
look remarkably like the letter U and the 
numbers 7 and 3.

The proof of a second animal is evident in 
the second photograph, taken at a depth of 
112 feet at a site 7 kilometers distant from 
the first. It shows a similar animal, com
plete with tail fins and a conning-tower-like

Continued on page 106
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Building the R/C G uff
I f  you've been follow ing our series on the history o f Walt Good's landmark R/C model, then you are primed 
and ready fo r the complete construction article presented here. Full-size plans are available, see page 106.

• As / promised in the August '88 issue 
when introducing this series on Walt and 
Bill Cood's history-making model, the R/C 
Cuff, we are concluding with this presenta
tion of the construction article for the plane 
itself. The plans have been drawn by Phil 
Bernhardt directly from the original presen
tation in the November 1940 issue of a 
three-part series in Air Trails magazine. Al
though some sketches and details of items, 
such as battery boxes, radio installation, ig
nition wiring, etc., have been deleted, the 
structural design has been totally un
altered. In fact, numerous telephone calls 
were made to Walt as the drawings 
progressed, making sure that all structure 
was correct and that no mistakes in the 
original presentation were being carried 
through to this new set of drawings.

Note that several photos revealed that 
Walt, the builder, had laboriously cut light
ening holes in the wing ribs, though this is 
not indicated on the drawings. Why? Be
cause Walt saved all of the cutout disks and 
found that the whole batch only weighed 
half an ounce, hardly worth all the effort to 
reduce weight!

Speaking of ribs, the original wing was 
built with three-piece ribs, as the spars 
were full depth. Unless you're a real 
masochist, there no need to go through this 
exercise, as Phil has shown an alternate 
wing construction following the modern I- 
beam method, using top and bottom "cap" 
spars with vertical-grain webbing.

Most modelers only read the instructions 
as a last resort, when all else fails; but we 
felt that, for old time's sake, we would re
produce the majority of the original in
troduction and building instructions. Ex
cept for modern adhesives and hardware, 
it's really not all that different. If you notice 
any discrepancies in wood sizes, etc., stick 
with the plans. And remember, the original 
aircraft weighed only a little over eight 
pounds, complete with radio, and still man
aged to fly with a Brown jr. ignition engine, 
a power source that is about the equivalent 
of a modern .29 two-stroke glow engine. 
Granted, it usually needed manual as
sistance during takeoff, so you may want to 
use a .40 two-stroke or a slightly larger four- 
stroke, but keep it at that. This was a slow 
and majestic aircraft that made history. It's 
not Rodney Dangerfield; treat it with 
respect!

Radio control of a model plane is a new 
and fascinating hobby. Every modeler 
dreams of controlling his own models, and 
it is hoped his enthusiasm w ill be livened 
by the presentation of this thoroughly 
proven radio-guided model. Over 150 
flights have been executed with the equip
ment described, so only those things which 
have been tried and found successful w ill 
be included. In many of these flights, the 
plane was returned to within a few feet of

With John Gunsaullus launching, Walt Good begins takeoff of R ich Bonnell's Enya .46 four- 
stroke-powered Guff replica.
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the takeoff; that's a real thrill, especially 
when you are doing the controlling.

The present ship carries two controls, 
rudder and elevator. It is suggested, how
ever, that a rudder control alone is an ade
quate beginning. Complications arising 
from two controls are apt to be discourag
ing. Interestingly enough, the 1939 Na
tionals were won using only the rudder 
control. Simplicity is the keynote through
out the entire construction. Most modelers 
yearn for the super complete complex radio 
job. Try a simple one first.

Several years of experimentation have 
shown that the ship itself is as important as 
the radio unit it carries. Naturally, the 
weight must be carried easily. The glide and 
power flight speeds should be nearly equal 
to give the same response to control under 
both conditions. Side area considerations 
result in good turns to right and left. And fi
nally, properly sized control areas are in
deed essential.

In spite of its largeness, this ship is po
wered with a 1/5 hp Brown motor. It may be 
noted the ship has the same characteristic 
fuselage shape as the author’s Guff. This 
seems to aid the spiral stability.

On a low, slow, fly-by approach prior to setting up a landing pattern. Note wheels are in the 
old prop-saver position.

DECEMBER 1988 FULL-SIZE PLAN AVAI LABLE-SEE PAGE 106 13



Walt enjoyed flying the G uff in its normal, old, slow style .

of glue along its edge to fuse it to the sheet 
beside it. As much as a four-inch wide slab 
can be put on at one time. Again sand and 
now cover the whole body (even over the 
1/16-inch sheet) with 1/32-inch sheet with 
the grain running the length of the fuselage. 
Use as wide sheets as obtainable and cover 
about two sections at a time. A paint brush 
instead of a glue stick w ill help here. Sand 
the balsa sheet carefully and give two coats 
of clear dope, sanding lightly after each. 
One or two coats of your favorite colored 
dope finishes the fuselage. The original 
ship is deep orange trimmed with Curtiss 
blue.

The hatch of the ignition compartment is 
made of 1/4-inch square framework and is 
covered with 1/16-inch sheet. Two pins hold 
it in place.

The transparent inspection panel, of 1/4- 
inch stock, is covered with cellophane. A 
silk hinge connects the door to the body. 
TAIL SURFACES

The rudder and elevator are constructed 
separately and joined together when 
finished.

The movable rudder flap is built apart 
from the stationary fin. Spars of the fin are of

FUSELAGE
The body is of the strong semibox con

struction, covered with sheet balsa.
Find a large space (the body is over 5-1/2 

feet long!) to work, and tack the plans to a 
soft board. Build the two sides, one on top 
of the other, of 1/4-inch square hard balsa. 
Remember, the right side has a door; the left 
hasn't.

Assemble the sides in two steps. Invert the 
two sides and pin the wing-mount portion 
to the board, gluing in all cross braces for
ward of the back wing stub. With the body 
right side up, pin the rear bottom portion of 
the fuselage to the board and put in the re
maining braces. Several coats of glue on all 
joints is now (rather now than later) advisa
ble. Place diagonals (not shown in drawing) 
of 1/4-inch square across the body at Sta
tions 5, 8, and 11.

The stabilizer cradle is made of soft 1/4- 
inch sheet shaped to the rib outline. Since 
the cradle determines the angle of the stab, 
follow the dimensions carefully. The tip of 
•he body is carved from a soft balsa block 
and glued in place.

Hardwood motor mounts are glued in 
place with the aid of the fill-in blocks. The 
whole front of Station 1 is covered with 1/4- 
inch sheet balsa. Station 2 is also filled in, 
isolating the ignition equipment from the 
radio compartment. After putting in the 
bass (or other hardwood) landing-gear 
blocks, coat the whole nose with glue. Re
peat several times until a glasslike finish is 
had. This prevents oil from undermining 
the nose structure. Also use plenty of glue 
wherever the motor mounts come in con
tact with the balsa structure. After sanding 
the entire body, removing all projects, the 
body is ready for its sheet-balsa skin. The 
front portion of the body, sides and bottom, 
from nose to Station 5, is covered with 1/lfr- 
inch sheet withthegrainrunning across the 
body. To put on these pieces, coat well with 
glue all members under the sheet. Just be
fore shaping the sheet in place, run a ribbon
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hard 1/8-inch sheet. The rear spar has two 
strips of 1/8-inch square glued to its front 
side for strengthening.

Fin Ribs 1 ,1A, and 5 are of 1/8-inch sheet, 
while the rest are of 1/16-inch material. Ce
ment the ribs to the spars. Fit Rib 1 as 
closely as possible to the curve of the eleva
tor airfoil, filling in the gaps with 1/4-inch 
soft sheet.

The 1/4-inch square leading edge is not 
rounded until after the sheet covering is 
applied.

Thetrailingedgeofthe rudder and the tip 
of the fin are 1/8-inch sheet. Notch the fin 
spars to receiver the tip.

Cover the indicated portions with 1/32- 
inch sheet balsa, running the grain parallel 
to the spars.

Keep the rudder flap light for easy flap
ping. Its spar has the back face reinforced 
with two strips of 1/8-inch square. Notch 
the trailing edge to take ribs.

Heavy-duty common pins are glued 
firmly to the upper and lower ends of the 
rudder spar, and project 1/8-inch. These are 
the pivot pins and they turn in holes in thin

Continued on page 100
A t R/C  World in Orlando, Florida, the fliers get together w ith the G u ff replica for a family-style 
photo: Walt Good, John Gunsaullus, and Rich Bonnell, builder of the replica model.
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The Abingdon 
Fan Fly

By RON SWEENEY. . .Our correspondent in England, a devoted fan flier, brings us a co lorfu l look at the 
premier je t event's 1988 meet.

• Last year's video recording of the '87 fan 
meeting at Abingdon was concluded by a 
short commentary by David James, one of 
England's more notable exponents of our 
craft, when he stated that the event was the 
oldest and the best fan meeting in the 
world. The oldest it certainly is; the best is 
obviously only an opinion, but one shared 
by all those who attend this annual pil
grimage into the beautiful Oxfordshire 
countryside. The numbers are still rising, 
and although 59 models were checked in 
for flight, there were quite a few more that 
were present but didn't fly and several 
"characters" who flew and didn't check in.

Having enjoyed a fine warm spring I was 
praying that the weather preceding the 
event would hold out till the Sunday, but the

signs were there that we weren't going to 
have things all our own way. Having fore
cast a fine warm day, the weathermen got it 
wrong, and the 3-1/2 hour trip down to 
Abingdon saw the windshield wipers on 
my car working overtime to allow me to see 
through the gloom. My ever-optimistic 12- 
year-old son Andrew, clutching our newly 
acquired video camera, patted me on the 
back reassuringly and promised me that the 
weather would clear. Arriving at the gates of 
the massive RAF base of Abingdon at 9:15 
a.m. with no prospect of a change in the 
weather didn't in any way dampen our 
spirits, and the cheerful and tolerant greet
ing of the guard on the gate brought back 
old memories of my own time spent in the 
Queens Air Force as an aircraft engineer.

(The boys haven't lost any of their charm.) I 
pity the girls in the surrounding villages.

As we approached the flight line, my first 
site was not of models but large sheets of 
flapping polythene and huge candy-striped 
golfing umbrellas. The usual renewed 
greetings were slightly disconsolate, and a 
brief glance around the airfield revealed a 
misty half-mile horizon. Foreign car regis
trations were in evidence—a Belgian (my 
friend Philip Avonds is here, yes that's his 
new F-15). A French registration—that's Paul 
Ratajczak, secretary of the MACH 2.2 club 
(The French D.F. organization). This looks 
like the makings of a good event. The fol
lowing half hour was spent unloading the 
"cargo." The important bits first, my son's 
lunch pack, no mean task considering its
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Form erly Philip Avonds' Mirage, the model is now owned by Mr. Dwek John Richard's scratchbuilt Gripen, powered by an O PS/Thorjet, 
from Belgium. Powered by a Rossi 90 , it's fast and superbly prepared. went unflown due to radio problems this day.

contents, followed by my models and 
accessories.

My customary and habitual practice on 
such occasions is to stroll around the as
sembly looking at the latest offerings. This 
was most difficult since most were shelter
ing from the persistent rain under their 
makeshift plastic canopies. Unperturbed by 
the weather, the numbers swelled continu
ously until it was evident that the preor
dained model compound was too small to 
contain the numbers and a second location 
was occupied.

The rain, being gentle and subtle, had 
fooled me, and I hadn't realized that the 
huge umbrella I was carrying was no longer 
necessary. An awe-inspiring array of 
models, growing as the morning pro
gressed, now bore witness to the subtlety of 
the change in weather. Activity changed 
from gossiping to modeling, and the nor
mal cacophony associated with fan engine 
testing gradually commanded attention.

It is now reasonably forgivable to expect 
new projects to be present on such occa
sions, and I doubt anyone would have been 
disappointed. The array was dazzling, mak
ing my own meagre efforts pale into insig
nificance compared with some of the 
mouthwatering offerings on show.

Without going into too much detail, there 
was evidence of increasing influence from 
the USA. Barry Conway impressed us all last 
year with his Viojet system installed in his 
F104. He repeated the exercise again this 
year with his predictable and immaculate 
performance not only on the ground, but 
also in the air. His Starfighter seemed even 
faster than last year. Pete Nye appears to 
have adopted the Dynamax fan as his fa
vored unit. He powered his F-8 Crusader 
last year with Tom Cooke's excellent fan 
unit turned by an O.S. 77. This year he and 
his pals brought along two superb Panthers, 
which he has designed over the winter 
months. They flew as well as they looked 
and were a credit to his talent and skills, 
m aking use of carbon fiber in the 
construction.

So much is expected of Philip Avonds fol
lowing his magnificent performance last 
year that he isn't allowed any room for error. 
This year he produced an immaculate ver
sion of his F-15 kit, and although plagued 
with engine difficulties he proceeded to 
thrill the crowd and fellow pilots with a

Panthers are Peter Nyes' latest creations, w ith O .S . 77/Dynamax systems for power. Fuselages 
are glass and foam, w ith  carbon fiber-reinforced wings.

Tiger Sharks from Thorpe plans, powered by K& B , Picco, O .S ., and OPS; all use Thorjet fans.
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Paul Thorpe prepares for flights w ith his F-104 and F-20, both very fast. The F-104 was w rit
ten o ff after radio interference.

Named Best Finished Model at the show, Philip Avonds' F-15 is his own version of his k it , with 
two K&B 7 .5  engines and Turbax fans. It had engine problems, but still ran well.

stunning performance, sometimes operat
ing on only one of his two K&B 7.5s.

The K&B is still very much in evidence, 
and my own Thorpe Brothers Tigershark 
completed several very fast flights with my 
K&B turning my Thorjet unit in excess of 
23,700 rpm. O f equal merit was the perfor
mance of the Picco 45. One particular en
gine powering another F-20 was piloted by

Jim Fox with fine skills and flew at great 
speed with prolonged high speed passes 
both upright and inverted in a flawless man
ner. There were no less than five examples 
of this model present. All current 45 en
gines were in evidence in these models, 
and there was little to choose between 
them in the performance stakes, despite 
some of these engines retailing at twice the

price of their contemporaries.
A huge A-10 Thunderbolt brought by John 

Menhennet was also very professionally 
flown. Being accustomed to the slightly off 
peak resonance of the twins, I twice mis
took the purity of the engine note to be that 
of a single engine. I'm sure most of you w ill 
recognize the fateful sound of a single en
gine on a twin. Tuning was so good that the 
engine synchronization was perfect and 
sounded as one; the two Picco 45s repaying 
John's preparation with complete reliability 
throughout the day.

I am sure that particular designs attain 
popularity and appear in numbers during 
particular flying seasons, and I have wit
nessed the rise and fall in popularity of sev
eral models. This year was the turn of the 
Thorpe F-20 and the Peter Nye Albatross, 
both proving their soundness and reliability 
in past seasons. The perennial Hawk was 
once again flown by several pilots and re
mains an all-time favorite, with all three ver
sions being demonstrated. The very impres
sive F-15 Eagle was modeled in three guises. 
Dave Nieman, a model shop owner brought 
along two Byron kit versions which he and 
his colleagues flew with great skill. Philip 
Avonds, although plagued with engine 
troubles, proved the soundness of his de
sign by some excellent single-engine per
formances. My favorite on this occasion 
however, was A lex Cornish-Trestrail's 
scratchbuilt design. Powered by two super
bly prepared O.S. 25/Kress 7290 fans, the 
model made countless flights and was 
rarely on the ground. At one stage late in the 
day I quizzed Paul Leighton, Alex's pilot, 
about battery life, and he reassured me all 
was well. I personally feel that two engines 
are four times the trouble, but I cannot 
recall a single occasion when Alex encoun
tered the slightest problem, and he must be 
congratulated on his skills. Equally effective 
was his A-10 Thunderbolt also scratchbuilt 
in this instance powered by two Cox TD 
.051 engines and axiflow fans. This model 
was extremely light being hand-launched 
for takeoff. My attraction to these diminu
tive models lies in their ability to fly in small 
areas of sky both within sight range and ear 
shot. Paul threw both models around the 
sky, making it difficult to track them on 
camera. Despite these extreme aerobatic 
maneuvers, neither model appeared to lose 
speed. A nice feature on the Eagle was the

The author's own X-29 in foreground, not yet completed. Some of 
the competitor's planes are seen in the background.

John Menhennet's huge A-10 Warthog, scratchbuilt by John, is an 
excellent f lye r. Power is two Picco 45s, and Thorjet fans.
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John Wright's own design Edgley, w ith an O .S . 60 and an Optica ducted fan.

Phil Endean's semi-scale E .A .F . ,  a very sprightly flyer w ith an O .S . 25 V R D F .

use of a steerable dolly undercarriage. A 
servo had been installed in the dolly which 
merely disconnected when the model rose 
off the ground.

My friends the Thorpe brothers had, for 
them, an indifferent day, although others 
would have been satisfied. Having suffered 
the indignity of a traffic shunt (a fender 
bender) on the way down to Abingdon, 
Peter then suffered the misfortune of either 
interference or radio failure shortly after 
takeoff. His Starfighter suffered considera
ble damage resulting from the crash. 
Brother Paul, however, kept the flag flying 
with some impressive (as expected of the 
Thorpes) flying with his now ageing F-20, 
which flew as well as any of the newer ver
sions, including my own.

A model I had looked forward to seeing 
was unfortunately grounded through radio 
problems, john Richards SAAB Gripen was 
wisely not flown. John had tested this excel
lent model previously and has sustained 
damage through aerodynamic difficulties. 
John had burnt the midnight oil to restore 
the model for Abingdon and suffered the 
disappointment but also the good fortune 
of identifying the problem as a radio fault 
on the ground rather than in the air. John 
has organized a fan meeting in early August 
near Ipswich and hopefully the flight per
formance of this excellent model w ill attest 
to John’s design and building skills.

I mentioned earlier the problem with the 
weather. My son's optimism was partially 
justified when by late morning the rain 
abated. Although only brief glimpses of 
blue skies were seen, the weather remained 
calm but dull. There was little or no wind 
till late afternoon. A bonus I particularly en
joyed from the comparative still air condi
tions was the incredibly realistic and excep
tionally long takeoff runs of some of the 
heavier loaded models. The comparatively 
late start to the day's proceedings meant 
that although there was an extended period 
of gossiping during the morning, flying ac
tivity intensified immediately before and af
ter the lunch break. At times the air was full 
of models with sounds reminiscent of lo
cust swarms; music to my ears.

Gerry Jackman, absent for several years, 
reappeared with his scratchbuilt Bar Jay 
twin boom model powered by his own gas 
turbine. Most of us had thought that Gerry 
and his team had abandoned the project

but were delighted to learn that his minia
ture masterpiece has undergone continu
ous development since its last appearance. 
Although the model didn't fly, he test-ran 
the engine twice during the day. The sound 
of this power unit has to be heard to be be
lieved. I've recorded it on tape and my pals 
in the US w ill have a copy later this year. 
Gerry brought along the moldings of his

next project. Gerry plans to install his en
gine in a scratchbuilt Folland Gnat, which 
is an advance stage of development. The 
engine produces nine pounds of thrust. 
Though currently running on propane gas, 
Gerry's team are hoping to convert the fuel 
system to butane for simplicity of fuel

Continued on page 84

Jim  Harrison's plan-built Star Cobra. A  different and pleasing app- Reg Sm ith's Foxbat w ith two O .S. 46s and Thorjet fans, and an F-16
roach to fan flying. OPS 45/Thorjet powers the model. prop k jt contfersion; all are excellent flyers.
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BY DICK GROSSMAN

Author locks in on shoulder-high hover.

• A question I am asked frequently is: 
"What's the best helicopter for a beginner?" 
To that question I usually respond with a 
few of my own: Is the "beginner" a mechan
ical engineer or a shoe salesman? Is he an 
18-year-old video game whiz or a middle- 
aged couch potato with ten thumbs and 
two left feet? Sometimes people get a little 
annoyed with me for giving them the third 
degree when all they did is ask a simple 
question.

Anyway, I've just built and flown a chop
per that I think is the best helicopter for any 
beginner; it's the Kalt Cyclone distributed 
through Hobby Dynamics of Champaign, 
Illinois. Think of all the attributes you'd look 
for in a first machine; you'll find the Cy
clone has nearly all of them. For example:

1. Low price. How about $299.99 list 
price! That's $100 to $200 less than any
thing else out there.

2. Ease of assembly. Preassembled rotor 
head, mixer, and swashplate; molded frame 
and servo trays; finished and balanced main 
and tail rotor blades. The ads say "four- to 
six-hour building time." I'm afraid that's an 
exaggeration. Double that and you'll be a 
lot closer to reality, but that's still pretty 
good. The instructions are adequate, but 
they could be a lot better. The "exploded 
view" illustrations used are excellent, but 
the narrative is very terse, almost abrupt, 
and doesn't explain many of the finer points 
of construction, setup, and flying.

3. Easy to fly. This is a big helicopter, de
signed for a 50 or 60 engine. There's no 
question that it's better to learn on a larger 
machine with plenty of power, particularly 
when using training gear. They hover better, 
are smoother in forward flight, and get out 
of trouble easier than smaller helicopters.

4. Sturdy. The thick, molded plastic com
posite sideframes, aluminum tailboom, 
flexible landing gear struts, and all-metal 
rotor head make this one tough machine.

How tough? Dan Melnik of Florida, a top 
competition pilot, lost his temper and 
started jumping up and down on his Cy
clone. He was unable to break the side- 
frames and servo trays!

5. Parts availability. A problem in the past 
that nearly destroyed the popularity of Kalt 
helicopters in the U.S. The new Hobby Dy
namics has promised they won't let us 
down.

6. Versatility. Upgrades are available 
which include a 60 engine motor mount, 
toothed belt tail rotor drive, tail boom sup
port, autorotation clutch, and any number 
of rotor heads and mixers. Collective pitch 
travel is plenty for aerobatics and inverted 
flight, so you can start with a trainer and 
nickel and dime yourself up to an excellent 
aerobatic machine when you're ready.

Also, there are scale fuselages available that 
w ill adapt well to the Cyclone mechanics.

The big argument I'm expecting is that 
the ready-built helicopters out there make it 
easier for a beginner to get started. I don't 
buy that! Helicopters have a life cycle, sort 
of like flowers and trees. They're built, 
flown, crashed, rebuilt, flown, crashed, re
built, flown, crashed. Whether your heli
copter is in the box or has been completely 
assembled, it's still just a phase of that "cy
cle." Either way, you're going to have to re
build it one day, and that fact makes the Cy
clone more of an ARF than many that are 
advertised as such. It's easy to build the first 
time, and it'll be easy to build the second 
time. The components are strong, particu
larly the mainframes and servo tray assem
bly, and it w ill hold together well through

Rear gyro installation and Tech Specialties "bendable" antenna.
Plastic tail blades and blade holder. Author opted for ball bearing 
ptich control plate.
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the bumps and bruises that are inevitable 
when first learning to hover.

It takes a 50- or 60-size engine which 
costs more and uses more fuel than the 
smaller engines, so you might think this 
would make it more costly to own and 
operate. It doesn't quite work that way. 
Those 28 engines don't last as long under 
the stress of chopper use as well as the 
larger engines, and the extra power that you 
get from a 50 or 60 can prevent a lot of 
crashes, too.

The Cyclone has a number of tried-and- 
true components borrowed from the Baron 
50 and 60 models. The one I tested had the 
KSB-4 rotor head, which uses a flexing 
metal plate to provide dampening to each 
blade individually. I had used a similar ver
sion on a Baron 5 0 1 owned about five years 
ago, and I remember how smooth my chop
per flew. I understand that the head is being 
replaced by the KSB-1, which is more rigid 
and has a built-in coning angle. That's also a 
quality rotor head, and is a little tougher. 
Kalt makes a complete line of rotor heads, 
and if you want to try something different, 
you have many to choose from. The fuel 
tank is the best I've ever seen, actually 
"overbuilt" for what reason I don't know. It 
has two polished aluminum stoppers, one 
of which is threaded for a number four bolt, 
and a rubber stopper with a flange that 
completely seals the opening. The tank is 
as tough as any I have seen and should be 
one of the things that w ill survive in a crash. 
The tail blade holders are supported by two 
ball bearings and, again, are better than 
you'd expect on a helicopter this cheap.

I had a problem with the tail pitch control 
lever, which is an "L-shaped rod about 
2mm in diameter. It was slightly bent and 
wouldn't move smoothly through the tail 
gear box. I replaced it with a harder piece of 
.078 music wire. I also replaced the nylon 
pitch control plate with the Kalt ball bear
ing version for my own peace of mind!

I think we're benefiting from having com
ponents from the top of the line Baron 50 
and 60 that have found their way into this 
kit. As I mentioned before, the inline swash- 
plate comes completely assembled, as 
does the rotor head, upper plate lock, 
mixer, and radius support. The rotor blades

Con tinued on page 96 Molded switch plate is well designed.

Throttle lever extension is a nice extra on the Cyclone.
High quality , all-metal rotor head, m ixer and swashplate, all factory 
assembled.
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By A L  ALM AN

• My recent stay in the hospital brought 
me into more direct contact with non
modelers than I've had in years, and it was 
an eye-opener.

I know that I've grown to intensely dislike 
the sound of our screaming two-cycle en
gines because mufflers have been inade
quate and because we've neatly com
pounded the problem by boring out these 
same mufflers till they're nothing more than 
absolute pieces of junk hanging on our 
engines.

What I'd almost forgotten was how much 
more vehemently the average non-modeler 
feels about these very same screamers of 
ours, and the word they all too often use is 
hale! A typical response was, "I'd just love to 
shoot those damn planes down, maybe 
then they'd go away and take their noise 
with them." Further questioning revealed 
that all three of the individuals I'd talked to 
resented the noise inflicted on them be
cause they felt little or nothing was being 
done by the m odelers to be good 
neighbors.

These three guys, who live in different 
areas and are being affected by different 
clubs (one of them being a control line 
bunch), made the same basic complaint: 
that any attempts on their part to reason 
with the people involved met with a total 
lack of interest. Because these clubs either 
owned the land they flew on or had some 
other sort of firm grip on their flying sites, 
they refused to negotiate; their very stupid 
attitude being, "It's our land and we'll damn 
well fly here whenever we want, so you can 
go to hell." I won't be surprised when I hear

that all three clubs have been served with 
injunctions that prohibit their flying. And as 
far as I'm concerned, the sure-to-follow cry
ing that they've been treated unfairly w ill 
fall on deaf ears. By refusing to try to coexist 
and get along with non-modelers who have 
a reasonable complaint about noise, these 
club members mark themselves as being 
exceptionally S-T-U-P-l-D, and they deserve 
to lose their flying sites.

My only concern is that the bad image 
projected by these clubs w ill taint the rest of 
us who recognize that there is a potential 
problem and are w illing to work it out.

Remember that the only thing harder 
than finding a flying site is keeping one. 
SEAMASTER 120

Ace R/C's Seamaster 40 was a BIG hit. So

Bruce Gale running a safe fly-in from the best 
vantage point, the control tower.

BIG, in fact, that Tom Runge decided they 
should prototype a Seamaster 120 for their 
Float-Fly in June. Flow well did this bird do? 
The answer comes straight from Tom: 

"What a majestic bird! I thought the 4-120 
Bipe was a kick to fly, but this plane really is 
my favorite. Maybe there is something to 
this BIG Bird thing! Yes, we w ill kit it. Die 
drawings are done and things are progress
ing. Sometime this winter we w ill release it.

Plans for this 78-inch quarter-scale Spacewalker are available from Dry Ridge Models.

Ken Rowe's scale Dornier flew well w ith two O .S. Wankels for power.
Bert Baker's nice-looking Piper Skycycle . Bert intends to k it this 
15 pound, 80 inch bird, and flew  his w ith  an O .S . 240 tw in .
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"I'll keep you posted on progress. We've 
been going through a big expansion and as 
with anything of this nature, if it only takes 
twice as long as you think it should, you're 
lucky." I know there are a lot of us 4-120 
Monoplane and Bipe buffs out there, so this 
info should make a lot of folks very happy. 
Being aware of the kind of problems that 
can jump up and bite a kit manufacturer in 
the tush and because Ace has got a solid 
reputation for quality, I figure that "winter" 
means the early part of '89. I'm writing this 
on August 29, so I know that I've got at least 
a five-month wait. It must be wonderful to 
have patience.
PLANS ENLARGING SERVICE

Concept Technology's David Bessel lays 
it right on the line so that there's no misun
derstanding about what Concept can, and 
can't, do. Bessel sez:

"We specialize in giant-scale projects. No 
plane is too big and no source drawing is 
too small. Any 8 x 11-inch three-view of a 
single-engine plane can be enlarged to 
quarter or larger scale." This is a precision 
plan enlarging service. Original plans are 
scanned in a computer, mathematically en
larged, and then redrawn on a computer 
output unit.

According to Bessel, this process is ex
tremely accurate, avoiding the distortions 
inherent in the optical enlarging technolo
gies previously available, and the service is 
fast and economical.

I like the part about being fast and eco
nomical, especially if Concept can insure 
consistent quality.

So, if you've got anything you want scaled 
up, contact David Bessel, Concept Technol
ogy, P.O. Box 669, Poway, California 92064; 
(619)486-2464.
PO URIN G CA GLUE

Some months ago I mentioned about 
pouring Hot Stuff from quarter-pound bot
tles into easier-to-handle two-ounce con
tainers. Got a note from Satellite City's Bill 
Hunter (he's the Hot Stuff Man) explaining 
how to avoid any spilling:

"I noticed in the last BIG Birds your sug
gestion about pouring the four-ounce into 
the two-ounce for easier dispensing. I hope 
the readers have steady hands. One can 
make a mess really quick if one gets 
distracted.

"Perhaps it would be better to leave the 
spout on the four-ounce and just cut it back 
for a large opening, but long enough so that 
it goes inside the neck of the two-ounce 
while refilling. That way the two-ounce 
can't tip over and, in the case of Special "T," 
the glue doesn't have as much chance of be
ing poured over an air bubble and gushing 
over the top." Good point. B ill. That is the 
way that I did it but forgot to include that 
info when I wrote it up.
QUARTER-SCALE SPACEWALKER

If you like Jesse Anglin's Spacewalker but 
find that Sig's nine-footer is just a mite too 
BIG , why not give Dry Ridge Models 
Quarter-Scale Plans a try.

Emil Agosta's first two sets of plans, the J-3 
Kitten and the J-4 Sportster, were nicely 
done, so I'm sure that his latest release, a 78- 
inch Spacewalker, reflects the same high

Continued on page 80

Benny Phillips' 96-inch Super Lazy  Ace, powered by a Quadra 50.

Dave Weignadt resting in the shade with his Big 98-1/2-inch Laser. A  most impressive perform
er w ith a Sachs 3.5 engine for power.

IM AA events are non-competitive, so these prizes were awarded to the youngest p ilot, the old
est, and the flier who traveled the longest distance to the meet.
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By C LIFF TACIE

• For those of you who attended the '88 
Nats at Fentress, you don't need me to tell 
you, we had an excellent turn out for scale. 
In spite of the unfortunate cancellation of 
the regular outdoor free flight events, In
door Free Flight Scale and Outdoor Free 
Flight Scale enjoyed a good turn out with 
some excellent models. Control Line Scale 
and R/C Scale both ended up with a high 
registration and featured some of the best 
models and most realistic flying seen in 
some time.

I mentioned in a previous column that I 
worked as R/C Scale Event Director this 
year. I am sincere in my efforts to help those 
modelers new to competition in selecting 
the maneuvers they should perform. There 
is no fun in the event for these modelers if 
they feel overwhelmed or intimidated by all 
the rules and regulations. Anything we can 
do to help them along the way is another 
step in promoting and supporting the 
growth of scale modeling.

As part of the sign-in package for R/C 
check-in, we distributed a sheet of sample 
flight routines, giving examples of several 
different types of flight plans to use with 
various aircraft. One of the series of maneu
vers listed under the Light Aircraft-type plan 
was Straight Flight Out, Procedure Turn, 
Straight Flight Back. Since we had a large 
entry of Light Aircraft-type models, this 
turned out to be a popular combination. I 
had at least one flight judge in R/C Scale re
late to me that if he saw "one more se
quence of Straight Flight Out, Procedure 
Turn, Straight Flight Back," he was going to 
go crazy! I guess I have to take some of the 
blame, if you want to call it that, for his frus
tration, but from my own standpoint (and 
I'm sure that particular flight judge would

agree with me), I feel it added to the realism 
of the event. For once, we didn't see Piper 
Cubs, Citabrias, and Aeroncas trying to per
form maneuvers which, though perhaps 
within their performance envelopes, were 
unprototypical.

Outstanding among the realistic flights 
were those presented by Mark Harrell with 
his Sig Clipped-Wing Cub. As a matter of 
fact, Mark was awarded the NASA (National 
Association of Scale Aeromodelers) Flight 
Achievement Award. I didn't have a chance 
to see many of the flights during the compe
tition, since I was running back and forth 
between flight lines much of the time, but I

deliberately took the time to watch one 
complete flight on this Cub, and we would 
all be hard-pressed to do a better job of 
realism.

Another handout provided at the time of 
static judging for C/L and R/C was a Crafts
manship Declaration. Each contestant was 
required to fill out this form and include it 
with his documentation for static judging. 
This form proved extremely valuable to the 
static judges because for once, all declara
tions were in the same format and con
tained the information pertinent to judging 
the model for craftsmanship.

One modeler was concerned that we pro
vided and required these forms, since in his 
view, the rule book requires the modeler to 
provide his own declaration, and he felt 
that if a contestant didn't read the rule book 
or follow the rule book correctly, it was his 
own tough luck if he was downgraded be
cause of it. His point is understandable, but 
the object in providing the forms was to 
help make the judging easier for the judges 
and help make information provided more 
uniform.

In reading back over the rule book, para
graph 4.6 of R/C Sport Scale says, 'The  con
testant w ill provide a signed declaration for

An extrem ely tough competitor in G iant Scale is Tom  C zikk of M errick, New Y o rk . His beaut
ifu l P-40C finished third in the closely contested event. Photo: R . Sears.

A Spezio Tuholer by Dennis Hernandez. Entered in R/C AM A Pre
cision, it was built from author's plans, and got the highest score 
in the event. Photo: Sears.

Th is Howard DGA by Mike Welshans of Royal O ak, Michigan placed 
fourth in C /L  Sport Scale at the Fentress N A TS . Photo:Sears.
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the judges which w ill list the major compo
nents of the model the builder of the model 
did not make himself." It seems clear that 
this doesn't say the modeler can't be pro
vided with a blank form to use. It's his re
sponsibility to fill out the form and submit it 
signed to the static judges.

Keep in mind, guys, some modelers out 
there are not as adept at putting things 
down on paper and formatting them in an 
organized manner as others may be. As 
Contest D irectors, we owe it to the 
modelers participating in our contests to 
make it as easy as possible for them to com
pete on the basis of their modeling skills, 
not their literary competence.

At any rate, I hope all who attended en
joyed the Nats, and we'll hope to see you 
next year.
TOP GUN

The ultimate in scale competition is the 
FAI World Championships or maybe the 
Scale Masters, right? Well, maybe. There is 
now yet one more event vying for the pres
tige afforded these other top-of-their-class 
events.

It's called Top Gun (officially "Top Gun 
Invitational Tournament"), and it's being 
sponsored primarily by the city of Coral 
Springs, Florida, a small town just north
west of Fort Lauderdale, and the Coral 
Springs Jaycees. April 21, 1989, is the date, 
and the field of the Condors R/C Club of 
Coral Springs is the place.

The invitational event has been con
ceived by Frank Tiano and Dave Platt with 
the intention of once again bringing to
gether a contingent of the best scale 
modelers in North America, and it is meant 
to compliment, not compete with, the pres
tigious Scale Masters Event. Somewhere 
between 40 and 50 top quality modelers 
from across the nation w ill be invited based 
on the results of a 40-question screening, 
which w ill insure he is indeed the "best of 
the best," and not just lucky enough to have 
qualified at perhaps a low-attended quali
fier. (This doesn't happen often in the Scale 
Masters program, but the idea of an invita
tiona l e lim in a te s  such an instance  
altogether.)

Cash prizes w ill be awarded. Give the or
ganizers of this event credit; they have pub
lished a rule book which w ill govern the 
event and have distributed it to each invited 
competitor. There should be no questions 
what the rules w ill be and how they w ill be 
enforced.

My personal opinion is that this event 
w ill, indeed, compliment the Scale Masters 
program. Scale Masters finals are usually 
held in September or October, and Top 
Gun is to be held in April; no conflict there. 
It certainly won't steal competitors away 
from the Scale Masters, since it's an invita
tional, and won't present qualified competi
tors with a decision as to what event to at
tend. If qualified and invited, attend both!
In looking at the rule book, the same type of 
aircraft are eligible for each event, so no 
one should be caught in the old trap of hav
ing to build a special model for a specific 
event.

Top Gun officials are promoting the 

Continued on page 75

Th is is a world-class model! Steve Sauger's F irst Place FA I Scale Aeronca Sedan has a miniature 
replica of the E A A  magazine w ith the full-size aircraft's photo on the cover! Photo:Sears.

LIGFIT A IRCRAFT TYPES; Cubs, Aeroncas, Taylorcrafts, etc.
1. Take Off Mandatory Upwind
2. Flypast Mandatory Upwind
3. Figure Eight Mandatory Upwind
4. Straight Flight Out Option Upwind
5. Procedure Turn Option Upwind
6. Straight Flight Back Option Downwind
7. Overshoot Option Upwind
8. Traffic Pattern Ap-

proach to Landing Option Upwind
9. Landing Mandatory Upwind

10. Realism in Flight Mandatory judged Throughout Flight

AEROBATIC LIG H T AIRCRAFT TYPES; Citabrias, Clip Wing Cubs, etc.
1. Take Off Mandatory Upwind
2. Flypast Mandatory Upwind
3. Figure Eight Mandatory Upwind
4. One Axial Roll Option Downwind
5. One Inside Loop Option Upwind
6. Four Point Roll Option Downwind
7. Stall Turn Option Upwind
8. Three Turn Spin Option Upwind
9. Landing Mandatory Upwind

10. Realism in Flight Mandatory Judged Throughout Flight

MILITARY FIGHTER TYPES; P-51, P-47, etc.
1. Take Off Mandatory Upwind
2. Flypast Mandatory Upwind
3. Figure Eight Mandatory Upwind
4. One Inside Loop Option Upwind
5. One Axial Roll Option Downwind
6. Split S Option Upwind
7. Retract & Extend Flaps Option Ground Demo
8. Retract & Extend Gear Option Ground Demo
9. Landing Mandatory Upwind

10. Realism in Flight Mandatory Judged Throughout Flight

MILITARY BOMBER TYPES; B-25, B-17, etc.
1. Take Off Mandatory Upwind
2. Flypast Mandatory Upwind
3. Figure Eight Mandatory Upwind
4. Procedure Turn Option Upwind
5. Bomb Drop Option Upwind
6. Multi-Engines Option Demo Throughout Flight
7. Retract & Extend Flaps Option Ground Demo
8. Retract & Extend Flaps Option Ground Demo
9. Landing Mandatory Upwind

10. Realism in Flight Mandatory Judged Throughout Flight
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Pitman Ron Salo from Vancouver, B .C ., calls 
pilot to pit stop. Photo: Paul Gibeault.

In fact, it must be said early and often that 
the most important aspect of racing is prac
tice·! When we speak of practice, we are 
talking about both practice at your home 
field on a regular basis, as well as practice 
gained by entering and flying in as many 
contests as possible. It is a good idea if pos
sible to find a partner who also is interested 
in racing because two people practicing 
and competing as a team w ill progress 
faster than one person alone.

In regard to the partnership concept, rac
ing also is an excellent activity for parents 
and their youngsters or for modelers who 
like to work with young people or begin
ners. Dad in the pit crew and son or daugh
ter in the pilot's circle is an excellent 
teaming.

Let's take a general look at racing and 
then examine some of the particular kinds 
of racing that are available on the competi
tion trail.
WHAT IS RACING?

Interestingly, one of the most common 
questions heard from spectators at CL con
tests, upon viewing a race, is "What are they 
doing?" The object of the activity is, in fact, 
a little obscure to the spectator but be
comes quite exciting to the CL fraternity. 
Like any racing event, it takes a little atten
tion to keep track of who's ahead, but once 
you get used to the flow of the competition, 
it's intriguing.

Racing CL airplanes is much like any 
other kind of racing: the planes simultane
ously fly a measured distance, and the first 
one there wins.

The only way to really know the intimate 
details of racing rules and regulations is to 
study your AMA rulebook. The Academy of 
Model Aeronautics is the governing body 
for model aviation, and membership is re-

BY JOHN THOMPSON

• Control line flying is fun, no matter 
whether you do it just for relaxation with a 
Ringmaster on Sunday afternoons or 
whether you are striving to represent your 
country at a world championships.

Some fliers never desire to do anything 
but fly pretty airplanes on Sunday after
noons, and most who go into competition 
still find that to be among their favorite ac
tivities. But others find themselves looking 
for new challenges in model aviation, and 
competition provides many such chal
lenges, as well as some frustration for the 
flier who's trying to get started on the con
test trail.

This is the first of several columns that 
w ill discuss some of the ways that control 
line fliers can begin moving into the excit
ing world of competition flying. I w ill con
centrate on the types of events most suited 
to beginning in competition.

We'll start out the series by taking a look

at racing, the form of competition in which 
novices find the most chance for success 
early on. Many fliers move from racing into 
other areas, and some find racing to be a 
lifelong passion.

Racing is a good starting place in compe
tition because at its entry level it requires 
the simplest of piloting skills, and there are 
several classes that require only simple 
eq u ip m e n t. But it p rov ides am p le  
challenges and room for improvement. It 
seems that when one has mastered a level 
of racing, there's always a tougher one to 
conquer.

As opposed to some of the events, such as 
combat or aerobatics, that seem to requ i re a 
particular talent to emerge as a top compe
titor, there's no aspect of flying or pitting a 
racing plane that can't be learned with prac
tice (with the possible exception of Rat 
Race, which requires an unusually high 
level of athletic skill and strength).

Paul Gibeault from Calgary pits a mouse racer. Joe Armstead at work in the background.

The pits are busy at the 1988 Goodyear NW regionals.
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Simple front end of a sport racer, typical of 
the style . Note alligator-type uniflow vent 
pinchoff. Power is a Fox Stunt .45 .

quired for competition. The rulebook is 
available on request at no charge from AMA 
(it no longer is automatically sent to all 
members). The rulebook has rules for Rat 
Race, Slow Rat Race, Scale Race (Goo
dyear), Mouse Race, 1/2-A Scale Race, and 
FAI Team Race. It also has a section of gen
eral racing rules that apply not only to all 
AMA events but to most of the "sport racê  
type events that are peculiar to various re
gions of the country. Obtaining and reading 
the rulebook should be your first step in get
ting started in racing.

Because of the limitations of the circle, 
the number in a heat is normally from two 
to four airplanes, so it takes quite a few 
heats of racing to determine a winner.

Races consist of prelim inary heats, 
usually half the distance of the feature race. 
For example, most events having 60-foot 
lines (Rat Race, Sport Race, Goodyear, etc.) 
have 70-lap (5-mile) preliminary heats and 
a 140-lap (10-mile) feature.

The "starting line" for each plane is the 
point on the circle where its pit is located. 
The finish line is the same, the prescribed 
number of laps later. The start is "cold," 
meaning that the pit crew starts the engine 
and launches the plane after the "go" 
signal.

One or more timers, each equipped with 
a lap counter and stopwatch, is stationed at 
each pit. In very competitive racing, such as 
the very close Northwest Super Sport Race 
that is popular in the Pacific Northwest, 
planes often wi 11 fi nish on the same lap, and 
the crews and spectators w ill be intently 
watching the timers, posted at each pit area, 
to see when they click their stopwatches.

In important national or regional champi
onship races using a strict interpretation of 
the AMA rules, each competitorwill fly two 
back-to-back preliminary heats, with the 
times added together and the lowest com
bined times advancing to the feature (the 
number of feature heats varies from one to 
several, depending on the number of en
tries and/or local tradition).

Many contests, particularly local contests 
with several events on the schedule, w ill 
run only single preliminary heats (instead 
of the double back-to-back heats), with the 
lowest times advancing to the feature.

In this writer's opinion, the most interest-

Marty Higgs of Vancouver w ith  a typical rat 
racer.

ing type of racing format is the "round 
robin," such as used in the Northwest Sport 
Race Drizzle Circuit, in which the finalists 
are selected on the basis of placing in the 
heats, with times used only to determine 
heat placing and to break ties.

A ll CL racing involves mandatory pit 
stops, in which planes must be refueled and 
restarted. Usually, the requirement is one 
pit stop for a preliminary heat and three for 
a feature race.

Obviously, the requirement for pit stops 
makes racing a team event, with the key 
members being the pilot and pit crew chief. 
Many racing teams choose to use a third 
member (a second pit crew hand).

The expense, and to a very small degree

Californian Joe Armstead w ith his Goodyear 
plane.

A  mouse racer w ith metal wings by Mike Ha
zel, N itroholics Racing Team . Photo: Hazel.

the difficulty of piloting, in racing events 
was reduced with the requirement in 1986 
that all racing (except in the 1/2-A classes) 
would be done with contest-supplied 10- 
percent nitromethane fuel. This eliminated 
the need to buy or make expensive fuels up 
to 50-percent nitro, and it extended engine 
and glow plug life considerably.

Next, we'll look at some of the different 
racing classes, and after that we'll examine 
the requirements of building, pitting, and 
piloting. The first two, Mouse and Sport, are 
the ideal beginner events.
MOUSE RACE

Mouse racing is the smallest, cheapest, 
and one of the easiest forms of racing to get 
started in, but it still presents a challenge 
that keeps many of the old "p ro s" 
interested.

Mouse is divided into two classes, I and 
II. They are flown on 42-foot lines, .010-inch 
single-strand or .012-inch braided.

Class I Mouse race requires use of reed 
valve engines with integral tanks, and bell- 
cranks must be external. Airplane design is 
otherwise open to the creativity of the 
builder. Naturally, the Cox .049 engines are 
the basis for most racing engines, but there 
are some "tricks" that can be used to go 
faster than the hobby shop Cox. The easiest 
and probably the best trick is to mail off to 
Kustom Kraftsmanship for one of Joe 
Klause's custom reed valve racing engines, 
which are based on the Cox Black Widow 
but are considerably faster out of the box. 
(Send $1 to Joe for a catalog. It's Kustom 
Kraftsmanship, P.O. Box 2699, Laguna Hills, 
California 92653.)

The beauty of this event is that the en
gines are easy to start and tune, the planes 
don't require any superhuman strength to 
fly, and anyone from kids to senior citizens 
can handle them. There's not much invest
ment in the airplanes, and they tend to be 
repairable after crashes. The engines, even 
the $40 KK custom engines, are compara
tively inexpensive and long-lasting.

There are a number of excellent Class I 
designs around in published form (see the 
plans listing of model magazines), and a 
few kits still can be found in hobby shops 
that w ill work for mouse race. Or, you can 
simply attend a contest, take a measuring 
tape and a pad and pencil, find the 
quickest-looking mouse racer, measure its 
key dimensions, and draw a picture or take

Continued on page 64
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By ELOY MAREZ

• We're starting this month with a history 
lesson! It may possibly be a bit off the sub
ject, but then since when do we stick 100 
percent to the subject here in EC? Actually, 
it is not too far off, as it does have to do with 
RJC, being further proof to the contrary to 
those in R/C cars who are firmly convinced 
that all radio control started with the As
sociated RC10.

Anyway, the very first R/C target drone, 
one designated as the "JH-1" was first flown 
over 50 years ago, being used in actual tar
get practice for the first time on August 24, 
1938. No, I wasn't there; no doubt I was too 
busy trying hard to beat my best time of ten 
seconds on my latest rubber-powered cabin 
model.

About all I can tell you about the R/C gear 
is that it wasn't PCM, and it wasn't solid- 
state. Actually, the first such equipment I 
ever saw was in 1949 or so and was used to 
fly the later Ryan target drone, which was 
powered with a huge version of an engine I 
knew well, the Ohlsson and Rice. All I re
member now is the control box, which was 
a large aluminum box with a rubber-

Ace R/C 's c ircu it for using low value reading 
milliameter to measure higher currents. This 
circu it is used in Ace DM VC charger.

supported stick free to move in four direc
tions. The inside end of the stick closed one 
of four micro-switches when moved off 
center. Obviously, the system was non
proportional, though whether it was on-off 
such as we later had in reed systems, or 
merely trimmable, I don't know. The equip
ment might have been crude by today's 
standards, but it reached a level of sophisti-

The Shinwa Pumper Extra  18 is a self-contain
ed unit providing all normal field requirements. 
It outputs 18 volts to the starter for balky or 
larger engines. For info, w rite Andes Hobbies, 
Box 3077, Laguna H ills , C a lif . 92654.

cation adequate to fly a full-size B-17. I did 
see that once or twice, probably more often 
and didn't know it, flying around Eglin Field 
in Florida, probably in the early fifties.
ON TO NEWER TH IN GS

First off, in answer to a number of re
quests, I have managed to dig up a 12-volt 
battery charger circuit for you, to help you 
revive those wet- or gel-cel I starter batteries.

It is not too complicated, as far as this 
type of circuits go, using only two transis
tors and one Silicon Controlled Rectifier 
(SCR). However, it has some pretty desira
ble features, charging the battery at two am
peres until a preset level is reached, at 
which time it automatically switches to a 
lower "trickle" rate of approximately 150 
milliamperes. There are no really unusual 
parts, though you w ill have to depend on a 
decent-sized electronics supply house or 
one of the large mail-order services for all of 
the bits and pieces.

The circuit comes with a good descrip
tion of what it does and how it does it. Your 
copy is waiting for you, just don't forget to 
enclose a SASE with your request. 
S ILICO N -CO N TRO LLED RECTIFIER?

What's he talking about? Well, we dis
cussed SCRs rather briefly earlier this year. 
They are but one of the family of semicon
ductor devices known as "thyristers." The 
SCR is basically a four-layer device with 
three electrodes; an anode and cathode 
similar to any other rectifier, and a third one 
known as a gate. It can be made to change 
from a nonconducting to a conducting state 
by the appl ication of the proper control vol
tage to its gate. Each type of SCR is different 
in its voltage and current handling capabili
ties and its gate voltage requirements, so I 
can't give you operating parameters that 
w ill work in all cases. However, such infor
mation is available in the hundreds of man
uals and spec sheets published by the ap
propriate manufacturers.

Effectively, one can think of an SCR as a 
relay, or even as a switch. Like those better- 
known components, its action is to turn 
something on or off.
LETTERS

Following last month's discussion about 
analog meters, there are a couple of letters I 
would like to share with you. The first 
comes from a previous contributor, William 
Klein, of Allentown, Pennsylvania, and 
reads:

"Again, Eloy, just a little something for 
anyone who might be interested. It was just

B ill K lein 's c ircu it to convert Radio Shack's 15 V D C  meter into a 1.5 amp ammeter. Text con
tains formula used to obtain values. Continued on page 94
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p m  SPARKS
/ / / ' Γ By JOHN POND

• The weather in Indiana in July was no 
great surprise as the 1988 SAM Champs fea
tured the usual hot weather and high hu
midity. Despite the fact the Midwest had 
been suffering from a long drought, the 
contestants were greeted on Tuesday by rain 
that lasted on and off all day.

The Champs, held at Lawrenceville Air
port, were fortunate in being able to utilize 
the eastern end of the airport for both R/C 
and F/F. This is particularly noticeable in 
Photo No. 1 showing George Armstead, of 
Glastonbury, Connecticut, about to launch 
his Super Cyclone-powered Jasco Flamingo 
as designed by Roger Hammer.

Before going much further, this writer 
would like to acknowledge the unselfish 
work of Harold Johnson (the official "un
official" SAM Photographer) and Bill Pier
son, who shot most of the radio control 
entries.

The contest itself ran very smoothly 
thanks to the hard work of Don Sachtjen, 
Chairman of SAM 37 sponsoring Chapter, 
and to Bob Larsh, Mid-West SAM VP, who 
also acted as Contest Manager. As Don put 
it, "This contest was a hectic, amazing, and 
enjoyable experience that left us with many 
fond memories." Unfortunately, we did not 
get any photos of the officials, but we w ill 
run them in future issues as we receive 
them. We have already run a good photo of 
Willard "Buck" Zehr, the R/C Director, so it 
is a pleasure to present Photo No. 2 taken 
by Bill Pierson of that hard working R/C 
crew, Mike and Dorothy Granieri. Needless 
to say, the power behind the throne, Doro
thy, did a fine job of frequency pin regula
tion. No reports of any conflicts and/or 
"shoot-downs." Great from an R/C flier's 
viewpoint.

Although the drought ruined the corn 
crop, the majority of corn still reached a 
height of three to four feet fully "tasseled 
out." This made for a problem for the free 
flighters if you weren't right on top of your 
model when it landed.

The eventual Overall Free Flight Cham
pion, John Bortnak, was practically out of 
his mind as reports had it that he had as 
many as nine models in the corn fields at 
one time! Certa in ly  a tribute to his 
perseverance.

Somehow or another, Johnson didn't get a 
shot of Bortnak, so we used last year's Photo

No. 3 to show what this Canadian "strong 
man" looks like. On the other side of the 
coin, last year's Free Flight Champion, Clar
ence Myerscough, is seen in Photo No. 4. 
For a change, instead of his faithful Play
boys, C larence selected the Shulman 
Tambe (called the "Sky Scraper" in the 
Model Airplane News plan).

Shulman designed this deep-bellied 
model to accept all motors from Ohlsson 
23 to Brown Jr. in order to compete in all 
classes with one model. This particular 
model features a Torpedo 29, which makes 
a real performer of the Tambe. As they say, 
"Close, but no cigar." Getting on with the 
photos, this Champs was noticeable for the 
tremendous amount of rubber power mod
el activity. With no less than six major en
durance events, entries ran as high as 53 for

the Small Rubber Stick Event. The Pre-1937 
Wakefield Event also drew well as seen in 
Photo No. 5 showing George Batiuk in that 
last tense moment just before launching 
with a fully wound motor. George had 
tough luck in this event, ending up eleventh 
in a very tough field of competitors.

G eo rge  com es from  H u n ts v il le , 
Alabama, where he has worked on govern
ment contracts for many years. George tries 
to make all the SAM Champs, work 
permitting.

One of this writer's favorite characters is 
Don Garafalow, seen in Photo No. 6, hold
ing a "Yellow Bird," a 1940 Scientific Model 
Co. kit. For years, Don and Ed Franklin used 
to come to the early SAM O/T Events at the 
Nationals dressed up fit to k ill. This writer 
can still remember Ed trying to start his

2. The R/C helper crew, Dorothy and Mike Granieri; very hard workers!

3. The 1988 Free Flight Champ, John Bortnak, of Calgary, Canada.
1. George Armstead with Cyke-powered Flamingo is a contestant 
this time. He ran two previous Westover A F B  SAM  Champs!
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A  Shulman Tambe by Clarence Myerscough, Torpedo 29 power.
5. George Batiuk in a tense moment w ith his Verdier Canadian Wake
field .

Mighty Midget engine in a T-D Coupe de
sign. Wearing a stove pipe didn't help 
either!

It truly was a shame when Ed Franklin got 
caught in an electrical explosion. Don 
really misses his buddy. A short word about 
Don is in order:

Most modelers are not aware of the fact 
that Don did most of the drawings for John 
Frisoli of Scientific Model Airplane Co. 
One can carefully scan the Scientific Co. 
drawings and never find any draftsman 
name, initials, etc., as Frisoli was extremely 
careful to remove any and all credit to the 
designer/draftsman. Don reports he thinks 
he actually sneaked one by on the "Larkey" 
drawing.

Don was most amusing in his reminis
cence of old time kit work. Don was em
ployed for a short time by Ed Schlosser of 
"Best-By-Test" kit fame. Don was fairly close 
to Ed and related some humorous yarns, un
fortunately most of them unprintable under 
present liable laws.

Looking over the gas entries in the "Slag" 
Engine Event was fun. These "cheapier'- 
type engines are tough enough to get 
started, but to keep them running is another 
problem, as the aluminum parts expand so 
rapidly, engine compression is difficult to 
maintain.

Karl Spielmaker (aka '-'Krazy Karl," Bear
ing Von Spielmaker, etc.) seems to have the 
knack with a Rogers KD-type engine seen 
in Photo No. 7. Most surprising of all ap
pears to be the good running characteristics 
of this engine. This engine is mounted in 
another "cheapie" kit, the "Bullet" as put 
out by Mercury Model Co.

This design, if you can't recognize it, is 
another Ray Heit creation, a well-known 
gas modeler in the New York-Brooklyn 
area. At one time or another, Ray was de
signing kit models for all of the major 
model houses: Bay Ridge, Heathe, Capitol, 
Mercury, and Guillow ; a prolific builder!

One of the recognizable features of Heit 
designs is the diagonal bracing of the 
fuselages. This is seen in the Flying Aces 
plans of the "Scram" and "Scrappy" (both of 
which are available from Model Builder 
plans service). This style was adopted by 
the Skyscrapers Club in such designs as the 
Topper, Taibi Powerhouse, and other Brook
lyn designs (Rocketeer, Sky Rocket, etc.).

Ray finally moved to the Los Angeles

6. Don Garafalow, Teaneck, N .J ., w ith one of the many designs drawn by him , a Scientific 
Ye llow  B ird .
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7 . A  Rogers-powered M ercury Bullet by Karl Spielmaker, a w ild  com- 8 . Hut Tileston's collection of winners: Lancer, Westerner, small 
bination! Photos: Johnson. Westerner, and a Scorpion. Photo: Pierson.

9. E ric  C lutton flies what he sells, P .A .W . engines, like this one in 10. B ill Tibbs w ith  good-flying Comet Clipper. Good for firs t time
his Red Zephyr. Photo:Johnson. out!

area. You couldn't say the Scamps didn't try 
to get Heit back into O/T modeling. They 
tried hard! Seems like once they have lost 
their interest, it is very difficult to get the 
original old timers into the game.

We have been gassing enough, so let's get 
a few more photos in. Looking at the collec
tion of models by Eut Tileston, Photo No. 8 
shows all the models he flew and won with. 
Eut was able to win the Overall R/C Cham
pionship based on the excellent perfor
mance of his models. Good craftsman, 
good flier, and competitor!

Photo No. 9 is a beautiful shot of Eric 
Clutton's equally beautiful Scientific Red 
Zephyr. No need to say what Eric represents 
in his engine sales. The English P.A.W. 
(Progress Aero Works) engines are well 
marked on the model. Note the R/C field in 
the background.

Photo No. 10 is not the most exciting pic
ture in the world, but it does show Bill Tibbs 
with his MKI Comet Clipper. His first time 
out in R/C competition at the Champs. 
Good-flying model!

Another R/C shot is Photo No. 11 of Walt 
Geary holding his excellent flying Sail
plane. Note this portion of the field. No in
centive to land there!

Just to show you we run pictures of rival 
columnists, Photo No. 12 depicts Joe 
Wagner (MAN columnist) and his young 
daughter Loren. Joe is holding a Cleveland 
Norseman. This design is part of a series of 
W W II commemorative designs put out 
early in the war to mark those countries un
der the yoke of Hitler and his Nazi cohorts.

These were such models as Austrian 
Chivalry, Polish Valor, Netherlands Inter
ceptor, et al. What most fellows don't know 
is that all wings and tails were alike. You 
could build all the models using only one 
set of wings and tails!

In years to come, you w ill be glad to 
review the results of the 1988 SAM Champs. 
There are so many events, if we were to list

all entered, we would run out of magazine. 
Because of that consideration, we w ill list 
only the first five places.
FREE FLIGHT
.020 Replica (74)
1. Kevin Anderson (Interceptor) 600
2. Gene Wicks (Interceptor) 572
3. Gil Robbins (Interceptor) 514
4. John Shifko (Ranger) 408

11. Walt Geary seen w ith dandy-performing Comet Sailplane. Photos: Pierson.
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13. Barney Onofri seen in the early days with a parasol version of the 14. Bud Perry, posing in 1973 w ith  his beautiful scarlet and yellow
Trenton Terror. Gladiator.

5. Bill Hale (Foo-2U2) 360 4. George Batiuk (Lanzo) 448 Class B Pylon (45)
30 Second Antique (33) 5. Les DeWitt (Chatelain) 345 1. Ben Cleveland (Zipper/Forster) 528
1. Mitch Post (Clipper/Orwick) 548 Class A Pylon (50) 2. W. Bartelt (Alert/Torp 29) 472
2. Bob Bissett (Rambler/OR 60) 358 1. Jim Walston (Stormer/Arden) 661 3. Ed Mate (Ranger/OR 23) 352
3. Herb Wahl (Clipper/Bunch) 347 2. Wayne Cain (Playboy/Arden) 561 4. Dick Hall (Wasp/OR 29) 351
4. C. Myerscough (Tambe/Torp 29) 334 3. John Bortnak (Stratostreak/OS 15) 447 5. C. Myerscough (Zipper/OS 25) 350
5. George Murphy (Ehling/Atwood) 324 4. Bob Edelstein (Interceptor/Arden) 360 Class C Fuselage (40)
Wakefield Pre-1937 (26) 5. Joe Beshar (Fox/Bantam) 342 1. Sal Taibi (Dodger/OR 23) 589
1. K. Spielmaker (Duplex) 742 Class B Fuselage (42) 2. C. Myerscough (Playboy/OS 40) 471
2. Joe Macay (Rushbrooke) 697 1. W. Bartelt (Hayseed/OR 23) 570 3. Tom Lucas (Playboy/Atwood) 465
3. Ed Wallenhorst (Lanzo Duplex) 517 2. Harry Murphy (Dodger/OR 23) 420 4. Cliff Betz (Dodger/Forster) 343
4. R. Tompson (Wriston) 491 3. John Bortnak (So Long/OR 29) 405 5. George Armstead (Bombshell/OR 60) 338
5. C. Hermanek (Jeffrey) 359 4. C. Myerscough (Dodger/OS 25) 355 Rubber Scale (34)
Twin Pusher (25) 5. Jim O'Reilly (Pacer/Torp 29) 343 1. Jim O'Reilly (Puss Moth) 299
1. E. Wallenhorst (Simmers) Large Rubber Stick (47) 2. Bob Moulton (Interstate) 290
2. Bob Moulton (Zaic Streamliner) 1. George Perryman (Lanzo) 1070 3. E. Wallenhorst (Alco Sport) 281
3. Otto Kurth (Simmers) 2. Bob Bissett (Heller) 928 4. Russ Timmons (Puss Moth) 279
Compressed Air (10) 3. Ed Konefes (Lanzo) 917 5. John Bortnak (Curtiss Robin) 260
1. Jim Noonan (Noonan) 236 4. Ben Cleveland (Climber) 847 Commercial Rubber (35)
2. K. Spielmaker (Drone) 107 5. E. Wallenhorst (Ed's Stick) 609 1. E. Wallenhorst (Light 1933) 356
3. Bert Pond (Bottle Baby) 73 Ohlsson 23 Cabin (27) 2. Ed Konefes (Convertible) 355
4. Ed Konefes (Orig.) 53 1. M. Chamberlain (Twin Cyclone) 353 3. Lewis Odum (Miss Canada) 351
5. A. Italiano (Orig.) 7 2. K. Spielmaker (So Long) 344 4. Joe McCay (Convertible) 348
Class A Gas (40) 3. George Armstead (So Long) 326 5. Jack Tisinai (Korda Victory) 315
1. C. Myerscough (Spearhead/Elfin) 360 4. John Bortnak (So Long) 298 Hand Launched Glider (47)
2. Jim O'Reilly (Cabruler/Bantam) 331 5. Sal Taibi (Dodger) 275 1. K. Anderson (Hervath) 360
3. Bob Edelstein (So Long/Arden) 319 Small Rubber Cabin (50) 2. R. Sharpton (Cody) 279
4. Jim Robinson (Cabruler/Bantam) 316 1. John Bortnak (Dynamoc) 540 3. John Bortnak (Zoomer) 239
5. W. Bartelt (Hayseed/Bantam) 302 2. Jack Tisinai (Wriston) 363 4. A. G. Anderson (Christan) 226
Class C Gas (41) 3. Russ Timmons (Miss Canada) 339 5. Terry Rimert (Hervath) 222
1. Jim Walston (Playboy/Atwood) 559 4. Ed Konefes (Crusader) 339 RADIO CONTROL 1/2A Texaco (64)
2. John Bortnak (Wasp/OS 35) 456 5. George Perryman (Jabberwock) 332 1. L. Davidson (Playboy Jr.) 1800
3. C. Myerscough (Playboy/OS 40) 360
4. Hans Oschner (Gas Champ/OR 60)342
5. George Murphy (New Ruler/OR 60) 337 ^ 5 1
"Slag" Event (12)
1. Bob Edelstein
2. )ohn Shifko

(Ranger/Rogers)
(Ranger/Rogers)

3. Hans Oschner (OOS/Rogers)
4. Harry Murphy (Ranger/Rogers)
5. K. Spielmaker 
Gas Scale (10)

(Bui I et/Rogers)

251
248
223
180
143

1. Jim Adams (Fokker D-8/Frog) 526
2. Bill Hale (lnterstate/049) 297
3. Mike Moskow (Fokker D-8) 99
4. John Bortnak (Skyfarer) 79
5. Warren

Wiesenback (Bathtub) 21
Small Rubber Stick (53)
1. Ed Mate (Gollywock) 359
2. Jack Tisinari (Kralak) 352
3. Joe Macay (Cassano) 352
4. Don Reid (Gollywock) 343
5. Ed Konefes (Homesick Angel) 339
Large Rubber Cabin (53)
1. George Perryman (Lanzo) 1080
2. Bob Bissett (Nelder) 490
3. Bob Watson (Lanzo) 466

12. Joe Wagner and daughter, Loren, w ith the little-seen Cleveland Norseman for the small 
rubber cabin event. Photo: Johnson.
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15. A  M ickey De Angelis Kloud King is released by Hans Oschner. 
Power is a Maedwell 49. 16. A  Chilvers Record Breaker fa ith fu lly  reproduced by Dick Brace.

2. Jack Warkins (Mike) 1711
3. D. Robinette (Bomber) 1688
4. Bob Langelius (Miss America) 1676
5. Don McCluskey (Cal. Chief) 1632
Texaco (46)
1. Ken Kullman (Bomber/OS 61) 2230
2. Art White (Bomber/OS 60) 1829
3. Chet Lanzo (Bomber/Cyke) 1816
4. Ken Hopkins (Hopalong) 1754
5. Walt Geary (Bomber/Anderson) 1450
Class A Ignition (19)
1. Art White (Bomber/Elfin) 1260
2. Jack Phelps (Bomber/Arden) 1253
3. Ken Kullman (Bomber/Elfin) 1120
4. |oe Percy (Sailplane/Elfin) 1103
5. John Pond (Playboy/Elfin) 990
Class C. Ignition (52)
1. Joe Percy (Bomber/OR 60) 1712
2. Eut Tileston (Westerner/

Anderson) 1647
3. Louie Faerman (Interceptor/Cyke) 1481
4. Dick Huang (Playboy/Anderson) 1198
5. Larry Jenno (Kerswap/Edco) 1035
Class B Glow (23)
1. Joe Percy (Bomber/ST 29) 1260
2. Eut Tileston (Scorpion/KB 3.5) 1186
3. Ralph Turner (MG-2/KB 4.9) 1166
4. Art White (Bomber/KB 3.5) 1157
5. Art Peterse (Swoose/KB 29) 1149
Class A Glow (26)
1. Eut Tileston (Scorpion/KB 325) 1146
2. Eddie Thomas (Bomber/ST 23) 1118
3. Walt Geary (Playboy/OS 15) 1105
4. Art White (Bomber/KB 3.5) 1069
5. Joe Elgin (Playboy/KB 19) 1069
Class C Glow (46)
1. Ralph Turner (MG-2/KB 6.5) 1746
2. Art Peterse (Swoose/KB 35) 1514
3. Eut Tileston (Lancer/OS 40) 1148
4. Art White (Bomber/K&B 35) 1100
5. Joe Percy (Bomber/ST 35) 1082
05 Electric (11)
1. Eddie Thomas (Bomber/Astro) 1073
2. Walt Geary (Bomber/Astro) 996
3. Robert Johannes (Bomber/Leisure) 840
4. Chas. Hill (Playboy/Astro) 764
5. John Pond (Playboy/Sanyo) 743
Antique C (22)
1. Dick Huang (Cumulus/OS 60) 2314
2. Al Grier (Gas Bird/Rossi) 2285
3. Joe Percy (RC-1/ST 60) 2174
4. Ken Kullman (Bomber/St 60) 1651
5. Ralph Turner (MG-1/Rossi) 1618

Continued on page 102 18. Tony Gallegos launces O ly Olson's Super Duper Z ilch . K& B powers it.
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power absorption by the prop, not power 
delivered to the air. This means the equa
tion is right on, and ideal for predicting 
prop sizes.

I ran these equations with Bob Kopski's 
data from the July '88 MA issue, presented 
here:

Table 2 Averaged (six motors) Perfor
mance for the Astro cobalt 15:

TO P FLIG H T 8X4 W O O D  PROP
Rpm Voltage Current
9,000 7.7 8.4
10,000 8.7 10.2
11,000 9.8 12.3
12,000 10.9 14.6
13,000 12.0 173

I solved for k first using simultaneous 
equations and the data for 7.7 volts and 12.0 
volts. I used the factor 17.3/8.4 to make the R 
term the same in both equations, then sub
tracted. k came out to be 6.97 x 10-*. I ran 
this again with the 8.7 and 10.9 volt data and 
got k = 6.74 x 104. Th is te lls me the 
method is working all right. Actually, the 
ideal is to take readings at no load and stall 
load, so I took the readings farthest apart as 
being the best, and uspd k = 7.0 x 10"·. I 
rounded off to a two-digit k because the in
put data was limited in the “worst case" to 
two digits (7.7 volts).

I used the same two runs (7.7 volts and 
12.0 volts) to solve for R, using the factor 
13/9 to eliminate k in the subtraction. R 
came out to be 0.17 ohm. This is the electri
cal resistance of the armature. Now we have 
the numbers for having fun! First for power 
out and power in. I used the data for 10.9 
volts, there the power in is 10.6 volts x 14.6 
amps -  156 watts. Power out is 156 watts - 
(14.6 amps) x .17 ohms = 123 watts. Effi
ciency w ill be (123/156) x 100 = 79%. This is 
a very good efficiency, by the way!

Now to check the propeller equation. We 
w ill want to use power out, so 123 watts/746 
watts hp = .165 hp. Now use .165 hp = P x 
D4 x rpmJ/1.4 x 10’7. Let's set pitch at 4

Continued on page 81

The Cox Hobbies' Electric Malibu, an excellent R T F  model.

By MITCH POLING

• Last month I presented Ed Westbrooks's 
way to find out what prop, voltage, and rpm 
you can get for your motor, from just two 
sets of motor run data. For those who 
missed last month's column, the equations 
to use are:
E -  I x R + k x rpm.

E = motorterminal voltage, I -  current in 
amps, R is armature resistance in ohms, and 
k is a constant that is a fixed number for a 
given motor.

You can find R and K using two motor 
runs with different props. You can solve by 
graphing E versus I, so R is the slope and k x 
rpm is the intercept, or you can solve by 
simultaneous equations. Once you have R 
and k, you can predict current, rpm, E, etc. 
using the above equation. Decide which 
values you w ill set, then solve for the last 
value. Besides all this, you can calculate: 
Power output (watts) = E x I - PR.
Power input (watts) -  E x I.
Percent efficiency = (power output/power 
input) x 100.

Last but not least, you can then calculate 
the pitch or diameter of the prop you want 
(choose one, calculate the other) to use 
with the equation:
Horsepower -  P x D ' x  rpm1/!.4 x 1017.

The conversion of watts to horsepower is 
746 watts = 1.0 hp, so this is also going to 
be:
Power output (watts) -  P x D ' x  rpmV5.33 
x 10's.

By the way, in the last column I thought 
this equation might be too optimistic. How
ever, on rereading George Abbot's article in 
the July '88 Model Aviation, I now realize 
that he clearly stated that this equation is for
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TUCANO
By ELOY MAREZ. . .Here's an ARF o f an exemplary m ilitary trainer 
from Brazil that flies great w ith  a .45 engine. It comes already painted!

Sport Scale at its best, the "about" 1/8-scale Embraer Tucano, from A ir  Champ Models. The 
Tucano comes completely assembled and painted, needing only engine and radio to fly .

• Tucano (toucan according to my Web
ster's) is defined as, "any of a group of 
brightly colored, fruit-eating birds of tropi
cal America, distinguished by a large, 
down-curved beak." The feathered toucan, 
the "tucano" as it is called throughout its La
tin American homeland, has fora few years 
had a new, most interesting larger family 
member, fathered by "Embraer" (Empresa 
Brazileira Aeronautica—Brazilian Aeronau
tical Company). The Embraer Tucano, offi
cially designated the Model EMB-312, was 
designed primarily to be a military trainer. 
By the end of 1987, 586 Tucanos were on or
der by eight different countries, with about 
half of them already delivered and flying. In 
addition to Brazil, whose Air Force calls it 
the T-27 and uses it extensively and where it 
is in use by its official flight demonstration 
team, the other countries include Peru, Ar
gentina, Egypt, Iraq, Great Britain, Hon
duras, and Venezuela. This gives the scale 
builder a number of color schemes to 
choose from for an authentic-appearing air
plane. However, to save you the trouble of 
writing, I don't have any on hand! Embraer 
is trying hard to place the Tucano with the 
US military but has yet not been successful.

My first experience with the Embraer 
Tucano, in full size, was in Rio de Janeiro. A 
truly fantastic city, Rio has something for 
everybody: great natural beauty ranging 
from beaches to mountains, all within sight 
from the same hotel window; unparalleled 
night life; great dining; and girl watchers 
can completely wear out a pair of binocu
lars in one afternoon on Copacabana 
Beach. Amongst all this, I located a local 
modeler, learned there was a contest on for 
that weekend, and managed to get myself 
invited along.

The contest was at a Brazilian A ir Force 
base a couple of hours outside the city, with 
the model flying taking place on the flight 
line. As we drove by some hangers, there 
was this then-unknown but terrific-looking 
low-winger sitting there, which I just had to 
get a closer look. Tricycle gear, ample areas, 
good moments, deep cowling, long nose 
able to carry all the necessities—this air
plane is just begging to be modeled. It 
turned out to be a Tucano, and it has been 
on my list of subjects—as soon as I have 
some time—ever since.

In real life, the Tucano is powered by a tur

boprop engine; in some cases a Pratt & 
Whitney PT6A-25C capable of producing 
some 750 static horsepower swinging a 
Hartzell three-blader. The airplane is capa
ble of 280 knots at sea level, can sustain 2g 
at 20,000 feet, and can climb to 15,000 in 
five minutes. Tucanos are produced at the 
rate of four a month and are priced at $1.2 
million. Interesting enough, it is available 
both in flyaway condition or as a kit. No, I 
wouldn't imagine that it is a fuselage shell 
and wing cores; it has to be more on the or
der of an ARF. Just think about writing the 
instruction manual for that one, and how 
everyone concerned with the project must 
feel on test-hop day!

Now, for the Air Champ model Tucano: 
A ir Champ is in Miami, but the Tucano, and 
the other ready-built airplanes that the com
pany has to offer, are all being manufac
tured in Brazil, just like the full-sized coun
terpart. The little ones are shipped up, 
inspected, repackaged, and available to

you with a simple phone call. It is plainly 
claimed to be semi-scale, with slightly 
larger-than-life horizontal tail feathers, 
probably for better stability and/or maneu
verability. It is almost 1/8-scale, spans just 
shy of 56 inches, with a wing area of 560 
square inches. With a Picco 45—more 
about that in a minute—and Futaba Con
quest radio equipment, mine weighs in at 6 
pounds, 6 ounces. Th is comes out to a wing 
loading of 26.22 ounces per square foot, 
not a critical figure.

Now for the most interesting part: If you 
were to show this airplane to someone who 
is completely unfamiliar with it, you would 
have a hard time convincing him that you 
did not build and paint it. It is manufactured 
using normal home building materials and 
techniques: fiberglass fuselage, symmetri
cal airfoil foam core wing covered with 
wood and glass cloth, and sprayed-on poly-

Continued on page 90

A Picco .4 5  was used in the test model, which required a few easy 
to-make changes in the nose section. It  has more power and scale
like speeds w ith the Picco.

Keep your nose down and your airspeed up! Good advice for all pi 
lots, from an experienced flye r. P ilot busts add a much-needed 
touch of realism to our A B F  model.
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ALL ABOUT

ARFS
By ART STEINBERG

• A few days ago I was browsing through a 
batch of mail, and I took a few minutes to 
examine the summer catalog which had 
just arrived from one of the world's largest 
mail-order R/C companies. As I thumbed 
through the pages, it occurred to me that a 
great number of ARFs were being adver
tised. Being of a statistical bent of mind, I 
decided to calculate exactly what percen
tage of the advertised R/C flying models 
were actually ARFs. O f a total of 66 models 
offered in this catalog, 28 were prefabri
cated types, which translated into some
what more than 42 percent. Actually, I 
really don't know why this should have 
been surprising, as my informal surveys at 
various model flying fields have indicated 
that about 40 percent of R/C models today 
are composed of prefabs, ARFs, and RTFs. I 
think we can all agree that a revolutionary 
new age in our hobby/sport is not only 
dawning but is rap id ly gain ing fu ll 
momentum!
THE SHARP-45

Some time ago I tested an unusual new 
ARF with an unusual name, the Sharp-45. 
This model is of the Laser type, but with a 
very sleek and racy appearance. The 
fuselage and tail surfaces are completely 
built up of balsa, while the wing is balsa- 
sheeted foam. The entire airplane is cov
ered with a heat-shrink type of plastic mate
rial with a built-in decorative color scheme 
that is most attractive. Our model came in 
blue and white flying colors, but the manu
facturer also supplies exactly the same de
sign in red and white. Additionally, the 
model may be had in either a tail draggeror 
tricycle gear configuration, and the one we 
chose to review was the more rakish ap
pearing tail dragger style. A beautiful set of 
wheel pants was included in the kit, but we 
decided to perform our flight tests without

them, in the interest of simplicity. We did 
use them in subsequent flights and found 
them to work extremely well.

Assembly was rather simple, as all parts 
mated c lo se ly , e sp e c ia lly  the w ell- 
engineered canopy and engine cowling. 
The only structural parts which were not 
supplied were the wheels and the spinner, 
and these were easily procured. The two 
wing halves were epoxied together in the 
usual fashion required when assembling an 
ARF, and the glue joint was concealed by 
plastic cover plates which were cemented 
on the top and bottom of the wing center 
section. The required four-channel radio 
equipment was installed, plus an inverted 
Super Tigre .40 engine. The CG was deter
mined to be in the required location with
out the addition of any nose or tail weight. 
According to the manufacturer's specifica
tions, wing span is 59 inches, and weight is 
5.2 pounds. I found the wingspan to agree 
with the specs, and the ready-to-fly weight 
checked out at 5 pounds, 4 ounces, which 
is as close as you can get.

As my test pilot, I enlisted the services of 
Lyle Larson of San Juan Capistrano. Lyle is 
noted as a highly competitive pylon racer 
and is a master craftsman when it comes to 
building and finishing contest models. 
When he's not racing or practicing for a 
race, Lyle is usually to be found relaxing 
with a sport model, spending his time do
ing low inverted passes. As we discussed 
the strategy for the initial test flight of the 
Sharp-45, both Lyle and I had reservations 
about the placement of the landing gear. 
We both agreed that the gear should have 
been mounted further back under the lead
ing edge of the wing for better tracking dur
ing takeoff, but otherwise felt that the 
model had ideal moments and should fly 
quite well.

The S.T. .40 started quite easily and settled 
down into a reliable idle. With a slight 
breeze blowing down the 800-foot paved 
runway, Lyle taxied out to the center and 
turned into the wind. As he gradually in
creased throttle, the plane began to move 
forward, but just before sufficient speed 
was attained to cause the tail to come up. 
We groaned as the Sharp-45 executed a per
fect ground loop. After a couple more at
tempts which yielded the identical result, 
we knew for certain that the landing gear 
placement was at fault. On the next try, Lyle 
started off by punching in full throttle right 
from the start; up came the tail and she was 
airborne in a very short distance. Once in 
the air, the handsome-looking model flew 
like a real thoroughbred. Lyle was highly 
pleased with the way it flew: just like a pat
tern ship, with smooth responses to every 
command.

This is one of those planes that can make 
the average R/C hacker-type pilot look like a 
really accomplished expert. I won't list all 
the maneuvers the model was made to per
form, as it w ill do anything the pilot is capa
ble of. If you know how to do it, the Sharp- 
45 w ill follow your command exactly. Slow 
flight capabilities are outstanding, as there 
is no tendency to drop a wing and go into a 
snap when speed is drastically reduced. 
Henceforth, landings are slow and easy.

O ur one complaint is that of the landing 
gear placement. So, if you decide to pur
chase the tail dragger version, be sure to 
move the gear back under the wing leading 
edge. The tricycle gear version should 
cause no such difficulty in ground han
dling, but my personal preference is for the 
tail dragger and its cleaner look. Make no 
mistake, this is not a model intended for a 
novice, but it can be flown by the average 
sport pilot who has the ability to fly a typi
cal intermediate model such as the ubiqui
tous Ugly Stick.

The Sharp-45 is a heck of a bargain, sell
ing for $148, a price which is certainly in 
line with what it would cost to build a com
parable model from a kit. Furthermore, it 
would take a really skilled builder to come 
up with a finished airplane which looks as 
good as this one. The Sharp-45 is available 
from various retail outlets and mail-order 
establishments, or directly from the im
porter, J.C. Model Supplies, P. O. Box 2406, 
Fullerton, California 92633, (213)690-2019,

Even just sitting on the runway the Sharp-45 conveys the impression On its initia l test flight w ithout the handsome wheel pants, the Sharp- 
of speed. Don't be fooled, it  handles beautifu lly . 45 demonstrates its flashing performance.
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Start of a heat with an A R  F in the center flanked by two conven
tional models. A good way for a novice to get into R/C  pylon racing.

A  few of the models on the ready-line awaiting the next heat. The 
center model is a Thunder Tiger 20L A R F . Note K & B  3 .5  on the 
model at upper left. It  crashed due to flutter.

or Andes Hobbies, 27324 Camino Capis
trano, Suite 109, Laguna Niguel, California 
92677, (714)582-5203.
CLUB SCOOTER RACES 

The Palomar R/C Flyers of San Marcos, 
California, have come up with what must 
be the easiest pylon event ever conceived. 
All you have to do to compete is to have a 
model which conforms to the specifica
tions outlined in the rules. These require
ments are so loosely written that dozens of 
models are eligible, and what makes it in
teresting to me is that many ARFs are perfect 
for the event. Believe it or not, if you don't 
have a model to fly, the club keeps a couple 
of them handy as loaners. Briefly, the rules 
require the following minimums:

Wing area, 350 square inches excluding 
wing tips; thickness, 3/4 inch constant 
chord; fuselage, 30 inches long; frontal 
plate area, at least 8 square inches; landing 
gear, minimum of two struts each with a 
wheel, no wheel pants; engine, .25 dis
placement or less, which is currently availa
ble for purchase in normal retail or dis
count outlets; unaltered muffler supplied 
by engine manufacturer with engine at time 
of purchase, no after-market mufflers or 
tuned pipes allowed; servo-operated throt
tle; fuel is to be supplied at race; no pressu
rization other than muffler pressure al
lowed; propeller, must be wood and 
spinner or safety nut must be used; flight 
controls, servo-operated control pitch, yaw, 
and roll; flight pack battery, at least 250

Nancy Keele displays plaque which w ill be 
awarded to winner of the day's racing ev
ents held by the Palomar R/C Fliers.

mAh; total weight, minimum of 40 ounces.
And there you have it; A set of rules totally 

custom written to accommodate the aver
age type of .25-size R/C sport model that 
the average type of R/C sport flier has in his 
average type of stable right now. Under 
these rules there really isn't very much a pi
lot can do to get an edge over his competi
tors. It really boils down to flying skill, and

the ever-present bit of luck. The day I visited 
the race as a spectator, I did notice one of 
the entrants had installed a K&B 3.5cc rear 
exhaust engine on his plane, complete with 
stock twin exhaust rear muffler. This model 
displayed a significantly higher airspeed 
than the other entries, but before it com
pleted the first heat, a severe case of flutter 
caused it to crash.

I was gratified to see an ARF win an early 
heat, a Thunder Tiger 20L from Hobby 
Shack, flown by John Olson. This plane had 
a tricycle gear and was powered by a Royal 
.25 engine with stock muffler. John man
aged to w in his heat by exercising his flying 
skills while piloting a rather docile but 
reliable airplane.

According to Contest Director Douglas 
Wilsman, the object of the event is to just 
have fun, while keeping safety in mind as a 
foremost consideration. However, competi
tion fever ran high, even though the only 
prize was a small plaque awarded to the top 
pilot of the day, and an end-of-season 
trophy to the holder of the highest overall 
point score.

The enthusiasm I witnessed among these 
fliers was so great that l feel every club look
ing for a change of pace to supplement or 
even replace the standard fun-fly should 
give it some serious attention. It allows any
one to enter, even if his only model is of the 
trainer variety, whether meticulously hand-

Continued on page 85

Pilots are all ears at the contest briefing held by CD  Douglas Wilsman. John Olson manages a wide grin after winning first heat with his 
Under his direction, contest was run in a professional manner. A R F . His plane proved competitive against hand-built models.
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KRASNORUTSKIJ .60 INLINE Th is month read about the intrigue behind the delivery of 
the Krasnoritskij engine to S tu .

VITAL STATISTICS: 6 inches long from 
the prop drive to the rear of the cylinder 
head, 2-1/4 inches across the mounting 
lugs, 2-3/4 inches high. Has a bore and 
stoke of 24mm and 22mm, weighs 20 
ounces. Uses two glow plugs and a 1:1 
dual bevel gear transmission.
UNIQUE FEATURES: This engine was 
designed specifically to fit 100 percent 
within exact scale cowls of a 1/10-scale 
Soviet Antonov AN-14M twin turboprop 
scale model. A pair of these engines 
were in the model when it won the 1974 
FAI World Scale Championships for the 
Russians. Five engines were built in 
1973/74 and six were built in 1978/79— 
this is from the last batch of six. This is 
one of the rarest and most famous model 
engines in the world.

• You MB readers are the greatest! You 
make this column possible. If we sound like 
a spy novel or a James Bond adventure plot 
this month, please let me assure you the 
facts are picture-clear. I own and now have 
the engine in these pictures. My wife sug
gests I disguise certain names involved lest 
problems arise in Eastern Bloc countries for 
MB readers who have helped (or offered 
help) to get this KK-Zap 10 into my hands.

In 1985 I learned there was a second 
batch of six engines, and I started hot on 
their trail to hopefully own one. The 
research file for this month is the most inter
national and extensive of the five years I've 
been doing this column. And as much as 
I've dug, part of the story is sti 11 deep in mys

tery; mystery that I still can't fully unravel for 
you.

In 1972 Russia's Valery Kramerenko and 
Boris Krasnorutskij teamed up to win sec
ond place in the World's Team Race event in 
Helsinki, Finland. Many of the FAI events 
are dual participant in nature like today's 
F3D R/C pylon. (New news: The USA's F3D 
team for 1989 w ill be Dave Shadel, Dub 
Jett, Bruce Richmond, Gary Hover as pilots 
and Jim Shinohara, Jet and Richmond as 
callers.) When Kramerenko and Krasnorut
skij learned that the 1974 World Scale

champs was slated for the USA, they aban
doned team racing and opted for a slot on 
the Soviet Union's scale U-Control team, as 
it represented a rare opportunity to visit the 
USA. The F3B scale event was small; only 
teams from USSR, USA, Poland, and En
gland competed. Canada registered but 
failed to show. Full teams yielded 12 total 
entrants. The Soviet's Antonov won by a 
massive 16 percent over the #2 model from 
Poland. It's doubtful today that domination

Continued on page 93

Big flat head bolt in top right holds transverse shaft into its ball bearing. The bolt rotates w ith 
the shaft. One of the designer's student's is known to be making a sim ilar engine from barstock 
Th is engine carries a number 6 hand-scratched on both sides of main casting.

Reciprocating motion is transferred to rotational drive by pair of 
bevel gears. Power loss in dual gear transmission didn't hamper 
the design objective: to fit  100% w ithin a full-scale cowl of a 
model designed to w in the w orld championship.

The throttle barrel has a transfer wire that fits onto the engine's 
exhaust baffle. As the throttle closes, so does the baffle close 
to maintain combustion heat at low speeds.
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MODEL DESIGN
& TECH N ICA L STUFF
By FRANCIS REYNOLDS

• The most frequent question you readers 
ask in your letters is, "What books do you 
recommend?" R/C Model Airplane Design 
by A. G . Lennon is good and quite compre
hensive. So is Aerodynamics of Model Air
craft Flight by Martin Simons at $18.95.1 do 
not recommend Design & Build your own 
R/C Aircraft by Kenneth Smith. For the 
directions I am leading you in this column, 
on advanced materials, I recommend De
signing and Building Composite R/C 
Model Aircraft by Jack Lambie at $16.95. 
The Lambie, Simons, and the Lennon books 
are all available from Zenith Aviation 
Books, P.O. Box 1, Osceola, Wisconsin 
54020. Zenith advertises in Model Builder 
and has a big selection. Ask for their cata
log. For technical data on airfoils, I use The
ory of Wing Sections (including a summary 
of airfoil data) by Abbott and Doenhoff. 
This book, at $10.95, is also available from 
Zenith. For aerodynamics, a modern book 
that I have found very useful is The Design 
of the Airplane by Darrol Stinton, pub
lished by Van Nostrand Reinhold at $49.95. 
You can order this one from most book 
stores, or in paperback for $39.50 from

Sheridan House Inc., 145 Palisade Street, 
Dobbs Ferry, New York 10522. Good de
signing requires knowledge, and knowl
edge is found in books and magazines. 
Read up.

In my August column I tried to make a 
funny, which backfired. A little humor can 
be a dangerous thing. In connection with 
longitudinal stability I wrote, "If you really 
must know: the slope of the CM vs CL curve 
must be negative under all stable flight con
ditions." The statement is true, but I made it 
as a joke to illustrate the technical complex
ity one can get into in this game, but need 
not, in designing good model airplanes. 
One reader wrote me and wanted to know 
more about CM vs CL. If others of you are 
interested in that kind of detail, study Stin
ton or some other aerodynamics text; it is 
too technical for this column. But to further 
the joke, Figure 1 is the curve I referred to.

And in my September column, on cube 
loading, I made a mistake. (I thought I made 
another mistake many years ago, but I was 
mistaken.) William Kuhnle of Richardson, 
Texas, points out to me that (b+c), which I 
used in my formula for cube loading to re

* c L

Fig. 1. Look back to the August column for the germination of this little joke about CM vs C L . 
Author discovered that a little humor can be as dangerous as a little education!

place wing loading is not independent of 
aspect ratio as I mistakenly thought it was. 
To correct the error, W il suggests using the 
square root of wing area for our "third 
dimension." I agree. That w ill give us a cube 
loading formula dependent on nothing but 
the ratio between weight and wing size, 
which is ideal.

The cube loading formula in my Septem
ber column would have worked well for 
most model work, but in comparing po
wered R/C models to sailplanes, for in
stance, the comparison would have been 
distraughted by the big difference in aspect 
ratio between airplanes and gliders. So 
please forget you ever heard of the CuL for
mula for cube loading, instead use the for
mula: WCL=W/S S. Where W CL stands for 
Wing Cube Loading, S is wing area, and S is 
the square root of wing area. R/C models 
w ill have WCLs ranging from roughly 0.4 to 
0.8. Performance factor w ill be W CL times 
displacement loading or W CL times twice 
the power loading, but let's drop the "R" 
and call it just "PF" to distinguish it from the 
old RPF. R/C models w ill have performance 
factors in the range of five to ten, more or 
less. You tell me what they are for other 
types of models. I w ill convert any CuL data 
you have already sent me to WLC numbers, 
and I w ill convert the September cube- 
loading/displacement-loading curves to 
W CL and PF and republish them in a cou
ple months. Sorry about that!
BYE, BYE BALSA

You may not need to divest your holdings 
in Ecuadorian Balsa Ltd. quite yet, but 
watch it. You don't want to get caught like 
you did with your buggy whip and cuspidor 
stocks.

Balsa was perhaps the lightest solid 
"structural" material we had on this earth, 
until the plastic foams came along, so it was 
the natural material for building model air
planes, when they came along. But, balsa is 
getting expensive; it absorbs water, fuel, 
and oil; it is highly variable in weight and 
strength; and, most serious, it has a rela
tively lousy strength-to-weight ratio. I'm not 
just talking here; I have some engineering 
data comparing balsa to other woods. Each

Continued on page 98
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• As a contributing editor to Model 
Builder magazine, I am in a position where 
I need to be careful to serve its readership 
faithfully and well. This means keeping a 
watchful eye on the mail. Your letters to me 
reflect what I believe are areas of your inter
est. I hope, therefore, that my answers to 
your questions, my running your contribu
tions, and/or my monthly topics hit the 
mark at least some of the time, if not all. 
HOW TO BUILD MODEL GLIDERS

In my August column I pointed out a few 
tips for beginners. The subtitles of that col
umn included: What Model to Choose, 
What Radio to Choose, A Few Building Pit- 
falls, Before You Fly (preflight checks), The 
Initial Hand Launches, How to Hi-Start 
Launch Your Model, Controlling the.Model 
in Flight, and Using Lift to Extend Your 
flight. It wasn't an exhaustive work; nothing 
confined to a single column can be. How
ever, it must have come close. O nly two let
ters with questions came back to me.

This month's first letter comes from a 12- 
year-old from Forest Park, Georgia, whose 
name is Mathew Bussell. Mathew's letter 
was really an inquiry for additional infor
mation on building model gliders. A sub
ject this large needs to be answered with a 
book, not merely a letter of reply. So, for 
Mat's benefit, and for those who thought 
they would like to hear more on the subject 
but were reluctant to ask , I have a 
recommendation:

The name of the book is Sailplane and 
Soaring Manual, written by Al Doig. It is 
one of the RCM Anthology Books, and it 
covers the full range of subjects starting 
from absolutely scratch up through flying 
your sailplane. A sampling of chapter titles 
would read something like this: Introduc
tion to Model Soaring, Types of Sailplanes, 
Selection of Your R/C System, Building the 
Olympic 650, Tools Needed, Hardware In
stallation, Launching Equipment, Testing, 
Trimming, and Launching Your Model, etc. 
All of these subjects and many more are 
covered in its 138 pages with lots of photo

By B ILL  FORREY

illustrations. It's an excellent source of infor
mation for the beginner, and it could help 
you save many times its cover price in mis
takes or bad decisions.

The Sailplane and Soaring Manual sells

r*1

Shreve W axter, of Baltimore, balances the 16- 
foot Yankee Soar on a wingtip to put the 
model in perspective. Some balsa sheeting 
not yet glued on the wing.

for $10.00 (third class mail is free, UPS ser
vice $1.00). If it sounds like something 
you'd be interested in, call (800)523-1736 or 
(800)624-7354 in California, and have your 
Visa or MC card handy.

Letter number two is from Mike Coffey of 
Salt Lake City, Utah. He writes:

Ί have become interested in R/C Soaring 
after many years of modeling. I was fasci
nated with your column in the August 1988 
Model Builder on beginning info for R/C 
Soaring.

"I am waiting for the arrival of the Gentle 
Lady, which w ill be my first glider. I have a 
question about what to look for in a four- 
channel radio. Which radios offer the Mode 
Two? And do you know any clubs in this 
area?

'Thank you for your time." Thank you, 
Mike, for the kind words. I went back to 
reread what was printed in that column to 
see why there was still a question left in 
your mind on the radio issue. I found out 
that what I wrote was a little brief and didn't 
actually name the kinds of radios I de
scribed, sorry! I had in mind radios like the 
Futaba 4NL Conquest with either (3) stan
dard or (2) micro servos, or like the Air- 
tronics VG-4R Vanguard with (3) standard 
servos. They both have servo reversing on 
all four channels to make the initial radio 
installation easier, and they have rechargea
ble (Ni-Cd) batteries. There are other four- 
channel rigs to be found, but these two 
seem to be the most common. You needn't 
buy the fancier rigs with mixing functions 
and dual rates. Beginner's gliders are sel
dom so sophisticated that these things are 
needed. In fact, they can spell disaster if a 
preflight radio check is not made.

There is a club in the greater SLC area. 
They call themselves the Intermountain Si
lent Flyers (or was that Soaring Society?). I 
haven't seen a newsletter out of that bunch 
for a good six years or more. The only guy I 
know who you could contact in that area is 
the National Soaring Society's Doug Dor- 
ton. Doug's mailing address is 3058 Ber
nina Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84118. Doug 
is a well-known flier and the editor of the 
NSS journal called Sailplane. The NSS is 
the special interest group recognized by the 
AMA as representing model soaring. 
PROGRESS AT PRINCETON

Last month in this column I detailed 
some of the goings on with Michael Selig

Shreve's armada includes the Yankee Soar, the Ravenltrom  m b  plans), 
an A irtronics O lym pic It, and a Richard Odle-designed RO-8.

Waxter's Raven from the Model Builder plans service. An excellent 
flye r w ith  a steep towing ascent.
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Megan Dodgson poses w ith her dad's P ixy  2-meter k it  plane. Dodgson Designs jumped on the 
Eppler 214 early on as the standard airfoil fo r his P ix y , Camano, and Windsong kits.

i»"
-  ■ . · -  ·  . ·

Bob Dodgson shows how to make a Windsong come down in a hurry. Autom atic flap and re
flexed trailing edge mechanism at w ork reflexing ailerons and deflecting flaps. See text.

and John Donovan at Princeton University 
wind tunnel experiments. This month, ad
ditional info has come in and I'd like to 
share it with you.

As most of you already know, Selig and 
Donovan are conducting scores of wind 
tunnel tests and designing and redesigning 
new and old airfoils based on the informa
tion they are gathering. They are not the first 
to do wind tunnel experiments, but they are 
among the most thorough and dedicated 
who have yet tried. By now they have 
finished their work in the tunnel and must 
begin to interpret the data they have 
gathered.

One of the early tests they finished was a 
control experiment to verify that the data 
they were gathering was within acceptable 
limits. The data came from three other ex
periments performed at the NASA Langley 
Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel in Vir
ginia, Delft in the Netherlands, and the 
University of Stuttgart (FRG). This compari
son was done using the Eppler 387 airfoil 
data at four different Reynolds Numbers 
(Rn). In layman's terms, this corrects each 
model tested (perhaps of different sizes?) 
and each tunnel's wind velocity and den
sity (probably different) to effectively the 
same test model with the same amount of 
wind passing it by so that direct compari
sons are possible.

According to Mr. Selig, "Our data appears 
to be quite good in comparison to the other 
facilities." He further states:

", . .A  more complete discussion of the 
accuracy of our data w ill be given in Soar- 
tech. The end result of this work w ill be a 
very reliable data set on a unique collection 
of airfoils." "As indicated, we have devel
oped several new airfoils. The data has al
lowed us to better understand the features 
of good low Reynolds number airfoils. The 
S3021 compared with the E205 is an exam
ple of what can be done; however, we have 
now improved this (S3021) design. These 
new airfoils that we are designing lean 
mostly towards the thermal duration and 
cross country types of flying.

" . .  .On a different note, everyone w ill be 
able to get copies of the data. The earliest 
release of the data set w ill be the Soartech 
publication and w ill include data on sev
eral popular airfoils. This may be out in two 
months (probably more). Our method be
hind the design of low Reynolds number 
airfoils is still in the preliminary stages, and 
thus the data on the new airfoils w ill not be 
released until we can refine our ideas and 
submit this work to a referred journal. How
ever, at that time, we plan to put together all 
of the data from this work in a book which 
w ill be easily available. If you have any 
ideas about how this can be done, please 
contact us.

"Finally, we want to again thank all of the 
people who are contributing to this project. 
Stay tuned." I have included with this report 
two of the four data comparison tests on the 
E387, one at a fairly low Rn of 100,000 and 
another at an Rn of 200,000. This w ill give 
you an idea of the difficulty of getting abso
lutely definitive data on airfoils from any 
single tunnel with present technology 
equipment, and with so many different 
model builders involved.

For example, between the Stuttgart and 
Princeton runs at 100,000 Rn and a coeffi
cient of lift (Cl) = 0.2, there is a a 40 percent 
discrepancy in the coefficient of drag (Cd);

however, Langley and Delft agree very 
closely.

The graph showing the 200,000 Rn run 
shows three of the four tunnels in very close
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Not everyone opts for the com plexities of 
camber changine when using the E214.
Th is  original design by Tod A llen only has 
spoilers and ailerons. He says it flies great!

agreement in mid-performance envelope, 
but one is overly optimistic (Stuttgart). 
None of the four agree on the top-end per
formance (high Cl) of the E387. The spread 
is 14 percent at Cd -  0.02 between NASA 
Langley and Stuttgart. Only two of the four 
can agree on the bottom end performance 
(low Cl) of the E387.

From this layman's point of view, wind 
tunnel data from different wind tunnels 
compared against each other appears to be 
somewhat erratic. Given at least four tun
nels, it may only prove that your tunnel is no 
better or worse than anyone else's. How
ever, comparing the data on different 
models from the same wind tunnel should 
prove to be very valuable in determining

the comparative strengths and weaknesses only variables w ill be the atmospheric con- 
of different airfoil sections. As I see it, the ditions (correctable) and the model ac-

E —387 data comparison for Rn = 100,000

® Princeton (model by 8ob Champine)
A NASA Langley LTPT 
0 Low—Turbulence TLinnel at Delft 
7 Model Wind Tunnel at Stuttgart

-—:— —■ t- - I .—:-------- ----------

0 .00  0 .01 0 .02  0 .0 3  0 .0 4  0 .05

_____________________________ Q _________________________________

E —387 data comparison for Rn = 200 ,000

® Princeton (model by Bob Champine)
A NASA Langley LTPT 
0 Low-Turbulence Tunnel at Delft 
7 Model Wind Tunnel at Stuttgart

0 .0 0  0.01 0 .0 2  0 .0 3  0 .0 4  0 .05
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curacy (not correctable).
As a little foretaste of things to come, I've 

included the comparison done by Selig and 
Donovan between the Eppler 205 (a very 
popular section) and the S3021, which was 
Selig's "improved E205" airfoil. I drew the 
E205 over the S3021 graph with a thick ball
point pen.

The most dramatic improvement is seen 
at 60,000 Rn and a Cl of 0.8 where the 
S3021 exhibits 40 percent less drag. Good 
news for R/C hand launch competitors! 
Similarly, at 100,000 Rn and a Cl of 0.7, 
there is a 16-percent decrease in drag. 
Good news for big, light thermal fliers! 
Then at 150,000 Rn and the same Cl of 0.7, 
we see a 14-percent decrease in drag. Good 
news for competition R/C thermal gliders! 
The bottom line is a theoretical and a real- 
life proven track record which says that the 
S3021 is better than the E205. Better lift to 
drag ratios means better ground covering 
ability, better wind penetration, and better 
climb rates. . .a ll else being equal, of 
course! Makes you wonder how much bet- 
terthe new Selig section is, which is an "im 
proved S3021!" More shall be revealed this 
winter. And for those who need it all, I sug
gest you contact Herk Stokely at Soartech 
for the upcoming "popular" airfoil report. 
His address is: 1504 Horseshoe Cir., Vir
ginia Beach, Virginia 23451. Send a large, 
self-addressed, stamped envelope to re
ceive a reply. Seven Soartechs have been« 
published so far ranging in size from 90 
pages to about 200 pages. The list you w ill 
receive in return w ill indicate which papers 
w ill be seen in which back issues. All back 
issues w ill be continuously available.

Prices for the books vary with size and dis
tance to destination.

By the way, if all those graphs are just a 
bunch of chicken scratch to you, another 
back issue w ill be of interest. My April 1987 
column was entirely devoted to interpreting 
"profile polars" as they are called. How 
much, you ask? Call Model Builder or look 
up the going rate for yourself in the O ld ie s  
(But Still Goodies)" house ad in this or re
cent issues.
R/C SOARING IS ALIVE AND WELL 
IN BALTIMORE!

That's the greeting I received from Shreve 
Waxter of 632 Colorado Ave., Baltimore, 
Maryland. He sends the following letter, in
cluding (I believe) an appeal to camaraderie.

"R/C Soaring is alive and well in Balti
more! Enclosed please find pix of my 
gliders. I just finished the MB Raven (built 
from Model Builder plans, of course). It is 
110 inches in wingspan, features rudder, el
evator, and a Kraft Gold Spectrum radio. 
She flies well with nice, steep hi-start 
launches; really sensitive elevator as you 
might imagine. I built it as a one-piece wing 
to save weight, so transporting it takes some 
consideration.

"In the group shot, the monster in the 
back is a "Yankee Soar" built from MAN 
plans. It has a 16-foot span, lots of balsa, and 
fiberglass in wing, rudder, full flying stab, 
ailerons, and blade-type spoilers. Also, see 
the shot of this plane under construction. 
Plenty of ribs, all sheeted surfaces.

"The last two planes in the group shot I'm 
sure you'll recognize. O ly II with Tower 
Hobbies radio and Dynaflite (Mark's 
Models) RO-8 with Cannon Super Micro

radio.
"I am presently building the little Gnome 

HLG because of your enthusiasm over this 
type of glider. They build fast and provide 
plenty of fun. Next in line is the Klingberg 
Wing, and after that the Airtronics Gran Es
prit (bought one of the last kits about four 
years ago).

"I presently fly in an industrial park north 
of Baltimore, but sites around here are 
scarce. No flying shots because I usually fly 
alone. I know of no clubs in this area, but I 
have plenty of fun anyway!

"Really enjoy your column. Feel free to 
print any of these photos, if you wish, to get 
some East Coast coverage.

"P.S. Lawn in photos uncut because I just 
spent the morning flying. . .first things 
first!" Thank you for the much appreciated 
East Coast coverage, Shreve. It is great to see 
a scratchbuilder among the many Model 
Builder readers out there. There are rewards 
to be had by such ventures which far ex
ceed the kit kingdom and all its sameness.

The MB Raven, for those who are curious, 
was a design published back in January of 
1982. It is Plan No. 1821 and its price is 
$10.00 plus $2.00 shipping and handling, 
plus 60 cents if you use a credit card, plus 
60 cents sales tax if you are a California resi
dent; got that? You also receive with each 
plan a reprint of the original construction 
article.

For Shreve and anyone else in the 
Maryland area, there is a major club there 
called CASA (Capitol Area Soaring Associa
tion?). If I had one of their newsletters (hint,

Continued on page 101
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PART FOURTEEN

• Well, gang, it's been a long way from the 
Sleek Streek to where we are today! During 
the past thirteen episodes we have covered 
a few ways to build and fly basic models. I'd 
like to conclude this beginner's series with 
an introduction to what I regard the ulti
mate in modeling; namely, free flight scale. 
These models look like real airplanes. 
There are even contests for scale models 
where the model is judged to see how 
closely it resembles its full-size counter
part. Judges check to see if things are made 
to right scaled-down size, if there are the 
right number of ribs in the wing, if the 
colors and markings are correct, and what 
kind of a job you did making it look as real 
as possible.

One of the problems with free flight scale 
is that the model has to fly when you get 
done with judging. Very often, modelers 
put so much work into making them look 
realistic that they are too heavy to fly well! 
Then there are the guys who do as little 
fancy stuff as possible and are only inter
ested in how long they stay up. I think that

Illustrations by JIM KAMAN

beginners should try for the ones that fly 
well to start with and work their way 
towards the highly complicated ones later. 
Problem is, when a kid sees a beautiful pic
ture on a kit box in a store, he or she just has 
to build that one! Last week, one of my stu
dents brought in a rubber-powered Taylor- 
craft model he had built from a kit by a big 
manufacturer. It was so heavy, due to the 
lousy construction the manufacturer had 
designed and the super-heavy balsa (I think 
it was either balsa or oak) that it did not 
stand a snowball's chance. It took a hunk of 
modeling clay the size of a golf ball on the 
nose to balance the heavy tail end and get 
the C C  about 30 percent of chord (forward 
of the midpoint of the wing, that is). It also 
took about ten degrees of downthrust to 
keep it from stalling under power. Believe 
me, it took plenty of rubber to move all that 
weight fast enough through the air to keep it 
up, too! About all we could manage was 
about a five-second flight on a model that, if 
built properly and out of good wood, could 
have turned a minute easily. It was not the

fault of the kid who built it. He had done a 
very nice job.

So, what is the moral of the story? Choose 
what you are going to build carefully. As 
you probably already have Peck's catalog. 
I'd like to recommend the following models 
in order of the easiest to the most difficult: 
easiest is the Lacey M-10, then Nesmith 
Cougar, followed by the Clipped-Wing Cub, 
and finally the Andreasson BA4-B biplane. 
Guess what? The easiest ones fly best! The 
Lacey has probably won more contest 
places both indoors and outdoors than any 
other scale model in history. That's because 
its designed like a model airplane! The Ne
smith Cougar is a great design, too, and I 
once timed one on an over-20-minute flight 
in a thermal! The Clipped Wing Cub is 
more delicate than the two we just men
tioned, and makes a lovely little plane that 
w ill fly very nicely, especially indoors in a 
gym. The Andreasson biplane is a cutie, 
and, though heavier, it is a realistic and sta
ble flyer, even though it w ill have to strain to 
make 45-second flights.

What makes for a good scale model? 
Hard to say. Most guys make 'em because 
they like the looks of the particular model. 
Others choose a certain one because it's 
what is winning all the contests. The Lacey 
is a good choice because it fits into the 
"Peanut" category of competition; that is, it 
has a wing span of under 13 inches. The 
Lacey has a lot of wing area to carry its 
weight. We can say it has a favorable "wing 
loading" as compared to, say, a modern jet 
airplane. It is also a "slab-sider," which 
means that is has flat sides and is easy to 
build like a box without a lot of fancy struc
ture inside. The stab and rudder on the 
original plane were large enough to do a 
good job, whereas many models have to 
have at least the stab enlarged to get a good, 
stable flight. The landing gear is about as 
uncomplicated as landing gear gets, and 
the wing has no dihedral, which makes it 
very easy to build. Besides that, it just sits 
on top of the fuselage! Joe Lacey, the 
designer of the full-size homebuilt aircraft, 
should get a medal for this marvel of sim
plicity. It may not be as gorgeous as a Stin
son Reliant or a Waco, but for a good solid 
design of a flying machine, it rates a "ten." 
OPENING THE KIT

Be careful not to lose the thin strip of 
basswood needed for the laminated wind
shield frames. Find it right away and tape it 
to the box so you won't lose it. Next, decide 
whether or not you want to use the 1/20- 
inch square sticks included in the kit. You 
can substitute 1/16-inch square if you want, 
making sure they have enough stiffness to 
do the job of holding the ends of the model 
apart when the motor is wound tight! No
tice that there are some longer sticks in the 
kit which are a little heavier. These are the 
1/16-inch square sticks used for the wing. 
Even if you decide to go with the kit 1/20- 
inch stick design, I strongly urge you to use 
at least one other length of 1/16-inch as an 
additional spar under the wing. The advan
tages of 1/16-inch are better-looking (they 
bow-in less) and stronger (assuming you 
have tested them for strength and not used 
"punky" wood, which may even be weaker 
than the smaller, 1/20-inch!). The disadvan-
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Nose box attaches easily to front of fuselage, even at the windshield 
where it overhangs a bit at the bottom and sides. Numbers on nose 
parts w ill not show; they're inside!

Φ'
Wing sits nicely on top o f the fuselage making attachment a cinch. 
Note position of rounded sticks forming Vee in windshield area.

Snug fit  of nose block is very important. Keep working on it until 
it removes easily, but does not fall out on its own.

Nose box built w ith a little ledge on lower edge of front opening 
to accommodate nose plug.

(age is that they w ill add weight behind the 
wing in the tail area, which w ill then re
quire nose weight to balance it out. If you 
add an extra gram in the tail department, 
you w ill have to add two more in the nose 
(shorter) to balance out that extra gram, 
which gives you three, not one, extra grams 
of weight penalty for that extra strength. 
Still, until you are in the "expert" builder 
stage, I'd advise you to go with 1/16-inch on 
the fuselage as I did.
BUILDING THE FUSELAGE

Follow the same procedure as the FAC 
Moth. When you have the two sides of the 
fuselage done, "box" your fuselage over the 
plan top view with the long, flat area where 
the wing w ill go pinned to the plan. This 
means you w ill be building the fuselage up
side down. On any plan you always want to 
find the longest flat area on the fuselage and 
put that section flat on the plan when 
boxing-up. Make sure you use building tri
angles along the sides to keep things 
square. Notice that the front end of the 
fuselage is made separately and added 
later. This nose "box" has the wire landing 
gear assembly glued into it at the correct 
angle and the nose block (removable) fitted 
into it. It could be added after the model is 
covered if you wish to make covering a bit 
easier.

Before you start the fuselage sides, it 
might help to leave the part where the 
horizontal stabilizer goes (the slot shown 
with a lot of little 45-degree lines in it) about 
double the width shown. This w ill leave

Completed nose box attached to fuselage. Balsa front end is tissue-covered for strength and to 
match rest o f model color. Vent "do ts" are done on doped tissue and added like a decal.

you some room to change the angle of the 
stab if needed when doing flight trim. I 
prefer to leave the tissue off that area at the 
rear of the model until the stab is set just 
right and glued in. Then I cut the sticks on 
each side of the stab slot loose and reglue 
them snug against the stab. Then you can 
cover the rest of the fuselage and have a 
neat job!

The tailwheel wire can have a round loop

bent into the end around a nail or with 
round-nose pliers and some scrap balsa 
glued in to represent the tail wheel itself. 
On a couple of the Laceys I have made, they 
needed this area "leaded in" for tail weight 
to balance the nose!

The toughest part of the fuselage is the 
windshield frames, which are laminated 
from two thicknesses of basswood strip. You 
set them aside earlier so as not to lose them,
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View  unaer right side shows door and aileron markings done in India ink. They can also be add
ed w ith thin strips of black tissue or chart tape.

remember? Make a form to bend the strips 
around with the same curve as the side 
view of the windshield. You can use tracing 
paper to get the curve, glue it to a sheet if 
1/8-inch scrap balsa or cardboard, and cut it 
out. It should be the inside curve to allow 
for the thickness of your part which you are 
forming around the outside of it.

Rub some soap or wax on the form where 
it contacts the wood you are bending to 
keep it from sticking. The bass strip should 
be cut into four equal lengths; two for each 
side. Normally, wood to be laminated is 
soaked in ammonia to make it more supple, 
but you w ill not need to do this unless you 
want the practice. Using white glue, coat 
one side of a strip and join another to it to 
make a "double-thick," two-part stick. 
W hile the glue is still wet, tape one end to 
your bending form with Scotch or electri
cian's vinyl tape. Apply a little end pull as 
you bend it around your form and tape the 
other end down. I usually use my thumb to 
keep the part pushed tightly against the 
form at the point where it contacts the form, 
using a sliding motion from one end to the 
other to prevent the strip from buckling up
ward as it bends. When it is dry, trim to the 
size shown on the plan and glue in place 
on each side as you build it flat on the plan.

In the windshield area there are two little 
rounded sticks that form a "vee," the point 
of which is right in the center of the 
fuselage where the front end "box" glues 
on. Look at the top view and you w ill see 
what I mean. The designer had a hard time 
showing you how to do this area so you 
would not goof up and glue these sticks flat 
with the sides. I have seen many kids do just 
that, so be careful.

Another place it is easy to mess up is 
where it looks like the vertical fin and rud
der assembly is made right on the side 
when you build it flat. It isn't. It is a separate 
part that gets covered before it gets glued on 
right in the center of the finished fuselage. 
TO HINGE OR NOT TO HINGE

On full-sized aircraft, the rudder is mova
ble, so are the ailerons and the elevator. Try
ing to be "scale," many kids make those 
parts separate or cut them loose and then 
try to make them movable by attaching 
them with floppy tape, tissue paper, or 
bendable wire, which always bends when 
you just slightly bump it. All of these are 
poor ways to do the job, as any movement 
on these surfaces which you do not plan 
and which does not stay where you put it 
w ill get you into trouble when it is flying 
time. You will never get two flights alike and 
your model w ill be constantly out of trim. If 
you must make movable surfaces, use a 
metal "hinge" that does not bend easily. 
Thin bits of aluminum will work, but you 
must make them at least 1/8 inch wide so 
they w ill offer some resistance to bending. I 
usually also use a drop of glue every now 
and then to keep the surface from moving. It 
does not take much movement to make a 
world of difference. I often use music wire, 
which is almost impossible to bend and 
springs back to its original position if 
bumped.
THE WING

This is a piece of cake! No dihedral to put 
in, all ribs the same size; what more could

anyone ask for? The Lacey is one of the few 
models that you can build with no dihedral 
and get away with it. The deep, flat-sided 
fuselage seems to help stabilize the flight.

It's not quite as easy to adjust, but its record 
of contest wins when flown by junior 
modelers proves that it is not all that 
difficult!
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DRAW THIS OH CARO STOCK. USING PROTRACTOR. ( d r a w  ύ  uw e t  '/c STOP 
POSmOH FK O T  AT RKW T AN GLE*) OR COPY FROM M ACA H N E EN LA W e 
IF  D ESIRED  - AN GLES WILL REMAIN CONSTANT.

I S i K t l J e i i S  «TW ^ftfcONG L E F T -) WlTW LONG
fTRAlGH T PROP SH A FT (  OR SAM E TYP E  W lR E ) U N EP  UP ΥΥΠΗ 0 °  LIN E. 
C LU E HOSE BUTTON TO BLOCK AND A D JU ST FO R DOWN THRUST. 
CHANGE NOSE BLOCK FROM S ID E To TOP VIEW  AND ADJUST FOR 
R I6H T THRUST. DO THIS SEV ER A L TIM ES W HILE GLUE S ETS . ( M ARK 
ROSE BLOCK IN SERT 'Ύ Ο Γ ' i .  "S ID E ' TO AVOID CONFUSION ) .  THE 
LO N GER TH E SHAFT W IRE THE MORE ACCURATE THE ADJUSTM EN T.

l o o k  Str a ig h t  do w n

( IN USE MEA5URIN6 RIGHT THRUST )

The bracing sticks which go from wingtip 
to wingtip on top of the wing are called 
spars, and there is likely to be a problem 
with them. Wings tend to bend away from 
spars on top or bottom if there are no spars 
on the opposite side of the wing to oppose 
them. It has to do with the pulling-up power 
of the covering. There is an Aeronca "K" 
floatplane kit that has been on the market 
for years which is notorious for having its 
wingtips bow upward. Guess where the two 
spars are? You guessed it; both on the bot
tom. Guess what happens to the Lacey 
wing with both spars on top? That's right; 
the tips bend downward into what is known 
as "anhedral." You could fight this by pre
shrinking your tissue and doping it while 
it's still on the shrinking frame. I prefer to 
oppose the top spars with an extra one un
der the wing splitting the space between 
the top spar positions. A ll it takes is filing in 
an extra series of notches with your notcher 
while you have the ribs stacked doing the 
top notches.
TIP PLATES

Another feature of the Lacey is the "tip 
plates," which glue to the ends of the wings 
after the wings are covered and the red tis
sue trim has been added. They are there for 
a very good reason, namely to prevent the 
high pressure present under a wing flying at 
an angle of attack while merrily getting lift 
from sneaking around the wingtip toward 
the low pressure area on top of the wing. 
When this air does get around the wingtip, 
the front-to-back airflow shoves it rearward 
at an angle, setting up a whirlpool or "vor
tex" effect which gives you a lot of drag. 
When you put tip plates on the ends of the 
wing, you help stop this from causing such 
a big problem, and it actually gives you the 
effect of having a bigger wing than you 
really have!
THE NOSE ASSEMBLY

The nose "box," built of four pieces of 
balsa, is fairly simple to put together, but 
there are some tricks. One trick is to make a 
little "ledge" along the lower edge of the 
opening on the inside, filing it flat with a 
nail file sanding board after it's dry. This 
gives the plug-in nose block something bet
ter to hold on to than the sharp up-sloping 
edge which would wear down after a few 
nose-plug removals and reinsertions.

When you make the nose block that 
plugs into the box, the "plug" which slips in 
could be made a little longer to keep it from 
falling out if you have to add any thrust ad
justment shims later on. I use a "frame" of 
1/8-inch square balsa added on the rear of 
the plug. This helps hold any modeling clay 
ballast I may have to add to the nose for 
balance later, too. In any case, make sure 
that the nose block is snug so that it does 
not fall out and that it is removable for wind
ing without too much strain. G lue a thick
ness of paper on a side, sand some off, or 
whatever, but pay attention to this fit so life 
w ill be easier on the flying field. A nose 
block that won't keep your thrust angle cor
rect in the air or that keeps falling out when 
the power runs down is no fun.

The landing gear is plugged and glued 
into the nose box with a rearward rake 
which makes it almost impossible to rip 
out. If you want to really make sure it is

solid, sandwich it before you glue it in by 
"filling" the center portion with balsa the 
same thickness as the wire and then adding 
a piece of 1/32-inch balsa on each side.

Getting the nose button glued in at the 
correct downthrust and sidethrust angles 
shown on the plan can be more easily done 
if you draw the needed angles on a back
ground and hold the nose block with the 
newly glued-but-not-yet-dry nose button in 
its hole in front of it. Use the prop shaft in 
the nose button to help line it up in each 
direction (downthrust and right thrust) be
fore it dries. By the way, a nice touch is to 
"let-in" the nose button a little by making a

shallow hole with a sharpened piece of alu
minum tubing or the end of a pencil with 
the eraser removed and picking out the 
balsa with the point of your modeling knife 
so the nose button sets with its nose just 
even with the front of the nose block. 
COVERING

You can cover the fuselage and the nose 
box separately, sticking on the tissue with 
thinned out (60-40) white glue. If you use 
the supplied 1/20-inch balsa, maybe you 
would like to use pre-shrunk tissue on the 
fuselage as well as on the tail parts. Giving 
the tissue a coat of 50/50 nitrate dope (half 
thinner) while still on the shrinking frame is
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Curved windshield frame is made from two pieces of basswood strip laminated around a form  
w ith white glue. Use tape to hold it until glue has dried.

LAMINATING me W IN PSH IELP  FRAM E -

M AK£  THICK c a r p  OK SA L5A  FORM$uenn.v ονεκ-ίΐζε ( from ίΐσε
VIEW )  AHP SOAP OP WAX EVOE

a good idea. Some guys even draw on their 
striping and lettering while the tissue is on 
the frame, as it's easier to work with using 
the part of the plan with the original art 
work underneath so it shows through. If you 
use India ink for any of this, spray a coat of 
clear dope or lacquer, like Tester's Dull- 
Cote, over it to make sure moisture does not 
ever make it run.

If you are going first-class, you may want 
to use Japanese tissue instead of the domes
tic tissue in the kit to cover with. It gives a 
nicer and lighter job. The Peck domestic 
black tissue, however, is superior to black 
Japanese tissue if you cut out your letters 
and door/aileron striping from it because it 
does not fade.

Doing the red trim is not too difficult, just 
dope through it with thinned nitrate dope. 
Cutting the curved parts of the trim is easy if 
you draw the stripe on tracing paper. Tape it 
down to cardboard with a couple of layers 
of red tissue under it (grain the long ways) 
and cut through the lot carefully with a new 
blade. The lower trim stripe ends at the bot
tom of the fuselage. Holes on the front end 
can be painted on (faked) with flat black 
enamel that comes in those little bottles for 
painting plastic models. It is also good for 
doing tires.

You can cut the lettering out of black tis
sue if you have a lot of patience, or you can 
use the I itt le "press-apply" decal that comes 
in the kit. This must be cut closely and ap
plied with great care, barely touching the 
center only until it is exactly where you 
want it. Once stuck down it w ill take your 
tissue off if you try to pull it up. Work it 
down with the edge of a bit of sheet balsa 
used like a squeegee from the center out
ward once it is in place. Get all the bubbles 
out. Also, remember that a fingerprint on 
the back side of the decal w ill be forever a 
part of your model. Spray the finished job 
lightly a couple of times with Tester's Dull- 
Cote to kill the shine or it w ill look bad. 
Some types of hair spray might do the same 
thing, but don't experiment on your model. 
Try it on something else first.
CONTEST FLYING

Flying a model in a contest is not much 
different than flying it out in a field all by 
yourself. The main difference is that you 
w ill be nervous and make dumb mistakes, 
that's all. Never go to a contest with a new, 
untrimmed model like all of the rest of us 
do. Know your plane and how it flies. Still, if 
you need help getting it to fly, what better 
place to get help than at a meeting of expert 
modelers! Nine out of ten w ill be flattered if 
you ask questions and will probably offer 
more help than you can use!

Many contests require that you belong to 
the AMA (Academy of Model Aeronautics), 
and you should be aware of this before go
ing. It is mainly for insurance purposes, and 
unfortunately a kid with a half-ounce rub
ber model pays the same fee as one with a 
five-pound R/C model that travels at 100 
mph. It's also a good idea to ask what the 
rules are at the beginning of the contest so 
there w ill not be any hard feelings or misun
derstandings later on. There are several dif
ferent sets of rules used today in the US and 
the world in the Peanut Scale event, and 
about the only thing they have in common

is that they all require flight and "static real
ism" points both to be added up to give you 
your contest place. Don't be afraid to fly just 
because you are not the best flier there. You 
might be surprised! Even a blind sow can 
pick up a few acorns.
SCALE PRESENTATION 

One of the things that you will need at 
most contests w ill be some proof that there

was, indeed, a full-sized airplane like it and 
that you did a reasonable job in imitating it. 
As peanut contests are usually fairly laid- 
back events, the judges w ill often accept 
the plan from which the model was built. A 
three-view drawing of the original plane (in
cluded, incidentally, in your Peck Lacey

Continued on page 73
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"I never think of this hobby in terms of saving time; I think of it in terms of 
spending time. Isn't that what hobbies are all about?

• Our lead-in line this month is by Doug 
Smay of the San Diego Ship Modeling 
Guild, via Bill Northrop. We thought it 
deserved sharing with our aircraft-oriented 
readers too!
ERRATA AGAIN!

Speaking of readers, we'd like to unravel 
some September MB typographical errors: 
Commencing with the Air/Space Expo arti
cle by Bill and Ken Hannan, ably assisted by 
Jim Alaback and Andy Mackenzie, the jum
bled third and fourth paragraphs on page 
68 should have said something more nearly 
like this:

"Note that the June Model Builder fea
tured a control-line profile model of the 
Sukhoi. Having examined the full-size 
machine firsthand, we think it would make 
a fine flying scale model, and three-view 
drawings of it have appeared in the May 
1986 Air International. The nine-cylinder 
radio-engined craft features a stainless-steel 
tubing fuselage, carbon-fiber/composite 
wing and titanium landing gear legs. In ac
tion, the Su-26M reminded us of an R/C pat

tern model, with its fantastic roll rate and ef
fortless vertical performance.

"The Mi-34 helicopter was also surpris
ingly maneuverable, repeatedly executing 
rolls, loops, and other antics. One intrigu
ing specification on its display signboard: 
'M axim um  tail-forward airspeed, 130 
km/h.'" Okay, now you can better under
stand the fifth paragraph on page 68, we 
hope!

But the gremlins were still not finished 
with tormenting us: On page 50 of Han
nan's Hangar, under the heading "Also In 
Czechoslovakia," the first two paragraphs 
are okay; however, the third paragraph 
should have said:

"Initial tests established that the intent of 
the new rules was achieved; however, the 
workload on the judges was excessive, so 
some modifications are planned." At that 
point there should have been a new topic 
heading, "Schoolyard Sixteen" beginning 
the topic with:

"Dr. W ill Nakashima, well-known for his 
whimsical model building cartoons," etc.

Snoopy conversation piece by Joseph Shultz 
features tiny wire-mounted Woodstock bird 
which oscillates and orbits around Snoopy's 
head at 30 rpm.

Apologies all around.
THAT EZEKIEL AIRSHIP

In an earlier Hangar column we men
tioned the reproduction of the Ezekiel Air
ship on display in a Pittsburg, Texas, restau
rant. The o rig in a l, designed by the 
Reverend Burnell, was allegedly "briefly 
airborne" circa 1902. Al Backstrom exa
mined the reproduction and says that it was 
based upon "local information and a stock 
certificate drawing." Aerodynamic propul
sion was evidently via a paddle-wheel sys
tem interconnected with the landing gear 
wheels. In Al considered opinion, "If it did 
fly, the driver would only have been a pas
senger on his way to the scene of an acci
dent." However, Al assures us that the res
taurant serves good food and markets some 
very impressive T-shirts bearing the likeness 
of the Ezekiel Airship!
SPEAKING OF T-SHIRTS

Well-known scale modeler and art direc
tor Bill Noonan has developed a new line of 
T-shirts. These are not ordinary T-shirts, but 
3-D T-shirts with startling in-depth illusions. 
Each garment is supplied with special view
ing glasses and a handy stowage pocket. A l
though various graphic designs are offered, 
model builders should be especially at
tracted to one shirt featuring an F-14 jet 
fighter and our favorite called Sky Ace, em
blazoned with a Sopwith Dolphin and a 
Fokker D. VII.

The 3-D T-shirts are available in Small, 
Medium, Large, and Xtra-Large at $11.95 
each, plus $1.50 postage and handling 
from: LO O X, Box 86623, San Diego, 
California 92138. Tell Bill Model Builder 
sent you!
FABULOUS FAC NATS

The Flying Aces Club has triumphed 
again with the world's largest gathering of 
flying scale models. This "Oshkosh of free 
flight," conducted this year by the D.C. Max-
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A  glimpse of the fascinating variety of full-size aircraft in the Museum 
of Flight in Seattle, Washington. Photo: Pinkston.

icuters, attracted 122 contestants who en
tered 467 models!

Events included rubber-powered scale, 
power scale, Jumbo scale, Peanut scale, and 
Embryo Endurance, plus mass-launch 
events for W W I, Golden Age, Thompson 
and Greve racers, and WW I I. The variety of 
entries was astounding, and the ambiance 
of the meet was in keeping with the FAC tra
dition of "Fun First." Care to see highlights 
of this remarkable happening? Colonel 
Dean C. McGinnes w ill send you a copy of 
his lengthy video tape. Informal coverage 
includes scale judging, flying action (in
cluding Don Srull's astounding electric 
Dornier X and Dennis Norman's rubber- 
powered Avro Lancaster) plus awards 
ceremonies with such celebrities as Earl 
Stahl. Price is $19.95 plus $3.00 postage and 
handling from:
Col. Dean McGinnes, 1503 Clairdale Lane, 
Lakeland, Florida 33801.
INTER-GNATS

Action on a smaller scale took place dur
ing the 1988 MIAMA Pistachio Inter-Gnats, 
with 32 entries representing 5 countries 
(Canada, England, Japan, Switzerland, and 
the USA). Unusual models included heli
copters, canards, and even a saucer-winged 
Nemeth "umbrella plane." One entry 
spanned a mere 3-3/16 inches, prompting 
contest promoter Dr. John Martin to ask: 
"Can there be a limit to this smallest scale 
model madness?" (Our guess is no.) Results 
were:
Category I

1. Mark Allison (USA), Bleriot Canard. 
(Longest flight duration: 1 min., 32 sec.)

One of the many large-scale models exhibited in the Seattle museum.

2. Mike Arak (USA), Alco Sport.
3. Jiro Sugimoto (Japan), Dornier Komet.
4. Juergen Kortenbach (Canada), Sky 

Crane helicopter.
Category II (2 to 3 grams)

1. Don DeLoach (USA), Lacey. (Duration: 
1 min., 5 sec.)

2. Kevin Smith (USA, BD-5.
3. Millard Wells (USA), Caudron.
4. Charles Slater (USA), Sky Hawk 

helicopter.
Category III (over 3 grams)

1. Millard Wells (USA), Fokker tripe. (Du
ration: 45.4 sec.)

2. Jiro Sugimoto (Japan), Folkerts SK-3 
racer.

3. Millard Wells (USA), S.E. 5.
4. Nick Peppiat (England), Bonzo racer. 
Proxy fliers included Arak, Wells, Slater,

Hedley, Everson, and Martin. Mike Arak 
made a video tape of the proceedings, and 
may market copies if enough interest is 
shown. You can contact him at: 10900 S.W. 
61 Court, Miami, Florida 33156.
INSIGHT  ON MODELS 

Insight magazine must number many en
thusiasts among its audience, since article 
copies were forwarded by Dr. David Good
man, Don Campbell, Walt Mooney, S.B. 
Pell, and Ken Hamilton! Their focus was

JA 3 2 I6

Looking like a giant Walt Mooney model, this Japanese ITO H  Eaglet is displayed in the Seattle- 
Tacoma airport lobby, complete w ith three-view drawing.

The Sukhoi Su-26M aerobatic monoplane described this month along 
w ith the aerobatic Mi-34 helicopter.

Su-26M aerobatic monoplane model presented to the San Diego 
Aerospace Museum by a visiting Soviet delegation.
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Czechoslovakia might provide a source, 
and I understand that Bob Peck at Peck- 
Polymers, P. O. Box 2498, La Mesa, Califor
nia 92041, has stocked them in the past. 
Perhaps he has a few left.

Afteryou peruse the three-views, I am cer
tain that the construction details w ill be
come obvious. Since the plans are stated in 
metric (as well as Hungarian), the measure
ments are readily translatable into the En
glish system using the constant .03937. For 
example, the wing chord of 105mm x 
.03937 -  4.3 inches. The Hungarian is 
more of a challenge, so good luck with this 
translation!
DECEMBER MYSTERY MODEL

O ne of my regular correspondents, 
Jimmy Dean from Cedar Flats, sent in this 
example of a mystery model. This ship, de
signed by a famous free flighter who went 
on to become one of the better designers in 
the field of RJC models, was initially in
tended to be powered by the O .K. C 0 2 mo
tor. (This must be a C 0 2 issue). My friend, 
Jimmy, noting that the projected wingspan 
was just at 30 inches, thought it would 
make a great design for a Pee Wee 30, so 
that's what he did.

So, do you know what the name of this 
ship is? You might riffle through your old is
sues of Air Trails to find out. If you think you 
know the design, send the name along with 
your name and address to Bill Northrop, do  
Model Builder magazine. A free, one-year 
subscription awaits you if you are the first 
one in line. Good luck!
DARNED G O O D  A IRFO ILS-  
BENEDEK 8452B

In honor of the lead article on George 
Benedek, I thought it would be appropriate 
to feature one of his FAI Power (now F1C) 
sections. This one seems to have most of the 
characteristics common to today's F1C 
ships. It has a slight bit of undercamber, a 
raised (or Phillips entry) leading edge, and a 
forward high point. It might be just a bit 
thick, at eight percent, for the current 
scene, but that can be remedied with some 
judicious re-sketching. All sheet construc
tion w ill take care of the potential structural 
or warpage problems with the thin trailing 
edge.

Give it a try on any streamlined, VIT- 
equipped gas model.
BUILDING TIPS FROM THE BAT SHEET

The Bat Sheet is the newsletter of the 
Kent, Washington, Strat-O-Bats and is 
edited by Dennis Weatherly and Chris 
Weinrich. I am not sure which of thee two 
gentlemen gets credit for the following tips, 
so we'll just give credit to both of them.

Tip #1: Storing Building Materials.
Now that you've completed your latest 

world-beater, there is a pile of three-views, 
templates (you do make templates, don't 
you?),'special jigs and Sanders, etc. that 
need to be stored. Last year, I latched onto a 
few Tyvek mailers that are 9 x 12 inches and 
work perfectly for this task. I label them 
with the model name and designer, then 
stuff all of the related goodies inside. They 
are tough enough that they won't rip out if 
overstuffed, and the Tyvek can handle the 
occasional "high humidity" in my shop. 
Now if my world-beater gets beat up, I have 
all the info in one place to rebuild it.
Tip #2: Drilling Engine Mount Holes the 
Easy Way.

Ever noticed how the bypass ports, nee
dle valves and sundry other projections on 
an engine often keep you from getting a 
straight shot at the mounting holes? Here's a 
useful tip from, of all places, an old R/C 
newsletter! Wipe a thin film of oil (WD-40, 
castor, cooking oil, etc.) onto the top sur
face of the engine mount beams. Set the en
gine in place and align it. Now drop some 
corn starch down the mounting holes in the 
engine lugs, wait five to ten minutes, then 
lift the engine and blow away the remaining 
cornstarch. There w ill be four nice dry 
spots on the beams where the cornstarch 
has soaked up the oil! Just center punch, 
drill and tap, and you are all set. 
ADJUSTING MODELS by Ed Lidgard

Ed Lidgard is one of the most prolific of

the old-time modelers who are still active in 
free flight today. He has primarily done his 
thing with rubber-powered models to the 
betterment of this phase of our hobby. Read 
along as Ed provides some advice for all of 
us.

'The  best place to adjust a model is at 
home. The best feeling in modeling is to 
launch the initial glide off a hill and have a 
nice glide, turning in the desired direction 
and have the firsthand winds produce a 
nice flight.

'These steps are essential before flight:
T .  Know the CG  location.
"2 . Know the an g u la r d iffe re n ce  

(decalage) between the wing and the tail.
"3. Stabilizer and rudder flat with glide 

angle built in.
"4. Wing flat except for: A) washed out 

(less incidence) wing tips, minimum two 
degrees; B) predetermined trim such as 
right inner panel with added incidence 
(wash in).

"5. Offset thrust: start with two degrees 
down and two degrees left.

"Many times at M ile Square Park, I've 
worked with beginners who have models 
that are not flyable. After showing the basic 
how-to-trim and how-to-remove-warps, the 
next fly in g  session  becom es more 
successful.

"Other fine-tuning essentials are:
"1. Have the propeller in track (both 

blades follow the same track).
"2. Have both blades of the propeller set

BENEDEK 8452B

Chord 0 .0125 .0250 .0500 .0750 .1000 .1500 .2000 .2500 .3000 .4000 .5000 .6000 .7000 .8000 .9000 ΤϋϋϋΓ

Upr. 0230 .0380 .0470 .0570 .0640 .0685 .0745 .0780 .0800 .0800 .0760 .0685 .0580 .0465 .0325 .0185 .0040

Lw r. 0230 .0130 .0100 .0055 .0035 .0020 .0000 .0005 .0010 .0030 .0050 .0005 .0055 .0055 .0045 .0025 .0000
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at the same pitch angle. To be sure of this, 
build a guage when making the propeller 
and nose block so that the propeller can be 
checked accurately.

"3.Be sure the wing is on square with the 
fuselage. Add keys of wood to prevent 
movement or draw lines that are checked 
before each flight.

"4.Build a nose block that has a back plate 
that fits accurately into the fuselage nose 
and built so that it fits the nose only one 
way. Put marks on both to make the assem
bly easy. A pinhead of contrasting dope on 
the top is good.

"So now you are ready to fly. . WAIT!
"Where is your: winder, punk to light the 

fuse, lighter, shims for thrust and incidence 
trim, oil for prop bearing, spare rubber, 
fuse, rubber lube, clay for balance adjust
ment, rubber bands for assembling?

"Okay, flier, you're really going to wind it 
up—Where is your: stopwatch, inserting 
wire hook, Crocket hooks, water and paper 
towels for removing rubber lube, notebook 
to keep flight records, rubber turns, blast 
tube (to keep the breaker rubber from ex
ploding your fuselage), winding stooge, ta
ble for all this stuff?

"Oh, well, it's still a cheap hobby. Don't 
forget to light the dethermalizer fuse."
A PLEA FOR PLANS

Does anyone out there have a set of full- 
sized plans for the "Firecracker"? This ship 
was designed by N.C. Marcus and ap
peared in the English magazine Model Air
craft in 1949. The ship is a pylon model and 
qualifies for the Ignition Nostalgia class. 
Anyone who has a set that can be borrowed 
for about a month w ill receive a free copy of 
Darn Cood Airfoils 3 for his troubles. The 
plan w ill be forwarded to Bob Larsh, who 
w ill arrange to make copies available for 
anyone else who might be interested. If you 
have a set, please contact Bob Stalick at 
5066 N.W. Picadilly Circle, Albany, Oregon 
97321. Thanks for your help in advance. 
SPEAKING OF BOB LARSH

Bob, as most of the readers of this column 
must now know, is one of the real instiga
tors of the Nostalgia movement here in the 
U.S. of A. Bob reports that the first-ever 
Nostalgia Champs, held in conjunction 
with the SAM Champs was a roaring suc
cess. He reports: "I have received a number 
of letters from interested champs visitors 
who had been away from modeling many 
years and wanted to see what was going on. 
When they viewed the action and the 
models we were flying, both O.T. and 
Nostalgia, they just went bonkers and 
thought time had stood still. They couldn't 
see any change from when they left the 
game. As a result, we w ill have new mem
bers in both SAM and NFFS. How about 
that!" Bob also reports, "We had three good 
days and one rainy, windy day. Unfor
tunately, Ignition Nostalgia was on the bad 
day, and only a few of the contestants flew. 
Winner was Elmer jordan with a 1947 Phoe- 
nix/Arden .19. Second place was a Bob Cat 
with an Ohlsson .29 entered by john Bort- 
nak. Third went to Tom Lucas with an At
wood Champion-powered Cleveland Play
boy Sr." Added details of this meet w ill be

Continued on page 86

George Benedek holds his historic wing, while Stefan Gasparin presents to him the first-ever 
Modela motor.

George w ith a mouthful of rubber bands, prepping his 1958 Wakefield wing on a special fuse
lage for a three-minute max.

'Γ

A  typical C 0 2  Free flight launch as demonstrated by a Czech contestant: horizontal, nice, and 
easy!
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INDOOR FLYING REPORT
By DAVE "V T O " LINSTRUM

Insider workshop No. 2: The London shop of Peter Michel Smae is used by V T O  to complete 
a model. Windows look out on sunny English garden.

• Noted "Insider" Jim Richmond of Car
mel, Indiana, a five-time F1D Microfilm 
World Champion, is one of the featured 
authors in the 1988 National Free Flight So
ciety Symposium Report, now available 
from NFFS Publications. Not only is his "In
side Story" worth the price of the book, his 
world champ winning models are on the 
cover! In a nice piece of art by Bud Gor- 
donier, Richmond's "Catwalker^style FID  is 
shown with a three-view of the model used 
to win the World Champs in Johnson City, 
Tennessee, last May. This latter model has 
an unusual variable diameter hinged prop,

Kevlar spiral-braced motorstick with Boron 
compression braces.

Richmond's seven-page article, which 
features photos, tabular data, and lots of 
tips, is only one Indoor item in this info- 
packed volume. Indoor Ace Walt Van 
Gorder had his "M anhattan P ieces" 
selected as one of the 1988 Ten Models of 
the Year. A three-view and photo/text de
scribes this AMA Record holder. Frank 
Cummings, a noted indoor flier from 
California, is honored in his NFFS Free 
Flight Hall of Fame bio sketch.

The Symposium Report, the 21st one

Insider workshop No. 1: B ill Booth Jr . in his 
tidy garage shop in San Diego, sharing space 
w ith homeowner tools.

published by NFFS, is chock full of other ar
ticles of interest to the avid free flighter. 
Since there are few "Insiders" who devote 
their time exclusively to Indoor, we know 
you w ill enjoy articles on subjects like air
foils, slotted tips on bird wings, and compo
site materials. The 25 articles and other fea
tures, compiled by Editor Herm Andresen 
and sidekick Sal Fruciano, makes this one a 
keeper in your library!

For your copy, send $16 check or M.O. 
(postpaid in USA) to NFFS Publications, 
Fred Terzian, 4858 Moorpark Ave., San 
Jose, California 95129. Order your copy 
today.
NFFS GREAT BOOKS BY MAIL

If the above-mentioned Sympo Report 
isn't enough to keep you reading by the fire
side this winter, we suggest the following 
from NFFS Publications (address above). 
The first one is a must-read forall "Insiders." 
It covers indoor flying from A to Z . Note the 
prices postpaid by 4th Class Mail in USA 
only. If you live overseas, add an appropri
ate amount for postage and remit in U.S. 
funds. Be sure to tell NFFS that "Insiders" 
sent you.

Building and Flying Indoor Model Air
planes: New revised edition by Ron Wil-

Another obscure aircraft from  At Backstrom  of Texas is this 8-inch
span X FY -1  Pogo. Prototype was Navy V TO  fighter for shipboard At Backstrom 's Arnoux Sim plex racer from  1922. See text fo r details
use. on this all-balsa indoor scale model.
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Carl Fries launches his fu lly  wound EZ B  from 
floor level, a technique that prevents its clim b
ing through the roof of a small S t. Louis f ly 
ing site at a college gym.

Roy White of S t. Louis transfers a fu lly  wound 
motor from the torque meter to his AM A In
door Record Holding Ornithopter.

liams. A comprehensive and informative 
book about building and flying indoor 
model airplanes from simple to complex 
designs. Excellent line drawings and illus
trations demonstrate modeling and flying, 
and a lively and lucid text makes this hobby 
accessible to both the beginner and the ex
pert. Williams's book explains everything; 
from how to cut, taper, glue, slice, roll, 
brace, sand, and splice to flying the 
finished model. Source material and 
related publications are also provided in an 
extensive appendix. NFFS members: $14 
postpaid.

Fifty Years of Aeromodeller: Compiled by 
Vic Smeed. "The unfolding pattern of UK 
aeromodelingas illustrated by a huge range 
of excerpts from the pages of Aeromodeller, 
which completed 50 years of publication in 
1985. A must for all nostalgia and vintage 
enthusiasts. Almost 200 plans to scale, 
about 100 illustrations." 96 pages. $13 
postpaid.

Model Flying—The First Fifty Years: by Vic 
Smeed. "The early history of flying model 
aircraft to 1950 illustrated by scores of plans 
from many countries and reproductions 
from a range of magazines—a book no vin
tage enthusiast w ill want to be without." 96 
pages. $14 postpaid.
HINT OF THE MONTH

From noted photographer )ohn Ol- 
denkamp of the San Diego Orbiteers, this 
HOTM: Try the new Kodak T-Max 3200 
black and white film. It requires no flash 
and solves many problems in poorly lit in
door sites. The 3200 ASA film can be

processed by Kodak; ask your local camera 
shop to handle it. We are going to try T-Max 
too at the next MIAMA Club meet at Mac- 
Dill AFB, Tampa. Look for those photos in 
1989 "Insiders."
IOWA INDOOR SEASON

Famous Sig designer and sport flier Paul 
Mcllrath sent us this note on upcoming 
events in Cedar Rapids:

"I always enjoy your column, especially 
the devil-may-car antics of Doc and his 
comical sidekicks in the world's only un
derwater squadron.

"I can't remember whether you printed 
notices of scheduled flying sessions, like 
Tenny, or not. But if you do, our group 
would appreciate a mention.

"We fly regularly from November to 
March at Kirkwood Community College. I 
would be glad to send a schedule to any in
terested area fliers as soon as scheduling is 
firm.

"Paul Mcllrath, 1524-48th St. N .E., Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa 52402.

Continued on page 75

Five-time Indoor World Champ Jim  Richmond 
of Indiana seen here w ith  Starwalker on model 
box at West Baden.
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INTRODUCING THE FIRST CONLEY PRODUCTION 4-STROKE

we’re talking

Just like "Cosworth", 
"BMW", even "Maseratti"! 
We're talking DUAL O/ER 
HEAD CAM. 4 VALVES PER 
CYLINDER. 1.2 CUBIC INCH. 
WORLD CLASS POWER
HOUSE. HIGH TECH DESIGN. 
BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART 
PRODUCTION. We heard.
We waited. And now 
we're talking CONLEY!

Dealer Direct Inquiries Invited

Head boasts double 
Intake and exhaust 
valves.

Suggested Retail 
Price

$26995

“DOHC4-Valve”!

From famed quarter scale V-8 
engine builder Gary Conley, 
comes the first in a series of high 
performance, precision built 
model engines. Designed to be a 
powerful, durable and low 
maintenance model aircraft 
engine, the new Conley 1.2 has 
features you'd expect to find only 
on European supercars. Like belt- 
driven dual overhead cams

utilizing the race-proven Cup and 
Disk system of valve adjustment. 
This eliminates less efficient 
pushrods and rocker arms that are 
forever in need of adjustment. In 
addition to this high tech valve 
train, paired hardened and ground 
steel intake and exhaust valves 
add better breathing and work in 
unison with a hard chrome 
cylinder that reduces weight and

increases engine power and 
efficiency.

Conley precision engines are 
made in the U.S.A. utilizing only 
standard 5AE threads and are 
available factory direct or through 
select dealers nationwide.

If we're talking high perform
ance. and American, and great 
R/C model engines, then 
WE'RE TALKING CONLEY.

"World Class Performance -

820 Ridge Avenue

( p r e c i s i o n  e n g i n e s !

Made in the U.S.A.

Suite G Dept. B Lombard. Illinois 60148 (312)953-8882
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BYRON 
ORIGINALS,nc

frm W. HUi Λ Ill W IIti .

P e r f o r m a n c e  B le n d e d  F u e ls
Just Imagine . . .

• Higher Performance and Cooler 
Operation Without Burning Higher Nitro!

• Total Lubrication Protection Without an 
After-Run Oil!

• Smooth, Reliable Transition to Full 
Throttle and Back to Idle Without the 
Engine Quitting!

• Castor Protection When Desired Without 
Carbon Buildup!

• Consistent Runs, Gallon After Gallon, 
Without Needle Valve Adjustments!

• All Quality Blended in the Most Modern, 
Most State-of-the-Art Facilities in the 
World!

Well, you don’t have to leave it up to your imagination anymore.
You can now run a full range of BYRON ORIGINALS PERFORM ANCE BLENDED FUELS.

Byron Originals fuels have been extensively researched and tested to provide the best of all desired qualities.Only the finest raw materials have been selected for Byron Originals Fuels. Freshness of materials is constantly maintained during storage and computerized meters and blending equipment guarantee a consistent blend, gallon after gallon.Our custom synthetic lubrication package provides not only the load bearing capacities of standard grade

castors, but provide effective, long lasting corrosion protection.
Our modified castor treats your engine to all the protection that only castor can provide, without the undesired carbon and varnish buildup so commonly associated with castor oil.
All this at a remarkably low price. Try some today and we’re sure you’ll be glad you did.

Sy nthetic or Synthetic/Castor Blend . . .  It’s Your Choice
Byron Originals Fuels are available in both a Synthetic/Castor Blend and a total Synthetic, each in various nitromethane levels to suit your individual needs and the needs of your engines. And each blend provides top performance and maximum protection in all types of engines.

Full Line Now Available
S e e  y o u r  lo c a l  d e a l e r  o r  o r d e r  d i r e c t :

F'actory Price
Order Nitro Fuel Blend Per Gallon*
Number *o Retail (case o f 4)
(per case) F âch 1 -4 cases 5-10 cases
3130005 5*o Byro-Jet Syn thetic/C asto r....................................... S10.95 S 8.00 S 7.50
2120005 5*o Byro-Jet Straight Synthetic....................................... 10.95 8.00 7.50
3130006 5% Premium Sport, S yn th e tic/C asto r..................... 10.95 8.00 7.50
2120006 5*o Premium Sport, Straight Synthetic ..................... 10.95 8.00 7.50
3130008 8*o Premium Super Tigre B le n d .................................... 11.95 8.60 8.10
3130010 IO*o Byro-Jet, Svnthetic/Castor....................................... 12.95 9.00 8.50
2120010 10*o Byro-Jet, Straight Syn thetic .................................... 12.95 9.00 8.50
3130011 10*o Premium Sport, Syn th etic/C asto r...................... 12.95 9.00 8.50
2120011 10*o Premium Sport. Straight Synthetic ..................... 12.95 9.00 8.50
3130012 IO*o 4 Cycle, Synthetic/Castor.......................................... 12.95 9.00 8.50
3130016 15*o Premium Sport. Syn th etic/C asto r..................... 15.95 10.75 10.15
2120015 15*o Premium Sport, Straight Synthetic ..................... 15.95 10.75 10.15
3130017 15*o 4 Cycle, Synthetic/Castor.......................................... 15.95 10.75 10.15
3130020 20*o Byro-Jet, Synthetic/Castor....................................... 17.50 12.50 11.75
2120020 20*o Byro-Jet, Straight Syn thetic .................................... 17.50 12.50 11.75
3130025 25*o Premium Competition. Synthetic/Castor. . . 19.95 14.25 13.35
2120025 25*o Premium Competition, Straight Synthetic . . 19.95 14.25 13.35
3130035 35*o Premium Competition, Synthetic/Castor . . . 24.50 17.75 16.50
2120035 35*o Premium Competition, Straight Synthetic . . 24.50 17.75 16.50
3130045 45*o Premium Competition, Synthetic/Castor. . . 29.25 21.25 19.65
2120045 45*o Premium Competition, Straight Synthetic . . 29.25 21.25 19.65

•A ll prices include shipping within (he 48 contiguous United Stales. A laska . Fiawaii and
Overseas, call for shipping quote. Prices subject to change without notice. Fuel available in
case lots only . Minimum order. 1 case.

‘ I n q u i r e  i n t o  o u r  D e a l e r  P r i c e s .

Byron Originals, Inc. ·  P.O. Box 279 ·  Ida Grove, IA 51445
Dealer Inquires: Phone (712) 364-3165 Fuel Orders Only: Phone (712) 364-2009



MULTIPLEX MODELTECHNIK 
Gmbh of West Germany offers to you: 
—True narrow-band conversion technology 
—The finest equipment 
—Competitively priced 
— Beemer-Muitiplex V IP  Service 

(The best)
— Full stock of accessories and parts

Send $5.00 for new catalog in English 
or call us: (602) 483-9577

8EEM ER  R/C W EST D ISTR IBU TO RS INC. 
7725 E . Redfield Rd ., Su ite 102 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85260

SONG BIRD
Greal lor Thermal or Slope

Deluxe Kits with Glass Fuselage and Foam Core Wing 

2 Meter Pius 3 .9 5  S&h  100”  
$100.50 CA Res add 6 .5 %  Tax $112.50 

Complete Catalog $3 .00
_________ « Thermal » Slope » Scale » Electric «_________

AMERICAN SAILPLANE DESIGNS
2626 CORONADO AV, NO. 89 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 921S4

tun your printer Into an airfoil plotter with.

FOILED AGAIN!!

•  P LO T  A IR F O IL S  IN A N Y  C H O R D  TO  24  IN C H E S*
•  M O D IFY  T H IC K N E S S . C A M B E R . T R A IL IN G  ED G E
•  P LO T  SK IN  T H IC K N E S S  FO R  S H E E T E D  W INGS
•  E N T E R  DATA E A S IL Y  W ITH B U ILT - IN  ED ITO R
•  E A S Y  TO  U SE , M E N U -D R IV E N  O PE R A T IO N

•  IN C LU D E S  AN  1 8 -P A G E  I L L U S T R A T E D  M A N U A L

• IBM va ra lo n  o n ly

C Q Q  Q C  C A  ra a ld an ta  
9 0 9 . 9 3  add e x  la ·  
O varaaaa o rd e r ·
bank d ra ft  fo r U S$ 6 0  

R a q u lraa  IBM - co m p atib le  or 
A p p le -c o m p a tib le  com puter 
and d o t - m a lr l i  p r in te r .

P la a aa  a p e c lfy  co m pute r and 
p r in te r  ty p e  a k a n  o rd e rin g .

Sand  check  or m oney o rd e r to :

C YG N ET Software 
24843 Del Prado #141 Dana Point CA 92629

MERCO
MERCO C/L & R/C ENGINES 

SEN D  S2 .00  FO R  C A T A LO G

CLASSIC REPLICA CL PLANS 
BOLLY COMPOSITE PROPS 
MERCO PARTS & SERVICE

Tom  D ixon
193B Peachtree Road Suite 401 
Atlanta, Georgia 3 03 09

Control Line.. Continued from page 27

some notes. Go home and build your own!
Class I requires no shutoff because the in

tegral tank makes it impractical. A "hot 
glove" electrical contact for the pitman's 
hand is allowable but unnecessary if you 
use a second crewman to operate the bat
tery. KK engines, or KK tanks, provide fast- 
fueling capability, and a KK fine-thread nee
dle valve backplate makes tuning easier.

Races are three-up, with 50-lap prelimi
nary heats and a 100-lap feature. Piloting is 
relatively easy, but the pilots must be alert 
to wind conditions, particularly on takeoff 
and landing. It takes a little more work to 
drag these little planes off the ground in the 
wind or to whip them around to their pit 
areas than it does for the bigger, heavier 
planes. As far as pitting goes, once you've 
practiced enough to learn how to tune and 
warm up the little engines, it's just a matter 
of winding up the spring and letting go; 
they're almost a guaranteed first-spin start! 
(Make sure they're running forward before 
you let go of the plane; reed valve engines 
w ill happily run either way.)

Class II Mouse race takes the world of itty- 
bitty engines into the high-tech world of all- 
out racing with all the trappings except the 
expense. Engines are unlimited except for 
displacement, and airplane design is basi
cally unlimited.

The usual engine here is the Cox Tee Dee

.049 or .051. A KK custom engine is availa
ble, but I've found that the stock engine 
with proper break-in is competitive almost 
anywhere. It's hard to improve on the fac
tory product in this case. However, the KK 
fine-thread needle valve assembly is a 
must.

The Tee Dee is a standard front-intake en
gine, and in this small size is a little more 
cranky than the reed valve, but it puts out 
much more horsepower. With a little prac
tice, the pit crew can become as adept with 
these engines as*he reed valves. (Resist the 
temptation to rework these engines, espe
cially if you're new at it. Reworking almost 
always makes them harder to start, unless 
you're a professional like KK's Joe Klause.

Class II allows the use of shutoffs, fastfill 
tanks, pressurized fuel systems, etc. With 
the additional horsepower, the rotational 
speed of the Class II planes is nearly the 
same as Rat Race, but the tremendous pull 
that makes Rat difficult is not there.

My advice is to become proficient in the 
reed valve class before trying the unlimited 
class. In fact, Class II Mouse is not necessar
ily the logical next step from an easy class 
like Class I Mouse. Most fliers find a bigger- 
displacement class easier to work with 
when learning how to use the trick gadgetry 
of all-out racing, and the bigger planes in 
the limited classes are a bit slower going 
'round because of their longer lines, and 
they're easier for novice pilots to take off 
and land.

A word about lines: One of the most diffi
cult aspects of the Mouse Race classes is 
handling of the tiny lines. You must make 
up the ends carefully (see the AMA rule- 
book for instructions) and treat them with 
extreme care. Single-strand lines can spring 
off a reel into a hopeless tangle if carelessly 
handled and are easily damaged. They are, 
however, stronger and faster.

In addition to single-strand lines, every 
serious Mouse race competitor w ill have on 
hand a set of braided lines for use in rainy 
conditions. Mouse race planes are so light 
(normally five to six ounces) that they don't 
pull very hard. In rainy weather, lines get 
sticky and, with the light pull, may lock up 
altogether. At the very least, fliers should 
have a clean rag on hand and wipe the lines 
from plane to handle immediately before 
each flight in rainy weather, and then don’t 
let them touch the ground again. When rac
ing in heavy rain, the lines can get sticky in 
flight, and the braided lines may be abso
lutely necessary. Readers in the South may 
be able to disregard this information, but 
for those of us who race all winter long in 
the drizzly weather, take it from one who 
has lost more than one race from sticky 
lines: "When it rains, use your braids." The 
rulebook also contains a pair of events 
called "1/2-A Scale Race" (Goodyear). 
These are basically the same as the Mouse 
Race classes, with the exception that the air
planes must have the appearance of a real 
racing plane. See the rulebook for details 
and check the schedule of contests in your 
area to determine whether the scale classes 
are flown in your area.
SPORT RACE

This is an event that you w ill not find in 
the AMA rulebook, but it probably is the 
most common entry into racing, and into 
competition, in most areas of the country.

Because the rules are not unified nation
wide, there are a number of varieties of 
sport race, but most of them are attractive to 
newcomers because of their simplicity and, 
in some cases, their compatibility with 
sport planes that most casual sport fliers 
might have in their workshops without 
building anything new.

Other attributes of sport race is that the 
planes are large and fly on long lines and 
have flying characteristics familiar to the 
casual flier. Anyone who can fly a Ring
master can handle a sport racer.

The simplest sport race events, and the 
most attractive to the newcomer, are those 
that require a kit or very simple airplane 
and prohibit such trick racing gadgetry as 
shutoffs, fastfills, hot gloves, swing-weight 
carburetors, etc. In many areas this event 
also specifies the engine as a stock Fox .35 
stunt engine, a common, inexpensive, 
docile, and easy-to-handle sport engine 
with which most casual fliers are familiar.

An example of this event is Northwest 
Sport Race, flown in the Pacific Northwest 
and some places in California and Utah. It 
requires kit airplanes or accurate reproduc
tions of kits, Fox .35 stunt, and no racing 
gadgets. Also popular in a number of areas 
is the Foxberg event, requiring a Fox .35 
stunt and a Goldberg kit such as a Shoe
string or Buster.

Moving up the ladder, one finds sport rac-
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ing events that have less limited airplane 
and engine specifications. These become 
excellent stepping stones for people who 
want to begin learning the feel of the true 
racing plane, going a little faster and with a 
bit more stable handling. These events al
low more open design, use of such gadgets 
as fastfills, hot gloves and shutoffs, and a bit 
more variety of engines.

Once a beginning racer has learned the 
pitting and piloting techniques of the sport 
classes, it's not too big a jump to add the ex
tra speed of the intermediate sport classes 
or to begin learning how to build and oper
ate such items as shutoffs and fastfills. This 
hardware, particularly the shutoff, is the 
kind of thing that looks difficult to a novice 
but is not really much trouble, especially if 
you have an experienced person to help 
you set up your first one. It is, however, 
something extra to think about in pit stops 
that you don't need when starting out.

Examples of the more popular intermedi
ate events include Northwest Super Sport 
Race, Midwest Sport Race, and Florida 
Slow Rat. These events normally require 
plain-bearing, single-bypass .35 engines, 
either stock or reworkable using original 
factory parts. Airplanes are of the built-up 
type similar to AMA Slow Rat planes, but 
normally prohibiting inboard tanks and 
swing-weight carburetors.

Also popular in some areas is the 
"quickie rat," using Sport .40 engines, solid 
wings, and profile fuselages, and there is a 
"Big Goodyear" event using scale-like built- 
up airplanes and a limited fuel tank 
capacity.

For comparison, speeds in the Fox .35 
sport race events tend to run up to about 80 
mph, while Northwest Super Sport, Mid
west Sport Race, or Florida Slow Rat w ill 
run up to about 100 mph. Quickie Rat and 
Big Goodyear, which in some areas has 
fewer engine restrictions, w ill be a little 
faster still.

Races normally are of the 70/140-lap for
mat with three up, or even up to four in the 
air in some of the Fox events.

If you are a casual sport flier and want to 
try out one of these events, you may find the 
plane to do it hanging on your workshop 
wall. If not, you can build one from a kit, or 
by getting information on a good design 
from your local area fliers. Make sure to 
check the specifications in your local rules.

One bit of advice: You are not building a 
"stunter." Make sure to build your plane a 
bit on the nose-heavy side and set up your 
controls for minimum elevator movement. 
Your controls should be set up with the 
leadouts in the outer holes of a three-inch 
bellcrank and the pushrod on the inner 
hole. The pushrod should be on the outer 
hole of the elevator horn. The result is a 
plane that is very stable and moves very 
smoothly with fairly large arm movements 
by the pilot. You don't want the plane bob
bing around in the air, causing problems for 
you and the other pilots! If you're using a 
sport plane for your first race, be sure to de
tune the controls and use a handle with a 
narrow line spacing, such as a Fox handle 
with the lines coming through the narrower 
set of holes.

QUALITY FREE FLIGHT KITS
AND SUPPLIES

FOR COMPETITION AND SPORT. SINCE 1975
RUBBER POWERED MODELS

COUPE DE VILLE (41- span) S28.95
SQUARE EAGLE 30 (29") $17.95
BLUE RIDGE SPECIAL (13 1/2") $5.95
BLUE RIOGE DART (13 1/2") $5.95
LITTLE ZEPHYR (Indoor primer] $5.95
ORAGON FLI (Helicopter) $2.95

HANDLAUNCHED GLIDERS
MOULD CHUCK (15·) $4.95
PUP CHUCK (12") $3.95
HIDDLE CHUCK (16") $5.95
SUPER CHUCK (18") $6.50
SLICK CHUCK (18") $6.50
WING FLING (Tailless stunter] $3.95

ADD $2.50 SHIPPING AND HANDLING
Dealer inquiries Catalog 50c
invited. ^

./BLUE RIDGE MODELS^
BOX 429. SKYLAND. N.C. 28776

LAST...
A Free Flight Model 
Retrieval System that ^  
works . . . EVERY TIME. V-

An ultra light weight, long range
miniature transmitter combined with a 
highly sensitive receiver and directional 
antenna will quickly help you track and 
locate your plane.

NEVER LOSE A N O T H E R  M O D E L !
Send SASE For Brochure

Jim Walston 
Retrieval Systems
725 Cooper Lake Rd. S.E. 
Smyrna, G A  30080 
404/434-4905

W E SE T  THE PACE!
M ichigan’s most complete supplier of 
model kits & accessories— if it ’s 
featured in Model Builder Magazine 
we probably carry it in stock.

We love to help beginners as well 
as the dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts. 
Give us a try!

J®E3
7845 Wyoming ·  Dearborn, Ml 48126 ·  (313) 933-6567 

17900 E. 10 Milo Rd. ·  E. Detroit, Ml 48021 ·  (313) 773-8294 

35203 Grand River ·  Farmington, Ml 48024 ·  (313) 477-6266 

105 S. Uvemols ·  Rochester. Ml 48063 ·  (313) 651-8842

MEMBER 
Radio Control 
Hobby Trade 
Association

SCALE RACE
As we move into the more difficult events, 

I w ill say less about each event because we 
begin to move away from the activities that 
w ill be practical for beginners. These events 
are, not necessarily by design, suited for 
racers with experience in the above- 
mentioned classes looking to move on to 
new challenges.

One of the events that is more difficult 
than it looks, but still possible for the 
modeler with intermediate experience, is 
Scale Racing, or Goodyear. There are, un
fortunately, a couple of other requirements 
that make this a little bit more of a challenge 
than some of the other events.

The Glow Plug 
Analyzers!

The metered NI-STARTER® 
from McDaniel R /C  analyzes 

the condition of your glow plug 
each time you use it to start your 
engine. When attached, the dual
face ampmeter indicates a good, 
marginal or failed plug. A noth tr  
innovation from  McDaniel R /C .

• 1650 ma/hr recharge
able battery provides 
35% more starting 
power than regular 
nicads.

• Dual-face ampmeter 
indicates plug 
condition when 
attached.

..STARTER
Inc. 12206 Qan 

» .M D  207M IW I* 
.TJ01&M06JB90IC'

Model 205 shown. 
Model 201 w/charger

nistartep
of VC Inc. 12208 GJ 
,D * M D  2078602 
:.72901 &4.40MJC

Model 218 shown. 
Model 217 w/charger NFSTARTEF

r t t ln c .  12208 Or, 
Χ έ. MO 20789 O r . 

301.MOejKr-

• .020" wall stainless steel 
tube, stainless steel spring, 
direct connecting high temp, 
teflon wiring with beryllium 
copper electrode. No slid ing 
co n ta cts  to  corrod e.

• Positive 6-point PlugLock * 
will not strip or wear out.

• IIOV and 220V AC chargers
available. m

For these and other fine products from 
McDaniel R/C, see your local hobby dealer 

or contact:
McDaniel R/C Inc.

12206 Guinevere Rd., Glenn Dale, MD 20769 
(301)464-2260 FAX (301)262-4433 

Visa and MC accepted.
We take the hassle out of the hobby!

NI STARTER· Pstefii «D27290I & 4.406.890 PtugLork'*(Patrol fVnd 1 

Nl STARTER· u  a fv* tr»<Vmjrt of McDamrl R/C. Inc 

• t988 Me Dan *4 R/C Inc
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$Xr&ui
that was used in man^Dnnni0* lhe world-famous Continental engine 
4-cycle RC engine ?s v i i t u a lh l^ f f ^  '£ht aircraft Τ'1'8 alternate firing 
fuel consumption Only the fln e tf °  y 'b-r!f ' ° n and verV economical in 
production. The f k  50 is i hl  ® , m aer!a s  have been used in its 
alcohol and oil is located y. e"9'"a available where methanol 
oil pump. parately; the lubrication is made by an

MARKVM|lgo|dvers!on Τ ΐυηη06^ 0™ ?"0® essen,ially led to the 
and MARK II versions are disconhnued Pmen' ^  MARK " The MARK 1

rm o ^ t^ ru n m n r r ,  f j  ” ARK " * * · "  hiSha'  -Ρ-». better Idle and 
The KAVAN T h v rL J -  a ladle wl,h '9nitl0n or Slow version, 
principle and uses two m annir"1” 0 opera,es on the Hall effect
and the other to retard the9*™ v  pickupa· ona ,or hi9h spee<J operation 
ooeratinn it lu  et d the spark timing for starting and low speed
a n d m £ L ki Ckback atarting, excellent idle.
use of moving con act oo in isT 'd ® elect.ronic a ^ e m  eliminates the 
magnetic pickups™ '  P d aCCOmpllshes ,hls with ,w°  thyristor
Specification
Displacement:
Induction system 
Bore:
Stroke:
Maximum rpm:
Idle rpm:
Horsepower:
Propeller.
Weight

3 cu. in. (50 cm3)
4-cycle, Mark III, o. h. v.
1.34" (34 mm)
1-10 "  (28 mm)
8,800 rpm glow version/9,200 rpm with ignition 
1.600 rpm glow version/1.400 rpm with ignition 
4.4 glow version/4.6 with ignition 
20 x 10" (determined by aircraft)

Fuefconsumption: fV o z  νβΓ" ' ° Π/5 73 “ *  (26° °  9) Wi' h i9" l,i0"

TheFK50wi^ignitton can be operated with either regular GASOLIN E or methanol fu^l

Retail US $ 1,200.-

ONLY US $ 995.-
Catalogue US $  5 .-  plus shipping 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING
Providing an elegant, time saving and economical finishing touch for modelers.

• EZ TO APPLY  ·  Our lettering comes to you pre-spaced & pre-aligned. Saves hours of cutting & the fuss of aligning individual letters. These are not decals. Your text is custom computer cut in 3M Premium cast vinyl ·  only 2 mil thin ·  vertical or horizontal text ·  custom lengths ·  15 colors 6 typestyles inc. Military Block ·  slanted or upright text ·  W  to 12" high 
Priced right with no minimum charge!

For exam ple, you can have your AMA num ber in 2"  high 
text, any color, fo r  only $ 3 .00  + $1.25 P  & H.

Call or write for com plete info 
p ack & sam ple. IT S  FREE!

FlyVINYUVRITE Custom Lettering on your model today!
VINYLWRITE CUSTOM LETTERING

16043 Tulsa Street 
Granada Hills, CA 91344 

(818) 363-7131 (Noon to 6 PM Pacific) ·  Mail order only! CA res. add tax. ·

First of all, contestants find themselves 
digging a bit deeper into their pockets for 
this event because the engines required to 
be competitive with the trend-setters are 
considerably more exotic than in some of 
the events mentioned above. We are getting 
into names like Nelson and Rossi. On the 
local level, fliers may find it possible to 
compete successfully with such engines as 
Cox (Conquest), Cipolla, or Super Tigre, but 
eventually you w ill encounter the Nelson- 
Rossi crowd, particularly at big regional or 
national meets.

Second, it is a bit more difficult to find 
competition in this event, which was de
signed years ago as a beginner event and es
calated into a much more difficult event.

The airplanes are attractive in appear
ance, with scale outlines and some decora
tion, but the "cute" appearance is betrayed 
by the scream of unlimited .15 engines turn
ing in the neighborhood of 30,000 rpm. En
gines in this size can be somewhat cranky 
for the inexperienced.

The small airplanes, despite their appear
ance and profile style, are full-race designs, 
with the construction style and handling 
common to all the faster classes. There are, 
however, a number of excellent designs 
available in published plans, and the con
struction, while perhaps different from that 
previously done by novices, is not difficult. 
Be prepared to spend a lot of time with 
sandpaper, epoxy, fiberglass cloth, poly

ester resin, etc.
Almost mandatory on Goodyear planes 

are a crankcase pressure fuel system, fastfill 
tank and shutoff. Hot contacts may or may 
not be used, depending on the crew's 
preference.

The planes are on 60-foot lines, which 
makes the rotational speed, when com
bined with the light weight of planes, fairly 
reasonable for the intermediate flier. New 
Goodyear pilots w ill notice that the planes 
have different takeoff and glide characteris
tics more typical of Rat Race planes than of 
the sport racers, due to the thin wings and 
small size. Pilots need to have learned some 
good takeoff and dead-stick flying skills by 
the time they tackle Goodyears.
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BEGINNER TO EXPERT... KALT IS THE CHOICE

KALT CYCLONE SUPER HELI COMBO
The Cyclone is the ultimate beginner helicopter 
which is as easy to build as it is to fly. Its super strong 
composite main frame, belt driven tail rotor, Bell- 
Hiller mixer, factory assembled collective pitch and 
rotor head can be built in 4 to 6 hours. This is a great 
choice for novice and expert alike.

RETAIL CIRCUS
ITEM# DESCRIPTION PRICE PRICE

KBHCYCLONE Cyclone Helicopter Kit $299.99 $259.99
WE1025RCH Webra 50 Heli Engine 129.99 109.99
KOI000553 Heloball Muffler (for Webra 40/50) 28.99 24.99
CH0001 Circus Super Starter 29.99 21.99
MCDRC101 Nl-HL-1 Ni-Starter (w/Charger) 26.99 23.99
CH0016 12V Wet Cell Battery (5.5 amp) 19.99 12.99
CH0036A 1.5V Glow Plug 2.10 1.99
CH236 Circus Handcrank Fuel Pump 15.99 11.99
IM63003 Silicone Fuel Line (Large) 3.20 2.99
K06030302 Circus Training Gear 16.99 13.99
JRS506 JR 506 Servo (Reverse Direction) 

Circus 6 AM Heli Radio (CH12J8-56)
38.99

226.99
26.99

169.99
HELITIPS Circus Heli-Tips Booklet — FREE
SSUPERCYC Cyclone Super Heli Combo Price 840.20 681.88

S U P E R  C O M B O  P R IC E  $ 6 0 0 . 9 8

K A L T  H E L IC O P T E R S
M a n u fa c tu re rs  o f  th e  la rg e s t ra n g e  o f  m o d e l h e lic o p te rs  in  
th e  w o rld , w ith  a  c h o ic e  o f  10  m o d e ls  fro m  th e  B a ro n  2 8  to 
th e  sca le  B a ro n  6 0  L o n g ra n g e r.

KALT BARON 28 SUPER HELI COMBO
The Baron 28 is a great economical choice for the 
novice. This is a very stable, precise flying machine 
which will give you hours of flying enjoyment.

RETAIL CIRCUS
ITEM# DESCRIPTION PRICE PRICE

KBH28 Baron 28 Helicopter Kit $199.99 $159.99
WE1029RHS Webra 1029RHS Shuttle Engine 129.99 94.99
CH0036A 1.5V Glow Plug 2.10 1.99
KOI 000551 Heloball Muffler 25.99 23.99
CH0001 Circus Super Starter 29.99 21.99
CH0016 12V Wet CeU Battery (5.5 amp) 19.99 12.99
IM63003 Silicone Fuel Line (Large) 3.20 2.99
MCDRC101 NI-HL-1 Ni-Starter (w/Chargcr) 26.99 23.99
JS6H 2 Circus 6 AM Heli Radio (CH12^8-56) 226.99 169.99
JRS506 JR 506 Servo (Reverse Direction) 38.99 26.99
CH236 Circus Handcrank Fuel Pump 15.99 11.99
K06030301 Circus Training Gear B-28 16.99 11.99
HELITIPS Circus Heli-Tips Booklet FREE
SSUPER28 Baron 28 Super Heli Combo Price 737.20 563.88

S U P E R  C O M B O  P R IC E  $ 5 3 4 . 9 1

JR GYRO (JRJ110BB) WHEN PURCHASED 
WITH EITHER COMBO - $10.00 OFF 

CIRCUS HOBBIES DISCOUNT PRICE
RETAIL CIRCUS COMBO
PRICE PRICE PRICE
$148.99 $124.99 $114.99

TO ORDER TO LL FREE 1-800-782-0022 
HOURS M-F 7KX) AM - 6:00 PM 

SAT - 8:00 AM - 4:00 AM 
PACIFIC  STAN DARD TIM E

3132 SOUTH H IGHLAN D DR, LAS VEGAS NV 89109
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE



1/32 scale plastic model kits of Golden Age air 
racers! Colorful, highly detailed miniatures. 
Send S3 for fully Illustrated cata log of these 
and other kits and accessories.

U A m
^  M O S IN C  *

DEPT. MB 
181 PAWNEE ST. 
SAN MARCOS, 
CALIFORNIA 92069

f

FLYING T MODEL COM PANY

A n t i q u e  &  V i n t a g e  P r e m i u m  A i r c r a f t

K I T S
h x  catalog send 1st class stamp to

Roger Teagarden 1234 N Edgemont St * 2 0 4  Los A ngeles. CA 9 0 0 2 9

213-662-9323 ώ §

Races are 70-140, usually with two up but 
occasionally with three.

In some areas, the urge to fly the cute lit
tle scale planes is satisfied for the novice or 
less-serious fliers by the existence of a sec
ond class of Goodyear, sometimes called 
Class II or Sport Goodyear. This class uses 
plain-bearing or brand-specific .15 engines, 
slowing the speeds considerably. Check 
your local schedule.
SLOW RAT

You are now entering the major league of 
racing. If you haven't honed your racing 
skills on the classes mentioned above, go 
back to square one. Th is is not for 
beginners.

The airplanes, which follow specifica
tions outlined in the AMA rulebook, look 
much like those of the intermediate sport 
racing classes (Super Sport, Midwest Sport, 
etc.), but there are some major differences.

First of all, engines are unrestricted ex
cept that they be of no larger than .36 dis
placement and have suction fuel systems. 
The open engine specifications lead to the 
development of some custom engines that

are very expensive, and top quality racing 
,35s in a stock configuration are very hard to 
come by at present. Inexpensive ones that 
w ill compete at a top level are nonexistent. 
(However, I haven’t yet seen anybody exper
iment with the new ABC Fox Combat Spe
cial. Could there be a breakthrough here?)

The second additional area of difficulty is 
in the lack of restriction on tank location, 
which results in the use of inboard tanks 
and a form of centrifugal pressurization that 
requires a swing-weight carburetor on the 
venturi to be successful. This carburetor 
changes the venturi opening as the plane 
picks up speed and begins to receive fuel 
under centrifugal pressure (without such a 
device, it would be difficult or impossible 
to set the needle valve on the ground, with
out the fuel pressure that w ill exist in flight).

The result of all this is that the planes take 
considerably more work and practice to set 
up and go considerably faster, up to 130 
mph, than any of the others mentioned so 
far. A large, fairly heavy plane going 130 
mph in traffic becomes much more of a 
handful to fly and becomes about the top

level of racing that many experienced fliers 
can handle. Beginners probably would find 
themselves in trouble piloting this event.

Races are 70/140 with two up, though the 
rulebook allows three.

All the above having been said, a good 
Slow Rat race between experienced fliers is 
an exciting event for competitors and spec
tators alike. It's something to aspire to if you 
desire to get into serious racing and a 
necessary stop on the way to Rat Race. As 
with Goodyear, competition has become 
scarce in recent years, and you may find 
yourself traveling some distances to find 
races.
RAT RACE

Hold on to your hat.
This is the event that many consider to be 

the single most exciting competition event 
in all of Control Line flying. From the stand
point of physical requirements, it is unques
tionably the most difficult. For those in
volved, the exhilaration is unmatched in 
any other activity.

Rat Race is racing on the edge. Equip
ment and especially pilots are taxed to their 
very limits. Speeds are above 150 mph, 
races are noisy, close, and it doesn't take 
long to go five miles! The difference be
tween winning and losing often is a matter 
of two or three seconds over two heats or a 
feature race.

This is the event that nearly every racer 
eventually aspires to, but a beginner should 
expect it to take several years to arrive in the 
Rat Race circle.

In some senses, Rat Race is among the 
easier events. Once a plane is properly set 
up, the pitting is fairly easy. Rat Race uses 
unlimited-design .40 engines, which are 
fairly plentiful and affordable and quite 
easy to start and tune, once you get the 
hang of it. Pitting is almost entirely done by 
one-man crews, because the full-fuselage 
planes make a two-man crew impractical. 
Shutoffs, hot gloves, and fastfills are virtu
ally mandatory, and crankcase pressure is 
the fuel system.

Approximately as much work goes into 
building a rat racer as goes into a huge pre
cision aerobatics plane, with the exception 
of the finish. The planes are built of hard
woods and balsa, or of fiberglass, with a 
"top" that includes the wing, tail, and 
fuselage bolted onto a magnesium racing 
pan that includes the engine, landing gear, 
tank, shutoff, and controls. (Some varia
tions on this style exist, most notably the in
verted Rat with the pan on top and the 
fuselage on the bottom, with the engine in
verted.) There are some good published de
signs and many unpublished ones on the 
contest trail. The best way to build that first 
Rat Racer is to find an experienced flier and 
obtain their assistance, but a lot can be 
learned on the field by looking and asking 
questions.

The chief element of difficulty in Rat Rac
ing is the strength needed for piloting. Be
cause of the large engine size, the tiny, fast, 
heavy airplanes pull tremendously hard. 
Combining that pull with the tremendous 
speeds makes good physical conditioning 
and a lot of racing experience mandatory. 
Even so, many racers choose to do their 
work in the pits and recruit others to pilot,
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O DO RLESS
Best Industrial Grade INSTANT GLUE

Balsa - Spruce - Plywood - Rubber - Plastic - Hardwoods

White - Blue - Green - Brown Foams 
NO PRIMER NECESSARY

HOT SHOT or KICK-IT Accelerators SPEED CURE

T H I N ’
(Red Label)

ODORLESS - Penetrating
CATALOG #"S

UFO-7 - 2 0  Gr. UFO-4 - 50 Gr.

' T H I C K '
(Green Label)

ODORLESS - Ultra Gap Filling
CATALOG #"S

UFO-7T - 2 0  Gr. UFO-4T - 50 Gr.

"HOT STUFF"™. American Instant Glues
AT FINER HOBBY SHOPS

Satellite City P.O. Box 836, Simi, CA 93062

(805) 522-0062



The Ultimate Glo-Plug igniter for planes, boats, cars 
and helicopters. Powered by your Sub-C 
rechargeable nicad battery, the spring loaded Kwik 
Klip III locks onto the Glo Plug and provides a cons
tant power source until you release it from its duty.
For your convenience, the Kwik Klip III is available in 
two lengths; 1" for easily accessible engines and 
3 1/2 " XL (Extra Long) for models with concealed or 
hard to reach engines, and provides current to stan
dard and 4 cycle glo plugs. A 125 mA battery 
charger is optional and is designed to charge your 
battery while inside the Kwik Klip III.
It’s safe, dependable and built to last a lifetime.

"What More Could You Ask For. 
Gentlemen, Start Your Engines!

DU-BRO PRODUCTS, INC ·  480 BONNER ROAD ·  WAUCONDA, IL 60084

p e c k  S i lv e r - S t r e a k

035 ELECTRIC MOTOR 
SUPER LIGHT WEIGHT ELECTRIC
W EIG H T ONLY 2 .6  O Z  . U SES  L E S S  CURRENT  

LO W ER  C U R R EN T  M EAN S S M A L L E R  B A T T E R IE S  
TURNS 6-3 PROP 12000 RPM  . ON LY  6 .5  AM PS  

ID E A L  FO R  S M A LL  R / C  6  F R E E  F L IG H T  
F LY  30 TO 48 INCH WINGSPAN MODELS 

MOTOR ONLY $ 1 9 .9 5  
R /C  OR F.F. SYSTEM $ 62 .95

RUBBER POWER,C02,ELECTRIC 
QUALITY KITS,PLANS, TISSUE.PROPS, 
BEARINGS, WHEELS AND MUCH MORE 

C 0 2  ENGINES
T E L C O  ■ M O D ELA  ■ BR O W N  ■ D A V IS  

ALSO NEW I THE “ 1300 R /C  BLIMP" 
CATALOG # 3 0  -  $2 .00

Peck-Polymers
BOX 2498 LA MESA, CA 92044  

_________ PHONE (619) 448 1818

which is why at many contests the same few 
pilots appear in all the races.

Races are 70/140. Two up only!
FAI TEAM RACE

This is the international racing event that 
is done at the world championships and a 
few other places. It involves the use of .15 
diesel engines, full-fuselage airlanes, and a 
7cc fuel tank limit.

Flown on 52-foot lines and using 100-lap 
heats and 200-lap features, this is the ulti
mate in high technology for racing. It takes 
a whole different set of skills in both pitting 
and piloting from the usual glow classes.

When you've tried everything else and 
still are looking for a new challenge or

you'd like to represent your country at the 
world championships, this might be the 
event for you.

Be prepared to drop out of everything 
else and devote your life to team racing.
IN THE CIRCLE

Piloting a racing plane, at the beginner- 
event level, is the simplest of all CL piloting. 
It involves nothing more than the ability to 
take off, fly level at various heights, and 
land.

As they gain experience, pilots add a 
repertoire of other subtle skills that eventu
ally build their competence. Use of these 
skills eventually separates the average acing 
pilots from the good ones.

Taking off occurs the instant the pitman 
has the engine started. Upon the "go" sig
nal, the pitman w ill start the engine and 
release the plane immediately. Here, the pi
lot takes over by alertly moving his own 
body to the left, dragging hard on the lines 
to make sure of tension, getting the plane 
aloft to clear the next pit, and stepping in
ward on the circle to clear the next pit and 
to begin moving toward the center circle 
with the other pilots.

Takeoff should be smooth, soon enough 
to avoid the other pits but gradual enough 
to avoid interfering with planes in the air. 
Skyrocketing up through the traffic lanes 
w ill have a serious negative effect on your 
relationship with fellow pilots!

Flying requires alertness at all times. 
Here are some fundamentals:

‘ Height: Your plane should be high 
enough to clear any obstacle that might ap
pear on the circle, such as a pit crew retriev
ing a plane, but below the height limit for 
your particular event (see the rules). Nor
mally, flying as low as safe is recom
mended. Flying high decreases the dis
tance around the circle but decreases the 
efficiency of your wing as well, so the ad
vantage is reduced or negated. Further
more, high flying interferes with faster 
traffic and runs the risk of penalty.

‘ Passing: Overtaking planes pass over the 
slower planes. Passing should be done 
smoothly to maintain top speed and should 
be done within one lap. Pilots should not 
start their pass too early, a common error.
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QDiamnsinnr
C O L L E G E  O F  G L U E  K N O W L E D G E

P ro f. S t ic k y  V o n S h tu c k Pacer Tech, Campbell CA

Zap A  Gap CA +
A bit thicker. Set time: up to 5 seconds. 
Workhorse of the line. Glues most dissimilar 
materials...balsa, plywood, hardwoods, 
plastics, etc. Bonds through oil and grease. 
Excellent for field repairs. #1 modeler's 
choice.

Yourhandleand lines should passoveryour 
opponent's head at the same time your 
plane passes his. Moving your handle over 
too early crosses lines, and invites disaster 
as well as causes problems for everyone in 
the circle. Similarly, passes should not be 
done too late, which crosses lines again 
and causes sim ilar problems. Passing 
should be done below the maximum 
height. Leave enough room to clear the 
slower plane safely, but don't slow yourself 
down by making w ild fluctuations in 
height.

’ Flying: It should be smooth, without the 
plane bobbing up and down. Pilots should 
keep up with their planes. The lines should 
go straight out from your hand to the plane, 
no angle forward. (If they angle backward, 
you may be called for whipping, which is a 
violation of the rules.) Pilots who fall be
hind their planes, a common beginner er
ror, cause all kinds of traffic problems in the 
pilot's circle and in the air, and the offend
ing pilot finds himself scrambling madly to 
catch up, which can be dangerous.

"In the pilot's circle: Pilots should walk as 
tight a circle as possible, and they must 
walk the circle (as opposed to pivoting) 
even when alone in the air. The ideal pilot
ing posture is to walk so small a circle that 
the handle itself does not move from the 
center as your body, leaning back against 
the strain, moves around. Advantages of 
walking a tight circle are that your plane 
goes the least distance (faster!) and the pilot 
covers less distance as well. If ail pilots are 
walking properly tightly, they all w ill be 
shoulder-to-shoulder in the center and, if 
there are more than two up, w ill have to 
push in a little to take a new position after a 
pass (give way to pilots trying to squeeze 
in!). If you find yourself racing and having 
no contact with the other pilots, you may be 
flying too loosely, causing problems and 
going slow! Rule violations in the center in
clude whipping (trying to tow the plane 
around faster than the engine w ill carry it) 
and backsiding (walking the opposite side 
of the circle from the plane, in an attempt to

shorten the flying distance).
Landing is one of the pilot's biggest 

challenges. If you are flying an event with 
no shutoff, you must be alert to your plane's 
fuel status and begin your tow to the pits the 
instant the engine dies. Without a shutoff, 
you may have to go longer or shorter dis
tances, depending on the timing of the en
gine's quitting, so extra alertness is neces
sary. Shutting off requires some pilot 
courtesy, so that your up-and-down wag of 
the plane to activate the shutoff with the 
down line does not cause problems for the 
other planes. You may have to wait a lap or 
two before shutting down. Once you've 
shut down, you should glide your plane 
into the pits in the shortest distance, shak
ing the tail to brake if necessary or gliding 
smoothly if you're farther out. Touchdown 
should, if possible, be after passing any pits 
with planes down (remember to stay in
board!). Your plane should come into the 
pit while still moving rapidly so that you 
don't lose time rolling to a stop. And you 
must come to the pit. Having the pitman 
chase the plane around the circ le  is 
definitely losing technique. When landing, 
the pilot should exit the pilot's circle and 
move outward to the next circle, the pitting

ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH (10 A)POSSIBLE USES INCLUDE:

ON BOARD GLOW POWER
(Single o r Twin!)

ACCESSORY CONTROLS (Video 
o n /o ff. Smoke pump, Lighting) 

ELECTRIC MOTOR On/Off 
CONTROL (020 & 035 o r smaller) 

Features: MIL-SPEC Surface 
M ount Technology, Reversing 

Switch, LED "on" indicator, Sermos 
Connectors. Use 2 on 1 channel!! 
1.5 x .8 x .3 W eight 18 grams S37 

2 Ξ  and —~ accepted! 
JOMAR, 2 0 2 8  Knightsbridge Dr. 
Cinti., O H  45244  / 513-474  0985

circle. Don't lounge around in the pilot's 
circle or the zone in between circles and 
get in the way while your plane is in the pits. 
If you are finished and others are flying, sit 
just outside the pitting circle. Keep your 
head low when your plane is down. 
PITTIN G

An entire article probably could be writ
ten about pitting technique. I w ill not at
tempt to go into detail on all the ins and 
outs of pitting each style of plane and en
gine, but I w ill offer a few general tips and 
examples.

Before the race begins, a pit crew should 
organize what it w ill take to the circle. Im
portant: Do not take more than you need! 
The pit crew should carry a small basket 
containing only the most essential items: 
fuel bulb, prop/plug wrench, spare plug, 
spare prop, finger protector, battery (if it's 
not strapped on your arm). Fight the temp
tation to take your whole toolbox, glue, 
lunch, pop cooler, etc. Every single un
necessary item in the basket w ill get in the 
way and slow you down! If you have a prob
lem so serious that you need a pliers or 
screwdriver or glue, you've lost the race 
anyway, so you might as well leave it in the 
pits and risk having to run get it.
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r - A l l  Q  A F B ,  When your equipm ent fails, 
r  # 4 1  k  0 # % ·  E  ■ Ram keeps your models safe
#RED 09 Battery Backer (redundant Rx. battery system) $39.95
#RED 10 Dual Servo Setter (auto, controls 2 servos) $39.95
#RED 11 Audio Battery Alarm (monitors 4.8 or 9.6 volts) $19.95
#  RED 17 Transmitter Switch Alarm (beeps when Tx. is "ON”) $19.95
#RED 18 Big Airplane RF De-Glitcher (kills long wire RF) $ 8.95
#  RED 25 Big Model Battery Backer (Ά scale version of 09) $49.95
# RED 32 Battery Peak Detector (protects R/C  car battery) $29.95
#RED 37 Simple Servo Setter (auto, controls 1 servo) $19.95

THE ORIGINALS . . .  S till the best!
•  SEE YOUR DEALER ·  SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR RAM INFO

If unavailable locally, send check, money order or full credit card info for the cost of the item plus 
$2.00 ($5.00 foreign) for immediate shipment. Include full address for U.P.S. Sorry no C.O.D.

« R B m  4736 N. Milwaukee Ave. — Chicago. IL 60630

^  C A N N O N  P h o n · (8 0 5 ) 581-5061 
R/c s y s t e m s  2 8 2 8  C ochran S t  Su ite  2 8 1 

Simi Valley. CA 9 3085

1 9 8 8  SUPER-MICRO R/C SYSTEM S

MODEL 910 
SUPER-MICRO 
R/C SYSTEM

M

SEE YOUR 
DEALER OR 
ORDER 
DIRECT

MADE IN 
U.S.A.

NARROW BAND 7 5 0  MW T X ,  W ITH AMA GOLD 
S T IC K E R ,  SERVO  R E V E R S IN G , MUCH MORE! 
T X  S NARROW BAND RX WORK ON 1 9 91  2 0  KHZ 
S P A C IN G S , A V A IL A B L E  ON NEW 72 F R E Q S . 
IM PROVED C E -9 C  M ICRO SERVO  -  $ 4 1 .9 5

SU PER -M IC R O  SYSTEM  P R IC E S  (72M H Z)

2 C H . 2 SERVO S ( 2 .3 7  O Z . ) $ 2 3 7 .9 5

3 C H . 3 SERVO S ( 2 .8 1  O Z . )  $ 2 8 0 .9 5
4 C H . 4 SERVO S ( 3 .2 5  O Z . )  $ 3 2 4 .9 5

5 C H . 4 SERVO S ( 3 . 2 6  O Z . )  $ 3 3 5 .9 5

T X  DUAL R A TE S  $ 1 5 .0 0  M IX ER  $ 3 9 .9 5  
SYSTEM  S  t  H $ 8 .5 0

NOVA AND C L A S S IC  NARROW BAND R /C  A V A IL .  
BROCHURE $ 1 .0 0  IN  U .S . A .  AND $ 2 .0 0  
F O R E IG N . ADO EQUIPM EN T S A L E S  TAX IN  C A .

|mastê chaî CASH P R IC E S  SHOWN. 
CARDS 5 1  MORE 
20%  D E P O S IT  ON COD

Second tip: Don't hurry. You have certain 
simple tasks to perform in the pit. Do them 
carefully and deliberately and get them 
right the first time, and it won't take much 
time. You w ill lose more time fumbling, try
ing to go too fast, and fouling things up than 
you w ill being deliberate and getting things 
done right. Watch the fastest pit crews to 
see this concept in action.

On the initial start, you have plenty of 
time to do things right. Before you get to the 
circle, you should have checked your glow 
plug and replaced if necessary, tightened 
your prop, etc. Once at the circle, fuel up, 
prime, and arm up the engine. With most 
events, I find it advisable to warm up the en
gine as soon as the two-minute count starts,

i  BUILD YOUR 
OWN ROCKET 

MOTORS!

■

WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW!

40 POUNDS 
THRUST!
50C EACH!

•  W ith  a  ro ck  tum bler and  so m e  s im p le  h an d  too ls 
w e  II sh o w  yo u  h o w  to bu ild  YOUR OWN ro cke t 
en g in es in  yo u r o w n  g a rag e  or w o rk s h o p  for 1/5 to 
1/10 the co st  ot the c o m m e rc ia l ly  m arke te d  m o to rs

•  IN TERESTED ? Ju s t  se n d  u s  S2 00  and  w e II m a il yo u  
our b ro ch u re  a lo ng  w ith  a  W O RKIN G  S A M P L E  o l an 
e le c tr ic  ign iter that YOU CAN  M A K E  Y O U R S E L F  from  
m a te r ia ls  yo u  II find  a ro u n d  the h ou se

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT USI We re the 00  IT 
YOURSELF ROCKET people

Write to: Departm ent M B 12  The T e le f lita  C o rpo ra tion  
11620 K itch in g  St.. M o reno  V a lle y . C a lif . 92387 9978

and then run it again every 30 seconds, with 
the last warm up being done after the 30- 
second signal. Keeping the engine warm 
avoids the need for a prime (remember, a 
hot engine usually doesn't need, and 
shouldn't have a prime). You should have 
done this enough times in practice that you 
know exactly what sequence w ill make 
your engine start on the first flip. Connect 
the battery at five seconds (not too early, so 
that the fuel burns away). Make the first flip 
after the "go" signal, a very smart, solid one. 
Learn your engine well enough to know 
whether it wants to be flipped forward, 
smashed backward through compression, 
backward away from compression, etc.

It's the pit crew's job to keep track of the 
laps and the race situation and decide 
when to call the pilot down for a pit stop.

Decide whether you want to pit while oth
ers are flying or when they are down. You 
should have worked out a series of hand sig
nals so that you can communicate with the 
pilot. My partner and I have signals for: pit 
stop, end of race, fly low to conserve fuel, 
number of laps remaining, keep going with 
no pit.

When the model comes in for the pit, you 
should be ready for it. Your equipment 
should be arrayed in the most advantageous 
way.

Break the task down into its basic ele
ments and figure out the best sequence. 
You have to catch the plane, fuel it, reset the 
shutoff, connect the power, and flip the 
prop. I w ill illustrate by giving my own se
quences for shutoff and no-shutoff planes. 
Yours w ill vary according to your situation.

First of all, I believe that on a plane with 
an exposed engine, using a second crew 
member as a battery operator is faster than 
worrying about getting electrical contact 
myself. I assume that the battery person w ill 
connect the battery and remove it: I never 
think about it. I just go about the job of fuel
ing and starting and releasing the plane and 
ignore the electricity altogether. The bat
tery man connects and disconnects it and 
checks the plug status on the meter. I feel 
this is at least a second or two faster than 
having to feel for the hot contacts and look 
at the meter (if the engine doesn't start first 
flip). With a Rat Racer, the cowling makes 
the hot contact necessary.

Sample pitting sequences. Sport Race 
(not shutoff or fastfill): Catch plane. Con
nect fuel bottle to feed tube, push button to 
open uniflow vent (simultaneous). Squeeze 
fuel bulb. Remove fuel bulb and release 
uniflow button. Lift nose of plane, strike 
prop. Release plane. During this time, the 
battery man has handled the electrical sys
tem. This type of pit stop should take no 
more than two or three seconds longer than 
it takes fuel to enter the tank through the 
restricted fuel feed line, a total of seven to 
ten seconds.

Super Sport/Slow Rat/Goodyear: Catch 
plane. Insert fuel probe into fastfill plug or 
device (operate uniflow button if applica
ble). Squeeze until overflow. Reset shutoff 
just before stopping squeeze (this lets a lit
tle fuel move into the lines). Remove bulb, 
lift nose, and strike prop. Release plane. 
Battery man has done his work during this 
time. With fastfill equipment, this should 
take no more than five seconds.

Rat Race: Catch plane; grip it so that you 
are connected with the hot contacts (If you 
can't do this throughout the pit stop, they're 
in the wrong place). Insert fuel probe into 
fastfill plug. Squeeze until overflow. Reset 
shutoff just before stopping squeeze. Lift 
nose of plane, strike prop, and release. This 
should take no more than five seconds.

Notice that none of the sequences above 
mention priming the engine. The most 
common error I have seen on the racing cir
cles is priming of hot engines. This is almost 
never advisable and usually w ill flood the 
engine and make it impossible to start. All 
that is needed, 99 percent of the time, is for 
enough fuel to get through the lines at the 
end of the fueling sequence to charge the 
crankcase. Practice enough so that you

72 MODEL BUILDER



duke's >| 
mixture

Not everything we are told is so:
For example: We are often told “It is motor 
torque, and gyroscopic action, that causes an 
aircrajt to want to turn left when power is 
applied.’’

I suspected these forces were insignificant, and 
that the spiral propwash pushing on the rudder 
was the overriding force at play — so I  devised 
a little test. Take a North Pacific type rubber 
model. Assemble, andfiy. It willfiy in left turn 
circles. Now cement the stab in with C.A. and 
then extend the rudder slotfrom top to bottom. 
Put the rudder on facing down. It will fly  in 
right turn circles. Replace the rudder with a 
longer parallel sheet that you can slide up or 
down, and you will be able to find a position 
where the top forces and bottom forces are 
balanced, and the model will f ly  straight. 
Conclusion — the “authorities" were just plain 
wrong.

A second popular belief that just isn’t so: 
“Reducing the crankcase volume of a 2 cycle 
model airplane motor will improve its power." 
My observations didn’t jibe with this theory, so 
I devised a test. I fitted all unported cylinder 
and piston into a rear cover so I  could pull the 
piston in or out while the motor was running, 
thus varying the crankcase volume. Result: A 
very slight increase in R.P.M. as the crankcase 
volume was increased. This I  didn’t expect, 
so the test was repeated with several other Fox 
motors — and a couple of brand X motors. In 
every case maximum R.P.M. was achieved with 
somewhat greater case volume than stock. 
Conclusion: The “authorities" on hopping up 
a motor were just plain wrong.

A third popular fallacy is that certain imported 
motors are the best you can buy. Here is a 
simple test you can run yourself. Buy a Fox 40 
Standard and a slightly more costly OS 40 F.P. 
Check both fo r ease of starting, power, idle, and 
throttle response. Need I tell you the results? 
For a back-up test, buy a Fox SO and its more 
expensive imported counterpart. Perform the 
same tests. Conclusion — The “authorities" that 
tell you to buy an imported motor are just plain 
wrong.

Happy Flying,

<r~ j  ~
Manufacturing Company 

5305 Towson Avenue 
Fort Smith, AR 72901 
Phone (501) 646-1656

know how much fuel to "gush" through af
ter resetting the shutoff. About a half- 
second usually is enough.

I hope this information generates a little 
interest in racing or gets some of you 
who'vebeen thinkingabout racing out onto 
the circle. I'm always glad to answer ques
tions if I've left out some details.

I mentioned it before, but it's worth re
peating: There are only three things stand
ing between you and the racing winner's 
circle: 1) Practice, 2) Practice, 3) Practice. 
Oh, one more thing: More practice.

My mailbag is filling up with lots of inter
esting items for future columns. We'll dip 
into it again next month. Until then, keep 
writing and sending pictures, club news, 
etc.

John Thompson, 1505 Ash Ave., Cottage 
Grove, Oregon 97424. ·

Hey Kid.......... Con tinued from page 49

kit—don't lose it!) is better, and a three-view 
with photos is best. Putting what you have 
in a folder is a good way to present it, and 
plastic page protectors sold at any sta
tionery store make it look professional.

Sometimes, however, your scale presen
tation can be too good. The Lacey, for in
stance, in real life has the lower edges of the 
nose box curved under and the exhausts 
come down through the curve. The model 
has them faked on a flat side. A good photo 
would lose you points, unless, of course, 
you got your documentation together be
fore building the model. In this case, you'd 
have the only one of the six Laceys there 
that was correct, and you'd score over the 
others! Be sure and point out in writing any
thing that you did differently from the way it 
is shown on the plan or three-view. If you 
noticed that the Lacey photo shows no little 
extra stripe near the wingtip and the plan 
shows one, you'd better put a note on the 
drawing telling the judge why you left it off. 
Also, some planes, where there were sev
eral made, have minor differences. A photo 
of the plane you made is always the best 
way to go. By the way, expect judges to tell 
you what you did wrong! If you can't stand a 
little criticism, better stay out of contests! 
Personally, if I left off the far-side door out
line in India ink and the judge tells me, you 
can bet I'll have it next time! A great way to 
really improve your modeling is to help 
judge. That way you get a close look at all 
the models, including your own!
FLYING SCALE

Even the fanciest model has to fly to be 
competitive. Often the guy who does the 
nicest model can't get it to fly right, and I 
have seen many a trophy go home to the 
guy with a mediocre model which did a 
mediocre flight. A Lacey built correctly 
should nudge a minute indoors with no 
sweat and do several minutes in thermals 
outdoors. Poorly built Laceys are still im
pressive flyers if you take the warps out of 
the wings and tail, balance it as shown on 
the plan, don't overpower it on test flights, 
and follow the chart which we gave you for 
flight trimming in the May 1988 issue of 
Model Builder. By the way, if you are just 
joining us, I suggest you send in for the thir
teen episodes of this "getting started" se-

SPECIFICATIONS
BORE 650
STROKE 600
DISPLACEMENT 199
WEIGHT 8 oz
RPM with 8-4 prop 17.000
FUEL CONSUMPTION 4 oz /min

Recent Fox design gives this engine 
the perlorm ance punch that the most 
exotic racing motors have But. this 
engine is docile  in nature and has a hot 
restart capability that is lacking in many 
A B C  motors

Order* Style Cost
12000 Fox 19BB C.L $59 95
22000 Fox 1986 R C (w/muffler) $79 95

Fox 25

SPECIFICATIONS
BORE 680
STROKE 680
DISPLACEMENT 25
RPM with 9-4 prop 12.000
WEIGHT 6oz
FUEL CONSUMPTION 4 oz./min

Light, Powerful, and Big
This 25 is as light as most 19 s. but 

packs m ore power than some 29 s A 
superb performer, the Fox 25 has been 
on the m arket long enough to be 
thoroughly tried and tested It's Am erican 
made and features an MKX-type 
carburetor

Order# Style Cost
12500 Fox 25 Bushing C.L $49 95
22500 Fox 25 Bushing R.C

(w/mutller) $69 95

FOX MANUFACTURING CO 
5305 Towson Avenue 

Fori Smith, Arkansas 72901 
(501) 646-1656 ____
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ELECTRIC POWERED AIRPLANE KITS

THE A ST R O  SPO R T
The Astro Sport is a cute little high wing sport trainer that 

is specially designed for schoolyard fun. Install the Astro 
Cobalt 020 Motor and you have a gentle and forgiving trainer 
that is very easy to fly. Install the more powerful Astro Cobalt 
035 and it becomes a real schoolyard show-off doing snappy 
rolls, loops, and other schoolyard maneuvers. The kit contains 
all machine cut and sanded parts and is super easy to build. 
Wing Span 37 inches; Wing Area 292 sq. in.; Eppler-195, 
Flying Weight 22 to 28 ounces. K it #  1019____.... $ 39.95

Our popular PA RTEN AVIA P-68 kit has been comnplete- 
ly redesigned for the Astro Cobalt 05 Motor. The airfoil sec
tion has been changed to the Eppler-195 for improved 
aerobatic performance. The P-68 has always been a popular 
model at our electric contests, and in fact an Astro Cobalt 05 
powered P-68 won first place in aerobatics at the 87 EA A  
Electric Championships. The deluxe kit features all machine 
cut and sanded balsa parts. Wing Span 50 inches, Wing Area 
400 Sq.In., Flying weight 4.5 lbs.

K it # 1013....... $89.95

THE A STRO  C H ALLEN G ER  NATS W INNER THE PO RTERF IELD  CO LLEG IATE
Bob Boucher’s Astro Challenger won the 84 Reno Nats its 

first time out and has been winning electric sailplane contests 
all over the country ever since. Powered by an Astro Cobalt 
05 Geared Motor turning a 12 inch folding propeller, the 
Challenger climbs almost out of sight in 45 seconds, and can 
repeat this climb three or four times on a single battery 
charge. The distinctive wing planform with elliptical tips max
imizes aerodynamic efficiency and minimizes tip stalls. It’s 
gentle and forgiving nature make it perfect for beginners too. 
Kit features aU machine cut and sanded balsa parts. Wing 
Span 72 inches, Wing Area 612 sq.inches, Airfoil Eppler 193 
Flying weight 39 ounces. Kit#1020.....^........ $ 49.95

The Porterfield Collegiate makes a great sport scale electric 
model. It’s gentle and forgiving nature make it perfect for 
beginners, but at the same time it can be quite responsive in 
skilled hands. The large wing and light wing loading lets the 
Porterfield climb steeply to and land short. Just what you need 
for flying in your neighborhood park or schoolyard. Beginners 
to R /C  should install the Astro Cobalt 15 Geared Motor. 
More experienced flyers can install the Astro Cobalt 25 
geared motor for very realistic scale like maneuvers. Wing 
Span 69.5 inches, Wing A rea 690 sq inches, Airfoil Eppler 
193, Flying Weight 4 to 5 lbs.

K it # 1018............$ 79.95

ASTRO FLIGHT inC
13311 BEACH AVE. · MARINA DEL REY, CA 90292 · PHONE (213) 821-6242



ries. They can be reproduced for school or 
club use as long as credit is given to Model 
Builder.

I would like to thank Bill Northrop for the 
opportunity to do this series with you, Jim 
Kaman for all the fantastic art work he has 
contributed, Peck-Polymers for their great 
cooperation, the Flying Aces Club for their 
help in keeping real modeling alive, all the 
unselfish modelers living and dead who 
have helped me and who have hopefully 
gained some measure of immortality as you 
carry their ideas on, and especially thanks 
to you for staying with us and for all those 
wonderful letters and words of support!

Watch for an announcement next month 
concerning a postal proxy meet for the Fly
ing Aces Moth that you can enter! Fun forall 
who have built the FAC Moth along with us 
these past few months. See ya' in the funny 
papers. . . .  ·

S im ply S c a le .. Continued from page 25

prospect of broad television coverage. This 
can do nothing but help the promotion of 
scale and modeling in general to the pub
lic. Every opportunity we have to place our 
sport/hobby in the public eye in a positive 
manner is one more feather in our cap to 
help get and keep flying fields.

Best of luck to the promoters of Top Cun. 
If you have the time available, but haven't 
been fortunate enough to have been invited 
as a contestant, come on down to Florida in 
April anyway and see some great-looking 
scale models compete for the title of "Top 
Cun"!
SMALL SCALE TRAINERS

I recently received a letter from Terry 
Hreno of Mooresville, Indiana, concerning 
the subject of small-scale trainers. Terry is 
enthused about getting into R/C flying and 
wishes to approach it from a small scale an
gle. He is presently flying free flight and 
recognizes the requirement that in order for 
a small scale model to fly in a manageable 
manner, it must be light in weight and pos
sess a reasonable wing loading.

He is pretty much on target in stating that 
there is no reason why a small scale R/C 
model cannot be designed with the desira
ble flying characteristics of a trainer. Stick
ing with such subjects as Cubs, Aeroncas, 
Pietenpols, etc. should do the job.

The only serious fly in the ointment, as I 
explained to Terry, is the requirement dur
ing the training phase of learning to fly R/C 
that the trainee receive a lot of "stick time." 
Remembering back some 18 years ago 
when I was learning to fly R/C, I can recall 
my attempts to learn using a Jr. Falcon po
wered with a Cox Golden Bee .049 engine. 
This was a great-flying little model, which I 
flew for many years, but as a trainer I discov
ered it had one serious fault. My instructor 
would launch the model and fly it up to a 
safe altitude for me to take over the sticks. 
After he handed over the transmitter, I had 
about two or three minutes of flying before 
the engine would run out of fuel and the in
structor would take over control again to 
land it safely. This is simply not enough 
"stick time" to allow anyone to learn how to 
fly. A good trainer is usually designed with 
enough of a fuel capacity to allow flights in

EN JO Y  A  YEAR 
IN SCALE

1989
R C  S C A L E  C A L E N D A R

FEATURING RC AIRCRAFT 
12 FULL COLOR PHOTOS

$6 EA. — Check or M.O.

Quantity Discounts

Club promotional calendars now available

D C  .
^  A V I A T I O N

P.O. Box 98, Big Rock. IL 60511 
(312) 556-3729

“MIL- SPEC” 
SPEED 

CONTROLS
SURFACE MOUNT 

TECH N O LO G Y, CERAMIC 
BOARD, SERMOS 

CONNECTORS STANDARD!
c  IVA Λ  6 TO 28 Cells at 40A 
O I M  continuous.

Avalanche Current 200A. 1.5 X 1.625 
X .375 Weight 27 CRAMS with leads 

S85
C  ΑΛ 1 to  7 Cells at 30A 
u l V l - J  continuous. 

Avalanche Current 100A. 1.1 x 1.85 
X .375 weight 21 CRAMS S70

DC/DC BOOST 
CHARGER

For 7 to  28 cell packs up to  4 
Amps, core” charger includes 15 

m inute timer. Add your own 
meters and packaging, up to 90% 
efficient!! 3 X 3 X 4.5 Weight 1 lb. 

S I  20
Switches, Wire, Scrtnos & Mon· Too! 

a n d  —  accepted! 
JOMAR, 2028 Knightsbridge Dr. Cinti.. OH 45244  /  513-474 0985

the 10-to 15-minute range.
Bottom line is, I certainly wouldn't dis

courage anyone from attempting the small 
scale approach toward learning to fly R/C, 
but he should realize what he's up against. 
The best approach toward small scale is to 
do your flight training on a more traditional 
trainer of .35 to .40 engine size, and once 
you're proficient, move on to satisfy your 
desires to fly small scale.

Keep It Scale and Simple!
Cliff Tacie, 49404 Michelle Ann Dr., Mt 

Clemens, Michigan 48045. ·

Insiders............... Continued from page 61

"Thanks, Dave, and keep up the good 
work."
W H O O P S -N O  SIMPLEX PLANS

In the item on Obscure Aircraft in the O c
tober "Insiders" we said that Al Backstrom 
had plans to the Simplex Racer. We goofed.

A-J "C L A S S IC
o  A-J HORNET 
o  ”404" INTERCEPTOR 
o  ”74” GLIDER

(Each is ready to fly)

3-PAK...

}$19.95

Nolo P lease add $3 00 lor postage and handing on liist 3 
packaged models Add 10% o l price tor each additional

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

AIRCRAFT COMPANY
P. O .B o x  6 8 1 3 2  
P O R T L A N D , O R  9 7 2 6 8

cUm < x j jt e £

To appease you, we publish the photo of 
this truly Obscure bird this month, with this 
note from Al about his plans:

"I regret that Dave Linstrum misunder
stood some information I had sent him and 
thought that I had drawings available. Un
less I am preparing articles for publication, 
all my model drawings are only outlines be
cause I don't work out many of the details 
until I get to them.

"At this time my Arnoux-Simplex racer 
has been published in issue 14 of 1919-39 
Air Wars, and the stock should be in Flying 
Models this winter. Issue 15 of Air Wars 
should have the Waterman Aerobile.

"If you want to work from my outline 
sketches, I can send you a copy for the cost 
of printing and mailing.

"Al Backstrom, 1220 Yacht Club Rd., Little
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Don't Be
Hopnswoggied!

s ^ s g S S 2̂ ^
^ ^ S s eHyo *Robart

FINESTN TS TN k
STARTER BATTERIES.
12 Uolts 4.0 Rmp. hour 
BO-P ASSOCIATES luith 
more than 25 gears 
Experience In the Design, 
Manufacturing, and 
Assembling of Nickel 
Cadmium cells and 
batteries, now presents 
the FINEST STARTER 
BATTERV FOR VOUR 
STARTER, u/ith Charger. 
Just Charge It once, and 

it mill lest the weekend for Starting your Plane. Also 2.0 and 7.0 Rmp. Hr.
[BifrP CmniOCDTES p.®,, ®®ffl 22®®0 For a ° ur better« needs, 
Μ®βΦ„ TO W ® 2-2(Iia« 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 -3 3 0 7  Coll or write:

Elm, Texas 75068."
B IB L IO G R A P H Y  O F  N FFS SYM PO  
REPORTS

Last year, the 20th Anniversary NFFS 
Symposium was published. The NFFS is 
publishing a sorted index of Sympo articles 
and their references. Twenty years of Sym
posia has produced so many references that 
finding specific information has at least be
come complicated and time-consuming. 
This book should be a useful addition to 
those of us who enjoy the technical side of 
free flight and should reduce the time re
quired to find particular information from 
the Sympos.

The Bibliography includes citations of:

1. A ll Sympo articles published in 
Volumes 1 through 20 (1968 to 1987 and in
cluding the 1989 International Sympo).

2 . A ll Sym po M odel of the Year 
Selections.

3. All references cited in 1 and 2 above.
Each Sympo article was assigned a sub

ject (in a few cases two subjects), and the ar
ticle and all its citations were tagged with 
this keyword. Then the list was sorted by 
keyword.

Under the general category Rubber- 
Powered Models for example, there is 
Wakefield, Rubber (just the motors), and 
Rubber Models (all outdoor duration rub
ber models except Wakefield). Indoor and

Scale are separate keywords, as are parts of 
models like Propellers and Wings.

Here are the 34 keywords: airfoils, bib
liography, climb, competition, construc
tion, electric, engines, everything, FAI 
Power, glide, handlaunch, indoor, large 
AMA Gas, Models of the Year, Nordic 
Glider, opinion, planforms, power models, 
propellers, retrieval, rocket, rubber, rubber 
models, rules, scale, small AMA Gas, spe
cial award, stability, structures, thermals, 
tow, Wakefield, weight and balance, wings.

The fully cross-referenced citations are 
listed alphabetically by keyword in the stan
dard library bibliography sequence.

Using the Bibliography should allow 
references to be found more quickly than 
sorting through the Sympos one by one. 
Take the subject "Airfoils" for instance. 
There are about 100 listings under this key
word. Referring to the index allows citations 
to be recalled without having to flip 
through the 2,414 pages of the first 20 years 
of the best technical reference collection 
based on free flight.

The NFFS Bibliography is priced at $9 
postage paid for members and $11 postage 
paid for nonmembers and all foreign ad
dresses. Availability should be in Septem
ber 1988. Order from NFFS Publications, 
4858 Moorpark Avenue, San Jose, Califor
nia 95129. Computer users may want to pur
chase the Bibliography on floppy disk. An 
AppleWorks data disk is available from the 
author, Jim W ilson , 1030 Avenue D, 
Redondo Beach, California 90277. Prices 
are $20 postage paid in North Americ., and 
$25 in the rest of the world. ·

Iron Dog.............Continued from page 53
pick up Model Builder's plan book of WW I! 
aircraft. It should because it's a reduction 
(and alteration) of Clarence Mather's P-39. If 
you compare the two sets of plans, you'll 
see that the wing construction has been 
changed considerably and that all the 
wood has been appropriately "down-sized" 
for proper peanut construction. In addition, 
I chose to use a "home-brew" prop of my 
own design on my "Iron Dog." This is one 
model that won't need much nose weight; 
in fact, if you use a plastic prop, you may 
end up nose heavy. Mine weighed 6.5 
grams (no rubber), and the CG  ended up at 
about 10 percent (more about this later).

W hile not a beginner's model, construc
tion is straightforward for anyone who has 
ever built a few peanuts.
FLIG H T SURFACES

Assemble the tail feathers (5-pound, 1/20- 
inch stock), and build the wing "in the 
usual manned' I chose to use heavier 7- 
pound, 1/16-inch stock for the leading edge 
of the wing, as it does take a beating. The 
balance of the wing was assembled from 4- 
to 6-pound stock, in the sizes called for on 
the plans. A ll the curved surfaces of the 
flight surfaces were laminated from two 
pieces of 1/40-inch that were soaked, and 
bent around appropriately sized cardboard 
forms. They were then glued while still 
damp with white glue. If you've never used 
this procedure before, I urge you to try it, as 
it's very light and strong. I also urge you to 
remember to wax the forms, or you may
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R ELAX .
W E C A N  F IX  ΓΓ! 

E T SA Sn A R IE W K .

M o d e l : A m y  l .v n n  O r u n r o a ld  

M a k c - l 'p  &  H a ir .  V in c e  F a u c y

The first “rookie-to-ace in eight flying days” that is 
ALSO repairable.

RC is suppose to be fun—not terror filled anxious 
moments.

Introducing the first ARF that is truly repair
able—yet meticulously handcrafted, one by 
one, using easily repaired balsa 
and foam construction.

Easy to fly the first tim e.. .easy /
to move into aerobatics.. .easy '
to repair. ^

e
NOTICE:

Because STARHAWKS are meticulously 
handcrafted they remain in limited sup
ply. See your hobby dealer 
soon for delivery details.

Thorpe
Engineering
Corporation

1715 East Fairfield 
Mesa. Arizona 85205 
(602)964-1.598
® 1 9 8 8  T E C H
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ADVANCED GUIDE TO 
RADIO CONTROL SPORT FLYING
Pnfl Scotch butters and M butter*. the book
a *  must lor your workbench'Complete stateot | 
the art techniques to* planning. bukkng. i ·  
Byeg yci/plane Superb tips and tncfcs toco»
structon. plus «tormjhon on Amencan Mode 
lers Assocubon nsi/mce. chartenng a dub. and 
w w  a contest 1 6 0 p p .864
112988Λ.................................................... $9.95
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
RADIO CONTROL SPORT FLYING 
Pratt A must lor anyone thmkmgolcettin· start- 
edn me hobby ComptoeftdelA EVERYTHING 
the nonce needs to know about butting from 
scratch O' bits Cover* bu*to«»vdftyirt turner 
planes, performance planes. girders, scale 
modefc. part scale mode*, ducted (am (ye*), 
end hekeopters 144 pes. 80 *
112989A .....................................................$9.95
SELECTING RJC SYSTEMS & 
COMPONENTS FOR YOUR 
AIRPLANE. BOAT & BUGGY 
Pratt Gnes you a complete rundown d  l i  the 
products on the marbet A helps you detemwre 
wfneft are best to  your model
112459AP.............................................  $11.95

HOW TO CHOOSE READY T a F L Y
AIRPLANE M TS
Making the Right Choice
Pratt Analytes* the oft the she* models on
the nurket b lefts you wfwch ή  best tor your
sMUnct
112491A P ............................................$12.95

R/C MODELING
BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL BOAT 
MOOELING
Fnch The edrtor* of Redo Control Boat Modeler 
teach you everything about getting started Cov 
ers gas and electnc power. constructton. rado 
gear, propelers. modrfcabonv seflmg up your 
«ertshop, «tsat to do at the lake, and raong the 
boat Includes dubs 71p g s .I30«
1131488 ........................  ........................ $9.95
DESIGNING A BUILDING COMPOSITE 
R/C MODEL AIRCRAFT

‘ ' r. Complete gutte showing how to butt
* ' trt A beau" ' ' '  '

base, fftergtasv ke«tar. polyester A eomws
112492AP.............................................. $16.95
R/C DUCTED FANS: How To Build A Fly 
Your Own Jet Successfully 
Fane* An eipert show* you the secrets cf butt 

your own djeted tan Constructmn. fmishmg

ll2 3 * 8 A P .............................................. $12.95

LEARNING TO FLY R/C MODEL 
AIRPLANES
Carrol Detailed tert A 700 * a  show you every 
thmg from the basics to advanced aerobatet Ex 
ceOent bps on a l stages ot fkght
109661B ..................................................$9.95

R/C SLOPE SOARING 
Wishes Topes range from neeftano ot slope 
btt Bymg ditterent types ot kits, tnmmmg the 
plane lor aerobatics, scale desire, aenalphotcg
raphy. contests, arfofe. etc 
107617'

CALENDARS
calenoir leaiwwg the eipiosne acten ol eur Irom toe fighters See SR-71 

F 15 Eagle. 31  Bomber, and many mort ot our toghest combat aircraft Prated on 
\71/Γ»231 ,~  —hchquatty 17 l/ f t2 3 1 / 2 *  paper 

U3—I3 0 8 7 C ..........................................................................................................................................  $17.95

AIR POWER
Timous front I r w in  pcwer «color and «acton F 1 4 .F1 5 .F  l6.SR-71.A6.andmore 161/ru r
113107A .................................................................................................................................................$9.95
THE CUTTING EDGE
Fabulous tufledto photos ot hr tech hardway* «acton Truly explosive shots tram C J  Heater" 
Heaney's bestsefcig took Cuftogfcfce capturing F/A-18. F 14. F 5 . A-4. A 7. amt mow Spec 
taciar aena> action guaranteed to draw a crawrf I8*x 141/7*
113108A ............................................................................................................................................  $12.95
GHOSTS: A Time Remembered
The annual tasonte e  back again with unbtWvaMe hil-color photos (H perfectly restored evbmh 
incudes important dates r  aviation hatory Abaokrteh the best warbird photos araund and truly 
a spectacular add&on to yoor den or office. 20*i i r
113109A ............................................................................................................................................  $12.95
CLASSICS; US- Aircraft of W.W.II
Eeitog. M coto  photos debver giant warbird acton Al your tavorte tortencan be seen mdra 
ra te . a>r tw a  photos and cb»e up 17 l/2*x 23 I T
113088C ............................................................................................................................................  $17.95
LUCKY LADIES
Π * Gab l*to Braigftf Us Home VntajtWWWphotoeoltftenoseirtpemtidonjvwnrtyciaii· 
craft huude* important data tram WWl hetcry !2 *i9 *
113164C .................................................................................................................................................$9.95
CONFEDERATE AIR FORCE
An a ranw  coAecten d  ssperb aerut photos trom B * Crump, author of the besuMul CAF book 
Every month Natures an awesome, perfectly restored wirthrd m acton. Includes B· 17 FyngFcrt 
8-24 liberator. P 40 Warhawk. PSlMuaSang. F-«U Corsair, and many others A must lor warbrrd 
Savers 19 l,*?*» 14'
113090AE.......................................................................................................................................... $12.95

AMERICAN WARBIROS
PeaAne A superb coteden ot new color photos 

0  3 tighter planes from wwn The 
it stunning and mefcutoush restored planes 

«side and out and «  rare eenai acton F4(JCor- 
sar. P 51 Mustang. T6  Teun. P-40 Warhawk. 
Wddcat. HeAcat. and more 128 pgs. 122 color 
chotos

............ $14.95113014AE........................
GATE GUAROS

r There are tew air base outside the 
« that do not have a Gate Guard po&ed 

at the entrance They are the retired plane that

Chmnenr T 
IranCurfam
ettheentr* . ______ ___ __________
do not go to the graveyard, but are placed at 
spectacular angles and preserved lor eternity. 
Over 100 «credible cobx photos capture a Iwge 
variety ot fighter* and bombers from around the 
country!A must tor hetonans and modelers 144 
pgs. IJO color photos
113238AP.............................................. $17.95
SUPER BLUE
This spectacular book will take you to new 
heghts 30.000 leef An ncredtte coNccton ot 
M koto photos from the cockpits ot F-14 Tom 
cats. F 15 Eagles. Meage 2006s. and Saab V«- 
gens tofee you to where the an is dear and blue 
wtochfewever see See the planes m widest o«

look at aerabahe teams ndudmg the Btoe k 
and Thunderbmh 152 pgs 
113084C ................................................ $30.00

AIRPLANES
SHOOTING STARS: Lockheed's 
Legendary T-Bird
Oleary The T33 ofT-Bud" s  the wortfs most 
lamous and most used fighter-yet trainer The 
ptane debuted «  1948 and β  s t i  hurt and used 
today Butts and modelers wil go aacycner 122 
thundering color photos showing the planes in 
n*M and up-dose « the secw* ot the USAF and 
U S W  See tow the TOP GlW s started1 128 
pgs. Iz2color photos
112836AE.............................................. $14.95
B-52: Ageing Buffs. Youthful Crews
FranoeonALewvs Over 100 superb color photos 
deliver a hgh-flymg. fun-color profile ot the mjh- 
t*st bomber to ever fly the unfriendly skies See 
the plane dose-up. n  action, and « the cockprt. 
plus its latest weapon the Crane M as* Throw 
away any ideas ot Stealth, the B-52 β  pure mus 
de power and payload, and these photos capture 
AaU 128 pes. 120 color photos
112993A E ............................................  $14.95
LIGHTNING STRIKES: The 475th Fighter 
Group In the Pacific War 1943-1945 
Yoshno One ot the very bet personal accounts 
ot WWti« the Pacific Nearly 200 rare, wartime 
photos and riveting tort take you into the heart o< 
the jungle and the heat of the battle Great shos 
olP-3«.nose art. and combat acton. 163 pgs. 
184 photos
113247E................................................  $22.95

GIANT STEPS: »
A Book of Giant R/C Aircraft
1/4 scato modds1 Kits, ptirn. prop  ̂tf iv f sluBv 
construction bps. 'ado gear & ah you want to 
know about buying. bwttrg A ttymg BX> plane
107588B ...............................................  $12.95

VIP'S DIRECTORY 
OF GIANT SCALE PLANS
deVnes A Phillips Complete dcvTtptons and 
specs tor 50 gant scale pbm Inc ud« histone 
«tormaboo on the real aircraft » J  a history at 
theptam ScpwdhPop. RyjnNYP.CrtbssP-40. 
F8rBearcat, and many more llb p g s .5 0 4  
112907C ................................................  $11.95

GIANT SCALE

CARS

R/C CARS

[VV4RB1

R/C VIDEOS

O r d e r  T o l l- F r e e  2 4  H r s
1 - 8 0 0 - 8 2 6 - 6 6 0 0

ORDERS ONLY Wl. Canada 4 all inquiiies use 1-715-294-3345.
14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. LIBRARY ORDERS & DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
Items can be charged to Mastercard. Visa. American Express Optima 

SHIPPING & HANDLING CHARGES ARE $3.95.
Fee charged covers cost of shipping 4th class bookposl or wdl ship the best way.
NO CODs Wl residents add 5 S  s a in  tax. MN residents add 6 %  sales tax.

ΙΖΕΝΠΉ
IBOOKS

Also available at fine hobby stores.
R O B o i l lM B lK  OSCEOLA. WISCONSIN 54020

"«Λ ilhwovy
CnciOMd I ·  my check o> money rnO*> ·ο* t 
Charge to m y iQ M C  D V lS A  Q A M E X  O O p tim a

Caidbotder's Shtnalwe__________________
Kwmw______________________________________
ArWM
C4y-------------------------------------------------- SUW  _

L ........................................................................................ ..Vrnit our 0*>C· a ·Ι'·Τ«υΜ 41 7?9 PrOfOWC· Av· Ovcaou V
UB128

30 New Reasons 
to be Good for 

Goodness Sake!

B  ΖΕΝΠΉ 
BOOKS

«ons spec R/C BUYER'S GUIOE
56 PP  52 0*«f 2.500 products «  30 drtrent catepm  

are listed to every type ot R/C uve K w t h  to 
pn*v hardware, partv buldmg riatofaH. plans. 
F*td equipment, video tapes ’·  much more 
Sflbd
1093738 ................................................ $11.95

RADIO CONTROL 
A Handbook of Theory t  P r x t ic e  
Newel Background theory anc bases com  
mg RC theory together wrfh precise construe 
bondetuK Indudes drort sc veoubes 135

P-86

tembto and took great Inctodes compete specs 
on the actual aircraft and three vww drawings 
Maoe cf durab*» cardstock 72 pgs 
112923A ................................................  $10.95

...........................................$24.95

R/C PRIMER
Bodfiington Includes Choosmt Model Radio 
Edupment. Rado InstalUbons. D rtto  Scrtaces 
Engnes i  Acmsonet. etc Ovw 200 photos 
107502A ................................................  $15.95

400 GREAT R/C M ODaiN G TlPS
Newman Titmeodoia nuntoer o< bme A money 
saeng bps on bu*kng too*. controK, Utfu bo· A more 76 pgs . sfttx!
111979B ...................................................... $9.95

STRIKING BACK
An absohrtefy mcreOMe. oneef-a-kind show A 
pamstakingff detaueS τ enactment of the battle 
« the South Pacfic by rade control planes and 
shpi We r* trtvaig gvant scale, authenbe acbon* 
30 mnutos. color
113002A VHS ....................................  $14.95

FLYING R/C MODELS
learn how to select a trainer, use A care ot Λ/Ζ 
•qwpment. take ofts A amfcnes. smooth f y *  
maneuver*, recovery from άηίοΑ siuabons A

VHS 109981E .................................... $39.95
Beta 109982E .................................. $39.95

R/CVIOEO MAGAZINE. VOL 10
Tne latest« the dynamite senes. toduPes duct- 
N M i  I a d o · M i  B ily M iM rO M F M  
giant scale B  29 Sopertortreu. the American Mo 
dewn Association and 1987 Scato Masters 
Champ«nshtps 50 mnutos. color
112996C VHS ....................................  $37.00
112997C B e ta ....................................  $37.00

THUNDERBIRDS THEN ANO NOW
An «credible video hatory ot the legendary T- 
B n»  and the planes they have town Gmat K- 
bon looUge and ctose x̂is cap ure Repubic F- 
84. F· 1 0 0 W  Sabre. F-105 T vundeechwt. f -4 
Phantom Γ38  Ta»oo. and the hot, new f  16 
Fghbng Falcon 1 hour
113073E VHS .................................... $32.95
113074E Beta .................................... $32.95

WINGS OF THUNDER
Anuang lootage and ncredble stunts tram the 
Blue Angels. Snowbirds, and the Italian. French, 
and Bracken jet teams Daredinl stints at «■ 
credible speeds'
113000A VHS ....................................  $14.95

FER: Modem Naval Technology 
of The USA and Europe
0»«f 100 color phofos bnng you hard hittmg ac 
bon on the rwh seas See Amercan nudear suO 
marines, subhuntors. antuhp cruise missiles 
and mine hunters on patrol like never before 
The β oi/ front-toe arsenal on water comefcto 
with specifications and tue-power data Includes 
a desenpteo ot quiet, but deadty submarine war 
tare and the Coast Guard’s war on dng smug
glers 96 pes. 125 color photos
112771AP.............................................  $19.95
DOUGLAS DC-3 SURVIVORS. VOL 2
Pearcy. Skytram, SArytrooper. Dakota, and Goo 
ney Bird lovers the s  the defirvtne catalog <st 
«g the mghty OC 3s that are std around lists 
ever, pi*** bwrt «  Santa Mona, long Beach, 
and Oklahoma City - whether 4 s ftyng «  a mu- 
seum, or rotting «  a fwld Packed with photos 
and history on each 256 pgs. 240 *
113224AE.............................................  $26.95

McDONNELL-DOUGLAS F/A-18. 
MINIGRAPH NO. 25
Miller Jam packed with acton photos, techno! 
data, schematics, cutaways, cockpit photos, dia
grams. design irdoematon. weapons systems, 
marfunp. and more First Hornet book to «dude 
F/A-18C. D, and D1 No other book otters the 
much detaaed «formation for such a low price!
112962A E ..................................................$7.95
WARBIRDS WORLDWIDE. N0.4
The latest issue « this ncredbie senes showcas
ing vmfegeWW II arcratt See perfectly restored 
planes. Pus wartime feature arhcles The issue 
features Moscuio and Miami 
112769AE...................................................$9.95

w m ilM
GHOST SQUADRON OF THE 
CONFEDERATE AIR FORCE:
Wings ol Freedom
Crump Breathtaking color photos capline the 
«credible ninety ot perfectly restored watords 
townbytheCAF includesUS,Brtish.andGer 
man bombers, lenten, and Hamers «tying h*h 
over Teas includes a br«t history of each plane 
and the CAF. 61 pgs . 122 photos. 90 «  a *»
113195AE.............................................  $11.95
BELL X-l VARIANTS. DATAGRAPH NO. 3
Miller The fust ever detailed took at the history 
and hardware ot Chuck Yeaeer s 'etert Creator» 
supenonc research plane Packed with over 200 
photos and eustrjrer» teatuwg every tempo- 
nent ot the plane, plus cockprt, engine, airframe, 
specifications, the variants, and more. A must to 
modelers and Rght Stuff butts 64 pgs.  230 i
113017AE.............................................. $12.95
OBSERVER'S AIRCRAFT 1988 
Back ag»n to  another year4 Every page s  packed 
with photo*, three-new drawings and detailed « · 
lormjtcn cn performance and construction You 
cannet pass up the handy ■ ' to the world ol
aviaten 255 pgs. 142 photos. 314 drawings
112986AE................................................ $ i9 5
WARRIORS: The United SUtes Marines
Vcn Hassell Take the toughest otjo/neys as you 
witness the making of a Marine An mc'ed ΰ* 
egM years « the making as Von Hasse* takes 
you tram doll fields to stoammg yjngles and cy 
mountam tops capturing the ruged and raw Ma
rine Corp tranrg M m fghbng fufl color 200

U 3 0 8 5 C ................................................  $38.00
Boons Shipped J0/J5/88

Prices subject to change without notice

ADVANCED RADIO CONTROL CAR 
MODELING
Street Get the wmiMg edge1 The baby s  packed 
with great tips and secrets to  Mto«g and raong

C cars Includes modrfeatens winrg. tm .
!>ng. gears, electron**, racing strategy 

parting, and much more Our 100 fArtcevtow 
you how* 54 pgs. I l l  M
112889B ...................................................$9.99
MANUAL OF ELECTRIC R/C CARS
Burtunshaw loaded with «to on choosmg a car 
i  R/C equipment, painting, batteries, gearing, 
wspensran, setting up to  a race, tire prep l  
much more
110681AE.............................................  $14.95

BASICS OF R/C CARS
E Z techruques A handy bps you need to get start 
ed Coven bietorgaear. suspensions pambng 
modrfotcrv baftenes A chargers rade gear, 
drnvrg, compebbon car ca»e. martenance A 
much mere
1109928 .................................................... $9.95

BUGGY RACING HANDBOOK (R/C)
Etokm*h#· Covers compebbon. toes, suspen 
sen available buggies, motor*, speed control 
ien, radio gear & rules Lists manufacturers A distributers
110968AE.............................................  $13.95

R/C MODEL HELICOPTER HANOBOOK1MB WOW gfl » i,C So*. Λ
ctodme performance permeters A scratch butt 
mgtedtttom 1 8 6 p g s .l2 5 i 
107618A .............. " .........................  $10.95

SCHLUTEH-S R/C HUICOPTER MANUAL
SdUuter The btoe on ftpng R/C choppers 
Bancs of Helicopter Technology. Rotors A Dy- 
narmo, F i« it Tr*m«g. Performance CakuU 
tons A buterng technpues 
107492A E .............................................. $21.95

AMERICAN COMBAT AIRCRAFT AND 
HELICOPTERS OF THE VIETNAM WAR 
POSTER BOOK
(hrer 100 Photos and ikuslrabom deU.i the 
planes and chopper* that (ought the battle In- 
•aders, Phantoms. Prowlers. Broncos, and more 
«achon and up dose tovdes narku» andcok

l50i 75mco&
1132320 ............................... $19.95

VIETNAM CHOPPERS
Oimstan 200 combat photos A «depth W o n  
scout*, skeks gunshps. heavy transports A u  
ambulance* m actwn Rates strengths, weak 
nesses A development as aeraf combat plus 
quoteshomcrews 200pgs. 3304
112593AE.............................................  $22-95

FLYING MODEL HEUCOPTERS: From 
Basra  to Competition 
Day Become a better pdotwrtn detarted«stnx· 
tons on framing, advanced ttywg. aerobatics, 
compebten V g A m o re  192 pgs
110761A E .............................................  $2195

APACHE
Multipurpose Attack Helicopter
An explosive M K e b r look at the newest 
most advanced attack chopper ever butt 
Complete specs history and over 100 color

how you ft 
g tanks mdestroying tanks m any . 

η<Μ 96 pgs 125 color photos

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRIC FLIGHT
Peacock, learn the « s  and outs of dean, silent 
power Details ax aspects ot electnc R/C ts^it 
144 pgs. rttbd
112643AE.............................................  $19.95
THE C O M PU TE MANUAL OF 
ELECTRIC
PROPULSION SYSTEM S:
The Quirt Resolution
Boucher Packed with mfo on Nicad battene*. 
props, motor gearing, fart charm, motor speed 
contrail boats plane*, nekepws. etc. 70 pgs, 
sftbd
107638A ................................................ $12.95



N E W !  e l e c t r ic  . . . A great
stand-way-off scale fun ship designed for 05 electric power.
You can perform take-offs, touch and goes and aerobatics with this beauty 
yet enjoy docile, slow fligh t for easy landings. Quick and easy to build, this kit 
includes; pre cut fuselage sides, tail feathers and small parts, hardware, 
complete rolled plans, step-by-step instructions, formed landing gear and a

40" Span 
275 Sq. in. area 

32 oz. flying  
weight flat 

bottom airfoil 
rudder, elevator and 
motor or add 
ailerons too

windshield.

The Electro-Combo 
includes the kit, DSC 
075 Hyperthrust 
motor, fused switch 
harness with Tamiya connector, 
propeller adaptor and 8/4 fiberglass 
propeller.

SPECIAL COMBO PRICE *4795
(BASIC KIT S2495)

I I avey
S ystem s

 ̂J  ORPORATION 2 ,5 ^ β6*ϊ

675 TOWER LANE
W ESTCHESTER. PA 16360

M I M R O
(Hummingbird)

• A quality 1Vz meter 
(59"), glider kit. com 
plete except for 1 roll of 
covering and adhesives 
(CA & epoxy).

ZL
• Foam wing cores now 
have cut in spar notch
es.

Kit now includes 
illustrated manual.

Basic Design-Russell A Shaw 
Redesign. Plans-Leroy K Satterlee

• Coupled aileron/rudder, ele
vator for those with some ex
p e r ie n c e d !  S&H $3
• Rudder, elevator w/polyhedral 
wing for begmners-$36 S&H $3

• Either version of Chuperosa will provide easy relaxed fly
ing on flat land or slopes for the beginner or the experienced

MODELS
2526 Washington. Dubuque,Ιλ 52001 319/583-4830

never get the tips off.
FUSELAGE

I've had two problems with ''half-shell'' 
fuselages: Either I build 'em light (and they 
become crooked as the formers pull on the 
structure), or I build 'em straight (and they 
are really heavy). After a couple of these dis
heartening experiences, I resolved to find a 
better way. Here's how I went about it: First, 
strip the 1/16-inch square main longerons 
(use 4- to 6-pound stock for all fuselage 
construction). They w ill form the upper and 
lower keels of the fuselage and w ill also 
form main side stringers at points 90 
degrees to the keels. Then strip a bunch of 
1/32-inch by 1/20-inch auxiliary stringers. 
Then soak the whole works in hot water to 
which a splash of ammonia has been 
added. When the stringers are nice and 
floppy, pin the keels to the plan, and also 
pin the pieces that w ill become the main 
side stringers down to the top-view of the 
fuselage. This is to pre-shape the pieces, so 
you won't be torqueing the fuselage as you 
build it. Allow these parts to dry overnight, 
but don't remove the 1/32-inch stringers 
from the water—let 'em soak.

When dry, add the un-notched half
formers to the fuselage, using a small trian
gle to make sure they're really vertical. A l
low to dry. When they've set up, add the 
main side stringers in this fashion: Tape a 
piece of carpet thread to the plan so that it 
w ill cross the tail-post where the main side 
stringer w ill. Then pull the thread across 
the long axis of the fuselage so that it also

crosses the first former where the main side 
stringer should. My, what a nice straight 
line we've got! Tape the thread down and 
mark the places where it crosses the 
formers with a fine-tipped marker. Remove 
the thread, and using a new and sharp 
double-edged razor blade, cut notches 
for the former. Then remove the pre-shaped 
main side stringers from the plan, and glue 
in place. You'll note that I've marked the ap
proximate locations of the smaller stringers 
on the formers. The only places where I 
found the small stringer locations to be crit
ical were the uppermost stringer locations 
on formers "D " and "E." As you can see 
from the plans, you'll trim the tops of these

bulkheads (and the upper main crutch) to 
locate the canopy. If you locate the top 
stringers as shown on the plan, you'll have a 
base upon which to build a floor for your 
cockpit. The bottom stringer location on 
former "E" is also important, as it w ill assist 
you in locating the wing properly. The 
small 1/32 x 1/20-inch stringers are (except 
as noted above) located by using the same 
procedure you used with the 1/16-inch 
square main side stringers except that they 
are installed wet (or damp, anyway). The 
trick with the string w ill keep them from 
wandering, white glue w ill hold 'em just 
fine, and they w ill dry in place.

If you have the same luck I did, you'll re-
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IT’S

FOUR CYCLE
A lloy  A lum in u m  D rille d  8  Tapped

Machined Beam s 90* Thrust Line

O.S. ENYA
FS-20 $7 50 35/40-4C $8.95
FS-40/40S 8.95 46-4C 895
FS-48 9.95 60/80/90/
FS-60/75/90 12.95 120-4C 12  95
FS-61 12.95 R120-4C 21.50
FS· 12 0 /120 S 19.95

SAITO
HP FA 40/45 $8 9 5
VT-21 $7 50 FA 65 12.95
VT-49 8.95 FA 120 19 95

WEBRA Undrilled
T4-40 $8 9 5 .60-90 $ 11 .2 5
T4-60/80 12.95

II n o l a v a ila b le  from  yo u r h o b b y  shop . O R D E R  
D IR E C T  C h e c k .  M O . V ISA . M C o r  C O D  a c c e p 
ted  Ad d  $ 2  5 0  lo r  S 4 H . 2 0 0  lo r  C O D  C a lito r  
n ia  re s id e n ts  a d d  6V»% s a le s  tan

TWO CYCLE GIANT SCALE
M a ch in e d  B eam s 
E n g ine  M o u n tin g  
B o lts  Incl.

VtA Sh Bm 
V»A Lg Bm 
09
15  Lg Bm 
19-3 5CC  

.29- 40 Lg Bm 
40-61 Sh Bm 
40 RV Pylon 
60 Pattern

$39 0  
4 10 
4 7 5  
495  
58 5  
6.80 
6.50 
7 75 

10.25

A llo y  A lum in u m  
M a c h in e d  B eam s 
E n g in e  M o u n t in g  
S c re w s  Inc l.

OS Max 90 $19 .25  
OS Max 10 8  19 95 
Super Tigre-2000. 
2500 & 3000 19.95 
Zenoah G-38 19.95 
Quadra

35/40 21.50

C.B. ATONE, INC.

2 1 6 5 8  C lo u d  W ay  
In CA 415-783-4868

H a y w a r d ,  C A 9 4 5 4 5  
Out CA 800-482-8663

CHEETAH MODELS
S L O P E  A C R O B A T I C . C O M B A T  G L I D E R S

14725  B e s s e m e r  S t .  " B "  
V a n  N u y s , C a , 91411

SUPER CHEETAH 
Span: 64 in.
Area: 496 sq. in.
Weight: 34 oz. 
.oading1045 oz./sq. in. 
$49.95

CHEETAH 
Span: 48 in.
Area: 432 sq. in. 
Weight: 32 oz. 
Loading: 11 oz./sq. ft. 
$42.95

UNBREAKABLE
FUSELAGE

D E A L E R  IN Q U I R Y  IN V IT E D (818)781-4544

STRIPPED GLOW PLUG THREADS?
4-stroke heads are expensive and difficult to replace. We 
replace your damaged threads with a stainless steel 
1/4-32 insert, long or short. Much stronger than original 
aluminum or brass threads. Engine disassembly NOT 
necessary. 2-strokes repaired also. Cashiers check or 
money order only (no cash) $13.95 par insert plus $2.00 
return freight (within continental U.S.)

Send to: W.P.S., 15208 Raymer St.
Van Nuys, CA 91405 · (213) 873-4696

move the half-fuselage from the plans and 
discover that no warps have been induced 
by stringer pull. Repeat this procedure for 
the other half of the fuselage. After every
thing has dried, you may wish to scallop the 
formers between the stringers (I used a 
small tungsten-carbide grit bit in my 
Dremel). This w ill allow you to cover the 
fuselage much more neatly.
PROPELLER AND SPINNER

The spinner was made from four criss
cross laminations of soft 1/8-inch stock, 
turned to shape on a Dremel tool with an 
emery-board.

The prop blades were cut to the shape 
shown on the plans from 1/64-inch ply,

soaked in ammonia and water (heck, I just 
like the way the stuff smells!), taped to a 3- 
inch spray can at a 19-degree angle (the an
gle leans to the /eft) and allowed to dry over
night. They were then assembled to a hub 
made from a 1/8-inch birch dowel. To dupli
cate my prop, the blades should be at 
roughly a 30-degree angle (30.6 degrees if 
you're a fanatic) to the prop-shaft at a point 
1-3/4 inches out from the hub. This pro
duces a 5-inch diameter prop with a nomi
nal pitch of 6.5 inches (P/D ratio of 1.3); con
servative perhaps, but it works.
COVERING AND FIN ISH IN G 

I covered my P-39 with Peck's Superlight 
white tissue, and airbrushed on two thin 
coats of clear nitrate. The insignia and num
bers were cut from frisket-paper, and thin 
coats of Aerogloss Fokker Red were ap
plied. I used alcohol to shrink the tissue on 
the tail feathers in an effort to avoid warps. It 
worked fine; the dope tightened the tissue 
just enough. The fuselage is covered in six 
sections: top left half, top right half, right 
side, bottom right half, bottom left half, and 
left side. It's a little more work, but it results

in a fairly wrinkle-free fuselage.
FINAL ASSEMBLY

Final assembly is pretty straightforward. 
You'll note that the wing has about 1/16 inch 
positive incidence, and the horizontal stab 
about 1/16 inch negative. No, I'm not kid
ding. You may have to clip the bottom of 
bulkhead "E" to make it fit the wing. Make 
some wingsaddle mounts from light 1/32- 
inch stock where the wing and fuselage 
meet. The cockpit also requires some clip
ping of formers for the floor. I vacu-formed 
my canopy from some three-mil acetate 
that I picked up at a drafting supply store. 
Ivan, the pilot, was hacked from balsa and 
painted with Floquil. As always, measure 
and eyeball the flight surfaces carefully to 
make sure that everything is straight and 
true.
FLIG H T ADJUSTMENTS

Now, in the midst of ail this nonsense, 
Doc Martin's latest newsletter happened to 
arrive, and in it was an article on peanut 
trimming by Butch Hadland. Well, since 
my low-wing peanuts generally have been, 
er, less than successful, I decided to try it his 
way.

The setup for the P-39 was as follows: left- 
left pattern, 1/8-inch left rudder, 1/8-inch 
wash-in on the left wing, 1/16-inch washout 
on the right wing, about 2 degrees right 
thrust, and a tad of downthrust.

The CG was located at about 12 percent 
with a 17-inch loop of 1/10-inch rubber in
stalled. Yes, I know that these settings sound 
awfully gross for a peanut, and I know that 
the CG  may be much more forward than 
what you're used to, but trust me (or Butch).

And, no, the P-39 did not fly out of my 
hand. I needed to remove half the down- 
thrust—then it flew out of my hand. Mine 
w ill do 30 seconds very reliably, and I'm 
not even close to the 49-foot maximum of 
our site. It also turns nice and tight, and I be
lieve that the ship would do well even in a 
small site. I suspect that better (lighter) 
builders than I w ill be able to use lighter 
rubber and that flight speeds w ill go down 
(and times up).

All in all, I found the Iron Dog to be a re
warding project. Give it a try and go Panzer 
hunting in your gym! ·

Big Birds........ Continued from page 23
quality.

Emil's plans also reflect his ability to de
sign airplanes that are light but not flimsy; 
planes that require relatively small engines 
and yet fly effortlessly on their wing. Here 
are the Spacewalker's specs: weight, 8.25 
pounds; wing span, 78 inches; wing area, 
1053 square inches; wing loading, 18.05 
oz/sq ft; airfoil, scale 4419; engine, O.S. 
.46SF  .61 tw o -cyc le  (co m p arab le  
four-cycle).

Dry Ridge's instruction books dovetail 
well with their plans, so scratchbuilding 
wouldn't be difficult, even if you've never 
tried it before.

These plans, the instruction manual, and 
two sets of logo decals are $30 postpaid, 
and a glass cowl and wheelpants are availa
ble from Fiberglass Master. The address is; 
Dry Ridge Models, 59 McCurry Road, 
W e ave rv ille , North C a ro lin a  28787;
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Γ Μ I N I -
MINI POWER AT ITS BEST: L IG H T W E IG H T  ·  Q U IC K C H A R G E Q U IET INSTANT ST A R T

PROPS PROI
HY-70
7 to 1 gear ratio 
Wheeling 19 grams

HY-70R............................
Sam e as HY-70 but 
Disconnects- SM e Batti

HY-70 and H Y  70R are

HY-42.............................................
Improwd version ol HY-48

$14.95 VL-111...........
or disengage Free- Includes HY-70.

snaps onto motor Connector, and Ac

$17.95
r. 7  V?" leads with Quick 
Motor

30 stie models

VL-111 R
Sam e a s VL-111 but 

(To substitute B

VL-102
Includes HY-42 Motor. P-1 Prop. 
Charge Plug and Cord. Accessory

ITEMS
...... $24.95

Props. Charge Cord and 
. spacers, etc.)

...............?. . .$27.95
Remote Battery Holder 

o l  above add S 3  00)

$32.95
iattery. S J  5 Switch, 
.tructions

P R O D U C T S
'  7871 ALABAM A A VEN U E

MAIL ORDERS: Add S2 00 Shipping & Handling 
California Residents add 6^% Sales Tax 

Send $1.00 for Complete. Illustrated Catalog
• # 16  ·  CAN O GA P A R K  ·  CA  91304

CHAI
EFC-500........
Low cost Quick Chari 
4  " D "  type battenes (i

FC-402...........
Idea l for a ccu ra te ly  

Above chart 

FLIGHT BATTERIES 
B-62 (HY-70) 2 x  50 mA-Hr -  9 g r a l  
B-63 (HY-70) 3 x  50 mA-Hr -  13 g r |
B-33L (HY-42) 3 x  100 m A-Hr- 2  
B-34L (HY-42) 4 x  100 mA-Hr -  3 
B-13L (HY-42) 3  x  180 mA-Hr -  34 grams 
B-141 (HY-42) 4 x  180 mA-Hr -  45 grams 
B-303L (HY-42) 3 x  450 mA-Hr -  64 grams

..................$18.95
Ϊ  Fhght Banenes only Requires

■ ...................... S37.95
g :n y  V L  Flight Ba tte ry 
fin VL F ie ld  box

NOW EVERYONE CAN FLY THE 
ULTIMATE R/C HELICOPTER... 

... ON YOUR COMPUTEJFrom Hie com
plete novice to the 
world's best, the 
Radio Control Helicopter Simulator 
lor IBM PCs and compatble computers is designed to give 
you a taste ol R/C helicopters without the time and ex
pense. With just a lew simple keystrokes you can 
configure your own helicopter; over 180 billion 
different combinations possble.

Imagine Hying inches oil the ground without 
having to worry about a costly engine or radio 
failure. Loop, rofl and fly invened without 
having to spend time to adjust linkages.

This simulator makes a great training aid for beginners. 
Also, seasoned veterans can brush up on tholrskills and try 
maneuvers that they wouldn't dare try at out the field 

Flying the helicopter is done with a lu l size 'transmitter'. 
The display shows your chopper asyouwouldseeitifyou 
were actually flying. The helicopter has autorotation, in
verted, and full aerobatic capabilities.

An aircraft version isalso available. It features dual rales 
and can be configured to fit any flying style.

W i l l  w o t  W O T *  O IL ----------------- -

This program t  dual joystick Transmeter combo re
quires the use ol an IBM PC, XT, AT computer or cnmpat- 
ble, equipped with a game port (IS pin plug). andaCGA 
or EGA graphics board

DAVE BRO W N  PRO DUCTS
4560 Layhigh Rd., Hamilton, Ohio 45013 · Ph: (513) 738-1576

(704)658-2663.
FIBERGLASS PROPS & MOUNTS

A reminder to all who fly during the 
winter that fiberglass props and engine 
mounts are more of a hazard during the 
cold weather because they can become 
brittle and break due to vibration, causing 
injury to anyone in the vicinity.

Don't forget that the bottom line is: safety! 
1988 IMAA FLY-IN FESTIVAL

Just got word that the 1988 Fly-In at St. 
Clairsville, Ohio, went well. There were 
over 250 pilots in attendance and they 
brought one helluva lot of airplanes with 
them.

The IMAA Directors did hold a meeting 
during those four days and voted on some 
important matters, like finally raising the 
dues to $15 (this w ill become effective next 
year), making the second board meeting of 
the year at the annual fly-in and not at 
Toledo, which had become a sort of tradi
tion because IMAA was founded at the 
1980 Toledo Show and because there were 
some problems that had to be ironed out 
first, and agreeing to have the 1989 IMAA 
Fly-In Festival at Odessa, Texas, instead of at 
Oshkosh (the Mecca). The Odessa people 
had sent a very impressive proposal pack
age to all IMAA Directors and, hopefully, 
Odessa w ill live up to the expectations 
presented. We're hoping that Oshgosh w ill 
be okay for the 1990 Festival.
BIG BIRD BASH

The Puget Sound Rocs 6th Annual BIG 
Bird Bash & Tea Social was held on July 23 
and 24, and once again we had outstanding 
weather.

We had a swell turnout of both pilots and 
spectators, and this year raffled off a 19-inch 
TV  that was won by a Canadian visitor.

In keeping with IMAA rules, only door 
prizes and awards for being the youngest 
and oldest pilots and for having traveled the 
longest distance were handed out.

It was kinda hot on both Saturday and 
Sunday, but everyone had a most enjoyable 
time.
THOUGHT OF THE MONTH

This comes to us from the Brazoria 
County Modelers Association Newsletter.

The three most important things are: 
Keep It Light; Don't Build It Heavy; and It 
Shouldn't Wfeigh Much.

Al Alman, 16501-4th Avenue Court East, 
Spanaway, Washington 98387; (206)535-

1549. Keep our outstanding safety record 
going, at the field and in your shop. And 
don't forget those cards, letters, and photos 
'cause this is your column. ·

E lectric ................Continued from page 34

at 4 inches, diameter at 8 inches (the actual 
values used in this data), and calculate rpm. 
When you do, you get 11,213 rpm. The ac
tual rpm in the data was 12,000. This is cer
tainly close enough for our purposes, 
which is to get estimates.

Now that we know the method works, the 
world is ours! Bob Kopski mentioned in his 
previous columns that he likes the Astro 
cobalt 15 especially because it is so versa

tile, and can be used as anything in the 05 
to 15 range. As Bob has pointed out also, 
the 05 etc. numbers are so vague that they 
are nearly worthless, so let's specify this as 
anything in the 90-watt (sport 05) to 250- 
watt (competition 15) range. For example, 
perhaps we want to run the 15 as a "strong" 
05, about 140 watts input, on 7 sub C cells. 
We would like to know rpm and prop size. 
Let's set the current at 20 amps and assume 
that a 7-cell pack w ill be able to put 7 volts 
at the motor terminals. This is a very simpli
fied picture, remember, for estimation only. 
In reality, the terminal voltage w ill be 
slightly lower, due to wiring losses. Any
how, use the values of R and k we already 
got, and solve the "E" equation for rpm. The
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QUARTER-SCALE CAP 10B

“The CAP 10B is the only CAP I have ever flown that showed absolutely no 
tendencies to stall a wing on landing no matter how slow I flew it! It is extremely 
docile to land but is capable of full aerobatics including Lomcevaks. It is a 
pleasure to fly —Ronnie Kemp

$ 2 6 0 . 0 0
W ing area: 
W ingspan : 
Length: 
Weight: 
W ing Load :

980 sq . in. 
75 in. 
62 in. 

13-16 lbs. 
35  oz/sq. ft.

Kit includes: fiberglass fuse
lage with formers installed, 
fiberglass rudder and wheel 
pants, balse-sheeted foam 
core wings and stab, precut 
landing gear blocks, and 
vacuum-formed canopy.

Yellow Aircraft & Hobby Supplies Ltd.
11918 98th Ave. E.t Puyallup, Washington 98373 (206) 845-8195

W ARBIRD CHECK-OUT VIDEOS

The F4U Corsair”
fam iliar "b a n t"  w ing w a n im · fight·»

WARBIRD CHECK OUTS— Vol. I
"Flying The P-40 Warhawk” COLORI
T h a  W W  II CuMiea-Wrtghl lighter m ade fam ous by I ha  F ly in g  T ig e r ·.

“Flying
C h e ck  out tha

“Flying The F6F Hellcat”
S ta n ·, d ivas  land ings and takeoffs a re  ju st a pari of th is  fly ing  experien ce

"Flying The SB2A-4 Buccanneer”
T h e  B u ccanneer found u s  p iece  In wartim e activ it ie s aa a scout plana

"Flying the TBF Avenger"
Air-to-air photography dem onstrating com bat techn iques.

NF132 — 5 Complete Programs, 2 Hr»......... Only * 3 9 · ·

v h s  & b e t a  |

WARBIRD CHECK OUTS—Vol. Ill
n En g land  It w as

•Flying
iom e 05OO wen

WARBIRD CHECK OUTS— Vol. II
“Flying The Twin Engine P-38”
G ot the |θΟ ofescorting  U S  bombers over enem y territory in  broad daylight

"Flying The B-25 Mitchell Bomber"
Choaen by 3>mmy Doolittle for the fam ous Tokyo  raid

“Flying The Twin Boom P-61”
T h e  "B la c k  W ido w " sought out invisib le  ta rge ts with so ph isticated  radar

“Flying The Twin Engine A-26”
P ilo t 's  "h o t s h ip ."  flying adequate ly on )ust one o f If a W-2SOO eng ines

NF145 — 4 Complete Programs, 100 Min.....Only *39®e

“Flying The P-51 Mustang”
T h e  m oel im portant fighter in  the  8th Fighter Com m  
designed , bull! end flown in  117 d ays

“Flying The A-20 Bomber”
The most fam ous in a  long line  of co nven tio n ·! Ugtrt attack bomber a ircraft

The P-39: Introduction"
e  burn An unusual design  with engine located m id-fuselage 

and noeewheet type landing gear

“Flying the P-39: Advanced”
T h e  P-30 A irecob ra  in high speed night m aneuvers end  com bat.

NF-151 — 4 Complete Programs, 110 Min....Only * 3 9 ee
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
Any 2 Vols. *75·», All 3 Vole. *107»» 

CALL TOLL FREE

IN CA (213) 827-8666
Snipping Pad n  U 8  4 Canada Forego Orders Add 45 00 
SPEC IFY BETA OB VHS CaMome Res Add 4H  S tfe · Te i

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
inctud· No 4 t ip  Dels

Send to: NFV, 13470 Washington Bb d ., Ste. 308, Marin· <M Rcy, CA 90292

numbers w ill be (7.0 - 3.4)/7.0 x 104 = 5,140 
rpm. Power out w ill be 140 watts - (20 
amps)-' x .17 ohms -  72 watts. Let's choose 
a diameter of 11 inches and find the pitch. 
Set this in the "prop equation" and you get 
72/746 -  P x 114 5140YI.4 x 10r . This gives 
a pitch of 6.8, or 7 inches. This is exactly 
what you would use for a strong 05 with a 
gearbox and an 11 x 7 prop. So, you can use 
the 15 as an 05, driving the same prop, with
out the need fora gearbox. Compare this to 
the data Bob presented in his Model Avia
tion August '88 column, which gave 5500

rpm on an 11x7 prop for a cobalt 05 with 
gearing drawing 21.3 amps at 6.65 volts. I 
find  th is  c lo se  an agreem ent very 
impressive!

Do note how much loss there is due to 
the internal resistance of the 15 armature. 
Half the power is gone due to this; the effi
ciency is only (72/140) x  100 = 51.4%. This is 
why there are fewer turns on an 05, so the 
resistance losses at lower voltages w ill be 
less. A good rule of thumb is that the arma
ture resistance should be about equal to the 
resistance in the battery pack. This w ill be

approximately .012 ohms times the number 
of cells. Last month I ran the data for the 
geared cobalt 05, this gives values of .084 
ohms for the 05 armature, and 8.81 x 104 
fork. This comes close to the rule of thumb. 
Efficiency for the 05 with this setup is 73 
percent. You may wish to set up ail this as 
graphs. If so, the most common layouts are 
current, power in, power out, and efficiency 
as the vertical axes, rpm as the horizontal 
axis; or current, power, efficiency, and rpm 
as the vertical axes, and torque as the 
horizontal axis. The torque in Nm (New
tons x meters) is power out (watts) x 
9.549/rpm. If you prefer inch x ounce, the 
conversion is 1.0 Nm = 141.6 in-oz.

You may want a more detailed "window" 
into the motor. If so, use the following equa
tion for the motor at zero rpm (rotor 
locked): E -  V(brushes) + I x R. (E -  vol
tage at motor terminals.)

Since you can measure E at the motor ter
minals, and I, and you know R from the 
previous work, you can find the voltage 
drop of the brushes and therefore their re
sistance. However, the current values can 
get very high, so I suggest that you use be
tween a quarter to a third of the voltage 
(cells) that the motor is rated for. The Astro 
15, for example, could be safely tested with 
three to four cells on "locked load." An As
tro 05 would be all right on two cells, and so 
on. Brush resistance is a good item to know; 
it is one of the major reasons for the jump in 
performance in the Astro 035.

Well enough for now! There is lots more, 
of course, but you have all the basics as of 
now to measure and predict your motor 
performance. Have fun! Ifyou wanta very in 
depth analysis of permanent magnet DC 
motors, I recommend the book Permanent- 
Magnet and Brushless DC Motors by T. 
Kenjo and S. Nagamore, published by O x
ford University Press, ISBN 0-19-856214-4 
hardbound, ISBN 0-19-856217-9 paper
back. This book has the most information in 
one place that I have seen. It includes pro
grams in Basic so you can run motor param
eters on the computer. My only criticism is 
that often the equations get needlessly 
elaborate; they could have been kept 
simple.

Wow, have there been a lot of new prod
ucts coming out in the last month! Cox has 
the Electric Malibu RTF plane, HiLine has 
their IMP 30-watt motor, Jomar has a beauti
ful new throttle using surface mount tech
nology called the SM-4 and shortly w ill 
have the equivalent in the SM-5 mini for 
100-watt (05) or smaller motors and w ill 
have a charger capable of charging 24-cell 
packs at a constant current between 3.5 to 4 
amps.

I have been flying the Cox Electric 
Malibu, and I like it. It is a foam, ready-to-fly 
plane. In fact, if you have seen the Cox EZ 
Bee, you have seen the Malibu; the only dif
ference is an electric motor instead of gas. 
The motor is small, about 020 size, and is 
about 40 watts input. The Malibu comes in 
a complete package, battery pack and 
charger included, with a Cox two-channel 
radio for a suggested retail of $333, or with
out the radio for a suggested retail of $216. 
As usual, this is often discounted quite a bit.
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Η b b y S / u  p p 1 y
Premier

Competition Hobby 
Shop

2 C Y C L E  E N G IN ES
Retail Sale

.25 FP 94.95 53.50
40 FP 104.95 56.50
.40 SFABC 199.95 109.50
.46 SFABC 219.95 122.50
.61 SFABC 294.95 162.50
.40 VRP G 229.95 129.50
SUPER TIG RE
S-.25 ABC 124.95 69.98
S-.40 ABC 154.95 92.98
S-.45 ABC 159.95 94.98
S-.61 ABC 219.95 117.98
X-.40 PYLON 179.95 119.98
G .40 Sport 119.95 69.50
6-.49 Sport 129.95 70.50
ST-.60 C l Stunt 169.95 84.95
ROSSI
.40 ABC 199.95 117.50
FOX
.40 R/C BB DLX 109.95 64.98
.35 Stunt 44.95 26.98
K&B
.20 Sportser 62.00 36.98
.45 Sportser 64.00 37 98
.65 Sportser 99.95 "59.98
.40 R/C BB 100.00 58.98
.61 R/C 8B 120.00 69.98
.15 BB Conquest 82.50 48.98

4 C Y C L E  E N G IN E S
Retail Sale

SAITO
FA 45 169.95 129.50
FA 50 199.95 152.98
FA 65 229.95 169.95
FA 80 264.95 ■191.95·
FA90T 469.95 364.98
FA120S 399.95 289.98

FS 40 Surpass 259.95 129.50
FS 48 Surpass 299.95 156.50
FS 91 Surpass 399.95 223.50
FS 120 Surpass 549.95 309.98
IS
120 FS 523.95 357.98

A  D i v i s i o n  o f  H o b b y  T o w n  

I n c .  /
T a c o m a ,  W A  9 8 4 4 4

The
Edge (Irom Paragon Model Products)

Quickie 500 Racer
Holder of the N.W. Quickie 500 Record 

Fiberglass and Foam Kit

all wood included$7995
Radios

Retail Sale
FUTABA
2NBR 114.95 63.95
Magnum Jr/Std 159.95 86.95
4NL Conquest w/3 234.95 109.95
5 NLP PCM/Std 419.95 234.95
6 NL Conquest/AM 294.95 161.95
6 NL Conquest/FM 309.95 180.95
7FGK/FM 429.95 209.95
7 FGHI/S-130 519.95 252.95
6 FGK/AM 345.95 186.95

F o r  im m e d ia te  s h ip m e n t :
National Watts (includes WA):1-800-541-0645
Information & local residents 

(2 0 6 ) 5 3 1 -8 1 1 1  
H o u rs :

Mon to Fri 10:00 to 8:00 PM 
Saturday 10:00 to 6:00 PM 
"Su n d a y  12:00 to 5:00 PM

<P a c if ic  S ta n d a rd  T im e )

M ail c h e c k s  & m o n e y  

o rd e rs  to : Northwest Hobby 
Supply

P.O . Box 44577 
Tacoma. WA 98444.

Pylon Racing 
Specialty 

Outlet

K IT S
Retail Sale

C G Electra Dlx 69.95 38.95
Midwest Aerostar .20 59.95 38.95
Midwest Aerostar .40 84.95 5595
Midwest Super Hots 89.95 58.95
Prather LiL Toni QM 109.95 85.95
Prather LiL Toni F1 145.95 113.95
Sig Banshee C/l 34.95 22.50
Sig Super Chipmunk C/L55.95 35.95
Sig Magnum C/L 79.95 51.50
Sig Spacewalker 300.00 •192.00·

Starter Package
Midwest Aerostar .40 Trainer

O.S. max .40 FP engine
Futaba Conquest 4NL w/ 4 servos

RETAIL $464.80
Standard Sale Price $241.35
CO M BO  S P E C IA L $235.95

A C C E S S O R IE S
Retail Sale

PERFORMANCE SPECIALTIES
Firewall Motor Mounts
(OS 40/45 FSR, ST40/45, OS 40/46 3F,
K&B 6.5, ROSSI 40) 17.95 15.25
2” Aluminum Spinners 25.00 21.25
2.25” Nylon Racing Wheels 6.95 5.95
Axle for Racing Wheels Assbly 2.50
Air Shrink Tubing 2.25 1.90
O-Rings (10) 5.00 4.25
(Call about other PYLON RACING Accessoies)
SULLIVAN
601 HTD Starter 49.95 29.95
603 Dynatron Starter 74.95 44.95
SONIC TRONICS
Power Panel 44.95 26.95
12V Fuel Pump 15.95 9.50
DUBRO
Kwik Klip II 5.95 3.50
Kwik Klip III w/charger 22.95 13.95
GOLDBERG
Super Tote Box 44.95 26.95

Payment: Visa, MasterCard, Checks, & C.O.D. (C.O.D. charge $3.50) Make checks and money orders payable to Northwest Hobby Supply.
Terms: Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for checks and money orders. Visa and MasterCard will not be charged until we ship your order. Prices are subject to change. 
Authorized returns only. Returns may be subject to a restocking fee.
Tax: Washington State residents add 7.8% sales tax._______________________________________________________________________________________



CONGRATULATIONS
=ϊ% 1987  N A T’S W IN N E R S

1st P lace
MASTERS - JIM EIDE 

EXPERT - GENE MAXWELL 
SPORTSMAN - GENE RODGERS

AGAIN - OUR THANKS 
TO ALL THE 

TIPO” FLYERS 
THIS YEAR!

J—- Now available: TIPO- 
TIPO 750. HIPPO TIPO (825), Write or call tor full information.

DICK HANSON MODELS
AVA ILABLE D IREC T FROM  5269 LUCKY CLOVER LANE

MURRAY UTAH 8412 Ϊ

A LL SH IPP IN G  VIA UPS 
U PS C H A R G ES  EXTRA 
PHONE (801) 261-1402

(CANOPIES & SHADES)
T IR E D  OF T R IP P IN G  OVER ROPES AND STA K ES? 

T IR E D  OF BLOWING AWAY?
C A N 'T  S E T  UP ON PAVEMENT?

★  Extra Strong Galvanized Steel

The motor pack is a six-cell, 450-mAh pack; 
the charger is a 15-minute timer with resis
tor that plugs into a car cigarette lighter. I 
used the NorCal AccuCharger peak charger 
instead of the supplied charger. Flight times 
with this charger were in the 5- to 6-minute 
range. Flying weight with the Cox two- 
channel Cadet radio was 28 ounces. Climb 
was quite good; one circuit around the field 
gave enough altitude to clear phone poles, 
etc. Maximum altitude was about 400 to 
500 feet. Handling characteristics were 
very docile; turns to the right would 
straighten up by themselves, and turns to

★  Heavy Duty Steel Fittings

the left required that you stop them with 
some right. The prop turns opposite to what 
is conventional; i.e., clockwise as seen fac
ing the plane.

My feeling is that this plane w ill be very 
suitable for beginners; it almost flies itself. 
A couple of orientation flights with an in
structor should get a beginner on their way 
quite well. It is the easiest RTF to fly that I 
have tested, other than the Canario, and the 
climb is much better than the Canario. Cox 
has a winner here.

My only criticisms are very inadequate 
wire in the harness and the glass fuse/plas-

tic holder that has been so much trouble in 
every plane in which it has been used. I 
strongly recommend replacing the wire 
with good high-flex wire and the fuse with a 
spade lug-type of automotive fuse. You may 
well gain 10 percent more power, and that 
w ill give a lot more altitude and some addi
tional duration. I recommend the plane.

HiLine is a new company to me, the ad
dress is P.O. Box 1283, Bethesda, Maryland 
20817. If you send an SASE I think they w ill 
send you a catalog; they specialize in very 
small electric power systems. Don Srull did 
a very fine job on mini electrics in the Sep
tember issue of Model Aviation, including 
a Dox, the 12-motored seaplane! Anyhow, 
HiLine's prices are very reasonable, you can 
get a kit for two mini motors with gear drive 
for only $12.95! You do have to rewind these 
motors, and the wire is provided. The mo
tors are only 18 grams, run on three Ni-Cd 
cells, and can fly models up to 125 sq. in. 
and 4 ounces, or double that if you are fly
ing a twin motor design. But, to the IMP 30! 
It is only $10.95, weighs two ounces and 
w ill fly models of up to 300 sq. in. and 10 
ounces weight. It uses three Ni-Cd cells, 
draws ten amps, and w ill turn a Top Flight 
nylon 5x3 prop at 10,500 rpm. The motor 
weighs 1.9 ounces, the entire power pack
age is 4 ounces if 275 mAh cells are used. 
You can buy the system which includes bat
teries, switch, fuse, and wire, for $26.95. I 
have not flown one yet, but I do have the 
motor, and it looks like it w ill perform as 
advertised.

Last, but not least, the )omar SM-4 speed 
control is a work of art. It uses surface 
mount technology and is only 3/16 inch 
thick by 1.5 x 1.5 inches. It could easily slip 
into an envelope. The tiny surface mount 
components when seen from above look 
like an aerial photo of a shopping mall! Joe 
Utasi says that the SM-5 using surface 
mount technology is smaller yet! Prices on 
these right now are $85 for the SM-4, and 
$70 on the SM-5. Joe says these are the 
Porsche of the speed controls, and I believe 
it just looking at them, lam  looking forward 
to flying mine.

For now, fly the formula for fun, fly elec
tric! ·

A b in g d o n ...............C o n tin u ed  from  page 19

storage. It is impossible to overstate the 
achievement of this project, and I wish 
Gerry and his pals lots of luck.

I would need to take up more magazine 
space than would be prudent to do justice 
to the event and the variety of models on 
display, but there now appears to be very 
few designs that escape the determined and 
imaginative builder's scrutiny. As fan and 
engine development continues, I can fore
see the day when even the very early jet air
craft can be built to true scale and deliver a 
realistic flight profile. There were so many 
prototypes around there isn't space to cover 
them all. It was only a matter of time before 
somebody produced a model of the Edgely 
Optica ducted-prop light observation air
craft. Sure enough, this year John Wright 
brought along a beautifully modeled ver
sion which emulated the full-size aircraft 
with an extremely stable and relatively slow

Thesa ara the sama rig id  frame aun ahada a uaad by tha 
Academy of Modal Aaronautica for o fflo a l ahada at tha 
Mationala since 1983.

Fast sat up by one paraon, compact storage, availab le in two 
atylaa , f la t  top or peak top. 12 sizaa availab le from I  x 10 
to 20 x 30. Tope availab le in blua, white, s i lv e r  and aunacrean.
Prices s ta rt at $75.00 coaplata F.O .B.

C LU B S : Sh ade  th e  e n t i r e  p i t  a r e a ,  s a f e l y  and e c o n o m ic a l ly
4 0 ' t o  6 0 ' s p e c i a l s .

TX J E D 'S  SHADE CANOPIES
643 S .  B ro o k h u r s t  A v e .

F u l l e r t o n ,  C a l i f o r n i a  92633 
H r*—) a (7 1 4 ) 7 7 3 -9 5 0 9  a
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Z -E n d s
An extending reach, slick tip for Zap glues. 
Allows you to get into hard-to-reach areas. 
Comes packed with 10 Z-Ends and a 12” 
coil of special micro dropper tubing in a 
neat little reusable clear plastic container. 
Use the micro dropper tubing on Zap CA, 
Plasti Zap, and High Strength Zap Lock. Use 
the Z-Ends on other products.

COLLEGE OF GLUE KNOWLEDGE

P ro f. S t ic k y  V o n S h tu c k Pacer Tech, Campbell CA

MAP Argus Plans & Drawings
Free flight plans-vintage, scale, competition & gliders. 
U-Control plans-vintage, scale & competition.
R/C aircraft plans-scale, competition, sport & gliders.

Boat plans-sport, power, sail, competition, yachts & steam. 
Car plans.
Plans for steam, petrol & traction engines. Locomotives, 
buildings, cannons & clocks.

Scale drawings of military, civil, private & light aircraft, 
as well as scale drawings of military vehicles.

Every type of plan for the scratch builder. All ________________________
catalogs $3.00 each, or all 3 for $7.50. Spec- j .m . LUPPERGER PLANS 
ify catalog desired, and make your check pay- ’ 1 304  pa|m Avenue 
able to J.M. Lupperger Plans. California resi- Huntington Beach, CA 92648 
dents add 6 % tax. Allow 2 -4  wks delivery.

P lan s
H andbook

O n e

P lan s
H andbook

Two

P la n s
Handbook

T h re e

flight profile. There were several other un
usual models present, and Jim Harrison im
pressed all with his plan-built Star Cobra 
double delta canard model. His extremely 
high angle of attack approaches and even 
touch and goes delighted the crowd and 
proved the merits of true canard perfor
mance. My own flying club site is public 
park land, and most of my models are un
suitable for small field operation. This 
model and several others opened up the 
possibilities for this situation.

Reg Smith, who fully recovered from the 
loss of his magnificent TSR2 at Swinderby, 
brought his MiG 25 and Crusader along. 
The M iG's performance last year was 
slightly marginal unless the engines were 
on song. His efforts at Swinderby showed 
some improvement; Reg excelled himself at 
this year's Abingdon event with a spirited 
takeoff and a very sprightly performance. 
The thrust improvement was so noticeable 
that I thought Reg had replaced his O.S. 46s 
with larger engines. Not so! Reg informed 
me that he was using the new Thorpe fan 
units. Peter and Paul produced 65- to 80- 
size fans for their very successful Thorjet 
units. The shroud is common to all three en
gine sizes, the fans having a common di
ameter. They have developed the 5-blade 
45-size fan and produced a 60- to 65-size 7- 
blade unit and a 80 to 90 9-blade version. 
The interesting point regarding Reg Smith's 
application was the marrying of the O.S. 46 
to the seven-blade fan. The improvement in 
thrust, although not measured, was evi
dent. The O.S. engines appeared to be in no 
way overloaded and possessed that com
forting healthy purity of sound that comes 
from the 22,000 plus rev range that means 
optimum thrust.

Flight line discipline was of the highest 
order. Anybody stepping on the runway 
w ithout a model or transm itter was 
pounced on and escorted back to the grass 
dispersal. Safety is all-important on these 
occasions to preserve our past safety record 
and ensure future opportunities to use this 
superb and by now traditional venue for the

oldest and we "Brits" still believe the best 
fan meeting in the world.

I leave you with the photographic record 
which says far more than the text. ·

A R F s .........................C o n tin u ed  from  page 3 7

built by the pilot, borrowed from a friend, or 
a prefab job flown right out of the box. The 
rules are simple and should be kept so, as 
constant rule changing leads only to confu
sion. And, of course, you can choose from 
many ARFs on the market if you don't feel 
like constructing a traditional model. But 
remember, above all, the main objective is 
to have fun!
MAILBAG

This month's mailbag produced an inter
esting letter which posed some very intrigu
ing questions. Frank Palermo, of Tulsa, Ok
lahoma, asks for information which may 
prove to be of benefit to our general reader- 
ship, so here is what he writes:

"I have had some experience with R/C 
cars, but for years I have been wanting to 
take up flying R/C airplanes. I have good 
coordination and manual dexterity, but I 
just don't have the time or inclination to

build models. Before readingyourexcellent 
columns, I had been under the impression 
that ARFs are not really suitable as trainers, 
so up until now I have been sitting on the 
sidelines. Now I realize that there are a 
number of good trainers I can buy which 
w ill get me into the air with a minimum of 
work, so I am now ready to take a crack at 
R/C flying.

"I would like to ask you for a specific 
recommendation as to what trainer to buy, 
but I realize you probably would rather not 
like to try picking one plane out as being 
best for me. However, I know you have ad
vised that a good trainer should be a big, 
slow-flying model with a large wingspan, 
plenty of wing area, and a light wing load
ing. O f all the ARF trainers being made to
day, which one would you say best fulfills 
the requirements you have stipulated?

"Many thanks for your fine articles. You 
can be sure you have acquired a devoted 
reader." Thanks for not putting me on the 
spot by demanding a recommendation for 
the best ARF trainer available, as I really 
don't think I am prepared to answer such a 
question. But you do ask for some specific 
information, and this is something I can
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The ‘super’ systems 
Maneuver, mix, adjust, 
reverse and monitor.

We introduced expo rates!
Three, six and eight channels

“STILL THE BEST!” 
c M IL L C O T T

Millcott Corporation 
177-F Riverside Ave. Newport Beach CA 92663

M IC R O S Box 1063 Lorain, Ohio 44055 
Phone (216) 282-8354

PC-6 Porter

PEANUT SCALE
Piper Vagabond 
Piper Cub 
Stinson 125
Outdoor kits each . .  $7.50 
Light Indoor

kits each. $7.95

OUTDOOR PEANUT
Super Scale . $7.50 
Hornet P-30 . $13.95

SPORT SCALE
PC-6 Porter 
Taylor Craft 
Stinson Voyager 
Rubber or CO* 1 Power 
Kits each. . .  $8.50

SPORT MODELS
An Embryo Model 
w ith  18" Span 
designed to  w in l 
For beginners and 
experts. . .  $8.50

HARD-TO-FIND ITEMS
Early Bird Tissue for Antique Aircraft................. $6.96
True Olde Japanese Tissue, 10 in 3 colors.......... *6 96
Japanese Tissue, 12 in β colors ........................ *3.96
Microlite Silver............................................... $3.96
Microfilm -  *4.96 Glue -  $1.75 Solvent — $1.60
Condenser Paper. 3 sheets..............................  m .60
Plan Service over 17 Scale, Sport Scale & Peanut Scale
Rubber Strip .020 thru .085...................... each $1,96

3/32 thru 5/32..................................... each *2.60
Winder 6:1 .. *6.96 Mark 116:1 ... *12.96

Complete Line of Brown CO* Motors 
Balsa Wood Outdoor & Indoor Sheets & Strips 
Add 10% Postage — Minimum Postage *1.60 

COMPLETE CATALOG *1.60

easily give you. However, before I do, I want 
to thank Frank for his letter, as it certainly 
backs up my belief that the myriad of ARFs 
available on today's market is having the ef
fect of drawing new people into our R/C 
sport/hobby. These new devotees are peo
ple who would have taken up another 
pastime if getting into R/C flying was only 
made possible by building a conventional 
model.

Now, Frank wants to know what ARF 
trainer offers the biggest wingspan, largest 
wing area, and lowest wing loading. Fortu
nately, extensive personal research has em
powered me to supply you with this precise 
information. To the best of my knowledge,

‘Matched Performance System” 
for TOP PERFORMANCE

K&8 EN G IN E S  
Akpiane Marine

K& B F U E L S  K& B GLOW PLU GS 
9  Blends 4 Choices

“Matched Finish System” 
for BEST APPEARANCE

K&B F IB E R G L A S S  CLO TH K&B Micro-Balloons F IL L E R  
K&B S U P E R  PO XY R ES IN  K&B S U P E R  PO XY TH IN N ER 

K&B S U P E R  PO XY P R IM ER  K&B S U P E R  PO XY PAINT 
K&B M IXING CU PS

< a = >
K & B  M A N U F A C T U R IN G

1 2 1 5 2  W o o d r u f f  A v e n u e  
D o w n e y .  C a l i f o r n i a  9 0 2 4 1

the ARF trainer which best personifies the 
attributes you desire is the Thunder Tiger 
Skylark 40T as imported by Global Hobby 
Distributors and available at most hobby 
shops.

As a trainer, this model has a lot going for 
it. It has a high wing with a flat-bottomed 
airfoil, which is such a great asset in a 
novice-type plane, and a tricycle landing 
gear, which contributes to optimum ground 
handling. The wingspan is a whopping 68.6 
inches, wing area is 736 square inches, and 
wing loading with a 5-pound flying weight 
figures out at about 15.6 ounces per square 
foot, which places the Skylark 40T squarely 
in the floater category. The 40T is supplied 
fully built, sanded, and covered with a heat- 
shrink plastic film in a high visibility color 
scheme. Recommended engine size is .35 
to .45, so a good .40 two-stroke engine 
should prove ideal. The manufacturer indi
cates that four-channel operation is re
quired, but I see no reason why aileron 
operation would be necessary in the basic 
training stage. I'm sure that the ailerons 
could be easily immobilized should three- 
channel operation be desired. Be sure you 
get the 40T. There is a 40H which is similar, 
but for more advanced beginners. This air
craft has a semi-symmetrical airfoil and less 
wing area.

At this point I would like to make it clear 
that I have not personally flight-tested the 
Skylark 40T, but I have seen it flown by oth
ers. It appeared to be a winner to me. To 
really gild the lily, the price of this trainer is

only $99.99! Don't forget, this includes all 
hardware, wheels, and fuel tank. A ll you 
need supply is engine and radio.

Before concluding, I want to serious warn 
you not to attempt to teach yourself how to 
fly R/C. In spite of what you may have read 
or heard, this is almost impossible for most 
people. Find yourself a competent instruc
tor, because if you don't, your chances of 
wrecking your plane and injuring yourself 
or some innocent bystander are much too 
high to risk.

Questions, comments, and inquiries of 
all kinds pertaining to ARFs are welcome 
and encouraged. I pledge to personally an
swer each and every letter (an SASE would 
be appreciated), and whenever space per
mits we w ill publish those of general inter
est. Write me at 2267 Alta Vista Drive, Vista, 
California 92084; (619)726-6636. Thanks 
for your help in getting this crate of a col
umn off the ground. Now that we've made 
our last landing for the day, we'll roll her 
into the hangar and see you again next 
month. ·

Free Flight. . . .  Continued from page 59

forthcoming in Pond's column as well as in 
this column; perhaps even next month, so 
stay tuned.
THE HONG KONG EXPERIENCE

Last month, I noted that I would be taking 
a vacation trip to Hong Kong. I posed the 
question, is there free flight in Hong Kong? 
Well, I am here to tell you that if free flight 
exists in Hong Kong, I wasn't able to find it. 
Additionally, although about 25 hobby 
shops are listed in the telephone directory, I 
was only able to locate two of them. One 
specialized in radio-controlled cars only 
and was staffed by two people, neither of 
whom spoke enough English to assist me 
with finding a shop that might know about 
free flight. (Just how do you say "free flight" 
in Chinese anyhow?) The other was a more 
general-purpose hobby shop, featuring not 
only R/C cars but other radio-controlled 
models as well. Japanese R/C engines were 
for sale for reasonable process and nearly 
all of the equipment featured was of the 
ARF variety. No free flight building or flight 
items, such as real Japanese tissue, engine 
timers, and the like were available.

I did embark on a hunt to find the Hong 
Kong Model Supply Co., Ltd. This com
pany, which is one of the oldest and most 
established outfits in the country, had just 
moved to a new location a few months be
fore we arrived. The new location was 
posted in the shop that occupied the build
ing. I followed the directions to the new lo
cation, close to the waterfront docks, where 
the only language that was spoken by the 
people we attempted to talk to was 
Chinese. It was a fruitless search, and one 
that might have been more successful if the 
street addresses were in English. Needless 
to say, it was a disappointing venture.

Hong Kong itself is a delight to visit, but if 
the hobby industry is alive and well, you 
can't prove it by me.
GOLLYWOCKS GALORE!

Recently, I received a letter from Tom He- 
pler of MACH (Model Airplane Club of 
Huntsville). Tom sent along some pictures
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New 
Cox 
Electric 
Malibu
E le c t r i c  A R F *  N e v e r  F l e w  B e t t e r

I f  you’re like m any R/C pilots, you’d like the con v en ience o f  an e lec tric  A R F . . . spend an 
hour assem bling , go to the nearest schoolyard . Hip a sw itch and you’re in the a i r . . . But you’re 
w orried an e lec tric  airp lane won’t m eet your perform ance expectations. S o  depend on the 
m odel a irp lane com pany you can  trust. F ly  the C o x  E le c tr ic  M alib u , becau se with it. e lec tric  
A R F  never flew better.

T h e  E le c tric  M alibu ’s m aneuverability provides fun flights for the m ost experienced  pilots, 
and it's so  stable beginners fly successfu lly. T h e  secret to this superior perform ance is m ax i
mum thrust and m inim um  w eight -  a powerful M abuchi R K -3 7 0  m otor and a lightw eight a ir
fram e. Add the huge 5 2 " g lid er-sty le , polyhedral w ing and the E le c tric  M alibu  has the speed, 
lift and stability to c lim b  hundreds o f  feet.

B ecau se  it’s a  true A R F  and not a kit, the E le c tr ic  M alibu  assem b les quickly — in about one 
hour. And your purchase is convenient and less expensive becau se everything you need is in 
one package: e lec tr ic  m otor, n ickel cadm ium  battery p ack , quick charg er and with o r w ith 
out C ad et tw o-channel radio.

But best o f  a ll, the quiet e lectric  m otor w on’t d isturb neighbors, so  you can  fly at any nearby 
large field .

S o  have fun with the convenient A R F  that flies great. Ask your local hobby retailer for the 
new C o x  E le c tr ic  M alibu .

♦A lm ost Ready To F ly

Cox Hobbies, Inc.
1525 E .  W a rn er Ave.
S a n ta  A n a , C A  9 2 7 0 5  e m s
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The NewTRC Impulse II with features 
no other field charger can match.
• Charges glow plug cells, on board ignititlon 
packs, anything trorn 1 to 12 cells plus 12V 
Lead Acid Batterieslll
■ TRCs Voltage Acceleration charge detec
tor allows you to safely fast change NtCad 
cells that were not designed for fast charg
ing.
• Automatic Pulse mode tor slow charging.
• 10 minute charge lime for 500 MA packs I
• Comes complete with agarette lighter plug 
and two output plugs.
• One year warranty on all parts and labor.

Trc
0-10972 10th Ave. N.W. 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49504 
(616) 453-8527

dam add 4% sales tax.

□  Check endowed □  Vi

□  COO □  Mastered

Acct.*
Name 
A d d re e e

CHy_________________  Stale
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Hobby H
A  hobby specials

orn
hobby specialties

Kits from 
P& W

Model Service
1935 M iss Amorica 84* $ 7 i 96 1936 Buccaneer 84* $59  96
1937 Dallarre 108*' $75.16 1938 Clipper Mk I 72“ $ 4 1 5 6
1938 Kloud K ing 63* $42 36 1938 Powertwuse 84* $53  56
1938 Record Breaker 96“ $69.56 1938 Trenton Terror 72* $40  76
1939 Korda W ake 44’  $19 1 6 1939 Mercury 72* $58 36
1939 Zipper 54* $53 56 1940 Ranger 46* $31 96
1940 Sailplane 78* $84 76 1940 So Long 50* $30.36
1941 Brigidier 56* $40 76 1941 Super Quaker 78* $72  76
1941 Playboy J r  54* $ 3 1 1 6  1941 Playboy Sr 80* $ 5 1 1 6
1941 Brooklyn Dodger 56* S42.36

Midway Model Co .: Fu ll K its
1936 Flying Quaker 84* $64 76 1938 Powerhouse 50*
1937 Long Cab in  78* $47  16
1937 Quaker F la s h e r  $45  56 
1937 A»r Chief 6 1* $35  96
1940 New Ruler 74* $71.16

$29 96
1939 A  T Sporlser 50* $29 96
1940 Buzzard Bombshell

72* span M  $56 96
50* span M  $35 96

T he  above k its  q u a lify  fo r Sam  events ( F F  &  R /C ), and feature 
the h ighest q ua lity  m ach ine cut &  sanded parts, a ll sheet &  strip  
wood. w ire . &  w in dow  m ateria l. M o st p lans arc the o rig ina l 
F F . but the m ode ls  are e a s ily  con ve rtib le  to 3ch R /C .

Sailplanes, E lectric  Power or Gas K its
. MIDWAY MQPfcLCO. ELECTRK? MQPEL DESIGN

Gnome H LG  60“ $24 00 Sky Krkght 44* (05 Dt) $24.00
Gnome 2M GW er 78* $37 9 6  ElectraGW e II 73* (05D) $31.00
Fast E dde  (OSD) $24.00 L ightn ing36* (05 D) $24 00
U lra kfc IV (05 G) $37  96 Thermic Traveller (05 D or G) $31.00
Electric P layboy (05 G) $26.00
Hobby Horn Sensoar G lider 78* (or 05 electric) $ 18.00
Astro Challenger (05 Geared) $32 50
Astro v*ung (05 Geared) $32 50
Astro Portoriield (15 or 25 Geared) $59 96
Astro Sport 37“ (05 Direct) $29  96
D ave /s  Robin (05 Geared) $33.71
D avo /s  Le Crate (05 Geared)______________________________$35  96

FULL LINE OF ELECTRIC SYSTEMS & PARTS AVAIL.
SHIPPING & HANDLING
Up to $8 00 add $2 00 

$8.01 to $20 00 add $2 50 
$20.01 lo  $45 00 add $3 25 
$45.01 to $70 00 add $3.75 

Over $70 00 add $4 50 
C A  Addressees add 6% tax Send 
MO. VISA / M C  (# 4  Exp) or Check 
(a low  up to 30 days tor check 
c lea rance)
CO O  -  Exact charges p lus $1 50 
handling (Cash Only)

76  Page C A T A L O G U E  
$2 .00  pp/1 st C la ss , o r free 
when requested w ith  order.

H O BB Y HORN
15173 Moran St. [B] 

P.O.Box 2212 
Westminster, Ca 92684 

(714) 893-8311 
Hrs: Mon-Fri 9AM - 5PM

The Only Way to Fly
Fabtronics Mark 3 C.D.I pointless system

Works Great for Most 
2 and 4 Cycle engines

Automatic Spark Control now avallabl· 
for moat 4 cycle angina·.

Com plete System  (Le ss  B a t t e r ie s ) ............................................. $69.95

(add $3 poet, & Hand.)
F A B T R O N IC S
3751*1· Royal·  Iid., Galesburg, IL 61401

of the boys who were flying the event. The 
idea was for everyone to show up with 
Gollywocks and enter in a mass-flyoff; kind 
of a gaggle of Gollywocks. Merchandise 
was obtained from Midwest, who once pro
duced the Gollywock kits. Carl Loehle did 
the organizing and sponsorship. Site was 
the Old Huntsville airport. The event was 
so popular that it is intended to be held at 
future MACH meets.

Incidentally, I recently was informed by 
the self-appointed local free flight design 
historian, Phil Hainer Sr., that the Golly
wock that was published in Air Trails in the 
early 1940s was incorrectly presented. Er
rors in wing and stabilizer rib patterns and 
wing and stab chords were erroneously

printed. Phil has produced a correct set of 
the three-views, and even though this de
sign more properly fits within the realm of 
John Pond's column, I intend to print the re
vised and corrected three-view in either the 
January or February issue of Model Builder 
"Free Flight." You can't say you haven't been 
warned.
TURN ON THE BUBBLE MACHINE

Abram Van Dover reports in the Brain- 
buster newsletter that a bubble machine is 
available from K-Mart stores for a mere 
$7.78 plus or minus a dime. This news, re
ported by Kay Fags, indicates that once you 
take all of the Kiddie Junk off the machine, 
it w ill fit into a small box. It also spouts all 
kinds of bubbles, so that finding the elusive

thermal should be child's play. That's a pun, 
son.
AND SPEAKING OF PUNS

A witch doctor told one of his patients 
that the cure for his stomach ache was to 
take a thin strip of leather, cut it into 12 
equal pieces, and swallow one each day.

After the twelfth day, the patient returned 
to announce, "It's no use, Doc. The thong is 
gone, but the malady lingers on."
THE END OF DECEMBER

I know this really gets confusing. As I am 
finishing this column, it is about 90 degrees 
outside on this late August day. I know that 
the December issue of Model Builder actu
ally arrives in the mailbox or on the news
stand in late October or early November. 
What's a columnist to do? I could rail on 
about the AMA Nats cancellation of out
door free flight, but I've done that already, 
and the free flight newsletters are doing a 
bang up job on this topic anyhow. So, rather 
than ramble on about wintertime, I'll just 
sign off for now. Thermals to all! ·

Hannan...............Continued from page 51

upon the Americana section, in itself an un
usual placement for our hobby, which fea
tured an exceptionally perceptive article by 
Daniel Kagan, "Winning on a Wing and a 
Player." (Yes, Player; that spelling is as in
tended.) The Nationals model meet was ex
amined in surprising ly thorough and 
favorable fashion, seldom seen in general- 
audience publications.

The "playing with toys" image, often im
plied by some reporters, was conclusively 
dismissed with: 'These aircraft require 
copious engineering skill and artistic 
creativity," and a quotation from 56-year- 
old Jack Fox: 'Th is  is the largest R and D 
bunch in the world." And how about this for 
concise summary of indoor microfilm 
modeling: "It requires the patience of a 
saint, the dexterity of a brain surgeon, and 
the eye of a watchmaker"
VELCRO MODELS?

Frank Zaic sent an article about George 
de Mestral, the Swiss inventor of Velcro, the 
material used as a fastener for many types of 
clothing, etc. What caught Zaic's attention 
was a tiny reference to de Mestral's first 
patented invention, a toy airplane. Does 
anyone in our audience know of it?
BOO K REVIEWS

New from Bertram Pond is Expansion En
gine Powered Model Aircraft, a compre
hensive review of compressed-air power- 
plants and their models. C 0 2 and steam 
are also mentioned to a lesser degree. The 
terms "engine" and "motor" are used vari
ously throughout the book, so take your 
choice. Thoroughly examined are histori
cal development, materials, fabrication 
(powerplants and model aircraft), safety fac
tors, accessories, and much more. Weight 
reduction methods w ithout structural 
strength sacrifices are presented which 
have direct application to any sort of flying 
model, not just expansion engine types.

The real frosting on the cake for this 
reviewer were the dozens of construction 
plans, patent drawings, and early engine 
advertisements, some dating back to before 
World War I. Priced at $17.95 plus $2.60 for
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K&S For Tubing

| l  f i t  t *  ·  Φ ·

ALUMINUM TUBE (12")
S T O C K

N O .
P R I C E
E A C H

100 1/16 25
101 3/32 30
102 1/8 30
103 5/32 35
104 3/16 40
105 7/32 45
100 1 / 4 50
107 ___ 9/32___ ^ 5
ROUND BRASS TUBE (12")
125 1/16 35
126 3/32 35
127 1 /8 35
128 5/32 .40
129 3/16 45
130 7/32 50
131 1 /4 60
132 9/32 65
133 5/16 70
134 11 /32 80
135 3/8 90
136 13/32 1 00
137 7/16 1,10
138 15/32 1.20
139 1/2 1 30
140 17/32 1 40
141 9/16 1 50
142 19/32 160
143 5/8 1,70
144 __ 21'32__ 1.80

COPPER TUBE (12 )
117 1/16 25
1 18. 3/32 30
119 5/32 40
'20 ____" 2 ____ 35

SO FT  B R A SS  F U E L  TUBIN G (12")

I __ 1 '9  1 .59-

O u r c a re fu lly  e n g in e e re d  lin e  o f m eta l 
p ro d u cts  h a s  u n lim ited  u s e s  in the d e 
ve lo p m en t o f a ll typ e s  o f p ro je c ts . A ll o f 
yo u r m eta l n e e d s  a v a ila b le  in one  p la c e .

RECTAN G U LA R  B R A SS  TU BE  (12'

STOCK
NO. SIZE PRICE

EACH
STOCK

NO. SIZE PRICE
EACH

262 3/32 x 3/16 1.20 250 90
264 1/ ΘΧ1/ 4 1.30 251 1.25
266 5/32 x 5/16 1,50 252 1 75
268 3/16  x 3 /8 1.75 253 032 Brass 3.00

254 008 Tin .75
BRASS STRIPS (12 ) 255 016 Alum __a a .

230 016 x 1/4 .25 256 032 Alum. 1 00
231 016 x 1/2 35 257 064 Alum 1 50
232 016 x 1 50 258 Assi Brass JL5Q-
233 .016 x 3 /4 .40 259 .025 CODDBf 2.75
234 016 x 2 90
235 Q?5 x 1/4 . 3_Q_ BRASS ANGLE (12")

_23S_ .025 x .1/2_ 40
23 7 .025 A 1 . -  -7_Q_
236 ■Q25-X-3/-4. .55

.239. ,025 Λ2. .1*3.0- -  60
24Q ,032χ 1/4 . *35 65
241 032 x 1/2 .50
242 ,032 x 1 .85 12")

181 ____1 /6 .7.0
60 182 ___ 5/32___ 80

183 3/16 .85
184 ___ 7/32___ 70

1.70 19S 1/4 75
249 .064 x 2 300

SOLID BRASS ROD 112)
SQUARE BRASS TUBE (12 ) 159 020 10
149 65 160 1 /32 12
150 3/32 Sauaro 70 161 3/64 15
151 80 162 1 16 20
152 90 163 3/32 25
153 3/16 Sauare 1.10 164 1 /8 40
154 1.20 165 5/32 60
155 1 / 4 Sauare 1.40 166 3/16 80

167 1 14 40
BRASS STREAMLINE TUBE (12**) 168 081 40
122 Small _ 9 2 _ ■J.oa. ___ 42Z2___ ...£5_

S H E E T  M ETA L (4 x 10 )

S e n d  25  c e n ts  fo r ca ta lo g  and p rice  lis t . K& S E n g in e e r in g . 
6 9 1 7  W. 59 th  S t . ,  C h ic a g o , I l lin o is  6 0 6 3 8 .
T e le p h o n e : 3 1 2 /  5 8 6 -8 5 0 3 .

postage, handling, and insurance, the book 
may be ordered directly from: Bert Pond, 
128 Warren Terrace, Longmeadow, Mas
sachusetts 01106.
WALDO

Written by the late Waldo Waterman with 
Jack Carpenter, we found this to be a truly 
engrossing book. Waterman was a pioneer 
aviator (he flew a hang-glider during 1909), 
barnstormer, inventor, aircraft designer, 
manufacturer, airline pilot, airport mana
ger, and test pilot all in one lifetime! Among 
his aviator acquaintances were Glenn Cur
tiss, Lincoln Beachey, T. Claude Ryan, Tony 
Fokker, Bill Stout, Igor Sikorsky, Alexander 
Seversky, Charles Lindburgh, Amelia Ear- 
hart, Roscoe Turner, Frank Hawks, Tex 
Rankin, and well, you get the idea.

Waterman was also involved in show bus
iness, actually appearing in some movies 
and assisting w ith others, includ ing  
Howard Hughes's classic Hell's Angels. 
Thus his contact with personalities such as 
Clara Bow, Norma Shearer, A lice Faye, Will 
Rogers, Wallace Beery, Hoot Gibson, and 
many more.

Waldo designed numerous aircraft, in
cluding one which remains a favorite 
among model builders, the Waterman 
Gosling racer (a three-view of it appears in 
the book). Other less-known subjects in
clude his "Whatsit" canard, and the "Flex
wing," which had shock-absorber-mounted 
wings permitting automatic changes in di
hedral (a "natural" for a free flight scale?).

Waterman's series of flying wings and 
roadable aircraft are thoroughly described 
and sorted out, starting with the Arrow- 
plane, followed by the Studebaker-powered 
Arrowbiles, and concluding with the Aero- 
bile, which featured an ex-Tucker automo
bile engine (which was, of course, a con
verted aircraft engine!).

The book is a gold mine of incidental avi
ation information, such as confirmation of 
the fact that the early pilot licences suppos
edly signed by Orville Wright, were actu
ally rubber-stamped by a man named Bill 
Enghart. Apart from aviation, Waldo was 
strongly interested in yachting, and among 
those who crewed aboard his "Lady 
Godiva" was Dennis Conner, now skipper 
of the Stars & Stripes America's Cup 
defender.

Waldo is published by Arsdalen, Bosh & 
Co., Box F, Carlisle, Massachusetts 01741, 
where ordering information may be ob
tained. Please tell 'em MB sent you! 
SPEAKING OF THE STARS & STRIPES

One of the Stars & Stripes catamarans in
corporates a carbon/composite vertical sur
face, rather than a conventional fabric sail. 
What has this to do with aviation? Every
thing. The aerodynamic surface was pro
duced in Mojave, California, by Burt Rutan 
and crew!
PIPPI LONGSTOCKINGS FALLS SHORT

In earlier columns we mentioned the 
movie The New Adventures of Pippi Long- 
stockings, in which a Pitcairn PCA-2 Au
togiro took part. We have finally seen the 
production, and received reports from sev
eral other people who have also. Although 
a few enjoyed the film, most felt it quite dis
appointing. In spite of having an accom
plished team, talented actors, clever

"props," and good camera work, the end re
sult was underwhelming, to put it tactfully.

Still, if you are an Autogiro enthusiast, 
you might feel it worth attending to see 
Steve Pitcairn's wonderful "Miss Cham
pion" in action. We were also pleased to 
see a proper screen credit for George 
Towson, who restored the 1931 Autogiro to 
flying condition.
MUSEUM OF FLIGHT

Any readers who may chance to visit the 
Seattle, Washington, area are urged to visit 
the Museum of Flight. This splendid facility 
displays an amazing selection of full-size 
and model aircraft and m emorabilia. 
Thanks to Bill Pinkston, who has several ex
amples of his work in the collection, we 
were able to tour the place and meet‘cura

tor V ic Seely. And yes, he too is a model 
builder!

The museum is adjacent to an airport 
bustling with activity. W hile we were there, 
a brand new Boeing 747-400 with winglets 
was undergoing flight tests. And while 
you're in the neighborhood, about a 30- 
mile drive w ill take you to the factory where 
the 747s are manufactured in the world's lar
gest, by volume, building. Now, if only we 
could move all those Boeings out of there, 
what an indoor flying site we'd have! 
MODELERS ARE THE GREATEST

Sometimes readers seem to have the im
pression that all of Model Builder's contri
butors work in the same office, or at least 
see each other frequently. Such is not the 
case; the vast majority of our correspon-
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DARNED GOOD AIRMEN
L ig h te s t p ilots  a vailab le . Life like  v in y l latex ru b b e r 

Build  as a S p o rts m a n  o r B arn sto rm e r. Full B o d y  or B ust
BU ST PILO T KIT

Contains pilot head, helmet sport cap. goggles

135 East Main St., P h e lp s , N Y  14532
P h o n e 1 -3 1 5 -5 4 8 -3 7 7 9

JET PILOT KIT
Pilot has molded on jet 
helmet. Contains face mask 
and oxygen hose. Extreme
ly Realistic. Weighs less 
than y2 02.

Price
#308-% scale 5.95
#307-% scale 6.95

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
See your dealer first or order direct.

Add $1.00 shipping. N.Y.S. residents add 7% tax 
Send check or money order. COD'S OK. 

Send $1.00 for catalog

FULL BODY PILOT KIT
Contains pilot head, hands, boots, helmet, 
cap. goggles, full templates and easy instruc
tions. Easy to assemble and finish 
Some simple sewing required. Fully 
positionable too!

S o m e
e lm p le

s e w in g
re q u ire d

See you r Dealer o r  add One 
D o lla r fo r  d irec t o rde r handling

Fiberglass Cowls
B A LS A  USA
C itab ria  A erob atic  P r o ................  2 0 .0 0
E .A .A . BvPIane ................................  1 8 .50
J- 3  C ub  Va  sc a le  w/engm e 2 0 .0 0

BUD N 0 S E N -A  &  A  IND U STRIES
A eronca Cham pion  .4 0  1 2 .0 0
C itab ria  .4 0  s ize  1 2 .0 0
A eronca Cham p. Va  sc a le  2 0 .0 0
C itab ria  Va  sc a le  ......................  2 0 .0 0
M r. M ulligan  w /b lis te rs  . . . .  3 0 .0 0

C ARL G O LDB ERG  KITS
Su p er C h ipm unk ..................  2 0 .0 0
E le c tr ic  G lid er 4 .5 0
J- 3  C u b ................................................ 1 1 .0 0

D R Y  RID GE M O D ELS
J -3 / J-4  Va  sc a le  ...................  1 1 .0 0
J-3 / J-4  V& sca le  ...................  1 6 .0 0

G R E A T  P LA N ES
C A P  21 4 0  s ize  .................... 1 2 .0 0
C A P  21 6 0  s ize  18 00
E le c tr ic  Cub 6 .5 0
Su p er A e rom aste r . .  1 4 .0 0

L A N C E  D & R  A IR C R A FT  M F G .
F4U (open flaps) .......................  20.00
P-51 2 2 .0 0
R V 3 ........................................................... 2 8 .0 0

M O D EL A IR P L A N E  NEWS
Aero Fox ................................................ 1 0 .0 0
Su p e r H o ts .........................................  1 0 .0 0
Big H o ts ................................................  1 6 .0 0
Kn ight T w iste r ...........................  3 0 .0 0
Liberty Sport B ....................  25.00

PIC A
A eronca  Sedan  Vs sca le  
C e ssn a  1 8 2 ’ /5 sc a le  
Ju n a m e is te r  w /b lis te rs
T .2 8  * / i sca le  ...........................
W aco  Vs w /b lis te rs

SI6
J - 3  Cub w/engm e ..................
Cub  Sp e c ia l PA  11
Kadet S r ....................................
Kougar ................
Skyb o lt ..................................

1 5 .0 0
20.00 
1 8 .0 0
2 4 .0 0
21.00

20.00
20.00
10.00
7 .5 0

12.00

S C A LE  P LA N S  A ND  PHOTOS
Boeing P .2 6 A  Va  s c a l e ...........
G lo s te r G lad ia to r Va sca le
P T 1 9  V s  sca le  ................................
W aco  YM F-5  Va  sc a le  . . . .

20.00 
25  00 
20.00 
2 6 .0 0

W .E . T EC H N IC A L S ER V IC ES  P LA N S
B u ste r  W ittm an  R a c e r  2 8 .0 0
C e ssn a  A W  ....................................  1 6 .0 0
C u rt is s  Fa lcon  .............................. 3 0  00
S p ad  X I II  C l ....................................  2 5 .0 0

W ORLD EN 6 IN E
C A P  21 .4 0  s ize  1 3 .0 0
D ragon Lad y  .........................  1 8 .0 0
Rob in  Hood 9 9* .......................  2 0 .0 0

O T H E R  KITS
A S T R O  F L IG H T :P o rte rf ie ld  7 .0 0
D A VE P L A T T Ju n g m e is te r  2 0 .0 0
M ID W E S T :S u p e r  H o ts ...........  10 50
R  C K IT S  S ta r  D u ster .........  2 0 .0 0

FIBER G LA SS
* jifA S T E R

Dept. MB Rt. 1, Box 530 
Goodview, VA 24095 

0RDERMG INFORMATION 
Within the cont. U.S. add $3.00 ship
ping charge. Va. res. add sales 
tax. We welcome VISA & MasterCard. 
C.O.D. also accepted (add $2.65 to 
shipping charge). Outside cont. U.S., 
write tor shipping charges before 
ordering, include $1.00 U.S. for 
return postage and handling.

PHONE ORDERS & INFORMATION 
703-890-6017 9 a m. to 9 p.m. EDT
Send $1.00 for 8-page brochure 
featuring hundreds more cowls, 
wheelpants and radial cowls. Brochure 
free with order.

dence with them and other modelers is via 
mail. Thus, face-to-face meetings or even 
telephone calls are privileged and educa
tional experiences. Among those we’ve 
visited with recently are Dave "Mr. In
siders" Linstrum, of Florida, and Jose Tellez; 
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Stalick, Lew Gitlow, Andy 
Tagliafico and son, of Oregon; aviation 
book collector Dick Seely, of Washington; 
Mr. and Mrs. Benno Sabel, of Germany; Mr. 
and Mrs. Fritz Mueller, of Georgia; and 
Rune Johansson, of Sweden. Marvelous 
people, all of them, reminding us of the 
most important bonus in this hobby of ours, 
the bonds of friendship.
SIGN-OFF

Ed Whitten favored us with this 1896 
poem by Emily Dickinson:

"We never know how high we are
till we are called to rise
And then, if we are true to plan
Our statures touch the skies." ·

Tucano............... Continued from page 35
urethane paint. It comes with the wing

jo in ed , a ll control surfaces hinged, 
pushrods made, fuel tank installed, and 
really very little required before you have a 
completely ready-to-fly airplane. Obvi
ously, it w ill need a four-channel R/C sys
tem, and a .40 to .45 displacement engine is 
recommended. The only other items you’ll 
have to furnish are a prop of the correct 
size, and a 2-1/4-inch spinner. Oh, yes, and 
some fuel! Disliking empty cockpits almost 
as much as I do uncowled engines and 
boxes with absolutely no similarity to full- 
sized airplanes, I added a couple of W il
liams Brothers pilots.

Even servo mounts are provided, an all
plywood design which adjusts so as to ac
cept most of the medium-size servos of the 
size that you would want to use in a model 
of this size. The engine mount furnished is 
also adjustable and w ill be adequate for 
most ,40s. However, my choice of the Picco 
.45 as a powerplant necessitated the 
removal of the original mount and its re
placement with a Hayes mount of slightly 
wider beam dimensions. The cowling itself 
is quite adequate for the Picco and similar

sized engines and required only needle 
valve and exhaust access openings to be 
made.

Your Tucano w ill come with the horizon
tal stab removed; it is attached with a cou
ple of sheet metal screws into a 3/16-inch 
plywood base. Since I don’t plan to disas
semble mine for any reason, I decided I 
wanted the security of some epoxy in addi
tion to the screws. After first removing all 
paint from the mating surfaces, I joined 
them w ith slow-drying epoxy, using 
enough of it so that it would ooze outside. 
The excess is wiped off with-an alcohol- 
moistened rag, leaving a nice invisible bead 
within the joint for complete fuel proofing 
of this critical area. W hile I was back there, 
I also installed a Goldberg nylon skid, just 
in case.

The fuselage is quite roomy, even having 
room for a larger fuel tank if you so desire. 
Since the .45 would naturally be a little 
more thirsty than the smaller engines, I did 
make this change. In any event, I would 
change the original fuel tubing, which is 
opaque, with one of the clear varieties, as it 
always helps to see the action during refuel
ing and when trying to start.

Another improvement I feel is necessary 
is to the wing mounting system. It is held in 
place with commonly used 1/4-inch ma
chine screws, two in front and two in the 
rear. Incidentally, there are really nice alu
minum screws with large diameter thick 
heads, and a very accurately machine-cut 
thread, not a rolled thread as is most often 
seen. Anyway, these screws go into a 
threaded plywood crosspiece, in which I 
feel the thread is going to weaken after re
peated assemblings. The threaded area can 
be greatly strengthened by applying slow- 
hardening epoxy to the inside of the 
threads, working it in thoroughly with a 
small-bladed screwdriver. The screws are 
then installed, after first applying a thin coat 
of Vaseline to the threads, to keep the epoxy 
from bonding. After the epoxy has s e t-  
tomorrow sometime—you’ll have a per
fectly formed thread that is never going to 
let you down, in any fashion. The idea be
ing the use of the "tomorrow sometime" 
type of epoxy is that penetrates into the 
wood much better than the faster-setting 
formulas.
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The on ly  e lectric trainer 
com b in ing  fast assembly 

w ith fly ing sim plic ity .

The leader in electric R/C flight, Kyosho 
has taken the lid off superior electric 
perform ance and opened a w hole new 
world of flying satisfaction to beginning 
pilots.

W ith a pre-built design and easy flying 
qualities, Kyosho's new 1/9 scale electric 
Cessna Cardinal w ill be out of the box 
and flying high in no time! You simply 
can't make building mistakes when so 
much of the assembly has already been 
done for you. The pre-built design also 
means that the Cardinal is strong. The 
special blow-molded fuselage provides 
incredible strength, and the balsa-ribbed 
wing and tail are pre-covered with a 
resilient polyester film . In just one 
evening, you can have the Cardinal 
flight-ready, and because it's built for 
survival, the plane w ill be soaring long 
after the training flights have ended.

If you've already experienced exciting 
gas-powered model flights, you'll love 
the Cessna Card inal. It goes together 
fast, is great fun to fly , and provides a 
thrilling  transition from gas to electric

The high w ing design of the 47" span 
Cardinal gives it the smooth and stable 
flying qualities needed for easy begin
ning flights. It's also v irtually impossible 
to stall, and w ith the included electric 
motor and matched prop, you'll have 
enough power for off-the-ground 
launches. Take a spare 6-cell battery with 
you to the fie ld , and you can enjoy prac
tically nonstop piloting with effortless 
replacement of the used pack.

Kyosho has put its expertise in electrics 
to w ork in the new Cessna Cardinal, 
resulting in a unique ARF that's durable, 
easy to fly , and above all else, lots of 
flying fun. O ut of the box, it's magic.

DISTRIBUTED TO LEADING RETAILERS 
NATIO NW IDE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

kUTOK* COMP,
« o o e l  ^  a i i n . . .

For an inside look at the hottest Kyosho R/C models, 
send to the address above for your free copy of the 
Kyosho Mini Catalog from Great Planes.

Electric-Powered ARF

■cyosHD β Π '

_________ -

1988. H obbko. Inc.



THE TWELFTH ANNUAL
MODEL SPORT & HOBBY SHOW

IN DUSTRY MEMBERS O N LY -  FR ID A Y , JAN . 13, 1989, 10 a.m.- 5 p.m

GENERAL PUBLIC -  SATURDAY, JANUARY 14, 1989, 10 a.m. - 6  p.m. 
GENERAL PUBLIC -  SUNDAY, JANUARY 15, 1989, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Pasadena Center, Pasadena, Calif
HOME OF THE FAMOUS ROSE PARADE & ROSE BOWL

300 East Green Street (Corner of Green & Marengo) Pasadena, CA 91101

SEE THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND VISIT 
WITH MAJOR MANUEACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF:

• MODEL AIRCRAFT · MODEL ENGINES · GIANT RAFFLE ·
• MODEL BOATS · RADIO CONTROL SYSTEMS . · SWAP SHOP ·
• MODEL CARS · MODELING ACCESSORIES w  # BOAT POND ·

• CAR TRACK ·
A D M ISS IO N  A du lts $5 .00 . under 13 $3 .00 , 
under 6 free, if w ith an adult.

B I S T  i n  t h e  W C S T t

STATIC DISPLAY COMPETITION IN MANY CATEGORIES
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As you might expect, a model of this type 
does not require a whole lot in the way of 
instructions, and does not come with a lot. 
My major disagreement with them involves 
more a matter of flying technique than any
thing else. They recommend a lot more 
control surface throw than I normally use. 
This is because I am not impressed with 
how rapidly a model can be flown through 
a maneuver, but more by how smoothly and 
realistically it is done. Actually, in the case 
of a center of gravity at the rearmost indi
cated position, an elevator throw of 1/2 inch 
up and down, as recommended, could eas
ily get you in trouble. I am flying with about 
2/3 of the recommended throws, with the 
dual rates set even lower.

On the subject of the CG , the range is

clearly painted on the side of the fuselage. I 
recommend the forward point, which, even 
with the larger Picco up front, required a lit
tle help in order to get there. Simple. Re
quiring only the addition of one of Prather 
P roducts' prop shaft-m ounted nose 
weights. I don't believe this is a commonly 
known item; they are heavy circular pieces 
which replace the prop washer and fit in
side most spinners, being held in place by 
the prop nut. They come in weights of 1/2, 
1, 1-1/2, and 2 ounces, and being right out 
there in front w ill have more effect than the 
same amount of weight further back in the 
cowling. If your hobby shop does not stock 
them, add some on your next order to Ace 
R/C.

We are almost ready for that all-nerves

first flight. All that is lacking is one more 
control check: left stick, left aileron up, 
right aileron down; back stick, up elevator, 
etc. Now we are ready! The Tucano is fast, 
with crisp response to all controls. As with 
all airplanes of this general configuration, 
size, and weight, one could get in trouble 
with too little speed and the wrong attitude; 
but under normal flight conditions, the 
Tucano does not have any unpleasant char
acteristics at all. Due to the shape of the 
fuselage, it appears to fly nose down, as if it 
is digging to get ahead. With the controls 
slowed down as mentioned, landings are a 
cinch, though it would be wise to remem
ber that this type of design is not exactly a 
floater but needs to be flown in, as is the 
full-scale, with safe flying speed until the 
moment of flare and touchdown. The Picco 
has not given me the chance to try a "dead 
stick" landing, so I can't report on that, but a 
couple of simulated full-idle approaches 
have been made without problems, again 
remembering the basics of nose down and 
airspeed up.

Talking about the Picco .45, it is one of a 
family of Italian-made engines available in 
sizes from .21 to .90, and in car, airplane 
(both propeller and ducted fan), and ma
rine versions. It is a robust-appearing en
gine, with modern design features such as 
Schneurle porting and ball bearing-sup
ported crankshaft. The one unique feature 
of this engine is the round exhaust fitting, 
common in rear-exhaust engines but not so 
in side port models such as this one. A bolt- 
on muffler to match is available, so the un
common opening is not an inconvenience

—
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in the least and w ill actually make life eas
ier if a tuned pipe is to be added. Piccos are 
available here in the US from Andes Hob
bies, P.O. Box 3077, Laguna Hills, California 
92654; (714)582-5203.

The other faithful member of this team 
has been the Futaba Conquest PCM men
tioned earlier. There are other R/C systems 
that I would choose for certain specialized 
applications, but for general flying, this is 
my first choice. It does not have a lot of extra 
features which I don't use, don't need, and 
which could get me in trouble somewhere 
along the line. However, it does have five 
channels, servo reversing, dual rates on ele
vator and ailerons, modern design, and the 
kind of reliability that I used todream about 
back when I was fixing Orbits! Besides, it is 
inexpensive. Not cheap, just inexpensive!

The Tucano is extremely nice to look at 
and a challenging, though safe, experience 
in the air. And it didn't take a lot of time to 
get it up there. Yours is now waiting in Mi
ami at A ir Champ Models, Inc., 2854 NW 
79th Ave., 33122; (305)594-5616. You may 
opt to wait for a version in m ilitary 
camouflage or a slightly larger one for .60 
engines, both which I understand are some
where between here and Brazil. But don't 
wait too long, you'll miss out on a lot of 
good flying. ·

Engines................Continued from page 38

of control line scale w ill ever be lost by the 
Soviets.

For the sake of simplicity through the past 
years, I've shortened the engine's name in 
correspondence to KK-Zap 10. Boris Kras- 
norutskij is known to be the prime person 
behind the engine and much of the me
chanics of the winning model. This team 
even made their own engines for their 1972 
team race w in, so the success of the KK-Zap 
10 engines was no fluke. There are conflict
ing stories about where the 11 engines have 
been made. The Tula district of the Soviet 
Union has been mentioned twice. I've also 
been told on good authority the machining 
of the 11 engines was actually done in the 
maintenance shops of the Soviet's Air Force 
near Kiev and that the time spent in 1978/79 
may have cost Boris Karsnorutskij a rather 
prestigious job as a teacher of incoming 
machinist students.

There was also a patternmaker involved 
who we'll call Ivan. Before castings are 
poured from molten metal, there are 
usually conceptual drawings; true en
gineering drawings are then completed. 
Next, wood patterns are made from the fi
nal drawings so that special tamping sand 
cavities can be prepared to receive the 
molten aluminum alloy. The patterns are 
used over and over, and the entire process is 
called sand casting. The process lends itself 
to small-volume production, such as 11 en
gines. My engine came from Ivan, the pat
ternmaker who is not a model bui Ider. It has 
not been mounted or run; it is a pristine, 
brand new KK-Zap 10 that was apparently 
given to Ivan for making the patterns. It's 
probably the only new one in the world.

One of the original five engines was 
taken to japan in 1974 by Nat Polk for copy
ing. This resulted in the Hiness Arrow .60

engine story that appeared in MB's May 
1988 issue. Frank Kramer of Pennsylvania 
wrote me of the Arrow. "I had one of the first 
(Arrows) to arrive in this country, and it was 
so bad I never got it to run." Like me, Frank 
was hot on the trail of owning a KK-Zap 10 
too. He succeeded in also getting a new, un
run one from the second batch of six almost 
two years ago and ran it for the following 
neat report:

"I ran the KK-Zap 10 and the day was in 
the lower 60-degree range with 40-percent 
humidity. It started up instantly on an assist 
from a Royal starter. I used a homemade 
connector to hook Ni-Cds to both plugs 
and a Royal Digital Tachometer for read
ings. Prop was 11 x 7 Master Airscrew; Red 
Max 10-percent nitro fuel; two Fox long idle 
bar plugs. Full throttle rpm was 12,200 and 
the idle was safe and steady at 2500. The 
throttle range was really linear, and engine's 
response was very immediate even after 
idling for a minute or so. Vibration was non
existing (virtually) and the engine ran very 
smooth and steady. It really barks a sweet 
song." I urged Frank to not lessen the col
lectible value of his rarity by running it, but 
he runs them all, so we're grateful for his re
port. Frank's engine still has a highdollar 
value today!

In the Hiness Arrow story I mentioned I 
needed help, that I finally owned a KK-Zap 
10, but it was in the Soviet Union with 
Nikita, and he was trying to find a willing 
person to bring it out past border guards 
from the Kiev area. Soviet citizens don't yet 
have the simple freedom of going to a post 
office and mailing a box with a model en
gine to the USA. MB reader Tom Dixon in 
Atlanta (imports special stunt Merco en
gines to the USA) fired back a letter suggest
ing I contact certain American modelers 
who were going to the 1988 World Control 
Line Champs in Kiev right after the USA 
Nats. The first modeler contacted does 
"sensitive" government work and his wife 
wouldn't hear of taking any risk over a 
model engine. Meanwhile my KK-Zap 10 
left the patternmaker in the Soviet Union by 
a Czechoslovak worker who had been on a 
Soviet assignment. That was a crucial exit. It 
was handed over to, in Czechoslovakia, a 
most-trusted modeler friend of mine. It was 
physically "From Russia with Love"! But 
mailing problems still existed for this trea
sure of the world. It was then taken from 
Czechoslovakia into Poland to a model 
contest where it was passed to another 
most-trusted modeler friend of mine who 
lives in Poland. And the Polish pal was al
ready on his country's FAI U-Control team 
destined to go to the 1988 World Champs 
in Kiev, Russia; right back where we started!

W hile all the above intrigue and actual 
risk was taking place behind the Iron Cur
tain, there was more engine sleuthing start
ing in Moscow that I hadn't yet heard about. 
Please remember that Krasnorutskij taught 
machining, according to one reliable 
source. One of his star students was named 
Mikhail, of Moscow. Mikhail was so in
spired by his teacher, he started making in
line model engines from barstock, totally 
magnificent shiny jewel-like model engines 
I.D.'d only as RBS-10 engines. Then a letter 
arrives from Stanislav saying two RBS-10 en-
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gines are fitting into the plot, and there's tri
ple importance to the "operative" I appoint 
for the pickup because the "package" w ill 
include a sand-cast original KK-Zap 10 (it's 
highly unlikely more w ill ever get made) 
and two RBS-10s, which w ill hopefully be 
sold in the USA so I can buy needed R/C
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equipment and other "goodies" to get 
smuggled back through the network of 
operatives to waiting model builders. 
Meanwhile a letter arrives from Mockba 
(Moscow) with three initials that translate to 
IBM. It says:

"I always enjoy your articles on engines in 
MB; especially when you cover diesels or 
Soviet engines. The May issue was quite in
teresting, as I didn't know such an engine 
had been made in the Soviet Union. You 
note that you could use help in getting 
yours home. I currently reside in the Soviet 
Union and might be able to help you out. I 
would prefer to do it discreetly, as I'm not 
even sure where my friends are located in 
this country. A model engine can't be super
sensitive technology. I'm forbidden to use 
my R/C aircraft even though I've converted 
to 27 M Hz. Drop me a line at the above 
address and it w ill find its way to Moscow 
and me. I w ill come up with a way for your 
engine to get to me and ultimately (though 
quietly) to you." With Tom Dixon's help I'd 
already located a "prime operative" on the 
USA team going to the Kiev World Champs, 
and now I had a "reserve operative" in 
Moscow who works for IBM and reads MB. 
I felt as secure and comfortable as "007" in 
bed with a blonde. The Polish pal success
fully made the transfer to the American 
team member in Kiev. Maybe I'll be able to 
show you the RBS insides and outer glitters 
in the future. And that's the true thrilling 
tale of how my KK-Zap 10 and the two RBSs 
got to my bank vault here in the USA.

A technical description translation says:

To the engine delicacy belongs a Russian- 
built linear 10cc ABC glow plug engine 
with valve drum suction. Very short crank
shaft rotates in two ball bearings. One set is 
at the end of the shaft in a separate side lid, 
and the other is in the crankcase between a 
skew-toothed wheel and a flywheel. By 
means of the second wheel (gear ratio 1:1) 
the crankshaft motion is transmitted onto 
the second shaft placed in separate bear
ings. The latter one is attached to the bot
tom of the housing parallel to the cylinder 
axis. The drum valve driven by a connecting 
rod pin rotates in another side lid. Suction 
tube with R/C carb is bolted to the lid which 
continues backwards just along the longitu
dinal cylinder fins and cylinder head with 
two plugs. Top power is about 1.1 Kw on FAI 
fuel. With the full-scale three-bladed prop 
280/160 (about 11-6), it turns near 11,00 
rpm.

Then I got an interview with Boris Kras- 
norutskij translated to English with the help 
of MB reader Stasha Kulagin and his brother 
Kornily, of Anchor Point, Alaska. The meaty 
and best parts follow for your pleasure:

'The  World Champs of modeling is held 
every two years. The debut of the Soviet 
models was in 1972; our team took second 
place. Learning lessons from this contest, 
we began preparing for the future upon re
turning home. It was necessary to pick a 
scale plane to model, with two engines, 
classic with a new support, and rich 
documentation of drawings and pictures of 
a truly modern active aircraft; the choice 
was the Antonov AN-14M. I had a hand in

creating this actual full-size plane in the en
gineering drawing works. To copy the de
sign as completely as possible, we decided 
to make special engines of 10cc each. Their 
uniqueness was placements of geniculate 
crank and a shell with a piston on a single 
crankrod. The engine turned out compact 
and the diameter was 50mm. We built five 
engines; one was run for eight hours and 
duration-tested for failures, faults, and 
defects. None were found. For the model 
we built a programmable mechanism acti
vated by one supplementary on-board bat
tery. Other controls were activated from the 
flying handle. Controls were made for en
gine speed control, braking, actuating the 
undercarriage, actuating the engines' cool
ing louvres, the hatches, and dropping of 
parachutists in flight, along with other scale 
functions." This was a complete and 
decided Soviet victory that owed much to 
the unique success of the Krasnoritskij- 
engineered .60-size engines.

The engines get 10 points for design ex
cellence, 10 points for manufacturing ex
cellence, and 10 points for performance; a 
perfect 30-point score. Although the cast
ings have many tiny "blow holes" in them, 
they do not detract from manufacturing 
excellence.

If you would like a free photocopy of a 
very poor (and illegal) Soviet photocopy of 
Krasnorutskij's conceptual engineering 
d raw ing , send me a stam ped, self- 
addressed envelope c/o MB's office. ·

E lectronics. . .  Continued from page 28

sometime during the past year, I believe, 
that you pointed out that Radio Shack has 
discontinued its panel ammeters. (Some
times I think that they are going out of the 
small parts business altogether.) Anyway, I 
was looking for a meter recently that would 
read 0-1000 mA. It's hard to believe how dif
ficult it is to find such a thing. The only 
thing my local elev.'iOnics store could offer 
was a "good" analog meter in the $50 to 
$60 price range, which was ridiculous and 
something far better than I had any need for. 
Well, Radio Shack still sells a 15-volt DC 
meter for $7.95 (270-1754). It missed the 
index on the current catalog but is on page 
132. After examining it, I am certain that it is 
the same meter as the 1 mA meter they dis
continued except for the nameplate and 
scale. I hope you w ill agree. To begin with, 
it has the same internal resistance, 85 
ohms, as the old 1 mA meter. Also, it comes 
with a 15K resistor that must be wired in se
ries before use. Current for full-scale deflec
tion is therefore: 15 Volts/15085 Ohms = 
.00099 Amps (1 mA). (It would have been 
simpler to sim ply ignore the internal 
resistance.)

"Although I wanted a 1000 mA meter, I 
decided to compromise and set it up for 
1500 mA rather than try to change the scale, 
which would have been a big mess. To do 
this, the ratio of the series resistor to a shunt 
resistor would have to be 1500-1/1, or 1500 
for practical purposes. The smallest resistor 
I could find for the shunt was .1 ohm in a 
two-watt package (1 watt would have been 
plenty). This meant that the series resistor 
would have to be 1500 x .1, or 150 ohms,
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less the internal resistance of 85 equals a se
ries resistance of 65 ohms. A 62 or 68 
would be pretty close, but I wanted to get it 
right so I installed a 100-ohm 15-turn square 
pot from Digi-Key (CEG12) on the back of 
the meter with some two-sided sticky tape. 
There is a small protrusion on the back of 
the meter which can be cut off with a knife 
to make room for the pot. The center termi
nal of the pot is soldered to the positive ter
minal of the meter, and the positive termi
nal to the meter is soldered to one of the 
other pot terminals, depending on which 
way you want the meter to move when you 
move the pot. I like the reading to increase 
as the knob is turned clockwise so the con
nection is to the lead diagonal from the ad
justment knob. The third lead can be bent 
out of the way or cut off. It seems like it took 
a lot of words to say very little.

"Using this little pot, you can really set 
the meter right on the button. For someone 
wanting to do this, they can just hook up a 
good multimeter in series and apply a 
nominal current using, say, a receiver pack 
across a 10-ohm, 5- or 10-watt resistor (10 
watt, RS 271-132). Anyway, you wind up 
with a pretty nice little meter for about $10." 
Another letter on a similar subject arrived 
from another old pen pal, Jordan Flakser, 
who wrote to tell about a problem he has 
encountered with a meter he purchased 
from Ace R/C. The meter is the one from 
Ace's Dual Metered Vari-Charger (DMVC) 
and, as used in this instrument, reads its 
output at 0 to 250 milliamps. However, 
when Jordan tried to use it in one of his own 
devices, but within the 250 mil range, it 
promptly pegged at full scale. Ace's fault? 
The meter manufacturer's fault? Neither; 
let's take a look at the situation.

My first assumption in that the meter 
must be of greater sensitivity and shunted 
so as to read the higher value correctly. 
However, neither Ace nor Bill Klein is using 
the simple parallel shunt I described last 
month, but a slightly modified version of 
the it. It is actually known as the voltmeter 
method of reading current and is preferred 
by some, as it can be done using stock resis
tor values without having to resort to mak
ing up small odd values of resistance.

Take a look at Bill's diagram. You w ill no
tice that the current would take a parallel 
path through the .1 ohm resistor and the 
meter/pot combination. However, as Bill 
points out, the ratio is 1:1500, and obviously 
almost all of the current w ill flow through 
the smaller value. Remember also that as 
the current through a resistance varies, the 
voltage across it also varies. And that is 
what we have here—the meter is actually 
reading the voltage across the .1 ohm resis
tor; the pot in this case is actually a mul
tiplier that is adjusting the voltmeter range 
as necessary.

Taking a look at the circuit in the Ace R/C 
DMVC, we find almost the same thing, ex
cept that the component values are differ
ent. Well, in this case, let's take a look at my 
diagram of the metering circuit in the 
DMVC, as the one in the instructions is 
wrong! I couldn't believe it! Not Ace's stuff! 
Anyway, the meter itself is correctly wired, 
the other must be a not unusual drafting 
error.
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If you have a DMVC and want to correct 
your schematic, simply add the one line 
and delete the other to match what I show 
here. In my charger, the calibration resistor 
is 56 ohms. This resistor is installed right at 
the positive side of the meter, and if yours is 
different, don't be alarmed. It is not another 
error, just that your meter has a different in
ternal resistance.

The only consideration in this type of cur
rent metering circuit is to keep the shunt 
resistor as small as possible, and the ratio 
between it and the meter/multiplier as high 
as possible. The formula that Bill uses is the 
correct one and w ill work for you with the 
correct values for your meter and applica
tion plugged in.
SOME TRICKS

Some tricks are possible when it comes 
to choosing that multiplier resistor, either 
for this circuit or for the basic voltmeter as I 
described last month. First of all, consider 
the limitations of your meter. If you are read
ing 1.5 amps on a two-inch dial, a few ohms 
one way or another are not going to make 
any more difference than your ability to in
terpret the meter's indications. However, 
the smaller the full-scale reading of the in
strument, the greater the effect of an error in 
the multiplier resistor.

Bill's way of using a pot is one way, easily 
the simplest way. Another way it just to buy 
a dozen or so five-percent resistors of the 
values closest to the one required. They can 
be had for around a nickel a piece and vary 
enough one from the other so that usually 
one w ill be found that is right on the money 
or so close so as not to make any discerni
ble difference.

Now, here is a real trick for you, if you are 
the type who demands the highest possible 
accuracy. You can actually raise the resis
tance of a carbon resistor by filinganotch in 
it! It is best to do so to at least a half-watt 
resistor. By using a small fine triangular or 
square file, as you cut through the outer 
covering and into the carbon, the resistance 
w ill increase. If done, it is best to rig up the 
circuit completely as it w ill be used, all sol
dered connections, no clips, with the mul
tiplier in place being lower in value than ac
tually required. After adjusting the current 
to a known value, file the resistor until the 
meter reading coincides. The cut in the 
resistor is then best protected with a drop of
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epoxy. If the resistor is not mounted on a 
circuit board and has been filed enough to 
weaken it, a length of shrink tubing over it 
w ill restore its mechanical strength.

See how much you get out of EC. I bet all 
this time you've been thinking that only 
variable resistors were variable resistors! 
AMA NEWS

As of June '88, there were some changes 
in the makeup of the AMA Frequency Com
mittee, with some highly visible deletions, 
which you w ill notice if you have kept up 
with this august body in the past. Anyway, 
the current membership consists of: Fred 
Marks, Chairm an; Jack Albrecht (Air- 
tronics), Chuck Ahern, Larry Dungan, Walt
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Good (Emeritus), Lance Halle, Steve Helms 
(Futaba), Dave Hilsenhoff, Bill Hersh
berger, Bob Novak (Novak Electronics), 
Charles Perrone, Warren Plohr, George 
Steiner, Ben Tolley (MAAC Canada), Bob 
Underwood (AMA Liaison), and Peter 
Waters (Kraft Midwest).

The company names in parentheses were 
added by yours truly and do not appear in 
AMA's handout. I included them in case 
you wish to locate and contact a member, 
though I am sure any and all of them can be 
addressed in care of AMA.

That's it for the year! Yes, the year! Can 
you believe it is December? Hope yours is 
working up to be merry, and go easy on the

nitro during the New Year celebration. I'd 
like you to be here in '89 to read EC! ·

Choppers.............Continued from page 21

are drilled, sanded, and lacquered; and the 
canopy doesn't need to be painted.

The recent trend in helicopter kits has 
been to leave everything completely unas
sembled. Saving labor costs is a valid rea
son for this change, but isn't it funny that it 
hasn't resulted in lower prices to the con
sumer. However, Kalt hasn't followed the 
trend and still maintains a high degree of 
prefabrication in all their kits. So with all 
the pre-assembled components, well- 
designed molded plastic parts, and pretty 
good instructions, the Cyclone goes to
gether quickly and easily, particularly for 
the first-time builder.

The heart of what's unique about the Cy
clone and what pushes it to the top of my 
beginner's choice list are the plastic com
posite sideframes and servo tray assembly. 
The usual sheet metal sideframes are

limited as to how many bends you can put 
into them. No such limitations exist for the 
Cyclone, and, consequently, every clever 
gimmick you could possibly imagine has 
found its way into this chopper. Nearly 
every place a nut and bolt are used, the hole 
is countersunk so the nut is nearly flush and 
is prevented from turning. An enclosed rear 
compartment for the gyro is molded into 
the frame, as are the tail boom support and 
the various bearing blocks. Most important, 
however, is that the two halves of the side- 
frames are molded in such a way as to gain 
tremendous rigidity and strength without 
much of a weight penalty. O f course, it's not 
only the sideframes that benefit, but every
thing enclosed w ithin them. The few 
molded pieces that make up the servo trays 
are equally solid, giving good support and 
protection to the servos. That’s not to say 
that they won't ever break in a crash; but, as 
we know, the nature of plastic is such that it 
w ill bend and snap back to its original 
shape unless, of course, it bends just a 
shade too much and simply snaps in two!

What drives me nuts (and everyone else 
I've talked to) is that hard landing that bends 
the sideframes just a little, throwing the en
gine, clutch, and mainshaft alignment out 
of kilter. You have no choice except to pull 
the whole thing apart, and I've never met 
the man who can straighten a bent side- 
frame and get it right; so you might as well 
just throw it out and buy another one.

The recommended powerplant for the 
Cyclone is a 50 engine, and I used an O.S. 
50 FSR-H I had sitting around. The motor 
mounts are drilled and tapped for either the 
O.S. 50 or Enya 49, and carburetor arm ex
tensions are included for both of these 
engines—another nice touch. There are 
people stuffing 60s in this machine, which 
might soup up the performance, but I feel it 
may be too hard on som e of the 
components.

The collective pitch system is the typical 
Kalt sliding rod which travels in a slot in the 
rotor shaft and connects up to the Bell- 
H iller mixer. I only needed to use a portion 
of the total available throw to get the pitch 
range of +8 to -2 that seems work best on 
this helicopter. I have read of people having 
a problem with the slide ring being a little 
sticky on the main shaft, but it hasn't hap
pened to me. I think they changed to a 
harder plastic and solved that problem.

The tail drive system is a friction belt 
drive, which attaches to a pulley situated 
right below the main gear. At the other end, 
the belt runs in a steel pulley supported by 
two ball bearings. I see a few raised eye
brows from some of you oldtimers who flew 
the American Mantis with its friction belt 
tail drive. There are some advantages to this 
system and some disadvantages. On the 
plus side is the matter of "tail taps," a com
mon occurrence for the beginner learning 
to hover. Helicopters with a tail drive shaft 
incur damage not only to the tail blades and 
blade holders, but all the way up to the plas
tic or nylon main gear, which is usually 
stripped by the pinion gear from the abrupt 
stop. This little miscue can very easily cost 
you $15 to $40 on those helicopters. Hitting 
the tail rotor on the ground with the Cy-
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clone w ill probably do no worse than cause 
the friction belt to slip for an instant. The 
other side of that coin is if the belt is al
lowed to loosen or some oil from the en
gine gets on the front pulley, that belt may 
slip when it's not supposed to. A quick 
torque to the left is the result, and the con
sequences of that may range from "a little 
scary" to "crash." The friction belt arrange
ment is a factor that keeps the Cyclone inex
pensive, and I think it's perfectly okay for 
the beginner. Personally, however, I'll put 
the toothed belt option on mine before I 
start doing any hotdogging.

Another thing missing is an autorotation 
clutch (though this is available as a fairly ex
pensive option). Again, for the beginner, an 
autorotation clutch does nothing good. 
How many times have you seen someone 
put a helicopter down a little hard ora little 
crooked; and just when you think they got 
away with it, that rotor blade comes around 
and whacks the tail boom. In the learning 
phase, you'd like to be able to make that ro
tor head slow down and stop as fast as pos
sible. That's the exact opposite of the 
freewheeling rotor you want for autorota
tions. Add to that the fact that those Torring- 
ton bearings are relatively fragile and quite 
expensive, and you can see why you're bet
ter off without one until you're into forward 
flight.

Like all Kalt helicopters, the Cyclone has 
belt starting for the engine, which I don't 
personally like; but I conceded that not hav
ing to go through the laborious ciutch/start 
shaft alignment does speed up building 
time considerably. My biggest objection to 
the belts is simply that they break, but noth
ing is worse than a clutch shaft that wasn't 
installed right.

Time was when manufacturers took all 
the hardware, tossed it into a bag, and said: 
"have a good time." Nowadays, Kalt, like a 
lot of other companies, have the specific 
hardware needed for each stage of con
struction in an individual bag, numbered to 
match the corresponding section of the in
structions. Everything being so well or
ganized makes it practical to construct each 
subassembly separately, putting everything 
together at the very end. That doesn't take 
much room, which is perfect for me be
cause most of my building is done on a 
coffee table in the rec room while watching 
TV with my wife and kids.

My first impression of the canopy was 
that it was ugly; but as I realized how well 
designed and functional it is, it suddenly 
became a lot prettier. It's like the basic two- 
piece design of all Kalt canopies, a yellow 
opaque ABS plastic section on the bottom 
and clear plastic on top representing the 
windshield. The difference is the third 
piece, a nylon frame that fits in a groove 
along the entire back edge of the canopy. 
This provides rigidity to the structure, as 
well as handy place for attaching the 
canopy to the helicopter. Four holes at each 
corner of the frame match tabs molded into 
the frame; and four screws hold the two 
together.

Also held on with four screws is the 
mounting plate for the receiver and gyro 
switches. The precut holes in the plastic

plate fit the )R, Futaba, and JMW gyro range 
selector and switch, and at least the ]R and 
Futaba receiver switches (because those are 
the only ones I tried.)

It's hard picking out things I didn't like on 
this chopper because I can't ignore the 
price consideration. Nevertheless, some 
things could be improved at minimal addi
tional cost.

As ingenious as the canopy is, removing it 
still requires unscrewing four screws that 
are a little hard to get to. Quick-release 
canopies are the thing now, and I'd like this 
changed to give faster and easier access to 
the radio compartment.

The 3mm x 10mm brass-plated Phillips 
head screws are too large for the holes, and

I had to switch to smaller screws in many 
places. I'd like to see them replace the fric
tion belt with a toothed belt, even if it 
means that the price of the chopper has to 
go up. Also they need a less expensive au
torotation clutch because that's an option 
that most Cyclone owners w ill exercise 
sooner or later.

I might just comment on some trends that 
have emerged in the past year or so in R/C 
choppers, partly because of the changes in 
the FAI rules. It has always been a matter of 
pride with helicopter owners to own a 
helicopter that was the ultimate in en
gineering—beautifully machined parts, 
highly polished; minuscule tolerance in fit; 
with ball bearings supporting virtually
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every moving part. A helicopter like this 
could last forever, if you never did anything 
more than hover in your backyard. But 
there's a new breed of pilot out there now 
who are pushing their machines to the limit 
and beyond. They try new maneuvers, 
crash, rebuild, and try again. What they 
need is a helicopter that is light, can handle 
the stress of high speed aerobatics, and is 
tough enough to survive a crash. It must be 
easy and inexpensive to repair or rebuild. 
You have probably already realized that the 
attributes of this type of chopper also coin
cide with the needs of the beginner. So,

when I tell you that the Cyclone is perfect as 
a beginner's first machine, that doesn't 
mean that I'm not going to stick a Black
head 1 rotor head, autorotation clutch, and 
cogged belt tail drive on mine the minute 
this review is done.
TEST FLIGHT

I set the pitch at about eight degrees posi
tive and two degrees negative, which gives 
a smooth climbout and a reasonably fast 
descent, without being touchy on the col
lective. I have a lot of stick time on a Baron 
50, which has a lot of the same flight 
characteristics. A slower rotor speed, partic

ularly at hover, gives a very smooth, almost 
lazy performance that w ill allow the begin
ner to stay well ahead of his helicopter. As 
with most Kalt helicopters, lock-to-lock 
throws and high rate on all controls is 
needed in the setup. The tail rotor is not as 
quick as I like, but, again, a quick tail rotor 
isn't what's needed by the new pilot. With 
the stock setup, this is a great helicopter for 
hovering and slow forward flight.

With the gyro installed in the rear port, 
about five ounces of lead in the nose plus a 
1200 mA battery were needed to balance 
right on the rotor shaft. All-up flying weight: 
ten pounds.

Next month I'll be writing about the radio 
I used in this chopper: the JR Max Com
puter radio. ·

Technical . . . .  Continued from page 39

of the seven pages of data is a separate ta
ble, rating 35 different species of woods 
used in aircraft, with respect to each other 
on a particular mode of stress, such as 
"Fiber Stress in Bending-Specific Gravity 
Ratio," "Compression Strength-Specific 
Gravity Ratio," "Shear Strength-Sp. G . Ra
tio," etc. On most counts balsa is either the 
poorest of the 35 woods or one of the 
poorest. If you want a copy of this test re
port, send me a buck.
COM POSITES

The plastic foams are a lot lower in den
sity than balsa, and we can use them with 
versatile high-strength medium-density ma
terials, such as fiberglass, carbon fiber, and 
Kevlar, to make semi-monocoque and 
sandwich structures, which are far stronger 
for their weight than balsa, do not absorb 
liquids, are sometimes easier to build, and 
cost less than balsa. Bye, bye balsa. It w ill 
take a few more years. Change is as slow as 
it is inevitable.

A few construction articles have been 
published on models which used cor
rugated pasteboard as the chief construc
tion material. The object usually was to 
avoid the high cost of balsa. O ld furniture 
boxes are free. Actually, corrugated board 
has a pretty fair strength-to-weight ratio, 
since it is a sandwich with a low-density 
core, but it is very absorbent, the corruga
tions of the core usually show on the sur
face, it doesn't form smooth curves, and it is
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hard to finish the edges well. Most of the re
sulting models looked very crude. 
FOAMBOARDS

Some models were also primarily built 
from cardboard-fenced foamboard (such as 
Fomecore, which has face skins about .012 
inch thick). This was a step up, since the 
material is smooth and has a very good 
strength-to-weight ratio, but the paper faces 
are not waterproof. I designed and built an 
R/C Seaplane out of Fomecore several years 
back. It was cheap, light, fast to build, and 
looked good, but, in spite of what I thought 
was a good finish sealing job, the water got 
under the paint somehow and soaked up 
the paper facing on the foamboard. It then 
looked like heck, was weaker, and took 
forever to lose its added weight of water. If 
you are not building seaplanes and can 
keep fuel from soaking the paper plies, this 
is a good material.

In 1981 or 1982, Aerolite Products, Inc., 
of Buffalo, New York, marketed an Aerolite 
Foamboard, in several thicknesses, for 
model building. It had .004 inch ABS plas
tic skins on both sides of a core of expanded 
polystyrene foam. It seemed beautiful! Very 
light, smooth, pure white, inexpensive, 
easy to work, curvable, bendable, glueable, 
waterproof, fuelproof, and all those good 
things. Well, almost all the good things.

I designed and built several R/C models 
mainly using this plastic-faced foamboard. 
They were good models except that they 
kept having unexpected structural failures! 
I'm not sure exactly what the problem was,

but it appeared to be cracks which would 
grow in length with use and eventually rip 
through entirely on a hard landing, or even 
in flight. The stuff seemed to have good 
strength initially, but it did not stand up. I 
had one pair of floats built from this foam 
board, which had a short life, and two 
fuselages, which both failed in the air! In 
one case, a seaplane fuselage separated 
completely in two, just forward of the wing. 
The engine, prop, muffler, battery, receiver, 
and the throttle servo went to the bottom of 
the lake! I got the impression that I didn't 
save any money by using an inexpensive 
material. After a time, Aerolite stopped 
marketing this foamboard. One wonders if 
they had other reports of failures similar to 
mine. This same material is now made in 
West Germany and is available under the 
name Artcore from some paper products 
distributors and art supply houses. If you 
have trouble finding it, call the distributor, 
Fomeboard Co., in Los Angeles, at (213) 
588-9211.1 will tell you why you might want 
this treacherous stuff in a moment.

There is also a stronger foam board avail
able under the trade name Gator Foam. It is 
available with closed-cell foam in either 
3/16 or 1/2-inch thick 4 x 8-foot sheets. (The 
half inch might be about right for a half
scale 747 model.) The skins on Gator Foam 
are .025 thick resin-impregnated paper, 
which makes it heavier, harder, and 
stronger than either the Artcore or the 
Fomecore. It may be a fine material, espe
cially for you big bird boys and giant scale

gents, but check out an apparent brittleness 
before you commit yourself to it. 
FIBERGLASS SANDWICHES

In spite of structural failures with Artcore, 
the material still interests me. It has many 
fine properties (also, the lake is still hungry 
for R/C gear). It is available in 1/16,1/8, 3Λ6, 
and 1/4 inch, and, except for the 1/16 inch, it 
is even lighter than soft balsa (the face skins 
are always .004). I continue to use it for 
bulkheads, etc., but if I ever use it as is in a 
tensile application again, I hope someone 
beats me over the head with a Quadra. Be
ware of the "as is" condition, but it is an ex
cellent starting material or core for a fiber
glass sandwich. The thin ABS skins peel off 
quite readily, leaving a smooth, accurate 
sheet of light but strong foam, which takes 
epoxy and glass nicely.

The full-scale homebuilt trade uses a thin 
sheet foam material known as Clark Foam 
for making fiberglass sandwiches. My tests 
on a sample of Clark Foam showed it to be 
4.3 Ib./cu. ft. (pretty heavy). Also, it is not 
sold in sheets thinner than quarter inch. An
other sheet foam called Rohacell is adver
tised for modeling by Composite Structures 
Technology, 3701 Inglewood Ave., #268, 
Redondo Beach, California 90278-1110. It is 
available in both 1.9 lb. and 3.1 lb. densities, 
and in sheet thicknesses from .039 to 2 
inches. Rohacell is imported from Ger
many, and its biggest drawback is a high 
price. So, stripped Artcore remains my 
fiberglass sandwich foam core material of 
choice.
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Actually, I often leave the ABS skins on 
the Artcore when I use it as the makings of 
a glass sandwich. The thin plastic doesn't 
weigh much; it adds some strength, helps 
keep the sheet flat while the epoxy is cur
ing, and it is much harder and smoother 
than the bare foam, making for a smoother 
finish on the final fiberglass. The bottom of 
the hull on my latest .60-size seaplane is 
3/16 Artcore with the ABS still on, plus a 
layer of .6 oz. glass inside and a layer of 1.5 
oz. glass on the outside.

One more recipe before I leave Art- 
core/Fiberglass sandwiches. Put a parting 
agent, such as PVA, on a sheet of glass (yes, 
window glass this time), or on a polished,
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PACIFIC  ACE (PA) BLACK BULLET ( BB)

KIT NO. PRICE EACH POWER 
PA OR BB—20" S 7.9 S RUBBER
PA OR BB—30" $ 1 4 .95  RUBBER
PA OR BB—40" S 21.95  RUB/GAS

KITS CONTAIN ROLLED PLANS, SELECT PRINT 
& STRIP BALSA, WIRE, WHEELS, PLASTIC PROP 
OR BALSA PROP BLANK, NYLON THRUST 
8EARING. BALL BEARING WASHER (30" $ 40"), 
JAPANESE TISSUE, PLYWOOD, AND ALUM. 
MOTOR PEG. a o o  * 1.00 p im  f o r  e a c h  k it  o r d e r , c a . r e s .
ADO TAX.

3 5 0 8  POINSETTIA AVE. 
MANHATTAN BEACH. CA. 9 0 2 6 6

flat sheet of metal. Squeegee a film of epoxy 
on top of the PVA. Lay a sheet of fiberglass 
cloth on the wet epoxy, pull out the wrin
kles, and squeegee it down until the cloth is 
uniformly wetted. Squeegee a film of epoxy 
onto a sheet of Artcore, or a part cut from it. 
Press the epoxy-wetted Artcore face onto 
the epoxy-wetted fiberglass on the glass, 
starting from one edge. Look through the 
glass side to check for complete bonding all 
over. Let it cure thoroughly. Peel the sand
wich off the glass (try passing a thin piano 
wire between glass and sandwich). (Serves 
six.) If you add a little pigment to the epoxy, 
you will not only have a "gel coat" with a 
high-gloss, glass-smooth surface, but also a

colored epoxy finish, with no sanding, no 
painting, and no polishing! (I hate sanding 
and painting.) Pigments compatible with 
epoxy are available in 17 different colors 
and in 4-ounce jars and up from BJB Enter
prises, Inc., 13912 Nautilus Drive, Garden 
Grove, California 92643; phone, (714) 
554-4640.
SCULPTURED FOAM

We have been talking about foam/fiber- 
glass sandwiches which are flat or nearly 
flat, but not all areas of our models are flat. 
Pre-built fiberglass sandwiches could be 
wrapped around ribs for wing skins, could 
be used for tail feathers, for slab fuselage 
sides, and for boxy floats, but we need a 
foam-and-fiberglass approach for tight 
curves and compound curves. Since we can 
cut most foams easily with a hot wire, saw 
them, carve them, and sand them, we can 
make model parts of any shape from plastic 
foam quite readily and inexpensively. Such 
parts, by themselves, will seldom be strong 
enough, however. We can make them 
strong enough by covering them with fiber
glass bonded with epoxy.

Most of the com m ercial molded- 
fiberglass model fuselages are made with 
polyester resin, not epoxy, and many of you 
have used polyester at one time or another. 
For use on foam it is a no-no. Most of the 
foams are rapidly dissolved by the styrene 
monomer in a polyester resin mix. (Ure
thane foams are unaffected, but they are 
more dangerous to work with.) Further
more, polyester stinks up the house and is
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more difficult to get out of brushes, etc. 
EPOXIES

So let's stick with epoxy. Epoxy costs a lit
tle more, but the small amount you are go
ing to be using will be paid for from the 
balsa wood you didn't buy. One word of 
warning, however. Some people develop an 
allergy to epoxy resin. Keep it off your 
hands as much as possible and wash it off 
yourself with soap and water or alcohol im
mediately, if you do get into it. If you exhibit 
any reaction to it, wear rubber gloves.

No special epoxy is needed for fiberglass 
work. The epoxy "glue" you have been buy
ing at the model shop is fine for laminating, 
provided its cure time is long enough. For a 
very small simple fiberglass patch, 5- 
minute epoxy is okay, but fiberglassing 
takes some time, and even 30-minute 
epoxy is going to set up before you are 
ready, on any but fairly small jobs. I have 
found little in life more frustrating and dis
couraging than to have the epoxy mix start 
to gel when the job is only three-quarters 
done. It sets in the brush and on other tools, 
things stick to you, the glass fabric becomes 
a bunched-up mess, and. . . .

I'm sorry, but Bill says, "When you get to 
2500 words, stop." In the meantime, "If you 
think you can (design models), you are 
right. If you think you can't, you are also 
right." Henry Ford. ·

R/C Guff..........Continued from page 15

sheet metal fastened to the fin (at P). The 
hole may be punched with the pivot pin for 
correct size. Make sure the flap turns easily, 
but allow no looseness. Glue the piano 
wire rudder arm strongly to the flap.

The stabilizer has three spars: front, rear, 
and trailing edge spar. The latter is just 
ahead of the elevator tab. All spars are 1/8- 
inch hard sheet. Be sure they are straight. 
Section AA shows the streamline rib pro
file. The ten center ribs are cut to this shape. 
Note the two center ribs are of 1/8 inch 
sheet and are angled to the taper of the 
fuselage. Each tip rib is made by the "cut 
and try" process after the tip is in place. 
Since the spars cut all the way through the 
ribs, it is necessary to slice each rib into 
three pieces.

Start assembly by gluing center portions 
of ribs between the two spars, making sure 
there is no warp. When dry, attach remain
ing rib portions. Cement on 1/4-inch square 
hard balsa leading edge and 1/8-inch sheet 
tip. Wire hooks, with the aid of rubber 
bands, hold the tail assembly on the 
fuselage. So, use plenty of glue when plac
ing the hooks. Coverthe indicated portions, 
top and bottom, with 1/32-inch sheet balsa.

The trailing edge of the elevator flap is 
easily cut from a sheet 1/8 x 2 inches. In 
fact, all 1/8-inch sheet tip pieces can be cut 
from 2-inch width material. This flap has 
pivot pins at the front edge the same as the 
rudder. Sheet metal bearings at P.

Coverall tail surfaces with bamboo paper 
and water spray. Two coats of clear dope is 
sufficient. Cut holes in tail wing for fin 
spars. Glue fin in place and give the whole 
thing one coat of colored dope. Don't worry 
about warp, if you've built the framework 
true, parts are just too stiff!

WING
The eight-foot wing is in two sections for 

convenience of transportation; that is, to fit 
the family car. Four small nuts and bolts (6- 
32) hold the assembled wing together. This 
system has proved satisfactory, even 
through much hard usage.

Select hard, firm balsa for the spars, front 
and back. If four-foot lengths cannot be ob
tained, splice shorter ones together with a 
long diagonal joint. The root of each spar is 
reinforced on each side with a sheet of 1/16- 
inch plywood. To this firm base bolt (6-32) 
and glue the dural wing fasteners. Each rib 
is cut into three parts to allow for passage of 
the deep spars. First assemble the center rib 
portions and the two spars. This insures 
having the spars parallel. Remember the 
1/4-inch root rib goes on with a slant to give 
the proper dihedral. Next add the nose ribs 
and leading edge. The 1/4-inch false nose 
ribs strengthen the place where the wing 
rubbers go. Now glue the trailing ribs to the 
rear spar and before the glue is dry add the 
notched trailing edge. (Editor's Note: Our 
plans show a one-piece rib tor more con
ventional construction, along with sug
gested spars and webbing.)

The wing tip of hard 1/8-inch sheet is as
sembled on a flat surface and then glued to 
the wing. By the "cut and try" method, hack 
the two tip ribs to the proper size. Holding 
a straight edge (parallel to spar) on top of tip 
ribs will help indicate the correct taper.

Add the various braces shown and give all 
joints an extra coat of glue. This wing will 
take a beating. The medium 1/32-inch sheet 
balsa covering is placed on top and bottom 
of portions indicated. Cover with bamboo 
paper and finish as with tail assembly. The 
external holes in the dural fasteners are 
drilled while holding the two panels in po
sition to insure perfect alignment.

The ship is found easy to fly and should 
be flown before the radio is installed. If the 
ship itself is well tested, the radio installa
tion will be much easier.

Balance the ship at the 40-percent mark 
on the wing (about 5 inches back from lead
ing edge). Set everything neutral except for 
about one degree right thrust on the motor. 
A good test is 2/3 power and 30-second mo
tor run. A few glides from the hand will de
tect any extreme misadjustment.

Run beside the wing tips on a few power 
runs, letting the ship take off but not allow
ing it to go free. When satisfied with the ad
justment (but not until!) let her go.

The climb will be slow and the glide flat. 
Try for straight-line power flight and glide 
with neutral rudder.

Now for the fun of. putting in the radio 
control! ·

R/C Soar..........Continued from page 43

hint), I could turn you on to one of their 
club officers. However, I do know from Rich 
Border's MVSF newsletter out of New Jersey 
that the CASA club has special contests at 
such venues as the National Geographic 
Society's HQ in Gaithersburg, Maryland, 
and cross-country races around Dickerson, 
Maryland. You could contact the Contest 
Director of one such event, a CASA mem
ber named Al White, RO. Box 303, Rouzer-

RAHIM'S
WINCHES & LINE 

RETRIEVERS

WINCH $ 3 0 0  
POW ERFUL 12-VOLT 

F3B Q U A LITY  
LAUNCH A  P LA N E  
E V E R Y  60 SECONDS

RETRIEVER $250
6 -VOLT

R E T R IE V E  WINCH  
LINE IN 20 SECONDS

R A H M 'S
9309 E. Maple St. 

Bellflower, CA 90706 
Phone (213) 866-2405
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GASP!!
PUT SOME PANTS 

ON THAT AIRPLANE!
ACE Wheel Pants that is!

BEFORE WHEEL PANTS

AFTER WHEEL PANTS!

These wheel pants are a quick and easy way 
to really dress up your favorite airplane. Made 
from rugged .060' ABS plastic, they go together 
fast and paint up beautifully with any dope, 
enamel, or epoxy. Molded into the pant is a flat 
area to simplify mounting to the landing gear.
A perfect mate to Cap'n Eddy's Sport Squadron 

series of plane kits. Four sizes cover most 
requirements. Packaged as a pair.

Cat.# Wheel Dia. Length Width

Complete Catalog $2.00. If ordered 
direct add $2.00 P&H. 116 W. 19th St., 
P.O.Box 511D8, Higginsville MO 64037 

(816) 584-7121

ville, PA 17250. Al can find you some fellow 
sailplane fliers to get your flying shots. 
AIRFOIL OF THE MONTH: E214

It may seem to devoted readers like this 
section of the column has been overlooked 
the past few months. Well, if the truth be 
known, there have been 11 airfoils run in 11 
columns for the year 1988. Not all of them 
have been called by their official title (as 
above), not all of them have had coor
dinates published (not available), and not 
every column has had an airfoil of the 
month (I did skip a few), but there have 
been 11.

This month we have a bit of a repeater. 
The Eppler 214 airfoil section was first run 
in "R/C Soaring" way back in September 
1983! I guess you could say it's been long 
enough to have another go at it!

This time we are going to show what we 
have learned since 1983. New information 
has come to my attention in regard to wind 
tunnel experimental data gathered at the 
University of Stuttgart, FRG, by Dieter 
Althaus. The data is not new. It has been in 
existence since the summer of 1985. How
ever, I first saw it when Michael Selig sent it 
my way about a year and a half ago.

The format of the data was quite different, 
and almost unrecognizable at first. It is 
shown basically the same way as the 
Eppler-type data graph, but the drag axis is 
highly compressed. In similarly sized polar 
graphs, what took the space of 50mm along 
the CD  axis in the Eppler book was 
squeezed down to 7mm in the Stuttgart 
graph, eliminating much fine detail in the 
progress (my opinion). That's why the 
curves don't look familiar.

I took the time to sketch in the theoretical 
Eppler data points on the E214 at 100,000 
Rn over the Stuttgart graph. I make no claim 
for high degrees of accuracy on my lines, 
but they do give close approximations.

Needless to say, and perhaps to no one's 
surprise, the computer program's data 
didn't agree with real experimental data. 
The wind tunnel was not so favorable to the 
E214 as the computer. It shows about 30 to 
40 percent more drag between CL .3 and
1.0 at 100,000 Rn; it shows the lift generated 
per angle of attack about 5 to 10 percent 
less optimistic, and it shows (surprise) that 
the pitching moment is less severe than 
predicted by about 25 percent.

At 60,000 Rn, however, the wind tunnel 
picked up a huge drag increase between CL 
.2 and 1.1. This is probably due to a prema
ture flow separation along the top surface (a 
big bubble?). As many longtime readers 
may recall from previous columns, the Ep
pler program can only predict flow separa
tion problems, not assign specific values of 
drag to go with them. That is why the
50.000 Rn curve in the MTB Eppler book 
looks much like the 100,000 Rn curve, and 
not like this one from Stuttgart.

In conclusion, the E214 in the tunnel 
doesn't look as good as it does on the com
puter program. However, that's probably 
going to prove true with all Eppler program 
designed sections in the MTB books. We 
shall see. Where we will start to gain useful 
knowledge is when we can compare many 
different sections in the same tunnel against 
each other. Meanwhile, the E214 looks like

a bad choice for a small, slow R/C glider be
cause of the drag problems at 60,000 Rn. 
G O O D  BYE FOR NOW  

Stay tuned next month for more exciting 
news and views from the model soaring 
world. With any luck (and a stretched dead
line), we may have a report on what's new in 
the industry as seen at the RCHTA Chicago 
Model Show. Thermals, Bill Forrey, 3610 
Amberwood Ct., Lake Elsinore, California 
92330; (714)245-1702. ·

Counter............ Continued from page 11

Last, but not least, is a new Snuf-Ler muf
fler from JTec. This is the answer to AMA's 
muffler rule suggestions and is designed to 
keep noise to a minimum. It is constructed 
of thin-walled steel and a chemically ap
plied heat and corrosion-limiting black fin
ish. Three chambers separated by perfor
ated baffles combined with the single 
chamber stock muffler will lower decibels 
with no power loss, and in some cases, ac
tually increase rpm! The muffler will attach 
to the front half of any stock muffler, from 
.25 to 1.08 O.S. Max, Super Tigre, Enya, Fox, 
K & B, Royal, Asp, or Irvine stock mufflers. 
The Snuf-Ler will substantially reduce ex
haust sound with improved idle, better fuel 
economy, and no power loss. Look for it at 
your favorite hobby shop. ·

Plug Sparks. . . .  Continued from page 33

Class B Ignition (24)
1. Walt Geary
2. Joe Percy
3. Cy Jordan
4. Dick Huang
5. Larry Jenno 
Pure Antique (22)
1. EutTileston
2. Walt Geary
3. Cy Jordan
4. Bob Walter
5. Chet Lanzo

(Zipper/OR 29) 
(Bomber/OR 23) 
(Playboy/Forster) 
(Kerswap/Torp 29) 
(Kerswap/Torp 29)

(Westerner/Spitfire) 
(Bomber/Spitfire) 
(RC-1/Orwick) 
(RC-1/OR 60) 
(Bomber/Cyke)

1088
1074
1029
1004
896

1606
1537
1518
1365
1343

Summary of Winners
F/F High Time Champion 
R/C High Time Champion 
Perpetual Trophies
Compressed Air 
Ernie Shailor 
Richard White 
Danny Sheelds 
Ed Kelly 
Marquadt 
Feather Merchant

John Bortnak 
Eut Tileston

Jim Noonan 
Ben Cleveland 
Sal Taibi 
Ed Wallenhorst 
Jim Walston 
Mitch Post 
Joe Percy

ENGINE OF THE MONTH
Once again, this writer is indebted to his 

old San Diego buddy, Bill Thompson, who 
dug deep into his rare engine file to come 
up with this month's engine.

The Trident 65 is one of those engines 
made right after the war aimed at the speed 
market. This engine, designed and built by 
"Zip" Gandell, shows influence of Atwood 
engines. This is no great surprise, as Gan
dell was employed by Miniature Engines in 
Southern California.

According to reports printed in the Model 
Engine Collectors Journal, the Trident was 
built in ignition and glow plug versions. 
Best sources indicate only a small number 
were built.
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ARISTO CRAFT/POLK'S fTODFL CRAFT HOBBIES:
State-Of-The-Art Products at Sensible Prices! P n cra  satM cr n  t

ARF CESSNA 172 PIPER J-3 CUB SCALEA.R.F. -  ALMOST READY TO FLY! PIPER CHEROKEE A.R.F.
First Scale tapered wing in an ARF. 
Scale model, sturdy construction.

Cessna 172 .20 Wingspan 50" 
ARI0160 $109.95 
Cessna 172 .40 Wingspan 63" 
ARI0161 $129.95

.25 Wingspan 
ARI0162 $109.95

$109.95

Scale model, Painted and covered, sturdy 
construction,ready for radio installation 
Cherokee .40 Wingspan 55"

ARI0163 $129.95_____________

.20'.30 size all wood A.R.F. Perfect choice tor the novice, 
combining beauty, stability and reasonable pricing.

Wingspan 55"

CHALLBIGER 720 7 domol F¥l 

m i hetaom r
Ham m  Band. Servo Reversing. 
Dual Rate Mixing. AM R eaction 
and 3rd order modulation 
reduction Metal case. Open 
Gimbals. New 72 frequencies 
3 Servos.

ARI0720 w/Nicads 
and Charger 
ARI0720+ $179.95

4 CHANNEL τ  DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL RADIO
2 high torque servos, bahery box. re
ceiver, switch harness F.C.C. ap
proved Dry system

HHNtl T Ult

r a a

q ) Q

72MGHZ AR14000 
$77.95

75 MGHZ ARI4000 75 
S77.95

SHARP 45 RTF PATTERN PLANE

90% Ready to fly. Fully covered 
and painted. 59" Wingspan

HIGH TORQUE INDIRECT DRIVE SERVO

42 into; torque, water resistant 
fiberglass case. Specs: center
ing vy deadband OtO m s 36 
degrees Size 1%” long. 
wide, 1’A" high, weight W  oz.

ARI03402 $11.95

H ^ ·
MINI SERVO
36 in/oz torque rating, 
suitable for all but heaviest uses. 
Dim:1.33" x 0.55" x 1.26" ; 0.77 oz.

ARI03400
$27.95

MINI RECEIVER
Built-in BEC system reduces weight, male plug 
receptor on board for solid connection.

Dim: 1.89"x1.14" 
x0.75";0.77 oz.
ARI032131 $29.95 
2 C h  R c v r  

ARI032130 $22.95

“ w/New Futaba Type Connector ARI03402NF $12.95;

.25 R/C AIRPLANE GAS ENGINE w/Muffler 

.28 R/C HELICOPTER GAS ENGINE w/Muffler

ARI0151

$68.75

ARI0150 $62.50 afroM
.21 R/C CAR GAS ENGINE w/Muffler 

------28 R/C AIRPLANE GAS ENGINE w/Mutfler

45 R/C AIRPLANE GAS ENGINE a/Mutller MERLIN 8 CHANNEL PCM 
RADIO

A0 R/C
ARI0153 $89.95 vv/ittl Failsafe. Incl. 1 servo. 

W/Muffler — ARIPOW86100 $599.95

FOLDING PROP 
FOR ELECTRIC 
PLANES

With 3-1 Ratio.
ARI0600 $12.95

LIL ’ SQUIRT DELUXE POCKET-SIZE PEAK DETECTION CHARGER 
ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP

Fill & empty w/out priming. Fo 
GLOW FUELS. Uses 6v or 12v 
power panels, AA Batteries

ARI2Q81 $12.25_______

Advanced circuitry, sin
gle button operation, 
safety auto-shulotl cir
cuit. For 7.2 - 8 4v Nlcad 
Packs Pocket size 4’A" 
long » % " high t  2%" 
wide.

ARI0315 $39.95

ENGINE TEST FEATHER FLITE
STAND AIRPLANE TIRES
For bench testing of gas (3), 3/4·· A R t4 6 0 0  $3 .9 5

(3) 2" ARI4601 $3.95
(3) 2 1/4" ARI4602 $3.95 
(3)21/2" ARI4603 $3.95 
(3) 2 3/4" ARI4604 $3.95

engines up to .40

ARI0400 $6.25

I motIvl craft I I
To O rd e r . . . C a ll  T O L L -F R E E  1 -8 0 0 -2 2 5 -P O L K .

We accept V isa , M asterCard  and A m erican  Ex p re ss . In clu d e  card  num ber and  ex p iratio n  
date with order. Or send check  or m oney order to: A risto -C ra ft/P o lk 's  Model C raft Hob
bies. Room 24 . 3 4 6  Bergen Ave., Je rse y  City, NJ 0 7 3 0 4 . INJ and NY resid en ts p lease  in 
clud e  state  sa le s  ta x . P lease  a llow  2-3 w eeks for UPS insu red  delivery.



CLASSIFIED ADS IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS: Non-commercial (personal Items) rate Is 25 
cents per word, with a minimum of $3.00. Commercial rate Is 40 cents per 

word, with a minimum of $5.00. No advertising agency discounts allowed. Name and address free, phone number counts as two 
words, abbreviations count as whole words and will be spelled out. All ads are payable with order, and may be for any consecutive 
Insertion period specified. Send ad payment to: MODEL BUILDER, Classified Ads, 898 W. 16th, Newport Beach, CA 92663.

SCALE RUBBER PLANS Ryans, Stinstons, Boe
ings, Curtiss, Thompson, Japanese, French, 
German. 29 all new collector quality plans. $600 
each. SASE for list. Flying Scale Inc., 1905 
Colony Rd., Metairie, Louisiana 70003.

WANTED: RTF u/c Planes from Aurora/K&B, 
Comet, Cox, Gilbert, Sterling, Testors. Wenmac, 
etc. Complete or pieces, buy or trade. John 
Fietza PO. Box 593, Lynbrook, New York 11563

WANTED: Ignition model airplane engines and 
model race cars made before 1950. Jim Clem, 
1201 E 10, PO. Box 524, Sand Springs, Okla
homa 74063: (918)245-3649

SPECIALIZING IN MAJOR DECALS: for fast 
service and good prices, send $1.00 for illus
trated catalog to: Clark's Aircrafters Supplies, 
501 Raintreen, Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355.

WANTED: SPARK IGNITION MODEL AIR
PLANE engines circa 1930-46. Fair, competi
tive prices. Tom Forsythe. 318-12th Ave., Box 
141, New Glarus, Wisconsin 53574: 
(608)527-2066.

WANTED: Ace Pulse actuator or parts. Andrew 
Pedersen, 346 Brock St., Apt. 404, Kingston, 
Ontario. Canada K7L-1T2 (613) 547-3196

25% PRICE INCREASE on the Year Books ef
fective January 31,1989. Model Aero. Publica
tion, Box 135, Northridge, California 91328.

4"x8" vacuum former with self-contained heat 
source. Easily constructed from local materials 
Plans $12.00. Complete unit $42.00 postpaid. 
GRACO MODELS, Box 18358, Kearns, Utah 
84118.

Capacitive Discharge Ignition kit. Coils, spark 
plugs. Send SASE for details. Fuji-max USA, 
2747 Giddings, Visalia, California 93291.

CARBON FIBER: sheets, rods, angles, mat, tail- 
boom. Other Free Flight supplies. Send SASE 
to: Bradley Model Products, 1337 Pine Sap Ct., 
Orlando, Florida 32825.

WWI AND WWII POSTERS. In color, imported 
from England, 20 x 30, suitable for framing. 
Sample photos, send $1.00 to Biggin Hill Publ., 
Box 786-0, Freeport, New York 11520.

PLANS ENLARGED: Large Scale Specialists, 
Model Drafting Software. PC Model Software 
Free catalog. Concept Technology, P.O. Box 
669D, Poway. California 92064; (619)486-2464.

Gandell, who was a flying buddy of Irwin 
Ohlsson, will be remembered for his "Little 
Zip" design. This model closely resembled 
a Miniature Ohlsson Pacemaker. "Zip" is 
gone now but he is fondly remembered by 
Irwin.

The Trident was a well-made engine 
featuring a nicely finished black crackle fin
ish. We didn't dare take the engine apart so 
can only assume dimensions are very simi
lar to the Atwood Super Cyclone .649.
50 YEARS AGO, I WAS. . .

While at the 1988 Indiana SAM Champs 
held at Lawrenceville, Illinois, this writer

MAGAZINES FOR SALE: Model Builder, MAN, 
Air Trails, Flying Models, Skyways, Air Age, Air 
News and more Many back to the 1930s and 
1940s. Excellent to mint condition. Send SASE 
for list of titles and any inquiries to: Mrs. Caro
lyn Gierke 1276 Ransom Road, Lancaster, New 
York 14086

AERO CLUB OF ISRAEL modeling flying 
needs your support. Send SASE for newslet
ter and information. New Friends of the Aero 
Club of Israel, 79-02B 212 Street, Bayside. New 
York 11364

ANTIQUE MODEL IGNITION PARTS CATA
LOG: GHQ. Delong, O.K. McCoy, others. 
Timers, needle valves, tanks, cylinders, oper
ating instructions, kits. Catalog 1988, 1,000 
Parts, $5.00 pp. Foreign $9.00. Chris Rossbach, 
R.D. 1 Queensboro Manor, Box 390, Glovers- 
ville. New York 12078.

IGNITION AND GLOW ENGINES. Collectors, 
runners, used, new. Sell, trade, buy. SASE for 
large list. R.L. Eierman, 504 Las Posas, Ridge 
crest, California 93555; (619)375-5537.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED PATCHES. Yourde 
sign, made any size shape, colors. Fivepatch 
minimum, guaranteed colorfast. Free brochure 
Hein Specialties, Inc., Dept. 238, 4202 North 
Drake, Chicago, Illinois 60618-1113.

MODEL MOTORS NEW AND USED. ALSO 
PARTS, ACCESSORIES, KITS. Complete list, 
$1.00. T. Crouss, 100 Smyrna St., West Spring- 
field, Massachusetts 01089.

Bill Hannan's PEANUTS & PISTACHIOS. 
Volume 3: Plans, photos, and pointers. FUN! 
$5.00. Volume 2 still available at $4.95. Postage 
and handling $1.50 (one or two books). Califor
nia orders: add applicable sales tax. HAN
NAN'S RUNWAY, Box A, Escondido, Califor
nia 92025.

Chester's "GOON", "GEE BEE's", "BULLDOG", 
etc. — New Plans Catalog with News $3.00, 
REFUNDABLE: Vfern E. Clements, 308 Palo Alto 
Dr., Caldwell, ID 83605.

1930s MODEL SHOP! Sawed prop blanks, 
WWI/Balloon/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki 
wood, color nitrate sticks, tissue bobbins, prop 
hinges, bamboo, old Scale/Contest plans, and 
more! Illustrated mail order catalog: $2. Oldtimer 
Model Supply, PO. Box 7334, Van Nuys, Califor
nia 91409.

received Photo No. 13 from Barney Onofri, 
78 Harrison Avenue, Morrisville, Pennsyl
vania 19067.

Barney tells us the model is a Trenton Ter
ror modified into a six-foot parasol powered 
by a Brown Jr. engine. This photo was taken 
at Mercer Field near Trenton, New Jersey. 
Tremendous amount of gas-powered model 
flying in the Trenton area between 1935-40.

The next photo, No. 14, although only 
dated 1973, is a good shot of a Gladiator as 
designed by Maurice Schoenbrien. Built by 
Bud Perry, this 1941 design powered by a 
Super Cyclone is silkspan-covered doped

OLDTIMERS: Built by Dale Myers. Electric R/C 
flying. All-transparent covered. Super Buc — 
Scram 83" — Kerswap — Pacer C — King 
Burg — Pacific Ace — Strate Streak 66" — 
Berkley Currier Sportster — Record Hound — 
Trenton Terror. Models cannot be shipped. Dale 
Myers RD #3 Stewartstown, Pennsylvania 
17363, (717) 993-6246.

SOLID WALNUT MODELS from the Boeing/De 
Havilland DH-4 to the F-14 Tomcat. Precut kits, 
uncut kit cuts and plans only. Write today for free 
brochure The Woodworker's Shop. PO. Box 
7254, Springfield, Illinois 62791.

WANTED: Berkeley and Cleveland kits or 
related items: parts, plans, boxes, brochures, 
books, ads, radio equipment, accessories, etc. 
Gordon Blume 4649-191st Ave S.E., Issaquah, 
Washington 98027.

FREE sample of the OKIE FREE FLIGHT FLYER 
for a 25 cent uncancelled unlicked stamp. Bill 
Baker, PO. Box 249, Norman, Oklahoma 
73070-0249.

WANTED: Ignition model engines and race 
cars, 30s and 40s vintage Don Blackburn, PO. 
Box 15143, Amarillo, TX 79109; 806-622-1657.

SCALE DOCUMENTATION: PLAN ENLARG
ING. Photo packs, three views, drawings for 
1600 aircraft. Super Scale R/C plans for Giant, 
Sport. 60-page catalog $4.00. Scale Plans and 
Photo Service, 3209 Madison Ave., Greens
boro, North Carolina 27403; (919) 292-5239.

ROHACELL® STRUCTURAL FOAM. Light, 
strong, ideal for use with fiberglass, carbon or 
kevlar. Compatible with most adhesives and fin
ishes. Send SASE to: Composite Structures 
Technologies, Dept. D, Suite 268, 3701 Ingle 
wood Ave, Redondo Beach, California 
90278-1110.

ELECTRIC FLIGHT EQUIPMENT The best and 
largest electric flight supply in the Northeast. 
Specializing in ASTRO FLIGHT Equipment. Kits, 
motors, batteries, light weight building supplies 
and all your electric flight needs. Send $2.50 for 
Catalog to CS FLIGHT SYSTEMS, 31 Perry 
Street, Middleboro, Massachusetts 02346 or call 
(508) 947-2805 to order VISA & MASTER CARD.

with nitrate and "RIT" dye (scarlet and 
Royal Yellow). All this was followed by one 
coat of enamel or acrylic paint known as 
"Emron." Bud fully acknowledges the paint 
work being done by his buddy H. O. Hun- 
nicutt and the photo taken by George Wil
son III. We don't know if Ace Hobbies is still 
in business.
ROBERTS TROPHY CLARIFICATION

After reading the description of the Good 
Brothers and their subsequent winning of 
the Roberts Trophy, a statement was made 
that this was the original Roberts R/C Trophy 
which is correct yet incorrect as an earlier 
Roberts Trophy was awarded to Chester 
Lanzo in 1937 for the R/C Event.

This confusion was brought about by the 
Elmira, New York, meet sponsored by the 
Soaring Society of America, Richard
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DuPont, president. The purpose of this 
rather prestigious meet was to acquaint the 
young people in the gas model events with 
gliding and soaring activities.

As reported by Phil Zecchitella in his 
"Gas Job Gossip" column, Flying Aces Sep
tember 1937, this meet was to be held on 
June 5 through 9 during the Soaring Soci
ety's Annual Elmira Gliding Contest.

These dates were selected several months 
in advance with news of the contest widely 
circulated and published. Some time later, 
NAA decided to hold its Nationals in the fi
nal week of June and first few days of July at 
Detroit.

With everything running like clockwork 
with two major contests available to the 
modeling fraternity, something had to go 
wrong.

When the Detroit hotels were ap
proached for reservations for the modelers, 
it was found the selected dates conflicted 
with a large convention already scheduled. 
Instead of moving the events to a more 
suitable time, NAA decreed the Nationals 
would be held July 7 through 11, com
pletely ruining the contest dates for Elmira. 
When asked why the cancellation of the El
mira meet, it was revealed the flying sched
ule occupied the selected airport over that 
particular period.

This was a severe jolt to the Soaring Soci
ety, as many months of planning and prepa
ration had gone into this proposed Elmira 
meet. Rather than take a hard-nosed atti
tude with the Junior NAA, the Society do
nated all their trophies and awards to the 
NAA Nats Committee for awarding.

Hence, when Chester Lanzo won the Ed 
Roberts Trophy for R/C Flying, it actually 
was the Elmira Contest Trophy. As far as can 
be determined, there was no provision for 
this trophy to be a perpetual type. So, again, 
Roberts donated another R/C Trophy to the 
1938 Nationals, this time to be a perpetual 
award.

In the intervening years, Chester Lanzo 
donated his Roberts Trophy to the Society of 
Antique Modelers to represent the highest 
time attained in the Texaco R/C Event at the 
SAM Champs.

This trophy was fitted with a suitable base 
built by Walt Parker and suitable nameplate 
by John Pond with all past winners en
graved. After Don Bekins won the trophy at 
the La Junta SAM Champs in 1983, Don had 
the trophy completely silver-plated, mak
ing the trophy well worth the competition!

In some respects, SAM can lay claim to 
having the original Roberts Trophy regard
less, whether it was intended as a standard 
award or a perpetual trophy. There is no 
question what it is now!
MORE SAM CHAMPS

Thought you were going to get off easy, 
huh? When Harold Johnson takes photos, 
he takes so many good ones, it is hard to 
resist including them in the column.

Such is nice action photo, No. 15, of Hans 
Oschner letting go his Madewell DeAngelis 
design in the 1936-37 period. These very

squarish designs (the Trenton Terror is one 
of Mickey's) are easy to build and do trim 
out quickly. Just the type for someone who 
needs a good flying model in a hurry!

Photo No. 16 is of a model you don't see 
everyday: a Canadian Chilvers Record 
Breaker design of 1940. Richard Brace 
thought well enough of this model to repro
duce it for the SAM Champs. Dick had a lit
tle tough luck in trimming the model out. 
Gettum next year!
SAM ITALIA

Latest letter from Cesare de Robertis lo
cated at Via L. Magalotti, 6, Rome, 00197, 
Italy, including Photo No. 17 of Arve Moz- 
zarini's compressed air model known as the 
ARV-8.

This 1935 design features a fuselage of su
per thin brass which is the actual air tank. 
No reports on how the model performs.

Cesare also reports SAM Italia is very suc
cessful with 120 members in this short time. 
As usual, flying fields for free flight are al
ways a problem, so the main events are R/C. 
A considerable amount of Ben Buckle

S34.95

GNOME
The "Hi-Performance Compact" 

RADIO CONTROL SAILPLANE 

60" Wing Span 

375*" Wing Area 

12 to 15oz. /2ch R/C

Optomized Eppler 205 Airfoil 

Hand Launch - - Slope- - High Start/Winch

m s s m s s  φθμεμτϊ
P.  O .  B o x  # ! M I D W A Y  C I T Y ,  C A  9 2 6 5 5  ( 7 1 4 1  0 9 5 - 6 5 6 9

A t y o u r  D ea le r o r 
add  $ 2 .0 0  p er o rd e r , 
fo r  U P S . C a . R est 
add 61 fo r T a x .
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SEND TO: MODEL BUILDER PLANS SERVICE 
898 W . 18th S t ., N ewport B e a ch . C A  92683 

Minimum e n te r $10.00

No. 12881 R/C G U F F  $25 .00
Pioneer R /C  a ircraft, won '38, '39 , '40, 
'47 Nats, nowinSm ithsonian.W alt Good.

No. 11881 T H E  W HISP $10 .00
Simple R/C  hand launch glider for slope 
or park flying. 49-inch span. By J .  Tank.

No. 11881-OT C LA S S  C G L ID E R  $7 .50  
A Joe Weathers classic glider design from 
Fly ing Aces, 1939. Wingspan is 30 inches.

No. 10881 H A W K E R  H U R R IC A N E  $17.00
A control line sport scale for .3 0  to .40 
engines, made of cardboard I C . Felton

No. 1088-OT P O R T E R F IE L D  $7 .50
Rubber scale monoplane from  1940 F ly 
ing Aces. 28-inch span. C . McCullough.

No. 9881 B L A C K  S T A R  $10.00
A  swept-wing, Vee-tailed R /C  model for 
an .049. Uses foam wings. B y  Saponara.

No. 9882 C O N S O L ID A T ED  X BY-1  $7 .5 0  
A  rubber-powered bomber in 1 /20 scale 
w ith a 27-inch span. By Mark Fineman.

No. 1073-OT G O LD B E R G  Z IP P E R  $10 .00
Most famous of all O T gas models, ended 
cabin e ra  Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt

NEW ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

U.S. orders, including APO and FPO, add 
20% of total order for shipping and han
dling. Overseas orders (includes Canada 
and Mexico) add 50% of total order. 
Remit payment by International Money 
Order or U.S. funds, drawn on U.S. bank. 
Please, no cash or C.O.D.’s. Mastercard 
or Visa include card number, expiration 
date, and signature. Add 5% to credit 
card orders. California residents add 6% 
sales tax.

models (a British manufacturing firm) have 
been making their appearance.

As we receive photos from Italy, this 
columnist will feature original designs from 
Italy. Quite a few three-view drawings have 
appeared in the Australian SAM 1788 news
letter, Duration Times. If there is enough de
mand, we will start including these with the 
column write-up.
VINTAGE STUNT CHAMPIONSHIPS

Well, it was a long time coming, as this 
columnist had been pushing old timer con
trol line ever since the Riverside Nationals. 
First sponsored by the writer and then taken 
over by PAMPA at the Reno AMA Nationals. 
The O/T control line events have fluctuated 
in attendance primarily due to lack of pub
licity. 1989 will be a different story.

Received a most interesting announce
ment from Mike Keville, 6618 Dashwood 
Street, Lakewood, California 90713, of the 
upcoming "Vintage Stunt Championships" 
to be held February 18 and 19, 1989, at 
Whittier Narrows, So. El Monte, which is 
south of Los Angeles.

Sponsored by the California "Knights of

the Round Circle," AMA Chartered Club # 
2389, this meet will feature two days of Old 
Timer (pre-1953) and Classic C/L Stunt 
Events.

If you have ever wanted to see the old 
boys in action, the contestant entry list 
looks like a who's who in control line: 
George Aldrich, Bob Palmer, Duke Fox, Ted 
Fancher, Bob Dixon, Joe Wagner, et al. This 
will be a high class fun meet!

As stated before, there will be two 
classes: Old Timer for designs kitted, pub
lished, or designed prior to December 31, 
1952, and Classic for designs between 1953 
to 1963. This should include old Veco kits 
plus many of the Detroiter-type designs.

In that line, Mike Keville has sent in Photo 
No. 18 showing "Olie" Olson's Super 
Duper Zilch with K&B 40 power being 
launched by Tony Gallagor. This Jim Saftig 
design is typical of the pre-1953 class 
designs.

Mike further states even if you don't enter, 
there will be a fun circle for those who are 
not competition-oriented. So mark this one 
down on your calendar: February 18 and 19, 
1989!
FREE PLUG DEPARTMENT

The latest call from "A-J" Free Flight 
Specialties reveals that Russ James, proprie
tor, is still busy with "new" ideas for old 
timers.

His latest are aluminum mounts quite 
similar to the old formed steel mounts that 
were popular in the early forties. These 
come in two sizes (like the Army): big and 
small. Costs are $3.75 and $4.00 per pair, 
respectively. Gettum while they are hot 
from Russ James at 4840 East Leisure, 
Fresno, California 93727.
THE WRAP-UP

For a change, no obit this time, but some 
helpful criticisms of the 1988 SAM Champs 
as chaired by Don Sachtjen. Don sez the 
following lessons were learned:

1. Buck Zehr's scoreboard and scorecards 
were "too busy." They could lead to error. 
(The writer thought Buck's idea was great as 
did Don Bekins, future R/C Director.)

2. Let the sponsoring SAM Chapter sell 
shirts, hats, and badges to help out with ex
penses. Don reports 125 tee-shirts, 75 hats, 
and 21 golf shirts were sold. Avoid any small 
size shirts; no demand!

3. An alphabetical list of names versus 
contestant number is excellent as a 
timesaver.

4. Computers. Too much work for the 
desired results. Don reports he spent over 
60 hours on the computer.

5. Put the free flight recording tables on a 
"low-boy" trailer for easy and quick reloca
tion. This idea is invaluable on a variable 
windy day.

6. Finally (and one of this writer's pet 
gripes after getting a cc rating for the large 
regional West Coast SAM Champs), AMA 
Grants only two free memberships for a 
"cc" contest. Over a four-day period, this is 
simply too much to ask of any one Contest 
Director.

Don suggests for 1898 that the Champs 
be split up into four one-day SAM R/C Con
tests and four SAM F/F one-day contests. 
This would certainly alleviate the feeling 
that the normal AAAA Champs have been

reduced to a club contest concept. Let's 
give the people who put in a lot of hard 
work a break! ·

Jake.................  Continued from page 9

hump, but with a clearly different set of 
markings that look more like U-44.

Truly a remarkable find! You can imagine 
how excited we are. Look for us on the news 
any day now. Thanks again for your original 
help in setting up our radio control systems.

Scientist in Inverness
Dear Scientist:

Amazing! Who would've thought that 
supposedly extinct Plesiosaurs would be 
found alive and well in a Scottish lake, and 
that they would look uncannily like sunken 
German U-boats? Why, even the nostrils 
that are visible in the first photo could be 
mistaken for torpedo tubes if you didn't 
know better. One small question, and I feel 
silly to even ask it, how do you account for 
the ladder that runs up the side of the 
hump?

Jake
* * *

Dear lake:
I bought one of those Flymo flying lawn 

mowers. They don't really fly, I guess. But 
they got no wheels and they ride around on 
a cushion of air like a hovercraft. Sounded 
good to me. Sure would beat pushing 
around an 80-pound monstrosity on tiny 
wheels that get stuck in every little ditch or 
crevice.

The darned thing doesn't work! If the 
ground's not perfectly flat, it doesn't fly at 
all. And when it don't fly, the danged blade 
chews the grass off about a half inch below 
dirt level. It won't cross any ditches or 
holes, or any other break in the ground's 
surface. And even when it flies okay, it 
doesn't cut any grass. Darn propeller blade 
under the thing blows all the grass down 
flat where you couldn't cut it with a Bic and 
a can of Foamy.

What do you suppose the problem might 
be?

Abraham lennings McBride in Athens,
Georgia

Dear Abe:
The problem just might be that there are 

enough numb-skulled consumers out there 
who'll buy anything, that it makes it profita
ble for these flymo-by-night companies to 
put a product on the market that couldn't 
possibly work if anybody ever stopped to 
think about it.

Jake
♦ * *

Dear lake:
I am a high school student and I have 

signed up for a mechanical drawing class. 
My instructor has informed me that I will 
need a set of French curves in order to par
ticipate in the course. What exactly is a 
French curve?

Brad, Class of '89
Dear Readers:

All right, I hear all of you out there. You're 
all saying here it comes, he's going to say 
something crude about female anatomy in 
Paris. Well, I'll have you know that this is a 
high-class column, and such boorishness is
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not likely to ever appear in these pages. 
Read on, and learn to appreciate the level of 
erudition and sophistication exemplified 
by my work.
Dear Brad:

A French curve is where Citroens tip over.
Jake

*  *  *

Dear lake:
Consider the following poem which I 

composed while stuck in an elevator full of 
overweight shoe salesmen who had just 
eaten a Mexican lunch about an hour 
earlier:

Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen hundred and ninety-two.
Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon,
1969,
In the month after lune.
lake made his thousandth mistake,
In nineteen hundred and eighty-eight.
Inspired, wouldn't you say?

Laureate in Lawrenceville
Dear Laureate:

Eight doesn't rhyme with mistake, and 
1969 doesn't rhyme with anything. And 
your composition doesn't follow the rules 
of Icelandic Potentiometer.

Jake
* * *

Dear lake:
I noticed that Model Builder recently 

published plans for a model airplane with 
the unlikely name of "Foot Rot." I spent 
many sleepless nights trying to figure out 
where the designer came up with a name 
like that. Then I closely examined the car
toon that heads up your Dear lake column. 
Now I think I know.

Lemming in Dallas, Texas
Dear Lemming:

You obviously haven't read any of my let
ters on how to name model airplanes. If you 
had, you would know that the naming 
method I recommend is to wait until the air
plane is finished and then look at it. Most 
aircraft will visually inspire some sort of 
word association that leads to a name. In 
other words, you name it after what it looks 
like.

This method has produced many memo
rable airplanes, including "the Green Ma
nure Bucket," "Blanche's Varicose Veins," 
and "For Sale." A name like "Foot Rot" 
should come as no surprise to anyone. As a 
matter of fact, I very nearly named one of 
my 1974 designs "Foot Rot," but upon fur
ther reflection, I called it "Even Desenex 
Couldn't Help."

Jake
♦  *  *

Dear lake:
My name is Dilland McNamara, III. My 

friends and associates call me Biff. My op
ponents call me from the poor house. I am 
a corporate attorney representing Yugo of 
America, Incorporated. A few months ago 
you slandered our product in print. That is 
going to turn out to have been a very costly 
mistake. Your derogatory claims of inade
quate engine power and poor maintenance 
records were libelous and totally unsub
stantiated. We have filed not only for defa
mation of corporate character and fraudu
lent testimony, but also for malicious intent

A N ationals W inner
T h e  “ H e in k e l”  H e  1 0 0 - d

J4 " Wingspan — R u b b e r  P o w e r e d  Flying S ea l·

$ 1 5 .9 5  K it #1t0

Your oM building s k ills  w ill enjoy the experience Tim e too 
to get your son (earning how A  beautifu l k it in  the Flyltne 
tradition , contest winning flight ab ility  O eca ls , Canopy ano 
Spinner are included. Q uality  ba lsa , a k it we are proud of.

W e vo got a  whole line of old tavontes 
P lease  send 50c for our F ly line  C atalog.

Phone: (703) 27*9503  Dealers and D istributors are Invited.
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money back
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P.A.W. DIESELS
■049 τ ο -35, RC & STD

SEND $1 FOR LISTS & 
USEFUL DIESEL INFO. 
ERIC CLUTTON,
913 CEDAR LANE, 
TULLAHOMA, TN.37388 

DAVIES-CHARLTON DIESELS! 
NEW PRODUCTION!

DART .03 EXCELLENT
MERLIN .045 QUALITY.
SPITFIRE .06 ENGLISH
SABRE .09 MADE.

to erode our earning power. We suspect 
that you shorted Yugo's stock on the New 
York and international markets, then pub
lished your product assassination in hopes 
of driving the share price down and thereby 
reaping a large personal profit. The SEC is 
aiding in the investigation of this charge.

Prepare a defense, if you have one. Our 
summons will be in your hands by month's 
end.

Dilland McNamara, III, LL.D.
McNamara, McNamara, and Koharski 

Attorneys-at-Law
Dear Biff:

I rest my case.
Jake

C0VERUP!
Sturdy, high quality, rich dark 
green vinyl-covered binders for 
your valued copies of MODEL 
BUILDER Magazine. Gold lettering 
on spine and front cover.

One Binder.................... $695
Three Binders..............$1795
Five Binders................ $2795

(For more than 5, include 
$5.00 for each additional 
binder.)

Shipping: Binders shipped in U.S. by 
UPS only. For one binder, add $2.25. 
For each additional binder add 759. For 
binders shipped outside U.S., add 
$4.00 for one binder. For each addi
tional binder, add $1.50. For Air Mail 
rates overseas, please inquire.

PLEASE . . All payments must be In U.S. 
funds, drawn on a U.S. Bank.

California residents add 6% Sales Tax

MODELS'
BUILDER

898 W. 16th Street 
Newport Beach, CA 92663

Workbench. . . .  Continued from page 9

competition or in sport, seems to amount to 
nothing more than a handful of peanuts 
(sorry about that, Jimmy). However, the let
ters keep coming in, free flight bombed out 
at the '88 Nats, and flying sites aren't exactly 
on the increase. As in our previous discus
sions, we readily admit that frequency con
trol is the major technical drawback at a 
meet of any decent size. The other major 
problem we have mentioned is getting a 
technically acceptable radio system in 
rubber-powered and towline glider compe
tition models. It would seem that Half-A 
Texaco R/C proves that there shouldn't be 
any problem with any size gas model, 
though the smaller ones may have to con
cede to full fuselage designs instead of
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A CUT 
ABOVE

Precision cutting instrument ou t 
lasts the com petit ion  by ten to one.

The Uber Skiver was designed to meet the precision require
ments ol photofabrication, microcircuitry, graphics arts pro
duction, etc., and as such becomes the perfect culling tool 
for the discriminating modeler.

° N E  O A V

T °H O %  S " “ 2 ! ! 2 ·

•  Long L ife  S ta in less Steel B lades

•  Rear Draw  B a r C lu tch
•  Instrum ent Q u a lity  M ateria ls
•  Advance C o lle t Design
•  H ex Cross Section
•  D eep ly Knu rled  G rip
•  Blades can be resharpened

Availiable in seven satin anodized handle colors: silver, blue, red, green, gold, black, and volet 
Complete set in fitted hardwood case: includesUber Skiver, together with two vials containing
four IMo. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15, and 20 .....................................................................$16.95

See you r dealer, o r order d irect. Orders are shipped
F irs t Class in the U .S . A d d  10% o f  total order. P0,Individual handles (specify color)...........$6 95
overseas air mail, including Canada & M exico , add  Vial of 6 blades (No. 10. 11, or 1 5 )  $4.00
50% o f  total order. R em it b y  International M oney  . . .  _ n . . .  „
Order o r  U .S  funds drawn on a U .S. bank. Postage " ' l o · 1 *  o r  .........................
is paid on APO  and FRO  orders. Calif, residents add
6% sales tax. Dealer inquiries invited. i ^ ^ K i  V ! ^ „ a n d  ^ A S | E R C A R D

am  ■■■ ^ m ^ m  mm Μ  Μ  M  ^ m a m MSA add 5%, and include ΘΧρίΓ*
/ W U L I C L  B U I L D C i X  PRODUCTS a,i°nda,ea"d signature.

California residents add 6% sales tax.
898 W. 16th. St., Newport Beach, California 92663 Minimum order: $10.00

stick-and-pylon.
Notice our reference to "technical" this 

and that. This means to say that we're not 
talking about the moral issues of the ques
tion, only the technical matters (Good grief, 
I'm beginning to sound like a politician!).

Ken McCall, of Pittsford, New York, sent 
in portions of an article from a 1965 issue of 
American Modeler, written by well-known 
free flighter Hewitt Phillips, in which he de
scribes a method of installing an extremely 
lightweight R/C rudder system (1.3 ounces) 
in a conventional competition-type rubber 
model of 46-inch span and weighing just 
over 6 ounces, complete with 12 strands of 
1/4-inch rubber and radio equipment. The 
lightweight actuator doesn't have the 
strength to deflect and hold the normal size 
rudder required to turn the aircraft; how
ever, it doesn't have to! Thanks to an idea 
patented way back in 1922, the rudder is 
moved in the same way that the heavily 
loaded control surfaces of a DC-6, Boeing 
707, and DC-8 are moved. It's a servo-tab.

In use, the servo-tab, sort of like a small, 
narrow trim tab on a control surface, is 
deflected in the opposite direction to that 
which is desired. As the tab moves, air 
forces developed on the tab push the main 
control surface in the opposite, or desired 
direction! Because the tab is small, it takes 
very little effort to move. If you want right 
rudder, you move the tab to the left and it 
forces the rudder to the right. Voila!

* * *
Texas has two Gilberts. One was the hurri

cane that hit the southern Gulf Coast in 
early September and the other is Dave Gil
bert, of Houston, who issues the following 
warning to all free flighters:

Beware ye champions of the pure flight 
form, for sinister forces are at work. As one 
of your fallen brethren, I am trying to do 
this one last decent thing in hopes that 
some of you might be saved from that soul
consuming monster called radio control.

, It starts so naturally. O f course, you 
should experiment. Where would mankind 
be without this driving curiosity? After all, 
you are an intelligent individual and can 
decide for yourself when enough is 
enough. In so doing, you will have the facts 
firsthand to argue with those who would 
lure you away from your great love.

So, go ahead, install a radio in one of your 
old models and give it a try. Two channels is 
all you need, and you will probably only 
use one of those. Besides, you will want to 
practice that retrieval flyback from far 
downwind so you will be ready. The best 
way is to just keep it in close (directly over
head) until you get the hang of it. If you en
counter lift, so much the better; might as 
well steer it over under that hawk or your 
buddy's model that is still going up. It is 
good practice; what the heck!

You have a real feeling for this; obviously 
some latent talent here just waiting to be 
used. Some of those guys couldn't drive a 
kiddie car in an empty parking lot. So, sit 
back in your chaise lounge and practice. 
Twenty-minute flights are routine and you

can land it just a few feet away, or if some
one is watching, drive it right toward you 
then stand up at the last second and make a 
one-hand catch. What the heck!

With this kind of flying you don't have to 
go far to find a field that is big enough. That 
means you can do it more often and you 
can get more flying time in each trip be
cause you don't have to chase it. So you are 
getting pretty good at this R/C stuff. Cer
tainly you could outfly old fumble fingers 
over there. Why not have a little fun and 
challenge those other guys to a little no
max contest? It would be good practice for 
everyone. Now for this, of course, you 
might as well use your good model; might 
even build a new one just for R/C. You 
could really show those guys some things. 
What the Heck!

just to make sure though, maybe you 
should have a little better radio. You haven't 
used that motorcycle in months. You could 
sell it and get a really good radio, or maybe 
even two! What the heck!

Now having done all this, it just does not 
seem right to have to travel so far to have a 
"free flight" contest with the radios turned 
off. Why not stay home and have a contest 
with the radios on? Let the new designs take 
full advantage of the new control capabil
ity. Who knows, it might start another 
Golden Age or at least a Silver one.

At this point you are hooked. The R/C 
monster has you and you will never be pure 
again!

Welcome aboard; what the heck! ·
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Flight Scb

Go to school with the Professor, 
the radio control trainer that makes 
electric flying easier than ever. 

Extrem ely stable design and

The complete Professor k it comes out of 
the box ready to assemble.

A R F assembly are just a few of 
the features that make the Pro
fessor ideal for novice flyers. 

Clean, quiet flying excitement

is as close as the 
schoolyard. Let 
Futaba and 
the Pro
fessor show you how 
simple it can be.

Advanced, lightweight mate
rials are used for the fuselage for 
exceptional strength and rigidity. 
And built-up, pre-covered wing, 
tail and stabilizer eliminate the 
need for special assembly 
skills. Simply join the wing 
halves, attach stabilizer, 
tail and pre-installed link
ages. Mount the propeller 
to the gearbox of the powerful 
Mabuchi R S540SH  motor, install 
radio and batteries and you’re 
ready for takeoff.

PROFESSOR SPECIFICATIONS
Length 35 04' (890mm)
Wingspan 48.82* (1240mm)
Area 446.5 sq. in
Weight iwinc system) 39 oz.
Motor RS540SH w/3:l 

reduction gearbox
Recommended system Futaba 4NBL/MCR
REQUIRES: 7.2v/1200mAH N.Cd battery pack 
and charger. 2-4 Channel radio control system
(electronic speed control optional).

Futaba M C R-4A  In teg ra ted  M O S F E T  sp eed  co n tro l 
r e c e iv e r  (Not in c lu d ed l re q u ire d  fo r  optim um  p e r fo r
m ance. S p e c ifica tio n s : 4 C hannel: 1 .5  oz. (exc lud in g  
sw itch  and co n n e cto rs ): 1 .2 4 * x  2 .9 2 ' x  0 .6 3 ’  B E C  
Voltage regu lator.

E le c tr i fy in g  fun  fo r  the m ore  advanced  
p ilo t . A ero b a tic  H irobo  Futaba  Ch ipm unk  
(A va ilab le  soon).

Futaba Corporation of America
555 West Victoria Street Compton. CA 90220
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20% MORE POWER THAN THE .60 4-CYCLE.. .  Enya, the leader in 4-cycle engine 
performance and reliability has done it again with the new .80 4-cycle. Because now. 
for the first time, we’re offering .60 scale fliers the added power of an .80— without 
the bulk of a larger engine. Compare our .80 4-cycle to any .60 4-cycle. You’ll see 
instantly that it’s probably no larger than your favorite powerplant. Which means the 
.80 will easily fit into most .60 aircraft w ithout m odification  to the fuselage.

And since the mount holes perfectly match Enya’s .60 4-cycle, 
there’s no special equipment needed, and no
holes to drill! You just bolt it in and fly. D  < ά  Γ ι '  A J U ·  I

MORE POWER FOR HEAVIER PLANES. ^ Π ΐ Ι  
MORE SPEED FOR LIGHTER PLANES W  ^  W W 1
Most heavy planes can severely strain J T  I E
an engine, especially a 4-cycle. But with J P fe if l I  f f l  H i  B p
the new .80 4-cycle, you’ll get even the J i · ^ ·  H i
heaviest planes (up to 10 lbs.) up in a -  -
hurry. Through a superior power-to-weight A J ' E l f  A  I f  I
ratio, you’ll also be able to climb and pull G ’s W W  I I W  E l ^ w
you never considered possible with a .60 4-cycle. ___α
And with a practical RPM range of 2,700 to 12,000 RPM’s,
you can bolt on just about any prop you prefer— all
the way up to a giant 14x6— to fine-tune your plane for
power and acceleration. And you’ll find the transition V> f
between speeds is incomparably smooth. —

BEST OF ALL, ENYA’S QUALITY AND DURABILITY M  j
ARE BUILT RIGHT IN .. .As with all Enya engines, we — r
wanted this new .80 to perform day in and day 
out over extended periods of time. So we lined
the cylinder wall with a steel jacket to reduce wear *
and the chances of scoring. We forged an V
aluminum piston to reduce weight, and utilize a ------------------' --- ^
heavy duty piston ring for long life. The result is a , V \  ---------T
durable, trouble-free engine that not only performs >
well, but will perform well for many years to come.

We’ve also included a large 7mm G type >  ----------
carb, with a manual choke for starting cold ^  ___________ *
engines with ease. H t fT  -------------

The new .80 4-cycle. * v  ------------------
A perfect blend of high performance, m
increased power and Enya reliability_ _ _ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^  \ ψ ΐ ι ΐ * · * * '
— at a price that's surprisingly
affordable. See one at your M k  - —
hobby dealer today. ^  _ _ ---------- '

Tools included

Altech Marketing, Inc
Enya Model Engines PO. Box 286 
Fords, New Jersey 08863 / 201-572-5792
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